
            Social and Health

We live in a technologically connected, yet 
physically fragmented society, and social 
isolation is becoming more prevalent across 
many communities2 . The effects of social 
isolation are greater for vulnerable 

populations, including the growing 
demographic of older adults3. In 2016, the 
population of Canadian older adults (55+) 
exceeded the youth population for the first 
time4. Furthermore, research is exploring 
the public health impacts of long auto 
commutes - finding links to obesity, 
decreased cardiorespiratory fitness, higher 
blood pressure, diabetes, fatigue, anxiety 
and depression, and chronic stress5.  

            Economic

The shared-mobility sector is shifting how 
we access transportation options. By 2025, 
it is expected that the shared-mobility 
sector will be an 827-billion-dollar global 
market6 . The on-demand nature of shared 
mobility makes it a mobility-complement to 
the gig economy, where the labour market is 
characterized by on-demand work as 
opposed to permanent jobs. 

            Environmental 

In the Canadian-specific context, emissions 
from the transportation sector have 
increased by 34% since the 1990s7. 
Increased use of micromobility can reduce 
emissions.
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Pourquoi

la micromobilité

Pourquoi la micromobilité devient-elle 
rapidement un mode de transport prisé?
La mobilité est essentielle à la santé de nos 
collectivités. Elle permet de relier les gens à 
leur foyer, à leurs activités et les uns aux 
autres. Alors que les tendances sociétales 
récentes influencent l’endroit où nous 
vivons, où nous allons et comment nous nous 
connectons, les façons dont nous pouvons et 
voulons nous déplacer changent également.
Cette évolution de la réalité et de l’attitude à 
l’égard de la mobilité mène à une 
modification du paradigme en faveur de 
formes de transport plus durables, inclusives 
et saines. Il en résulte des modes de 
transport plus actifs, dont certains sont 
inédits.
La micromobilité, qui désigne les solutions de 
transport à propulsion humaine et électrique 
de petite taille1, n’est que l’un des nombreux 
changements en matière de mobilité que 
nous observons à l’appui des grandes 
tendances sociétales. Parmi les modes de 
micromobilité, citons les vélos électriques et 
les trottinettes électriques.

Les tendances sociales, 
économiques et environnementales 
affectant la mobilité

            Société et santé

Nous vivons dans une société connectée sur 
le plan technologique, mais fragmentée sur 
le plan physique. En effet, l’isolement social 
est de plus en plus répandu dans de 
nombreuses collectivités2 . Les effets cet 
isolement sont plus importants pour les 

populations vulnérables, en particulier les 
personnes âgées3dont le nombre va 
croissant. En 2016, la population de 
personnes âgées (55 ans et plus) a dépassé 
pour la première fois la population des 
jeunes4. De plus, la recherche explore les 
effets sur la santé publique des longs 
trajets en voiture, en établissant des liens 
avec l’obésité, la diminution de la santé 
cardiorespiratoire, l’hypertension 
artérielle, le diabète, la fatigue, l’anxiété, la 
dépression et le stress chronique5.  

 Les premiers sont des bicyclettes équipées d’un 
moteur électrique qui aide l’utilisateur à 
propulser le vélo. Les secondes sont des 
trottinettes équipées d’un moteur qui 
augmente la vitesse du conducteur avec un 
effort physique minimal. Les trottinettes 
électriques sont de plus en plus populaires. Leur 
présence ne cesse de croitre, de même que les 
défis que les municipalités doivent relever pour 
les réglementer. Ce document vise à mieux 
expliquer comment nous pouvons être prêts, 
pour l’avenir, à maximiser le potentiel des vélos 
électriques et d’autres formes de 
micromobilité, et ce, afin de favoriser des 
déplacements durables, inclusifs et sains.

Le terme « micromobilité » 
englobe les vélos 
électriques, les 
trottinettes électriques, 
les mobylettes, et plus 
encore1.

            Economic

The shared-mobility sector is shifting how 
we access transportation options. By 2025, 
it is expected that the shared-mobility 
sector will be an 827-billion-dollar global 
market6 . The on-demand nature of shared 
mobility makes it a mobility-complement to 
the gig economy, where the labour market is 
characterized by on-demand work as 
opposed to permanent jobs. 

            Environmental 

In the Canadian-specific context, emissions 
from the transportation sector have 
increased by 34% since the 1990s7. 
Increased use of micromobility can reduce 
emissions.
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 devient-elle rapidement 
un mode de transport prisé ?



Que peut signifier

            Social and Health

We live in a technologically connected, yet 
physically fragmented society, and social 
isolation is becoming more prevalent across 
many communities2 . The effects of social 
isolation are greater for vulnerable 

populations, including the growing 
demographic of older adults3. In 2016, the 
population of Canadian older adults (55+) 
exceeded the youth population for the first 
time4. Furthermore, research is exploring 
the public health impacts of long auto 
commutes - finding links to obesity, 
decreased cardiorespiratory fitness, higher 
blood pressure, diabetes, fatigue, anxiety 
and depression, and chronic stress5.  

Selon les perspectives, la micromobilité est à 
la fois une solution et un problème.
Pour certains, les flous législatifs entourant 
la micromobilité en font une nuisance, qui 
devrait faire l’objet d’une réglementation 
particulière. Pour d’autres, l’augmentation 
de la distance que l’on peut parcourir en 
utilisant le transport actif, son faible coût 
comparable et sa durabilité accrue offrent 
un degré de liberté et de souplesse sans 
précédent. Même si les opinions divergent, de 
nombreuses régions ont assisté à l’adoption 
rapide des options de micromobilité, en 
particulier les vélos électriques et les 
trottinettes électriques, qui représentent de 
nouvelles solutions adaptées aux nouveaux 
besoins en matière de transport.

La micromobilité semble être la réponse 
idéale à l’évolution des besoins. Elle permet 
de combler les lacunes évidentes en 
matière de transport, qui limitent 
l’inclusivité et la durabilité des 
déplacements.

Aux fins du présent document, nous 
considérons ces nouveaux besoins en 
matière de transport comme le chainon 
manquant du transport. 

The missing middle can refer to trip 
types, technology options, network 
connections and demographics that are 
currently left out of how we plan for, and 
implement, transportation. Planning for 
transportation options that can fill the 
missing middle would allow for a wider 
demographic to access their 
communities and essential amenities, 
offer sustainable alternatives to the 
automobile, and provide new industries 
within the transportation field. A 
notable element of the missing middle is 
the first and last mile trips - the 
distances between transit stops and the 
beginning and end of a trip.

Despite the evident potential of 
micromobility to address crucial gaps in 
transportation, it remains an emerging 
transportation field that is expanding 
rapidly with minimal guidance. Safety, 
implementation, regulation and 
accessibility are growing concerns as 
the market continues to gain popularity. 
These concerns give rise to several 
important questions, including: How can 
micromobility fit into the existing 
transportation network? Are 
micromobility options a complement or 
disturbance to the existing framework? 
How do we ensure micromobility 
maximizes its potential to fill crucial 
mobility gaps?  

In the current transportation landscape, 
realizing the full potential of emerging 
technologies is paramount, and 
micromobility could have the potential to 
address social, economic and 
environmental issues within 
transportation. However, it is equally 
important to contemplate the 
appropriate introduction of these new 
modes, so that they are integrated and 
operated in a way that supports and 
enhances a sustainable and resilient 
transportation network. We frame 
seven key questions that will guide the 
discussion of this paper:

Electric bicycles (also referred to as 
e-bikes, electric-cycles, e-cycles) are one 
of the leading and rapidly emerging 
modes of micromobility. E-bikes build 
upon the capability of traditional bicycles 
by reducing the physical stress of cycling 
with electric-power assistance to the 
pedals, permitting the rider to travel 
longer and farther than a traditional 
bicycle8 . The speed, weight and 
functionality of the motor are dependent 
on the type of e-bike, as well as the 
specific area where the e-bike is 
operated. At present, there are regions 
across North America that have not 
established whether, or where, e-bikes 
should fit into their transportation 
networks. Currently, the term e-bike 
encompasses any two or three-wheeled 
electrically motorized bicycle/sit-down 
scooter with pedals. However, as shown 
in the graphics, the different types of 
e-bikes are not only visually contrasting 
as shown in Figure 1 but also differ in 
capabilities (Table 1).

The Typologies
To assist in clarifying the differences 
between the models, we will adopt a 
definition previously used in e-bike 
literature: Bicycle-Style E-Bikes (BSEB) 
and Scooter-Style E-Bikes (SSEB). 
Despite the segregation in definition, in 
Canada and some countries around the 
world, there is no legal difference 
between the models. 

Bicycle-Style E-Bikes (BSEB)
BSEB models have a similar physical 
appearance to non-motorized or 
conventional bicycles. In Canada, they 
are capped at 500 watts of power and a 
speed of 32km/h9 . They are known 
across the globe as pedal-assist bicycles 
(PABs), pedelecs, and low-speed electric 
bicycles9. 

There are two key typologies within the 
BSEB category: pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. With pedal-assist 
models, the motor only runs when the 

rider is pedalling, relieving excess 
physical strain and expanding the 
bicycling range. They are most 
commonly known as pedelecs and PABs9. 
The term pedelec is predominantly 
European, whereas PAB is more 
common in North America. More 
powerful  speed pedelecs are known as 
s-pedelecs, and operate at a higher 
maximum speed of 45km/h. Some 
pedelecs/PAB models offer a start-up 
aid, which allows the motor to run briefly 
(at a maximum speed of 6km/h) to help 

the rider start after a stop. A start-up 
aid is not the same functionality as a 
throttle. Models with start-up aids are 
still considered pedal-assisted.  In 
contrast, throttle-assist models still 
operate the motor as the rider pedals, 
but can also run the motor 
independently from pedalling through a 
throttle - normally located on the 
handlebars. These models are known as 
throttle-assisted PABs.

            Économie

Le secteur de la mobilité partagée est en 
train de modifier notre façon d’accéder aux 
options de transport. D’ici 2025, on s’attend 
à ce que le secteur de la mobilité partagée 
représente un marché mondial de 827 
milliards de dollars6 . Elle représente le volet 
mobilité d’une économie à la demande de 
plus en plus populaire, où le marché du 
travail est caractérisé par le travail à la 
tâche plutôt que par des emplois 
permanents. 

            Environnement

Au Canada, les émissions du secteur des 
transports ont augmenté de 34 % depuis 
les années 19907. La micromobilité, si elle 
devient plus populaire, peut contribuer à 
réduire les émissions.

MARCHE

LE CHAINON 
MANQUANT

DÉPENDANCE À 
L’AUTOMOBILE

3

Scooter-Style E-bikes (SSEB)
SSEB models resemble mopeds in their 
frame and operate the motor 
independently from pedalling, via a 
throttle. However, to comply with the 
legal definition of an e-bike, SSEB 
models mandate pedals that could be 
operated by human-power. As such, 
SSEB models straddle the definition of 
electric bicycles10 ; although their pedals 
are mandated, they are rarely 
functional. In Canada, they are capped 
at 500 watts of power and a speed of 
32km/h9. They are known as e-bikes, 
electric scooters and electric mopeds.

It is important to note that these 
terminologies are not universal on a 
global scale. In the following chapters, 
we will distinguish how the term e-bike is 
used internationally, and the effects of 
terminology on public perception and 
ridership trends. Currently, both BSEBs 
and SSEBs are gaining popularity in 
Canada.  Specifically, the potential of 
BSEBs have increased significantly in 
the past year11. For the remainder of this 
paper, “e-bike” refers to a bicycle-style 
pedelec type e-bike, unless BSEB or 
SSEB is used to delineate one from the 
other. 
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l'émergence de la 
micromobilité ?



            Social and Health

We live in a technologically connected, yet 
physically fragmented society, and social 
isolation is becoming more prevalent across 
many communities2 . The effects of social 
isolation are greater for vulnerable 

populations, including the growing 
demographic of older adults3. In 2016, the 
population of Canadian older adults (55+) 
exceeded the youth population for the first 
time4. Furthermore, research is exploring 
the public health impacts of long auto 
commutes - finding links to obesity, 
decreased cardiorespiratory fitness, higher 
blood pressure, diabetes, fatigue, anxiety 
and depression, and chronic stress5.  

Depending on perspective, micromobility
is both one of the solutions and one of 
the problems in transportation. For 
some, the uncertainty surrounding 
micromobility makes it a nuisance, which 
should have careful regulations. For 
others, the increased active-travel shed 
(the distance one can travel using active 
transportation), comparable low cost, 
and increased sustainability offer an 
unprecedented level of freedom and 
flexibility. Even with diverging opinions, 
many regions have seen a rapid uptake 

of micromobility options, most notably 
e-bikes and e-scooters, as new 
alternatives to addressing shifting 
transportation needs.

Micromobility appears to seamlessly 
address some, if not all, of our shifting 
mobility-needs and close the evident 
gaps in transportation, which limit the 
inclusivity and sustainability of travel. 
For this paper, we frame these shifting 
transportation needs as the missing 
middle of transportation. 

Le chainon manquant peut référer aux types 
de déplacements, aux options technologiques, 
aux connexions entre réseaux et aux données 
démographiques qui ne sont actuellement pas 
pris en compte lors de la planification et de la 
mise en œuvre du transport. Or, en 
considérant les options de transport qui 
peuvent combler le chainon manquant, on 
permettrait à un plus grand nombre de 
personnes d’accéder à leurs communautés et 
aux commodités essentielles. Cela 
constituerait en outre une solution de 
rechange durable à l’automobile et 
favoriserait l’émergence de nouvelles 
industries dans le domaine du transport. Un 
élément notable du chainon manquant est le 
premier et le dernier kilomètre, soit les 
distances entre les arrêts de transport en 
commun et le début et la fin d’un déplacement.

Malgré le potentiel évident de la 
micromobilité pour combler de graves 
lacunes dans les transports, il s’agit d’une 
nouveauté qui prend rapidement de 
l’expansion sans grand encadrement.
La sécurité, la mise en œuvre, la 
réglementation et l’accessibilité sont des 
préoccupations croissantes à mesure que le 
marché gagne en popularité.
Ces préoccupations soulèvent plusieurs 
questions importantes, notamment : 
Comment la micromobilité peut-elle 
s’intégrer dans le réseau de transport 
existant? Les options de micromobilité sont-
elles un complément ou une nuisance au 
cadre existant? Comment s’assurer que la 
micromobilité maximise son potentiel pour 
combler de graves lacunes en matière de 
mobilité?

Dans le paysage actuel des transports, il est 
primordial de réaliser le plein potentiel des 
technologies émergentes. La micromobilité 
pourrait permettre de résoudre les 
problèmes sociaux, économiques et 
environnementaux liés aux transports.
Il est cependant tout aussi important 
d’envisager l’introduction appropriée de ces 
nouveaux modes de transport afin qu’ils 
soient intégrés et exploités d’une manière qui 
appuie et améliore un réseau de transport 
durable et résilient. Nous formulons sept 
questions clés qui guideront la discussion 
dans le présent document :

Que sont les vélos 
électriques et 
comment les 
définissons-nous?

Quel est le rôle 
actuel des vélos 
électriques et 
comment cela 
pourrait-il changer?

Comment la 
législation influence-
t-elle l’intégration des 
vélos électriques?

Quelles leçons peut-on 
tirer de la 
réglementation actuelle 
sur les vélos électriques?

Comment les 
spécialistes perçoivent-
ils la micromobilité?

Comment la 
micromobilité peut-elle 
remédier au « chainon 
manquant »?

Quels sont les meilleurs 
outils pour intégrer la 
micromobilité et les 
vélos électriques dans le 
contexte canadien?
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Electric bicycles (also referred to as 
e-bikes, electric-cycles, e-cycles) are one 
of the leading and rapidly emerging 
modes of micromobility. E-bikes build 
upon the capability of traditional bicycles 
by reducing the physical stress of cycling 
with electric-power assistance to the 
pedals, permitting the rider to travel 
longer and farther than a traditional 
bicycle8 . The speed, weight and 
functionality of the motor are dependent 
on the type of e-bike, as well as the 
specific area where the e-bike is 
operated. At present, there are regions 
across North America that have not 
established whether, or where, e-bikes 
should fit into their transportation 
networks. Currently, the term e-bike 
encompasses any two or three-wheeled 
electrically motorized bicycle/sit-down 
scooter with pedals. However, as shown 
in the graphics, the different types of 
e-bikes are not only visually contrasting 
as shown in Figure 1 but also differ in 
capabilities (Table 1).

The Typologies
To assist in clarifying the differences 
between the models, we will adopt a 
definition previously used in e-bike 
literature: Bicycle-Style E-Bikes (BSEB) 
and Scooter-Style E-Bikes (SSEB). 
Despite the segregation in definition, in 
Canada and some countries around the 
world, there is no legal difference 
between the models. 

Bicycle-Style E-Bikes (BSEB)
BSEB models have a similar physical 
appearance to non-motorized or 
conventional bicycles. In Canada, they 
are capped at 500 watts of power and a 
speed of 32km/h9 . They are known 
across the globe as pedal-assist bicycles 
(PABs), pedelecs, and low-speed electric 
bicycles9. 

There are two key typologies within the 
BSEB category: pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. With pedal-assist 
models, the motor only runs when the 

rider is pedalling, relieving excess 
physical strain and expanding the 
bicycling range. They are most 
commonly known as pedelecs and PABs9. 
The term pedelec is predominantly 
European, whereas PAB is more 
common in North America. More 
powerful  speed pedelecs are known as 
s-pedelecs, and operate at a higher 
maximum speed of 45km/h. Some 
pedelecs/PAB models offer a start-up 
aid, which allows the motor to run briefly 
(at a maximum speed of 6km/h) to help 

the rider start after a stop. A start-up 
aid is not the same functionality as a 
throttle. Models with start-up aids are 
still considered pedal-assisted.  In 
contrast, throttle-assist models still 
operate the motor as the rider pedals, 
but can also run the motor 
independently from pedalling through a 
throttle - normally located on the 
handlebars. These models are known as 
throttle-assisted PABs.

            Economic

The shared-mobility sector is shifting how 
we access transportation options. By 2025, 
it is expected that the shared-mobility 
sector will be an 827-billion-dollar global 
market6 . The on-demand nature of shared 
mobility makes it a mobility-complement to 
the gig economy, where the labour market is 
characterized by on-demand work as 
opposed to permanent jobs. 

            Environmental 

In the Canadian-specific context, emissions 
from the transportation sector have 
increased by 34% since the 1990s7. 
Increased use of micromobility can reduce 
emissions.
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Qu’est-ce que le chainon manquant?

Scooter-Style E-bikes (SSEB)
SSEB models resemble mopeds in their 
frame and operate the motor 
independently from pedalling, via a 
throttle. However, to comply with the 
legal definition of an e-bike, SSEB 
models mandate pedals that could be 
operated by human-power. As such, 
SSEB models straddle the definition of 
electric bicycles10 ; although their pedals 
are mandated, they are rarely 
functional. In Canada, they are capped 
at 500 watts of power and a speed of 
32km/h9. They are known as e-bikes, 
electric scooters and electric mopeds.

It is important to note that these 
terminologies are not universal on a 
global scale. In the following chapters, 
we will distinguish how the term e-bike is 
used internationally, and the effects of 
terminology on public perception and 
ridership trends. Currently, both BSEBs 
and SSEBs are gaining popularity in 
Canada.  Specifically, the potential of 
BSEBs have increased significantly in 
the past year11. For the remainder of this 
paper, “e-bike” refers to a bicycle-style 
pedelec type e-bike, unless BSEB or 
SSEB is used to delineate one from the 
other. 
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            Social and Health

We live in a technologically connected, yet 
physically fragmented society, and social 
isolation is becoming more prevalent across 
many communities2 . The effects of social 
isolation are greater for vulnerable 

populations, including the growing 
demographic of older adults3. In 2016, the 
population of Canadian older adults (55+) 
exceeded the youth population for the first 
time4. Furthermore, research is exploring 
the public health impacts of long auto 
commutes - finding links to obesity, 
decreased cardiorespiratory fitness, higher 
blood pressure, diabetes, fatigue, anxiety 
and depression, and chronic stress5.  

Electric bicycles (also referred to as 
e-bikes, electric-cycles, e-cycles) are one 
of the leading and rapidly emerging 
modes of micromobility. E-bikes build 
upon the capability of traditional bicycles 
by reducing the physical stress of cycling 
with electric-power assistance to the 
pedals, permitting the rider to travel 
longer and farther than a traditional 
bicycle8 . The speed, weight and 
functionality of the motor are dependent 
on the type of e-bike, as well as the 
specific area where the e-bike is 
operated. At present, there are regions 
across North America that have not 
established whether, or where, e-bikes 
should fit into their transportation 
networks. Currently, the term e-bike 
encompasses any two or three-wheeled 
electrically motorized bicycle/sit-down 
scooter with pedals. However, as shown 
in the graphics, the different types of 
e-bikes are not only visually contrasting 
as shown in Figure 1 but also differ in 
capabilities (Table 1).

The Typologies
To assist in clarifying the differences 
between the models, we will adopt a 
definition previously used in e-bike 
literature: Bicycle-Style E-Bikes (BSEB) 
and Scooter-Style E-Bikes (SSEB). 
Despite the segregation in definition, in 
Canada and some countries around the 
world, there is no legal difference 
between the models. 

Bicycle-Style E-Bikes (BSEB)
BSEB models have a similar physical 
appearance to non-motorized or 
conventional bicycles. In Canada, they 
are capped at 500 watts of power and a 
speed of 32km/h9 . They are known 
across the globe as pedal-assist bicycles 
(PABs), pedelecs, and low-speed electric 
bicycles9. 

There are two key typologies within the 
BSEB category: pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. With pedal-assist 
models, the motor only runs when the 

rider is pedalling, relieving excess 
physical strain and expanding the 
bicycling range. They are most 
commonly known as pedelecs and PABs9. 
The term pedelec is predominantly 
European, whereas PAB is more 
common in North America. More 
powerful  speed pedelecs are known as 
s-pedelecs, and operate at a higher 
maximum speed of 45km/h. Some 
pedelecs/PAB models offer a start-up 
aid, which allows the motor to run briefly 
(at a maximum speed of 6km/h) to help 

the rider start after a stop. A start-up 
aid is not the same functionality as a 
throttle. Models with start-up aids are 
still considered pedal-assisted.  In 
contrast, throttle-assist models still 
operate the motor as the rider pedals, 
but can also run the motor 
independently from pedalling through a 
throttle - normally located on the 
handlebars. These models are known as 
throttle-assisted PABs.

            Economic

The shared-mobility sector is shifting how 
we access transportation options. By 2025, 
it is expected that the shared-mobility 
sector will be an 827-billion-dollar global 
market6 . The on-demand nature of shared 
mobility makes it a mobility-complement to 
the gig economy, where the labour market is 
characterized by on-demand work as 
opposed to permanent jobs. 

            Environmental 

In the Canadian-specific context, emissions 
from the transportation sector have 
increased by 34% since the 1990s7. 
Increased use of micromobility can reduce 
emissions.

Que sont
les vélos 
électriques
et comment les 
définissons-nous?

Scooter-Style E-bikes (SSEB)
SSEB models resemble mopeds in their 
frame and operate the motor 
independently from pedalling, via a 
throttle. However, to comply with the 
legal definition of an e-bike, SSEB 
models mandate pedals that could be 
operated by human-power. As such, 
SSEB models straddle the definition of 
electric bicycles10 ; although their pedals 
are mandated, they are rarely 
functional. In Canada, they are capped 
at 500 watts of power and a speed of 
32km/h9. They are known as e-bikes, 
electric scooters and electric mopeds.

It is important to note that these 
terminologies are not universal on a 
global scale. In the following chapters, 
we will distinguish how the term e-bike is 
used internationally, and the effects of 
terminology on public perception and 
ridership trends. Currently, both BSEBs 
and SSEBs are gaining popularity in 
Canada.  Specifically, the potential of 
BSEBs have increased significantly in 
the past year11. For the remainder of this 
paper, “e-bike” refers to a bicycle-style 
pedelec type e-bike, unless BSEB or 
SSEB is used to delineate one from the 
other. 
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l’accélération assistée;
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            Environmental 

In the Canadian-specific context, emissions 
from the transportation sector have 
increased by 34% since the 1990s7. 
Increased use of micromobility can reduce 
emissions.

Les vélos électriques sont l’un des modes de 
micromobilité les plus importants et leur 
nombre ne cesse de croitre. Ils s’appuient sur 
les capacités des vélos traditionnels en 
réduisant le stress physique lié au cyclisme en 
assistant le pédalage à l’aide d’un moteur 
électrique. Cela permet au cycliste de voyager 
plus longtemps et plus loin qu’avec un vélo 
traditionnel8 . La vitesse, le poids et la 
fonctionnalité du moteur dépendent du type 
de vélo électrique, ainsi que de la zone 
spécifique dans laquelle il est utilisé.
À l’heure actuelle, certaines régions 
d’Amérique du Nord n’ont pas encore 
déterminé si les vélos électriques devaient 
s’intégrer à leur réseau de transport ni où ils 
devaient le faire.
Le terme « vélo électrique » désigne tout vélo 
ou tout scooter électrique à deux ou trois 
roues doté d’un moteur électrique et de 
pédales.
Cependant, comme le montrent les 
graphiques, les types de vélos électriques 
diffèrent non seulement par leur allure (voir la 
figure 1), mais également par leurs capacités 
(tableau 1).

Figure 1 : Différents aspects des 
vélos électriques
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VÉLOS À ASSISTANCE ÉLECTRIQUE/À PÉDALAGE ASSISTÉ 

Pédalage assisté complet
Moteur de pédalage assisté
Vitesse maximale : 32km/h

VÉLOS À ASSISTANCE ÉLECTRIQUE RAPIDES (S-PEDELECS) 

Pédalage assisté complet
Moteur de pédalage assisté
Vitesse maximale : 45km/h

Pédalage assisté et accélération assistée 
Moteur de pédalage assisté et  + taccélérateur 
pour remplacer le pédalage
Vitesse maximale : 32km/h

VÉLOS ÉLECTRIQUES DE TYPE SCOOTER
accélération assistée et pédales 
fonctionnelles
L’accélérateur actionne le moteur et  les 
pédales peuvent propulser le vélo
Max speed: 32km/h
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Actuellement défini comme vélo à assistance électrique

Actuellement défini comme vélo à assistance électrique

Scooter-Style E-bikes (SSEB)
SSEB models resemble mopeds in their 
frame and operate the motor 
independently from pedalling, via a 
throttle. However, to comply with the 
legal definition of an e-bike, SSEB 
models mandate pedals that could be 
operated by human-power. As such, 
SSEB models straddle the definition of 
electric bicycles10 ; although their pedals 
are mandated, they are rarely 
functional. In Canada, they are capped 
at 500 watts of power and a speed of 
32km/h9. They are known as e-bikes, 
electric scooters and electric mopeds.

It is important to note that these 
terminologies are not universal on a 
global scale. In the following chapters, 
we will distinguish how the term e-bike is 
used internationally, and the effects of 
terminology on public perception and 
ridership trends. Currently, both BSEBs 
and SSEBs are gaining popularity in 
Canada.  Specifically, the potential of 
BSEBs have increased significantly in 
the past year11. For the remainder of this 
paper, “e-bike” refers to a bicycle-style 
pedelec type e-bike, unless BSEB or 
SSEB is used to delineate one from the 
other. 
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Canada and some countries around the 
world, there is no legal difference 
between the models. 

Bicycle-Style E-Bikes (BSEB)
BSEB models have a similar physical 
appearance to non-motorized or 
conventional bicycles. In Canada, they 
are capped at 500 watts of power and a 
speed of 32km/h9 . They are known 
across the globe as pedal-assist bicycles 
(PABs), pedelecs, and low-speed electric 
bicycles9. 

There are two key typologies within the 
BSEB category: pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. With pedal-assist 
models, the motor only runs when the 

brièvement (à une vitesse maximale de 6 
km/h) pour aider le cycliste à démarrer 
après un arrêt. Mais cette aide au 
démarrage ne signifie pas que le vélo est 
doté d’un accélérateur. Ces modèles sont 
donc toujours considérés comme des 
modèles à pédalage assisté. En revanche, si 
les modèles à accélération assistée 
assistent le cycliste lorsqu’il pédale, ils 
peuvent également faire tourner le moteur 
indépendamment du pédalage par 
l’intermédiaire d’un accélérateur 
normalement situé sur le guidon.
Ces modèles sont connus sous le nom de 
vélos à accélération assistée.

2.1  A snapshot of the
existing role of e-bikes
The largest e-bike market is in China, 
where high gas prices, government 
incentives, and supportive e-bike policies 
sparked uptake in the late 1990s12. When 
first introduced, e-bikes were part of a 
government initiative for energy 
efficiency which coincided with rising 
fuel prices in the early 2000s that made 
car and gasoline-scooter ownership less 
affordable12. The legislation combined 
BSEB and SSEB models under an 
umbrella definition, which allowed 
SSEBs to operate as bicycles, with fewer 
restrictions than the popular 
gas-scooter alternative12. This 
combination promoted widespread 
e-bike adoption, particularly for SSEB 
models that did not require gasoline, but 
mimicked the feel and capabilities of the 
popular gasoline-scooters. It should be 
noted that since gasoline-scooters were 
a major element of the previous 
modal-split, SSEB models account for 
70% of e-bike use in China12.

This uptake was mirrored in parts of 
Western Europe - more notably with 
BSEB models, where the e-bike market 
continues to grow in popularity among 
commuters, travellers, and leisure 
cyclists. In Western Europe, e-bike 
uptake is supported by a 
European-Union legislative framework, 
which delineates between the multiple 
types of e-bikes, giving pedelec models 
similar freedoms as bicycles (see 
Chapter 3.2 for more details). 

When considering the global context, 
e-bikes have a smaller presence in North 
America, which is commonly attributed 
to climate, car-culture and lack of 
bicycling-supportive infrastructure. In 
the last few years, e-bikes have been 
more noticeable on the roads of major 
urban cores - both BSEB and SSEB 
models11. Particularly with bicycling 
food-delivery drivers for companies such 
as uber eats, foodora, skip the dishes, 
etc13.

2.2  Cost and availability 
of e-bikes
E-bike prices are reducing as they 
become more popular for mainstream 
retail14. E-bikes are still more costly than 
conventional bicycles; however, they 
have some of the highest economic 
advantages when comparing their cost 
per kilometre travelled to other modes 
of travel. Per kilometre travelled, e-bikes 
are estimated to cost less than 0.7 cents 
(including purchase and maintenance), 
compared to 3.1 cents/km for a 
gasoline-scooter, or 6.2 cents/km 
travelled by car15. 

Within Canada, BSEBs are typically sold 
at speciality retailers or from 
manufacturer-direct, with many bicycle 
retailers introducing BSEBs to their 
in-store stock. Pricing depends heavily 
on the brand, battery quality, motor 
location, and supplementary features 
-lightweight design, foldable frame, 
step-through model, etc. Generally, all 
e-bike retailers provide at least 3-5 
different levels, ranging from 
beginner/basic models to higher-level 
models that can withstand longer 
commutes or more difficult terrains16. 
Certain features are more desirable for 
different demographics. For example, 
urban commuters may prefer folding 
e-bikes or commuter-style e-bikes, 
whereas older adults may prefer step 
through or lightweight models. The 
“fat-tire” e-bikes are a rapidly growing 
market for those who complete longer 
trips or for off-road recreational use.
To simplify the comparison of the many 
different e-bike models, we chose five 
general typologies of BSEBs and 
compared them nationally across 
multiple Canadian suppliers and 
manufacturers.
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Scooter-Style E-bikes (SSEB)
SSEB models resemble mopeds in their 
frame and operate the motor 
independently from pedalling, via a 
throttle. However, to comply with the 
legal definition of an e-bike, SSEB 
models mandate pedals that could be 
operated by human-power. As such, 
SSEB models straddle the definition of 
electric bicycles10 ; although their pedals 
are mandated, they are rarely 
functional. In Canada, they are capped 
at 500 watts of power and a speed of 
32km/h9. They are known as e-bikes, 
electric scooters and electric mopeds.

It is important to note that these 
terminologies are not universal on a 
global scale. In the following chapters, 
we will distinguish how the term e-bike is 
used internationally, and the effects of 
terminology on public perception and 
ridership trends. Currently, both BSEBs 
and SSEBs are gaining popularity in 
Canada.  Specifically, the potential of 
BSEBs have increased significantly in 
the past year11. For the remainder of this 
paper, “e-bike” refers to a bicycle-style 
pedelec type e-bike, unless BSEB or 
SSEB is used to delineate one from the 
other. 

CLASSIFICATION LÉGALE
Les vélos électriques sont une 
technologie émergente. À ce titre, leurs 
classifications légales sont différentes 
selon les régions. Pour le Canada, voir le 
paragraphe ci-dessous.

MODE D’ALIMENTATION
Pour être conforme à la définition d’un vélo 
électrique, chaque modèle doit être équipé de 
pédales que la force humaine peut actionner.
Toutefois, les capacités exactes des pédales 
diffèrent entre les VETB et les VETS.
Cette section se concentre sur le mode 
d’alimentation principal.

Le moteur aide au 
pédalage (avec 
accélérateur en 
option)

30-70 km
en moyenne

Environ 
22-30 kg

Options roue 
avant, roue 
arrière ou moyeu

Classé légalement 
comme bicyclette

Le moteur 
fonctionne 
indépendamment 
du pédalage (avec 
pédalage en option)

~100 km
en moyenne

Environ 
75-100 kg

Options roue 
avant, roue 
arrière ou moyeu

Classé légalement 
comme bicyclette

AUTONOMIE DE LA BATTERIE
L’autonomie de la batterie du vélo électrique est 
un facteur important pour en faciliter l’adoption 
par le public. Qu’il s’agisse de VETB ou de VETS, ce 
sont généralement la qualité du fabricant et la 
fréquence d’utilisation qui régissent ce paramètre.
Nous considérons l’autonomie moyenne pour les 
deux modèles.

POIDS
Comme les vélos électriques intègrent 
davantage de technologies, ils sont souvent 
plus lourds qu’un vélo ordinaire.
Le poids dépend à nouveau du fabricant.
En général, les modèles VETB sont plus 
légers que les modèles VETS.

EMPLACEMENT DU MOTEUR
L’emplacement du moteur affecte d’autres 
paramètres clés tels que le poids et la 
maniabilité.
Selon le modèle et le lieu, l’emplacement du 
moteur peut varier.

Vélos électriques 
de type bicyclette 

Vélos électriques 
de type scooter 

Sur les modèles à pédalage assisté, le moteur 
ne tourne que lorsque le cycliste pédale, ce 
qui réduit l’effort physique et augmente 
l’autonomie de la bicyclette. Ils sont le plus 
souvent connus sous le nom de vélos à 
assistance électrique et de VAE9. TLe terme 
« pedelec » est utilisé en Europe, alors qu’en 
Amérique du Nord, on parle de « vélo (à 
assistance) électrique ». Les vélos électriques 
plus puissants sont connus sous le nom de « 
vélos à assistance électrique rapides » (s-
pedelecs) et fonctionnent à une vitesse 
maximale plus élevée de 45 km/h.
Certains modèles de vélos à assistance 
électrique/VAE offrent une aide au 
démarrage, qui permet au moteur de tourner 

Table 1 : VETB et VETS
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commutes or more difficult terrains16. 
Certain features are more desirable for 
different demographics. For example, 
urban commuters may prefer folding 
e-bikes or commuter-style e-bikes, 
whereas older adults may prefer step 
through or lightweight models. The 
“fat-tire” e-bikes are a rapidly growing 
market for those who complete longer 
trips or for off-road recreational use.
To simplify the comparison of the many 
different e-bike models, we chose five 
general typologies of BSEBs and 
compared them nationally across 
multiple Canadian suppliers and 
manufacturers.

Vélos électriques de type scooter (VETS)
Le cadre des VETS ressemble à celui des 
mobylettes et le moteur est actionné 
indépendamment du pédalage, avec un 
accélérateur. Cependant, pour se conformer 
à la définition légale d’un vélo électrique, les 
VETS doivent être dotés de pédales qui 
peuvent être actionnées par la force 
humaine. La définition des vélos électriques 
peut ainsi s’appliquer aux VETS10 ;Mais 
même si leurs pédales sont obligatoires, elles 
sont rarement fonctionnelles. Au Canada, ils 
sont plafonnés à 500 watts de puissance et à 
une vitesse de 32 km/h9. Ils sont connus sous 
le nom de vélos électriques, de scooters 
électriques et de mobylettes électriques.

Il est important de souligner que ces 
terminologies ne sont pas universelles à 
l’échelle mondiale. Dans les chapitres 
suivants, nous verrons comment le terme « 
vélo électrique » est utilisé dans le monde, de 
même que les effets de la terminologie sur la 
perception du public et les tendances liées à 
son adoption. À l’heure actuelle, les VETB et 
les VETS gagnent en popularité au Canada.
Plus précisément, le potentiel des VETB a 
considérablement augmenté au cours de la 
dernière année11. Dans les pages suivantes du 
présent document, le terme « vélo électrique 
désignera un vélo électrique de type vélo à 
assistance électrique/pédalage assisté, à 
moins que les acronymes VETB ou VETS ne 
soient utilisés pour distinguer l’un de l’autre. 
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Quel est le rôle 
actuel des
Vélos électriques
et comment cela 
pourrait-il changer?

Electric bicycles (also referred to as 
e-bikes, electric-cycles, e-cycles) are one 
of the leading and rapidly emerging 
modes of micromobility. E-bikes build 
upon the capability of traditional bicycles 
by reducing the physical stress of cycling 
with electric-power assistance to the 
pedals, permitting the rider to travel 
longer and farther than a traditional 
bicycle8 . The speed, weight and 
functionality of the motor are dependent 
on the type of e-bike, as well as the 
specific area where the e-bike is 
operated. At present, there are regions 
across North America that have not 
established whether, or where, e-bikes 
should fit into their transportation 
networks. Currently, the term e-bike 
encompasses any two or three-wheeled 
electrically motorized bicycle/sit-down 
scooter with pedals. However, as shown 
in the graphics, the different types of 
e-bikes are not only visually contrasting 
as shown in Figure 1 but also differ in 
capabilities (Table 1).

The Typologies
To assist in clarifying the differences 
between the models, we will adopt a 
definition previously used in e-bike 
literature: Bicycle-Style E-Bikes (BSEB) 
and Scooter-Style E-Bikes (SSEB). 
Despite the segregation in definition, in 
Canada and some countries around the 
world, there is no legal difference 
between the models. 

Bicycle-Style E-Bikes (BSEB)
BSEB models have a similar physical 
appearance to non-motorized or 
conventional bicycles. In Canada, they 
are capped at 500 watts of power and a 
speed of 32km/h9 . They are known 
across the globe as pedal-assist bicycles 
(PABs), pedelecs, and low-speed electric 
bicycles9. 

There are two key typologies within the 
BSEB category: pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. With pedal-assist 
models, the motor only runs when the 

rider is pedalling, relieving excess 
physical strain and expanding the 
bicycling range. They are most 
commonly known as pedelecs and PABs9. 
The term pedelec is predominantly 
European, whereas PAB is more 
common in North America. More 
powerful  speed pedelecs are known as 
s-pedelecs, and operate at a higher 
maximum speed of 45km/h. Some 
pedelecs/PAB models offer a start-up 
aid, which allows the motor to run briefly 
(at a maximum speed of 6km/h) to help 

the rider start after a stop. A start-up 
aid is not the same functionality as a 
throttle. Models with start-up aids are 
still considered pedal-assisted.  In 
contrast, throttle-assist models still 
operate the motor as the rider pedals, 
but can also run the motor 
independently from pedalling through a 
throttle - normally located on the 
handlebars. These models are known as 
throttle-assisted PABs.

2.1  A snapshot of the
existing role of e-bikes
The largest e-bike market is in China, 
where high gas prices, government 
incentives, and supportive e-bike policies 
sparked uptake in the late 1990s12. When 
first introduced, e-bikes were part of a 
government initiative for energy 
efficiency which coincided with rising 
fuel prices in the early 2000s that made 
car and gasoline-scooter ownership less 
affordable12. The legislation combined 
BSEB and SSEB models under an 
umbrella definition, which allowed 
SSEBs to operate as bicycles, with fewer 
restrictions than the popular 
gas-scooter alternative12. This 
combination promoted widespread 
e-bike adoption, particularly for SSEB 
models that did not require gasoline, but 
mimicked the feel and capabilities of the 
popular gasoline-scooters. It should be 
noted that since gasoline-scooters were 
a major element of the previous 
modal-split, SSEB models account for 
70% of e-bike use in China12.

This uptake was mirrored in parts of 
Western Europe - more notably with 
BSEB models, where the e-bike market 
continues to grow in popularity among 
commuters, travellers, and leisure 
cyclists. In Western Europe, e-bike 
uptake is supported by a 
European-Union legislative framework, 
which delineates between the multiple 
types of e-bikes, giving pedelec models 
similar freedoms as bicycles (see 
Chapter 3.2 for more details). 

When considering the global context, 
e-bikes have a smaller presence in North 
America, which is commonly attributed 
to climate, car-culture and lack of 
bicycling-supportive infrastructure. In 
the last few years, e-bikes have been 
more noticeable on the roads of major 
urban cores - both BSEB and SSEB 
models11. Particularly with bicycling 
food-delivery drivers for companies such 
as uber eats, foodora, skip the dishes, 
etc13.

2.2  Cost and availability 
of e-bikes
E-bike prices are reducing as they 
become more popular for mainstream 
retail14. E-bikes are still more costly than 
conventional bicycles; however, they 
have some of the highest economic 
advantages when comparing their cost 
per kilometre travelled to other modes 
of travel. Per kilometre travelled, e-bikes 
are estimated to cost less than 0.7 cents 
(including purchase and maintenance), 
compared to 3.1 cents/km for a 
gasoline-scooter, or 6.2 cents/km 
travelled by car15. 

Within Canada, BSEBs are typically sold 
at speciality retailers or from 
manufacturer-direct, with many bicycle 
retailers introducing BSEBs to their 
in-store stock. Pricing depends heavily 
on the brand, battery quality, motor 
location, and supplementary features 
-lightweight design, foldable frame, 
step-through model, etc. Generally, all 
e-bike retailers provide at least 3-5 
different levels, ranging from 
beginner/basic models to higher-level 
models that can withstand longer 
commutes or more difficult terrains16. 
Certain features are more desirable for 
different demographics. For example, 
urban commuters may prefer folding 
e-bikes or commuter-style e-bikes, 
whereas older adults may prefer step 
through or lightweight models. The 
“fat-tire” e-bikes are a rapidly growing 
market for those who complete longer 
trips or for off-road recreational use.
To simplify the comparison of the many 
different e-bike models, we chose five 
general typologies of BSEBs and 
compared them nationally across 
multiple Canadian suppliers and 
manufacturers.

Scooter-Style E-bikes (SSEB)
SSEB models resemble mopeds in their 
frame and operate the motor 
independently from pedalling, via a 
throttle. However, to comply with the 
legal definition of an e-bike, SSEB 
models mandate pedals that could be 
operated by human-power. As such, 
SSEB models straddle the definition of 
electric bicycles10 ; although their pedals 
are mandated, they are rarely 
functional. In Canada, they are capped 
at 500 watts of power and a speed of 
32km/h9. They are known as e-bikes, 
electric scooters and electric mopeds.

It is important to note that these 
terminologies are not universal on a 
global scale. In the following chapters, 
we will distinguish how the term e-bike is 
used internationally, and the effects of 
terminology on public perception and 
ridership trends. Currently, both BSEBs 
and SSEBs are gaining popularity in 
Canada.  Specifically, the potential of 
BSEBs have increased significantly in 
the past year11. For the remainder of this 
paper, “e-bike” refers to a bicycle-style 
pedelec type e-bike, unless BSEB or 
SSEB is used to delineate one from the 
other. 



Electric bicycles (also referred to as 
e-bikes, electric-cycles, e-cycles) are one 
of the leading and rapidly emerging 
modes of micromobility. E-bikes build 
upon the capability of traditional bicycles 
by reducing the physical stress of cycling 
with electric-power assistance to the 
pedals, permitting the rider to travel 
longer and farther than a traditional 
bicycle8 . The speed, weight and 
functionality of the motor are dependent 
on the type of e-bike, as well as the 
specific area where the e-bike is 
operated. At present, there are regions 
across North America that have not 
established whether, or where, e-bikes 
should fit into their transportation 
networks. Currently, the term e-bike 
encompasses any two or three-wheeled 
electrically motorized bicycle/sit-down 
scooter with pedals. However, as shown 
in the graphics, the different types of 
e-bikes are not only visually contrasting 
as shown in Figure 1 but also differ in 
capabilities (Table 1).

The Typologies
To assist in clarifying the differences 
between the models, we will adopt a 
definition previously used in e-bike 
literature: Bicycle-Style E-Bikes (BSEB) 
and Scooter-Style E-Bikes (SSEB). 
Despite the segregation in definition, in 
Canada and some countries around the 
world, there is no legal difference 
between the models. 

Bicycle-Style E-Bikes (BSEB)
BSEB models have a similar physical 
appearance to non-motorized or 
conventional bicycles. In Canada, they 
are capped at 500 watts of power and a 
speed of 32km/h9 . They are known 
across the globe as pedal-assist bicycles 
(PABs), pedelecs, and low-speed electric 
bicycles9. 

There are two key typologies within the 
BSEB category: pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. With pedal-assist 
models, the motor only runs when the 

rider is pedalling, relieving excess 
physical strain and expanding the 
bicycling range. They are most 
commonly known as pedelecs and PABs9. 
The term pedelec is predominantly 
European, whereas PAB is more 
common in North America. More 
powerful  speed pedelecs are known as 
s-pedelecs, and operate at a higher 
maximum speed of 45km/h. Some 
pedelecs/PAB models offer a start-up 
aid, which allows the motor to run briefly 
(at a maximum speed of 6km/h) to help 

the rider start after a stop. A start-up 
aid is not the same functionality as a 
throttle. Models with start-up aids are 
still considered pedal-assisted.  In 
contrast, throttle-assist models still 
operate the motor as the rider pedals, 
but can also run the motor 
independently from pedalling through a 
throttle - normally located on the 
handlebars. These models are known as 
throttle-assisted PABs.

2.1  Aperçu du rôle actuel 
des vélos électriques
Le plus grand marché des vélos électriques 
se trouve en Chine, où les prix élevés de 
l’essence, les mesures incitatives 
gouvernementales et les politiques de 
soutien en faveur des vélos électriques ont 
suscité un réel engouement à la fin des 
années 199012. Lors de leur introduction, les 
vélos électriques faisaient partie d’une 
initiative gouvernementale en faveur de 
l’efficacité énergétique. Celle-ci a coïncidé 
avec la hausse des prix du carburant au 
début des années 2000, qui a rendu l’achat 
de voitures et de scooters à essence moins 
abordable12

La législation combinait les modèles VETB et 
VETS sous une définition générale, ce qui 
permettait aux VETS d’être utilisés comme 
des vélos, donc avec moins de restrictions que 
le scooter à essence12. Tout cela a favorisé 
l’adoption généralisée des vélos électriques, 
en particulier des modèles VETS qui n’avaient 
pas besoin d’essence, mais qui imitaient la 
sensation et les capacités des scooters à 
essence autrefois répandus.
Il convient de noter que le succès des VETS 
est à l’image de celui des scooters à l’époque, 
puisqu’ils représentent 70 % de l’utilisation 
des vélos électriques en Chine12.

Dans certaines parties de l’Europe de l’Ouest, 
la part de marché des vélos électriques, 
notamment des VETB, continue de croitre 
auprès des navetteurs, des voyageurs et de 
ceux qui pratiquent le cyclisme comme loisir.
chapitre 3.2 pour plus de détails). 

Au niveau mondial, les vélos électriques sont 
moins présents en Amérique du Nord, ce qui 
est généralement attribué au climat, à la 
culture automobile et à l’absence 
d’infrastructures favorables au cyclisme. 
Cependant, au cours des dernières années, 
les vélos électriques se font plus visibles sur 
les routes des grands centres urbains, qu’il 
s’agisse des VETB ou des VETS11. La livraison 
de nourriture à vélo a particulièrement 
contribué à cette augmentation, notamment 
pour des entreprises comme Uber Eats, 
Foodora ou SkipTheDishes13.

2.2  Coût et disponibilité 
des vélos électriques
Les prix des vélos électriques diminuent à 
mesure qu’ils gagnent en popularité chez les 
grands distributeurs14. Les vélos électriques 
demeurent cependant plus coûteux que les 
bicyclettes traditionnelles. Ils présentent 
toutefois certains avantages économiques 
importants lorsqu’on compare leur coût à 
celui des autres modes de transport.
Par kilomètre parcouru, on estime que les 
vélos électriques coûtent moins de 0,7 cent 
(achat et entretien compris), contre 3,1 cents/
km pour un scooter à essence ou 6,2 cents/km 
pour une voiture15.

Au Canada, les VETB sont généralement 
vendus chez des détaillants spécialisés ou 
directement par le fabricant, et de nombreux 
magasins de vélos offrent désormais des 
VETB. Le prix dépend fortement de la 
marque, de la qualité de la batterie, de 
l’emplacement du moteur et des 
caractéristiques supplémentaires (conception 
légère, cadre pliant, modèle facile à 
enfourcher, etc.). En général, tous les 
détaillants de vélos électriques offrent au 
moins 3 à 5 niveaux différents, allant des 
modèles de base/pour débutants aux modèles 
de plus haut niveau compatibles avec des 
trajets plus longs ou des terrains plus 
difficiles16. Les caractéristiques 
généralement souhaitées varient selon les 
catégories démographiques. Par exemple, 
ceux qui vont au travail à vélo peuvent 
préférer les vélos électriques pliants ou les 
vélos électriques de type « navetteur », tandis 
que les adultes plus âgés peuvent préférer les 
modèles faciles à enfourcher ou légers.
Les vélos électriques à pneus surdimensionnés 
sont un marché en pleine croissance pour 
ceux qui effectuent de longs trajets ou 
veulent en faire une utilisation récréative hors 
route. Pour simplifier la comparaison des 
différents modèles de vélos électriques, nous 
avons choisi cinq types de VETB et les avons 
comparés à l’échelle nationale en prenant en 
compte plusieurs fournisseurs et fabricants 
canadiens.

Scooter-Style E-bikes (SSEB)
SSEB models resemble mopeds in their 
frame and operate the motor 
independently from pedalling, via a 
throttle. However, to comply with the 
legal definition of an e-bike, SSEB 
models mandate pedals that could be 
operated by human-power. As such, 
SSEB models straddle the definition of 
electric bicycles10 ; although their pedals 
are mandated, they are rarely 
functional. In Canada, they are capped 
at 500 watts of power and a speed of 
32km/h9. They are known as e-bikes, 
electric scooters and electric mopeds.

It is important to note that these 
terminologies are not universal on a 
global scale. In the following chapters, 
we will distinguish how the term e-bike is 
used internationally, and the effects of 
terminology on public perception and 
ridership trends. Currently, both BSEBs 
and SSEBs are gaining popularity in 
Canada.  Specifically, the potential of 
BSEBs have increased significantly in 
the past year11. For the remainder of this 
paper, “e-bike” refers to a bicycle-style 
pedelec type e-bike, unless BSEB or 
SSEB is used to delineate one from the 
other. 
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2.1  A snapshot of the
existing role of e-bikes
The largest e-bike market is in China, 
where high gas prices, government 
incentives, and supportive e-bike policies 
sparked uptake in the late 1990s12. When 
first introduced, e-bikes were part of a 
government initiative for energy 
efficiency which coincided with rising 
fuel prices in the early 2000s that made 
car and gasoline-scooter ownership less 
affordable12. The legislation combined 
BSEB and SSEB models under an 
umbrella definition, which allowed 
SSEBs to operate as bicycles, with fewer 
restrictions than the popular 
gas-scooter alternative12. This 
combination promoted widespread 
e-bike adoption, particularly for SSEB 
models that did not require gasoline, but 
mimicked the feel and capabilities of the 
popular gasoline-scooters. It should be 
noted that since gasoline-scooters were 
a major element of the previous 
modal-split, SSEB models account for 
70% of e-bike use in China12.

This uptake was mirrored in parts of 
Western Europe - more notably with 
BSEB models, where the e-bike market 
continues to grow in popularity among 
commuters, travellers, and leisure 
cyclists. In Western Europe, e-bike 
uptake is supported by a 
European-Union legislative framework, 
which delineates between the multiple 
types of e-bikes, giving pedelec models 
similar freedoms as bicycles (see 
Chapter 3.2 for more details). 

When considering the global context, 
e-bikes have a smaller presence in North 
America, which is commonly attributed 
to climate, car-culture and lack of 
bicycling-supportive infrastructure. In 
the last few years, e-bikes have been 
more noticeable on the roads of major 
urban cores - both BSEB and SSEB 
models11. Particularly with bicycling 
food-delivery drivers for companies such 
as uber eats, foodora, skip the dishes, 
etc13.

2.2  Cost and availability 
of e-bikes
E-bike prices are reducing as they 
become more popular for mainstream 
retail14. E-bikes are still more costly than 
conventional bicycles; however, they 
have some of the highest economic 
advantages when comparing their cost 
per kilometre travelled to other modes 
of travel. Per kilometre travelled, e-bikes 
are estimated to cost less than 0.7 cents 
(including purchase and maintenance), 
compared to 3.1 cents/km for a 
gasoline-scooter, or 6.2 cents/km 
travelled by car15. 

Within Canada, BSEBs are typically sold 
at speciality retailers or from 
manufacturer-direct, with many bicycle 
retailers introducing BSEBs to their 
in-store stock. Pricing depends heavily 
on the brand, battery quality, motor 
location, and supplementary features 
-lightweight design, foldable frame, 
step-through model, etc. Generally, all 
e-bike retailers provide at least 3-5 
different levels, ranging from 
beginner/basic models to higher-level 
models that can withstand longer 
commutes or more difficult terrains16. 
Certain features are more desirable for 
different demographics. For example, 
urban commuters may prefer folding 
e-bikes or commuter-style e-bikes, 
whereas older adults may prefer step 
through or lightweight models. The 
“fat-tire” e-bikes are a rapidly growing 
market for those who complete longer 
trips or for off-road recreational use.
To simplify the comparison of the many 
different e-bike models, we chose five 
general typologies of BSEBs and 
compared them nationally across 
multiple Canadian suppliers and 
manufacturers.

Prix moyen d’un VETB au Canada
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Figure 2 : Comparaison de prix des VETB

Les VETS servent un marché différent de 
celui des VETB. En général, les VETS ne sont 
disponibles que dans les magasins spécialisés 
ou en ligne. Même s’il y a moins de modèles, 
les capacités des VETS sont très variables.
Les VETS se vendent entre 1 800 $ et 2 000 $ 
pour un modèle de base. Les modèles haut de 
gamme peuvent atteindre jusqu’à 3 000 $17.

Par rapport aux vélos traditionnels, les VETB 
et les VETS sont nettement plus chers et 
moins facilement disponibles. En 
comparaison, le coût moyen d’un vélo 
traditionnel au Canada se situe entre 300 $ 
et 1 500 $.
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less confident or weaker cyclists. As 
such, for some avid cyclists, e-bikes are 
commonly associated with “cheating”, as 
the motor assists in pedalling and 
reduces the amount of physical exertion 
required. The belief that e-bikes are not 
providing any physical activity is a 
common misconception. A study 
released in November 2018 confirmed 
that while e-bikes require less exertion 
than traditional cycling, they still offer 
more physical activity than walking, and 
can result in health benefits30.  

Table 2 summarizes key facilitators and 
barriers to e-bikes.

2.1  A snapshot of the
existing role of e-bikes
The largest e-bike market is in China, 
where high gas prices, government 
incentives, and supportive e-bike policies 
sparked uptake in the late 1990s12. When 
first introduced, e-bikes were part of a 
government initiative for energy 
efficiency which coincided with rising 
fuel prices in the early 2000s that made 
car and gasoline-scooter ownership less 
affordable12. The legislation combined 
BSEB and SSEB models under an 
umbrella definition, which allowed 
SSEBs to operate as bicycles, with fewer 
restrictions than the popular 
gas-scooter alternative12. This 
combination promoted widespread 
e-bike adoption, particularly for SSEB 
models that did not require gasoline, but 
mimicked the feel and capabilities of the 
popular gasoline-scooters. It should be 
noted that since gasoline-scooters were 
a major element of the previous 
modal-split, SSEB models account for 
70% of e-bike use in China12.

This uptake was mirrored in parts of 
Western Europe - more notably with 
BSEB models, where the e-bike market 
continues to grow in popularity among 
commuters, travellers, and leisure 
cyclists. In Western Europe, e-bike 
uptake is supported by a 
European-Union legislative framework, 
which delineates between the multiple 
types of e-bikes, giving pedelec models 
similar freedoms as bicycles (see 
Chapter 3.2 for more details). 

When considering the global context, 
e-bikes have a smaller presence in North 
America, which is commonly attributed 
to climate, car-culture and lack of 
bicycling-supportive infrastructure. In 
the last few years, e-bikes have been 
more noticeable on the roads of major 
urban cores - both BSEB and SSEB 
models11. Particularly with bicycling 
food-delivery drivers for companies such 
as uber eats, foodora, skip the dishes, 
etc13.

2.2  Cost and availability 
of e-bikes
E-bike prices are reducing as they 
become more popular for mainstream 
retail14. E-bikes are still more costly than 
conventional bicycles; however, they 
have some of the highest economic 
advantages when comparing their cost 
per kilometre travelled to other modes 
of travel. Per kilometre travelled, e-bikes 
are estimated to cost less than 0.7 cents 
(including purchase and maintenance), 
compared to 3.1 cents/km for a 
gasoline-scooter, or 6.2 cents/km 
travelled by car15. 

Within Canada, BSEBs are typically sold 
at speciality retailers or from 
manufacturer-direct, with many bicycle 
retailers introducing BSEBs to their 
in-store stock. Pricing depends heavily 
on the brand, battery quality, motor 
location, and supplementary features 
-lightweight design, foldable frame, 
step-through model, etc. Generally, all 
e-bike retailers provide at least 3-5 
different levels, ranging from 
beginner/basic models to higher-level 
models that can withstand longer 
commutes or more difficult terrains16. 
Certain features are more desirable for 
different demographics. For example, 
urban commuters may prefer folding 
e-bikes or commuter-style e-bikes, 
whereas older adults may prefer step 
through or lightweight models. The 
“fat-tire” e-bikes are a rapidly growing 
market for those who complete longer 
trips or for off-road recreational use.
To simplify the comparison of the many 
different e-bike models, we chose five 
general typologies of BSEBs and 
compared them nationally across 
multiple Canadian suppliers and 
manufacturers.

2.3  Utilisation des vélos 
électriques
De nombreuses études menées en Europe et 
en Amérique du Nord ont montré que les vélos 
électriques peuvent promouvoir le cyclisme 
auprès d’un plus grand nombre de personnes 
que les vélos classiques. Plus précisément, la 
recherche suggère que les vélos électriques 
sont prometteurs pour les populations qui ne 
se sentent pas en sécurité à bicyclette, par 
exemple certaines femmes et les personnes 
âgées. Selon le rapport du recensement 
canadien de 2014, les femmes pédalent 12 % 
de moins que les hommes, et seulement 27 % 
de la population adulte plus âgée utilise un 
vélo. Cela reflète clairement un écart entre les 
générations et entre les sexes dans le 
cyclisme au Canada20.

En outre, les recherches actuelles montrent 
qu’en dépit de la réputation des vélos 
électriques d’accroitre l’accessibilité du 
cyclisme, la plupart des usagers de vélos 
électriques ont déjà une certaine expérience 
du cyclisme avant d’adopter le vélo 
électrique18. La nouvelle technologie, la vitesse 
accrue et les commandes supplémentaires 
peuvent être intimidantes pour les non-
cyclistes ou ceux qui sont déjà peu disposés à 
faire du vélo.

L’utilisation des vélos électriques est tout 
aussi variée que les profils des cyclistes. Des 
recherches récentes suggèrent que les vélos 
électriques roulent sur un large éventail de 
types d’infrastructures. Dans les villes nord-
américaines dotées d’une infrastructure de 
transport et d’une forme urbaine 
autocentrée, le rythme plus rapide et la 
réduction de l’effort physique permis par les 
vélos électriques en font un substitut 
raisonnable aux véhicules automobiles.
De plus, le confort des cyclistes est accru sur 
les itinéraires où l’infrastructure cyclable est 
réduite au minimum14,21. TC’est également le 
cas en Europe, où l’utilisation de vélos 
électriques est répandue au Royaume-Uni et 
aux Pays-Bas et tend à remplacer les 
voitures22. Lors d’entretiens avec des 
cyclistes à Sacramento, en Californie, on a 
constaté que certains utilisateurs avaient 
complètement adopté leur vélo électrique au 
lieu de leur voiture21. En revanche, l’utilisation 
de vélos électriques en Chine a remplacé le 
transport en commun12.

Pour les déplacements récréatifs, les 
recherches suggèrent que les vélos électriques 
sont populaires pour les promenades entre 
amis, le vélo de montagne électrique et les 
voyages régionaux plus longs18,21,22 23. On a 
également remarqué que les déplacements 
récréatifs à vélo électrique sont plus fréquents 
chez les cyclistes débutants ou novices.
Alors que les cyclistes expérimentés préfèrent 
les vélos électriques lorsque l’infrastructure 
cyclable est limitée, les cyclistes occasionnels 
ou novices préfèrent utiliser leur vélo 
électrique là où l’infrastructure cyclable est en 
place pour faciliter leur déplacement.
De nombreuses études ont démontré que les 
réseaux cyclables complets sont un facteur clé 
pour favoriser l’adoption du vélo électrique14,24.

Vélo de montagne électrique 
Un sous-ensemble de la communauté du 
vélo électronique est la communauté du vélo 
de montagne électrique.
Comme les vélos électriques sont plus 
rapides et permettent des trajets plus 
longs, de plus en plus d’amateurs du vélo de 
montagne ont adopté cette technologie 
pour emprunter des itinéraires avancés.
Cependant, le vélo électrique provoque de 
vives réactions dans le milieu. Non 
seulement ses utilisateurs sont accusés de « 
tricherie » ou de « paresse », mais les 
groupes de pression prétendent aussi qu’ils 
causent la dégradation des sentiers en 
raison de leur puissance motorisée.

Il s’agit d’une revendication contestée depuis 
longtemps dans la communauté, alors que 
certains rapports affirment que les vélos de 
montagne électriques ne causent pas plus de 
dommages aux sentiers que les bicyclettes 
traditionnelles25.
Cependant, d’autres associations affirment 
que les vélos électriques causent des 
dommages importants qui entraînent des 
coûts d’entretien élevés, ce qui se traduit par 
des frais plus élevés pour les utilisateurs des 
sentiers26. 

issues caused by e-mountain bikers for 
other trail users, such as mountain 
equestrian riders, and traditional 
mountain bikers.

Case Study:
US Forestry Services 
e-mountain bike lawsuit
The controversy surrounding 
e-mountain biking received a spotlight in 
2016 when a Seattle woman with a 
physical disability filed a lawsuit against 
US Forestry Services claiming that 
prohibiting e-bikes on mountain bike 
trails was against Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) standards. To 
date, any class of e-bike is considered 
motorized by the Forestry Services and 
is not allowed on any trail system. The 
US Forestry Services upheld this 
decision in a claim that e-bikes are not 
designed for disabled or less-able riders 
and, therefore, cannot be claimed as an 
accessibility device27.

2.4  Facilitators and 
barriers to e-bike
ridership
Many facilitators and barriers are 
affecting the global market for e-bikes. 
Notably, through this review, many 
e-bike riders refer to convenience as a 
major advantage to e-bikes13,18, 20, 24. As 
previously mentioned, the cost per 
kilometre travelled for e-bikes is 
cheaper than a car15, and the capabilities 
of e-bikes makes them a more 
comfortable active travel alternative for 
autocentric conditions21,22. Personal 
enjoyment is another promoter; some 
riders found e-bikes make them more 
confident as cyclists, or they associate 
e-bikes with more freedom as they can 
cycle longer with less physical exertion19.

For those who have limited independence 
in mobility, the increased quality of life 
experienced from restored independent 
mobility is crucially beneficial18,28. Even 
for able-bodied riders, the ability to 
cycle rather than drive is occasionally 
named as a facilitator, as it increases 
the perceived quality of life19. Cycling has 
been long-proven to have positive 
mental health effects, as opposed to 
driving which has been associated with 
negative mental-health effects29.

Similar to the facilitators of e-bikes, 
there are societal and individual barriers 
to e-bike adoption. At the societal level, 
widespread stigma and lack of e-bike 
education have contributed to public 
confusion. Moreover, a lack of supportive 
cycling infrastructure can deter novice 
e-bikers. Individual barriers can also 
impact e-bike ridership; e-bikes require a 
battery and motor, and are commonly 
heavier than conventional bicycles, which 
can be inconvenient for riders who may 
need to lift their bike during travel. 

E-bikes also remain significantly more 
expensive than entry-level conventional 
bicycles in most markets, and the 
upfront cost can discourage potential 
purchasers. The high cost also 
intensifies the fear of theft. Studies that 
interviewed e-bike riders found that they 
would not take their e-bike to a 
destination unless they were certain 
they could securely lock the bike upon 
arrival24. 

Finally, as e-bikes operate at a higher 
speed than traditional bicycles, a 
common barrier is fear of injury -
especially in circumstances where the 
existing cycling infrastructure does not 
protect the cyclist from interactions 
with motor vehicles. The experience and 
macho view of some people who 
considered themselves ‘hard core 
cyclists’ can also be a barrier to e-bike 
adoption. As discussed, some avid 
cyclists believe that e-bikes appeal to 
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less confident or weaker cyclists. As 
such, for some avid cyclists, e-bikes are 
commonly associated with “cheating”, as 
the motor assists in pedalling and 
reduces the amount of physical exertion 
required. The belief that e-bikes are not 
providing any physical activity is a 
common misconception. A study 
released in November 2018 confirmed 
that while e-bikes require less exertion 
than traditional cycling, they still offer 
more physical activity than walking, and 
can result in health benefits30.  

Table 2 summarizes key facilitators and 
barriers to e-bikes.

2.1  A snapshot of the
existing role of e-bikes
The largest e-bike market is in China, 
where high gas prices, government 
incentives, and supportive e-bike policies 
sparked uptake in the late 1990s12. When 
first introduced, e-bikes were part of a 
government initiative for energy 
efficiency which coincided with rising 
fuel prices in the early 2000s that made 
car and gasoline-scooter ownership less 
affordable12. The legislation combined 
BSEB and SSEB models under an 
umbrella definition, which allowed 
SSEBs to operate as bicycles, with fewer 
restrictions than the popular 
gas-scooter alternative12. This 
combination promoted widespread 
e-bike adoption, particularly for SSEB 
models that did not require gasoline, but 
mimicked the feel and capabilities of the 
popular gasoline-scooters. It should be 
noted that since gasoline-scooters were 
a major element of the previous 
modal-split, SSEB models account for 
70% of e-bike use in China12.

This uptake was mirrored in parts of 
Western Europe - more notably with 
BSEB models, where the e-bike market 
continues to grow in popularity among 
commuters, travellers, and leisure 
cyclists. In Western Europe, e-bike 
uptake is supported by a 
European-Union legislative framework, 
which delineates between the multiple 
types of e-bikes, giving pedelec models 
similar freedoms as bicycles (see 
Chapter 3.2 for more details). 

When considering the global context, 
e-bikes have a smaller presence in North 
America, which is commonly attributed 
to climate, car-culture and lack of 
bicycling-supportive infrastructure. In 
the last few years, e-bikes have been 
more noticeable on the roads of major 
urban cores - both BSEB and SSEB 
models11. Particularly with bicycling 
food-delivery drivers for companies such 
as uber eats, foodora, skip the dishes, 
etc13.

2.2  Cost and availability 
of e-bikes
E-bike prices are reducing as they 
become more popular for mainstream 
retail14. E-bikes are still more costly than 
conventional bicycles; however, they 
have some of the highest economic 
advantages when comparing their cost 
per kilometre travelled to other modes 
of travel. Per kilometre travelled, e-bikes 
are estimated to cost less than 0.7 cents 
(including purchase and maintenance), 
compared to 3.1 cents/km for a 
gasoline-scooter, or 6.2 cents/km 
travelled by car15. 

Within Canada, BSEBs are typically sold 
at speciality retailers or from 
manufacturer-direct, with many bicycle 
retailers introducing BSEBs to their 
in-store stock. Pricing depends heavily 
on the brand, battery quality, motor 
location, and supplementary features 
-lightweight design, foldable frame, 
step-through model, etc. Generally, all 
e-bike retailers provide at least 3-5 
different levels, ranging from 
beginner/basic models to higher-level 
models that can withstand longer 
commutes or more difficult terrains16. 
Certain features are more desirable for 
different demographics. For example, 
urban commuters may prefer folding 
e-bikes or commuter-style e-bikes, 
whereas older adults may prefer step 
through or lightweight models. The 
“fat-tire” e-bikes are a rapidly growing 
market for those who complete longer 
trips or for off-road recreational use.
To simplify the comparison of the many 
different e-bike models, we chose five 
general typologies of BSEBs and 
compared them nationally across 
multiple Canadian suppliers and 
manufacturers.

2.3  The users and uses 
of e-bikes
Multiple studies across Europe and 
North America have found that e-bikes 
can promote bicycling to a wider 
demographic when compared to 
conventional cycling. Specifically, 
research suggests e-bikes are 
favourable among populations who feel 
insecure cycling, such as some women 
and older adults. According to the 2014 
Census Canada report, women cycled 
12% less than men, and only 27% of the 
older adult population commonly cycled 
– clearly reflecting a generational and 
gender gap in cycling in Canada20. 

Moreover, current research shows that 
despite the e-bikes’ reputation to 
increase the accessibility of cycling, 
most e-bike riders already have some 
history of cycling before adopting 
electric bicycling18. The new technology, 
heightened speed and additional 
controls can be daunting for non-cyclists 
or those already reluctant to cycle.

In addition to a diverse user-profile, the 
uses of e-bikes are equally broad. Recent 
research suggests that a wide range of 
infrastructure typologies currently 
support e-bikes. In North American 
cities that have autocentric built-form 
and transportation infrastructure, the 
faster pace and reduced physical stress 
of e-bikes position them as a reasonable 
replacement to motor vehicles. 
Additionally, there is increased rider 
comfort on routes with minimal cycling 
infrastructure14,21. This is found in the 
European contexts as well, where 
utilizing e-bikes, rather than cars, is 
prevalent in the U.K and Netherlands22. 
When interviewing e-bike riders in 
Sacramento, California, some users 
were found to have fully adopted their 
e-bikes instead of their cars21. In 
contrast, Chinese e-bike use was found 
to have replaced public transit12. 

For leisure trips, research suggests that 
e-bikes are popular for joyrides with 
friends, e-mountain biking and longer 
regional trail trips18,21,22 23. It has also been 
noted that leisure trips via e-bikes are 
more common for novice or beginner 
cyclists. While avid cyclists favour 
e-bikes when there is limited cycling 
infrastructure, timid or first-time 
cyclists prefer to ride their e-bikes 
where existing cycling infrastructure is 
in place to support their trip. In multiple 
studies, research found that complete 
cycling networks are a key facilitator for 
increasing adoption of e-bikes14,24.  

E-Mountain Biking
A subset of the e-biking community is 
the e-mountain biking community. As 
e-bikes are faster and allow for longer 
trips, more mountain bikers have been 
adopting the technology to complete 
advanced routes. However, e-mountain 
bikers face a unique backlash – not only 
are they accused of “cheating” or 
“laziness”, but advocacy groups also 
claim that they cause trail degradation 
due to their motorized power.

This is a long-disputed claim in the 
community, with some reports claiming 
e-mountain bikes cause no more 
significant harm to trails than 
traditional bicycles25.
However, other associations claim 
e-bikes cause significant damage that 
results in high maintenance costs, which 
translates into higher fees for trail 
users26. Furthermore, some mountain 
bikers, and governments, fear the safety 

De plus, certains adeptes du vélo de 
montagne et certains gouvernements 
craignent les problèmes de sécurité causés 
par les vélos électriques aux autres 
utilisateurs de sentiers, comme les cavaliers 
et les cyclistes traditionnels.

Étude de cas :
Le procès qui a opposé les 
Services forestiers américains et 
une utilisatrice de vélo de 
montagne électrique
La controverse qui entoure le vélo de 
montagne électrique s’est retrouvée sous les 
feux des projecteurs en 2016. Une femme 
handicapée de Seattle a alors intenté une 
action en justice contre les Services forestiers 
américains. Elle affirmait que l’interdiction 
des vélos électriques sur les pistes de vélo de 
montagne était contraire aux normes de 
l’Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). À ce 
jour, les Services forestiers considèrent 
toutes les catégories de vélos électriques 
comme étant des véhicules motorisés et les 
interdisent totalement sur tous les sentiers. 
Les Services forestiers américains ont 
confirmé cette décision en affirmant que les 
vélos électriques ne sont pas conçus pour les 
cyclistes handicapés ou moins aptes et qu’ils 
ne peuvent donc pas être considérés comme 
un dispositif d’accessibilité27.

2.4  Facilitateurs et 
obstacles à l’utilisation 
des  vélos électriques
De nombreux facilitateurs et obstacles 
affectent le marché mondial des vélos 
électriques. Notamment, selon la présente 
étude, nombre d'usagers des vélos électriques 
considèrent la commodité comme un 
avantage majeur des vélos électriques13,18, 20, 

24. Comme mentionné précédemment, le coût 
par kilomètre parcouru pour les vélos 
électriques est inférieur à celui d’une 
voiture15, et les capacités des vélos 
électriques en font une alternative plus 
confortable pour les déplacements actifs en 
conditions autocentriques21,22. Le plaisir 
personnel est un autre facteur. Certains 
cyclistes trouvent que les vélos électriques en 
font des cyclistes plus confiants. 

D’autres cyclistes associent les vélos 
électriques à plus de liberté, car ils peuvent 
rouler plus longtemps en faisant moins 
d’effort physique19. Pour ceux qui ont une 
autonomie limitée en matière de mobilité, le 
fait de pouvoir se déplacer plus facilement de 
manière indépendante augmente grandement 
leur qualité de vie 18,28. Même pour les 
cyclistes qui jouissent de leur pleine capacité 
physique, la possibilité de faire du vélo plutôt 
que de conduire est parfois citée comme un 
facilitateur, car elle améliore la qualité de vie 
perçue19. Il est prouvé depuis longtemps que 
le cyclisme a des effets positifs sur la santé 
mentale, par opposition à la conduite qu’on 
associe à des effets négatifs29.

À l’instar des facilitateurs du vélo électrique, 
il existe des obstacles sociétaux et individuels 
à l’adoption du vélo électrique. Du point de 
vue sociétal, la stigmatisation généralisée et 
le manque de connaissances des vélos 
électriques ont contribué à la confusion du 
public. De plus, le manque d’infrastructures 
cyclables peut décourager les cyclistes 
débutants. Les obstacles individuels peuvent 
également nuire à l’utilisation des vélos 
électriques. Ceux-ci nécessitent une batterie 
et un moteur, et sont généralement plus 
lourds que les vélos traditionnels, ce qui peut 
être gênant pour les cyclistes qui doivent 
soulever leur vélo lors de leurs déplacements.

Les vélos électriques demeurent aussi 
nettement plus chers que les vélos classiques 
d’entrée de gamme sur la plupart des 
marchés, et leur coût peut décourager les 
acheteurs potentiels. Leur valeur élevée 
augmente également la peur du vol. Des 
études dans le cadre desquelles on a 
interrogé des utilisateurs du vélo électrique 
ont révélé qu’ils n’apporteraient pas leur VAE 
à une destination à moins d’être certains de 
pouvoir le verrouiller de façon sécuritaire à 
leur arrivée24.

Enfin, comme les vélos électriques roulent à 
une vitesse plus élevée que les bicyclettes 
traditionnelles, un obstacle commun est la 
peur des blessures. C’est surtout le cas là où 
l’infrastructure cycliste existante ne protège 
pas le cycliste des interactions avec les 
véhicules automobiles. L’expérience et la 
vision machiste de certaines personnes qui se 
considèrent comme des « cyclistes invétérés » 
peuvent également constituer un obstacle à 
l’adoption des vélos électriques. 
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2.1  A snapshot of the
existing role of e-bikes
The largest e-bike market is in China, 
where high gas prices, government 
incentives, and supportive e-bike policies 
sparked uptake in the late 1990s12. When 
first introduced, e-bikes were part of a 
government initiative for energy 
efficiency which coincided with rising 
fuel prices in the early 2000s that made 
car and gasoline-scooter ownership less 
affordable12. The legislation combined 
BSEB and SSEB models under an 
umbrella definition, which allowed 
SSEBs to operate as bicycles, with fewer 
restrictions than the popular 
gas-scooter alternative12. This 
combination promoted widespread 
e-bike adoption, particularly for SSEB 
models that did not require gasoline, but 
mimicked the feel and capabilities of the 
popular gasoline-scooters. It should be 
noted that since gasoline-scooters were 
a major element of the previous 
modal-split, SSEB models account for 
70% of e-bike use in China12.

This uptake was mirrored in parts of 
Western Europe - more notably with 
BSEB models, where the e-bike market 
continues to grow in popularity among 
commuters, travellers, and leisure 
cyclists. In Western Europe, e-bike 
uptake is supported by a 
European-Union legislative framework, 
which delineates between the multiple 
types of e-bikes, giving pedelec models 
similar freedoms as bicycles (see 
Chapter 3.2 for more details). 

When considering the global context, 
e-bikes have a smaller presence in North 
America, which is commonly attributed 
to climate, car-culture and lack of 
bicycling-supportive infrastructure. In 
the last few years, e-bikes have been 
more noticeable on the roads of major 
urban cores - both BSEB and SSEB 
models11. Particularly with bicycling 
food-delivery drivers for companies such 
as uber eats, foodora, skip the dishes, 
etc13.

2.2  Cost and availability 
of e-bikes
E-bike prices are reducing as they 
become more popular for mainstream 
retail14. E-bikes are still more costly than 
conventional bicycles; however, they 
have some of the highest economic 
advantages when comparing their cost 
per kilometre travelled to other modes 
of travel. Per kilometre travelled, e-bikes 
are estimated to cost less than 0.7 cents 
(including purchase and maintenance), 
compared to 3.1 cents/km for a 
gasoline-scooter, or 6.2 cents/km 
travelled by car15. 

Within Canada, BSEBs are typically sold 
at speciality retailers or from 
manufacturer-direct, with many bicycle 
retailers introducing BSEBs to their 
in-store stock. Pricing depends heavily 
on the brand, battery quality, motor 
location, and supplementary features 
-lightweight design, foldable frame, 
step-through model, etc. Generally, all 
e-bike retailers provide at least 3-5 
different levels, ranging from 
beginner/basic models to higher-level 
models that can withstand longer 
commutes or more difficult terrains16. 
Certain features are more desirable for 
different demographics. For example, 
urban commuters may prefer folding 
e-bikes or commuter-style e-bikes, 
whereas older adults may prefer step 
through or lightweight models. The 
“fat-tire” e-bikes are a rapidly growing 
market for those who complete longer 
trips or for off-road recreational use.
To simplify the comparison of the many 
different e-bike models, we chose five 
general typologies of BSEBs and 
compared them nationally across 
multiple Canadian suppliers and 
manufacturers.

2.3  The users and uses 
of e-bikes
Multiple studies across Europe and 
North America have found that e-bikes 
can promote bicycling to a wider 
demographic when compared to 
conventional cycling. Specifically, 
research suggests e-bikes are 
favourable among populations who feel 
insecure cycling, such as some women 
and older adults. According to the 2014 
Census Canada report, women cycled 
12% less than men, and only 27% of the 
older adult population commonly cycled 
– clearly reflecting a generational and 
gender gap in cycling in Canada20. 

Moreover, current research shows that 
despite the e-bikes’ reputation to 
increase the accessibility of cycling, 
most e-bike riders already have some 
history of cycling before adopting 
electric bicycling18. The new technology, 
heightened speed and additional 
controls can be daunting for non-cyclists 
or those already reluctant to cycle.

In addition to a diverse user-profile, the 
uses of e-bikes are equally broad. Recent 
research suggests that a wide range of 
infrastructure typologies currently 
support e-bikes. In North American 
cities that have autocentric built-form 
and transportation infrastructure, the 
faster pace and reduced physical stress 
of e-bikes position them as a reasonable 
replacement to motor vehicles. 
Additionally, there is increased rider 
comfort on routes with minimal cycling 
infrastructure14,21. This is found in the 
European contexts as well, where 
utilizing e-bikes, rather than cars, is 
prevalent in the U.K and Netherlands22. 
When interviewing e-bike riders in 
Sacramento, California, some users 
were found to have fully adopted their 
e-bikes instead of their cars21. In 
contrast, Chinese e-bike use was found 
to have replaced public transit12. 

For leisure trips, research suggests that 
e-bikes are popular for joyrides with 
friends, e-mountain biking and longer 
regional trail trips18,21,22 23. It has also been 
noted that leisure trips via e-bikes are 
more common for novice or beginner 
cyclists. While avid cyclists favour 
e-bikes when there is limited cycling 
infrastructure, timid or first-time 
cyclists prefer to ride their e-bikes 
where existing cycling infrastructure is 
in place to support their trip. In multiple 
studies, research found that complete 
cycling networks are a key facilitator for 
increasing adoption of e-bikes14,24.  

E-Mountain Biking
A subset of the e-biking community is 
the e-mountain biking community. As 
e-bikes are faster and allow for longer 
trips, more mountain bikers have been 
adopting the technology to complete 
advanced routes. However, e-mountain 
bikers face a unique backlash – not only 
are they accused of “cheating” or 
“laziness”, but advocacy groups also 
claim that they cause trail degradation 
due to their motorized power.

This is a long-disputed claim in the 
community, with some reports claiming 
e-mountain bikes cause no more 
significant harm to trails than 
traditional bicycles25.
However, other associations claim 
e-bikes cause significant damage that 
results in high maintenance costs, which 
translates into higher fees for trail 
users26. Furthermore, some mountain 
bikers, and governments, fear the safety 

issues caused by e-mountain bikers for 
other trail users, such as mountain 
equestrian riders, and traditional 
mountain bikers.

Case Study:
US Forestry Services 
e-mountain bike lawsuit
The controversy surrounding 
e-mountain biking received a spotlight in 
2016 when a Seattle woman with a 
physical disability filed a lawsuit against 
US Forestry Services claiming that 
prohibiting e-bikes on mountain bike 
trails was against Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) standards. To 
date, any class of e-bike is considered 
motorized by the Forestry Services and 
is not allowed on any trail system. The 
US Forestry Services upheld this 
decision in a claim that e-bikes are not 
designed for disabled or less-able riders 
and, therefore, cannot be claimed as an 
accessibility device27.

2.4  Facilitators and 
barriers to e-bike
ridership
Many facilitators and barriers are 
affecting the global market for e-bikes. 
Notably, through this review, many 
e-bike riders refer to convenience as a 
major advantage to e-bikes13,18, 20, 24. As 
previously mentioned, the cost per 
kilometre travelled for e-bikes is 
cheaper than a car15, and the capabilities 
of e-bikes makes them a more 
comfortable active travel alternative for 
autocentric conditions21,22. Personal 
enjoyment is another promoter; some 
riders found e-bikes make them more 
confident as cyclists, or they associate 
e-bikes with more freedom as they can 
cycle longer with less physical exertion19.

For those who have limited independence 
in mobility, the increased quality of life 
experienced from restored independent 
mobility is crucially beneficial18,28. Even 
for able-bodied riders, the ability to 
cycle rather than drive is occasionally 
named as a facilitator, as it increases 
the perceived quality of life19. Cycling has 
been long-proven to have positive 
mental health effects, as opposed to 
driving which has been associated with 
negative mental-health effects29.

Similar to the facilitators of e-bikes, 
there are societal and individual barriers 
to e-bike adoption. At the societal level, 
widespread stigma and lack of e-bike 
education have contributed to public 
confusion. Moreover, a lack of supportive 
cycling infrastructure can deter novice 
e-bikers. Individual barriers can also 
impact e-bike ridership; e-bikes require a 
battery and motor, and are commonly 
heavier than conventional bicycles, which 
can be inconvenient for riders who may 
need to lift their bike during travel. 

E-bikes also remain significantly more 
expensive than entry-level conventional 
bicycles in most markets, and the 
upfront cost can discourage potential 
purchasers. The high cost also 
intensifies the fear of theft. Studies that 
interviewed e-bike riders found that they 
would not take their e-bike to a 
destination unless they were certain 
they could securely lock the bike upon 
arrival24. 

Finally, as e-bikes operate at a higher 
speed than traditional bicycles, a 
common barrier is fear of injury -
especially in circumstances where the 
existing cycling infrastructure does not 
protect the cyclist from interactions 
with motor vehicles. The experience and 
macho view of some people who 
considered themselves ‘hard core 
cyclists’ can also be a barrier to e-bike 
adoption. As discussed, some avid 
cyclists believe that e-bikes appeal to 

Comme nous l’avons mentionné, certains 
cyclistes expérimentés croient que les vélos 
électriques s’adressent aux cyclistes moins 
confiants ou plus faibles. Ainsi, pour certains 
cyclistes d’expérience, les vélos électriques 
sont souvent associés à la « tricherie », car le 
moteur aide à pédaler et réduit l’effort 
physique nécessaire. La croyance selon 
laquelle les vélos électriques ne permettent 
aucune activité physique est une idée fausse, 
et pourtant courante. Une étude publiée en 
novembre 2018 a confirmé que si les vélos 
électriques exigent moins d’efforts que le 
vélo traditionnel, ils permettent malgré tout 
une activité physique plus intense que la 
marche et peuvent avoir des effets 
bénéfiques sur la santé30.  

Le Tableau 2 résume les principaux 
facilitateurs et obstacles au vélo électrique.

Tableau 2 : Facilitateurs et obstacles

FACILITATEURS OBSTACLES

Remplacement des 
automobiles 

(déplacements 
utilitaires)

Mode de 
déplacement 

durable

Permet le 
cyclisme tout au 

long de la vie

Déplacement 
jusqu’au dernier 

kilomètre

Poids

Coût

Souci quant à 
l’autonomie

Stigmatisation

Confusion

Manque d’exercice

2.5  Aperçu du rôle futur 
des vélos électriques
La croissance du marché des vélos 
électriques au cours de l’année écoulée laisse 
entrevoir des tendances possibles pour les 
années à venir. Malgré les obstacles à une 
adoption généralisée, les ventes de vélos 
électriques ont connu une croissance record 
au Canada en 2018, avec un plus grand 
nombre de magasins de bicyclettes locaux 
qui offrent des vélos électriques31. Aux Pays-
Bas, un pays considéré par beaucoup comme 
l’un des plus avancés au monde en matière 
de cyclisme, les ventes de vélos électriques 
ont dépassé pour la première fois en 2018 les 
ventes de vélos classiques (à l’exclusion des 
vélos de course et des vélos pour enfants)32

Les constructeurs automobiles sautent 
également sur l’occasion de profiter de cette 
croissance. En novembre 2018, General 
Motors (GM) a lancé son premier modèle de 
vélo électrique VETB33, ARiV. Le vélo 
électrique en libre-service est également de 
plus en plus populaire en Amérique du Nord, 
ce qui sensibilise davantage le public à la 
fonctionnalité des vélos électriques.
En 2018, Lime (une société de micromobilité 
en libre-service, anciennement connue sous le 
nom de Lime Bike) a lancé son premier projet 
pilote de vélos électriques en libre-service à 
Calgary. Ainsi, plus de 2 000 résidents ont 
fait l’essai de leur vélo électrique au cours de 
la première semaine34. Au fur et à mesure 
que le nombre de vélos électriques augmente 
sur le réseau de transport, nous devons nous 
demander comment les lois, les politiques et 
les règlements mis à jour peuvent influer sur 
l’adoption des vélos électriques et les 
tendances d’utilisation.
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Comment la législation 
influence-t-elle 
l’intégration des
vélos électriques ?
Analyse du paysage législatif 
des vélos électriques 



Les chapitres d’introduction ont démontré 
que les vélos électriques constituent une 
option de mobilité unique et durable pour le 
réseau de transport. En offrant cette 
mobilité, les vélos électriques peuvent être 
considérés comme une solution pratique et 
abordable, le « chainon manquant 
» en matière de transport. Autrement dit, il
s’agit d’un moyen de transport durable qui
soutient le transport actif tout en restant
accessible à une population plus ou moins
mobile (voir le Chapitre 6).

L’avenir présente de multiples possibilités 
pour les vélos électriques de maximiser leur 
potentiel. La première étape, cependant, 
consistera à établir une structure de 
gouvernance qui assurera le succès des vélos 
électriques.

Bien que la recherche dégage une perspective 
généralement favorable pour les vélos 
électriques, la réalité de leur intégration est 
beaucoup plus complexe et s’inscrit dans la 
question plus vaste de l’aspect pratique de la 
micromobilité. Une législation claire et 
éclairée est un facilitateur clé pour tirer parti 
des vélos électriques au sein d’un réseau de 
transport et promouvoir leur adoption.
Toutefois, il est difficile de définir une telle 
législation pour les vélos électriques et les 
différentes formes de micromobilité, car il 
s’agit encore de technologies émergentes 
dont les fonctionnalités et l’importance 
diffèrent. Ce chapitre passe en revue les 
cadres législatifs existants au Canada, aux 
États-Unis et dans l’Union européenne. Nous 
souhaitons ainsi cerner les répercussions qu’a 
eues la législation sur leur intégration jusqu’à 
présent, de même que les leçons qui peuvent 
être tirées pour réglementer les vélos 
électriques et la micromobilité de façon 
proactive.

3.1  La législation 
canadienne concernant 
les vélos électriques 
Au Canada, le Règlement sur la sécurité 
des véhicules automobiles35  publié par 
Transports Canada en vertu de la Loi sur 
la sécurité automobile, définit, à l’échelle 

Transports Canada a adopté la Loi sur la 
sécurité automobile en 1971, ce qui a mené à 
l’élaboration du Règlement sur la sécurité 
des véhicules automobiles (RSVA)9. Les 
bicyclettes assistées y sont définies depuis 
2000. En vertu de ces règlements, les 
provinces sont toujours responsables de la 
délivrance des permis, de la planification et 
de l’entretien de l’infrastructure et de la 
réglementation des véhicules.

UNE BICYCLETTE ASSISTÉE 
DÉSIGNE UN VÉHICULE QUI 
RÉPOND AUX CONDITIONS 
SUIVANTES45:
a) il a un guidon et est équipé de pédales;
b) il est conçu pour rouler sur, au plus,
trois roues en contact avec le sol;
c) il peut être propulsé par l’effort
musculaire;
d) il est muni d’un ou de plusieurs
moteurs électriques ayant, seul ou en
groupe, les caractéristiques suivantes :
(i) la puissance totale nominale de sortie
continue, mesurée à l’arbre de chaque
moteur, ne dépasse pas 500 W,
(ii) s’il est enclenché par l’effort
musculaire, la propulsion par le moteur
cesse dès que cesse l’effort,
(iii) s’il est enclenché par une commande
d’accélération, la propulsion par le
moteur cesse dès que sont appliqués les
freins,
(iv) il n’a plus d’effet d’entrainement
lorsque la vitesse de la bicyclette
assistée atteint 32 km/h sur un terrain
plat;
e) il porte une étiquette, apposée par le
fabricant de façon inamovible et bien en
évidence, qui précise dans les deux
langues officielles qu’il s’agit d’une
bicyclette assistée au sens du présent
paragraphe;
f) il est équipé de l’un des dispositifs de
sécurité suivants :
(i) un mécanisme marche-arrêt pour
partir et arrêter le moteur électrique, 
lequel est distinct de la commande 
d’accélération et est installé de façon à 
pouvoir être actionné par le conducteur,
(ii) un mécanisme qui empêche
l’enclenchement du moteur avant que la
bicyclette n’ait atteint la vitesse de 3
km/h.
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Tous les règlements provinciaux subséquents 
doivent respecter les spécifications de cette 
définition. Par conséquent, au Canada, tous 
les types de vélos électriques (de type 
bicyclette ou scooter) sont légalement 
classés comme des bicyclettes assistées. De 
même, tous les types de vélos électriques 
sont interchangeables puisque la définition 
réglemente à la fois les bicyclettes à 
pédalage assisté et celles à accélération 
assistée.

Même s’il s’agit d’une loi fédérale, les 
provinces jouissent de l’autonomie d’exiger 
l’immatriculation, de définir le véhicule et 
d’imposer des exigences supplémentaires, 
comme le port du casque ou des restrictions 
d’âge. In a few provinces, additional 
regulations distinguish helmet types, licence 
and registration requirements, weight, etc. 
Le tableau 3 présente une comparaison des 
différents cadres provinciaux de 
réglementation du vélo électrique. 

Il est important de noter qu’au moment de la 
publication, le gouvernement canadien 
propose de déréglementer les bicyclettes 
assistées afin que la législation fédérale ne 
réglemente plus les vélos électriques, les 
excluant ainsi de toute catégorie 
réglementaire.

3.2  Reviewing examples 
of international e-bike
legislation
Internationally, the existing landscape of 
e-bike legislative frameworks has 
permitted a myriad of different rules, 
policies, regulations, and definitions that 

Si cet amendement était adopté, le RSVA ne 
définirait plus les bicyclettes assistées. 
L’objectif de cette modification est 
d’harmoniser les règlements canadiens sur 
les vélos électriques à ceux des États-Unis et 
de réduire les barrières commerciales. 
Avec ce changement, de nombreux modes de 
« micromobilité », y compris les vélos 
électriques, les trottinettes électriques et les 
véhicules à basse vitesse, ne seraient pas 
assujettis à la réglementation fédérale et 
ressortiraient plutôt aux compétences 
provinciales ou territoriales. Ainsi, les 
provinces et les territoires seraient libres de 
décider d’autoriser ou non l’utilisation de ces 
véhicules sur leur territoire. Cette 
modification a été proposée en mai 201836.

3.2.2  American e-bike 
legislation
In the United States, e-bikes are known 
by federal regulation as Low-Speed 
Electric Bicycles9. They are defined as:

A two- or three-wheeled vehicle with 
fully operable pedals and an electric 
motor of fewer than 750 watts (1 h.p.), 
whose maximum speed on a paved level 
surface, when powered solely by such a 
motor while ridden by an operator who 
weighs 170 pounds, is less than 20 mph.

This definition is provided by the 
Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA) 
legislation for the manufacturing and 
first sale of consumer products. This 
definition does not affect licensing and 
use of consumer products - in this case, 
e-bikes18. 

Like Canada, the American CPSA 
federal regulation also distinguishes 
low-speed electric bicycles from motor 
vehicles.

“For the purposes of motor vehicle 
safety standards […], a low-speed 
electric bicycle [as defined above] shall 
not be considered a motor vehicle [per 
49 u.S.C. § 30102(a)(6)].”

The National Highway Transportation 
Safety Administration also aligns with 
the CPSA definition, and does not 

consider e-bikes (Low-Speed Electric 
Bicycles) motor vehicles. This defers the 
authority of regulation from the 
National Highway Transportation Safety 
Administration (NHTS) back to the 
CPSA. All other legislative powers 
surrounding the operation and use of 
e-bikes are left to state and local 
municipality jurisdiction. 

A  quick note on e-scooters:
Just as e-bike laws vary from state to 
state, the same is true for e-scooters. 
However, unlike Canada, there are many 
e-bikesharing systems in a multitude of 
American cities38.

3.2.3  Bicycle product suppliers 
association three-tier e-bike 
classification model for the 
united states
An important difference to note 
between American and Canadian e-bike 
legislation is the applicability of the 
federal legislation to the 
state/provincial-level regulation. In 
Canada, the federal legislation is 
mandated through the Motor Vehicle 
Safety Regulations and acts as the 
overarching definition to which the 
provincial definitions must comply. While 
provinces can further legislate, their 

dictate the operation of e-bikes around 
the world. What is considered an e-bike 
in Europe is not the same in Canada, 
which is not the same e-bike in the 
United States. This results in difficulty 
defining e-bikes consistently, with 
varying bicycle vs. motorcycle/moped 
classifications, maximum speed 
regulations, and permitted vs. 
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regulations must still comply with the 
standards of the power-assisted bicycle. 
In the U.S., the federal legislation only 
regulates the manufacturing and first 
sale of e-bikes, not their use or 
operation in any of the states. As a 
result, many states have different 
regulations and considerations of 
e-bikes. Consequently, the culture 
surrounding e-bikes in America also 
varies from state to state. 

As e-bikes gain popularity in the 
emerging market, some states are 
moving towards more progressive e-bike 
legislation, which delineates between the 
different types of e-bikes available, 
developed at the state-level by the 
Bicycle Products Suppliers Association, 
with support from the People for Bikes 
Coalition39. California was the first state 
to adopt this model, with several other 
states following this precedent. Today, 
13 states operate with this three-tier 
model44.  This model mirrors the 
delineation in the European model, 
although all e-bikes regulated, including 
s-pedelecs and scooter-style e-bikes, 
are still considered bicycles. 

The new legislation identifies 
specifications for “Class 1”, “Class 2” and 
“Class 3” e-bikes, shown below

A “class 1 electric bicycle” is a bicycle 
equipped with a motor that provides 
assistance only when the rider is 
pedalling, and that ceases to provide 
assistance when the bicycle reaches the 
speed of 20 miles (32 km) per hour. 

A “class 2 electric bicycle” is a bicycle 
equipped with a motor that may be used 
exclusively to propel the bicycle, and that 
is not capable of providing assistance 
when the bicycle reaches the speed of 20 
miles (32 km) per hour.

A “class 3 electric bicycle” is a bicycle 
equipped with a motor that provides 
assistance only when the rider is 
pedalling, and that ceases to provide 
assistance when the bicycle reaches the 
speed of 28 miles (45 km) per hour and is 
equipped with a speedometer.

Un mot concernant les 
trottinettes électriques : 
Actuellement, les trottinettes 
électriques sont interdites sur les 
routes publiques du Canada.
Toutefois, dans certaines villes, des 
projets pilotes sont en cours pour 
explorer leur potentiel dans le 
réseau de transport.



3.2  Exemples de 
législation concernant 
les vélos électriques sur 
la scène international
À l’échelle internationale, le paysage actuel 
des cadres législatifs régissant les vélos 
électriques présente une grande diversité de 
règles, de politiques, de règlements et de 
définitions qui dictent leur utilisation.

3.2.2  American e-bike 
legislation
In the United States, e-bikes are known 
by federal regulation as Low-Speed 
Electric Bicycles9. They are defined as:

A two- or three-wheeled vehicle with 
fully operable pedals and an electric 
motor of fewer than 750 watts (1 h.p.), 
whose maximum speed on a paved level 
surface, when powered solely by such a 
motor while ridden by an operator who 
weighs 170 pounds, is less than 20 mph.

This definition is provided by the 
Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA) 
legislation for the manufacturing and 
first sale of consumer products. This 
definition does not affect licensing and 
use of consumer products - in this case, 
e-bikes18. 

Like Canada, the American CPSA 
federal regulation also distinguishes 
low-speed electric bicycles from motor 
vehicles.

“For the purposes of motor vehicle 
safety standards […], a low-speed 
electric bicycle [as defined above] shall 
not be considered a motor vehicle [per 
49 u.S.C. § 30102(a)(6)].”

The National Highway Transportation 
Safety Administration also aligns with 
the CPSA definition, and does not 

consider e-bikes (Low-Speed Electric 
Bicycles) motor vehicles. This defers the 
authority of regulation from the 
National Highway Transportation Safety 
Administration (NHTS) back to the 
CPSA. All other legislative powers 
surrounding the operation and use of 
e-bikes are left to state and local 
municipality jurisdiction. 

A  quick note on e-scooters:
Just as e-bike laws vary from state to 
state, the same is true for e-scooters. 
However, unlike Canada, there are many 
e-bikesharing systems in a multitude of 
American cities38.

3.2.3  Bicycle product suppliers 
association three-tier e-bike 
classification model for the 
united states
An important difference to note 
between American and Canadian e-bike 
legislation is the applicability of the 
federal legislation to the 
state/provincial-level regulation. In 
Canada, the federal legislation is 
mandated through the Motor Vehicle 
Safety Regulations and acts as the 
overarching definition to which the 
provincial definitions must comply. While 
provinces can further legislate, their 

La définition des vélos électriques en 
Europe n’est pas la même que celle du 
Canada, qui diffère également de celle des 
États-Unis. Il est donc difficile de 
proposer une nomenclature uniforme, vu 
la variété des classifications en 
bicyclettes, motocyclettes ou mobylettes, 
des règlements sur la vitesse maximale et 
sur la vitesse permise, des types de voies 
permises ou interdites, ainsi que de 
l’infrastructure cycliste. 
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regulations must still comply with the 
standards of the power-assisted bicycle. 
In the U.S., the federal legislation only 
regulates the manufacturing and first 
sale of e-bikes, not their use or 
operation in any of the states. As a 
result, many states have different 
regulations and considerations of 
e-bikes. Consequently, the culture 
surrounding e-bikes in America also 
varies from state to state. 

As e-bikes gain popularity in the 
emerging market, some states are 
moving towards more progressive e-bike 
legislation, which delineates between the 
different types of e-bikes available, 
developed at the state-level by the 
Bicycle Products Suppliers Association, 
with support from the People for Bikes 
Coalition39. California was the first state 
to adopt this model, with several other 
states following this precedent. Today, 
13 states operate with this three-tier 
model44.  This model mirrors the 
delineation in the European model, 
although all e-bikes regulated, including 
s-pedelecs and scooter-style e-bikes, 
are still considered bicycles. 

The new legislation identifies 
specifications for “Class 1”, “Class 2” and 
“Class 3” e-bikes, shown below

A “class 1 electric bicycle” is a bicycle 
equipped with a motor that provides 
assistance only when the rider is 
pedalling, and that ceases to provide 
assistance when the bicycle reaches the 
speed of 20 miles (32 km) per hour. 

A “class 2 electric bicycle” is a bicycle 
equipped with a motor that may be used 
exclusively to propel the bicycle, and that 
is not capable of providing assistance 
when the bicycle reaches the speed of 20 
miles (32 km) per hour.

A “class 3 electric bicycle” is a bicycle 
equipped with a motor that provides 
assistance only when the rider is 
pedalling, and that ceases to provide 
assistance when the bicycle reaches the 
speed of 28 miles (45 km) per hour and is 
equipped with a speedometer.

Province

Colombie-
Britannique

Alberta

Saskatchewan

Bicyclettes 
assistées d’un 
moteur électrique 
(Electric Motor 
Assisted Cycle)

Bicyclette assistée 
(Power assisted 
bicycle)

Peuvent 
également être 
classées comme 
mobylettes ou 
scooters de 
mobilité en 
fonction de leur 
vitesse.

Bicyclettes 
électriques 
(Power 
bicycles)

Terminologie
Distinction entre les 
vélos électriques à 

assistance électrique 
et ceux de type scooter

Permis

Pas de permis ni 
de certificat 

d’immatriculation

Pas de permis ni 
de certificat 

d’immatriculation

Pas de permis ni 
de certificat 

d’immatriculation

Casque obligatoire 
pour les deux types

Permis de conduire 
pour apprenti 
requis pour les 

bicyclettes 
électriques

Port du casque 
obligatoire

Casque de moto, 
phare avant, feu 
arrière, feu d’arrêt, 
réflecteurs, freins, 
klaxon et rétroviseur.

Exigences 
supplémentaires

Non

Oui :
Les bicyclettes assistées 
sont des vélos à deux ou 
trois roues qui utilisent les 
pédales et le moteur en 
même temps. Les 
bicyclettes électriques 
utilisent soit les pédales et 
le moteur, soit le moteur 
seulement.

Non

Non

Vitesse 
maximum

32 km/h

32 km/h

32 km/h

32 km/h

Puissance 
maximum

500 watts

500 watts

500 watts

500 watts

Âge

16 ans 
et plus

12 ans 
et plus

14 ans 
et plus

16 ans et 
plus pour les 
bicyclettes 
électriques

Aucune 
exigence 
pour les 
bicyclettes 
assistées

Manitoba

Ontario

Québec

Casque obligatoire

Poids maximum 
de 120 kg

De 14 à 17 ans : 
Permis de classe 
6D pour mobylette 
ou scooter exigé

18 ans et plus 
Aucun permis exigé 
Aucun certificat 

d’immatriculation 
exigé

Power
assisted
bicycle

Bicyclette 
assistée

Non 32 km/h

32 km/h

500 watts

500 watts14 ans 
et plus

16 ans 
et plus

Non

Tableau 3 : Examen de la réglementation provinciale concernant les vélos électriques 

New
Brunswick

Nova Scotia

Île-du-
Prince-
Édouard

Bicyclettes à 
pédalage assisté 
(Motor Assisted 
Pedal Bicycles)

Terre-Neuve-
et-Labrador

Territoires Aucune législation provinciale. Suit la définition fédérale selon la définition de Transports Canada

Aucune législation provinciale. Suit la définition fédérale selon la définition de Transports Canada

Pas de permis ni 
de certificat 
d’immatriculation

Permis et certificat 
d’immatriculation 
obligatoires

Casque avec 
mentonnière 
engagée obligatoire

Pas de permis ni 
de certificat 
d’immatriculation

Bicyclette 
assistée 
(Power 
assisted 
bicycle)

Bicyclette 
assistée (Power 
assisted bicycle)

32 km/h

32 km/h

32 km/h

500 watts

500 watts

500 watts16 ans 
et plus

n/a

n/aNon

Non

Classe tous les vélos 
électriques comme 
des mobylettes

L’information du tableau 3 a été extraite de : Pedego Bikes. (2019). Les vélos électriques sont-ils illégaux au Canada? https://pedegoelectricbikes.ca/are-
electric-bikes-legal-in-canada/? https://pedegoelectricbikes.ca/are-electric-bikes-le-gal-in-canada/

Pas de permis ni 
de certificat 

d’immatriculation

Phare avant 
obligatoire la nuit

Jantes plus grandes 
que 22 cm et siège à 
au moins 68 cm du 
sol
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Un mot concernant les trottinettes 
électriques : 
Les trottinettes électriques ne sont pas 
explicitement placées dans l’une des 
catégories d’homologation. Elles sont plutôt 
réglementées en tant qu’engins électriques 
personnels motorisés (EDPM). Cependant, 
tous les pays n’adoptent pas de 
réglementation pour les EDPM et, à ce titre, 
les trottinettes électriques sont autorisées 
dans certains pays de l’UE et interdites dans 
d’autres.

Essentiellement, le cadre réglementaire de chaque 
région en matière de vélos électriques lui est 
unique. Nous présentons ci-dessous un examen de 
ces nuances pour former une vue d’ensemble de 
l’intégration des vélos électriques. Cependant, les 
politiques et les règlements en matière de 
micromobilité évoluent rapidement et s’adaptent 
à un paysage des transports en pleine mutation. 
Les conclusions de cet examen sont donc 
susceptibles de changer à mesure que de nouvelles 
lois et de nouveaux règlements seront adoptés.

3.2.1  Législation de l’Union 
européenne sur les vélos 
électriques
La directive 168/2013 de l’Union européenne donne 
une définition globale du vélo électrique, sous le 
nom de « deux-roues motorisé léger »37. La 
législation actuelle (promulguée en 2017) est une 
mise à jour de la législation originale, qui date de 
2002. Elle est connue sous le nom de « règlement 
d’homologation » et prévoit des exigences 
réglementaires à la fois en matière de fabrication 
et d’exploitation. Bon nombre de ces règlements 
s’alignent sur les règlements de la Commission 
économique pour l’Europe des Nations Unies afin 
de promouvoir la cohésion mondiale.
Les deux-roues motorisés légers sont définis dans 
la catégorie des véhicules L1e et comprennent les 
deux sous-catégories des « vélos à moteur » et des 
« cyclomoteurs à deux roues ». D’autres formes de 
micromobilité sont également catégorisées par la 
directive et sont incluses dans le contexte de la 
présente étude.

Encore une fois, il est important de définir la 
nomenclature qui entoure les vélos électriques. 
Contrairement à ce qui se passe en Amérique du 
Nord, où le terme « vélo électrique » désigne 
aussi bien les modèles à pédalage assisté et à 
accélération assistée, ainsi que les types VETB 
et VETS, dans l’UE, le terme « pedelec » ou « 
vélo à assistance électrique » est utilisé pour 
définir les vélos électriques à pédalage assisté, 
alors que le terme « e-bike » ou « vélo électrique 
» désigne les vélos électriques à accélération
assistée37.  Les vélos à assistance électrique ont
une puissance maximum de 250 watts et une
vitesse maximum de 25 km/h. Ils ne font pas
l’objet d’un règlement d’homologation
particulier et sont légalement classés et
réglementés en tant que bicyclettes.
En revanche, les vélos électriques sont soumis à
un règlement d’homologation.

Pour donner un aperçu de la relation entre les 
différentes catégories d’homologation, nous 
comparons les vélos électriques et les autres 
modes de micromobilité dans le tableau 4. L’un 
des changements notables de la nouvelle 
législation a été l’ajout de la catégorie des 
cyclomoteurs à deux roues pour les vélos 
électriques dont la limite de vitesse est de 
25km/h, mais dont la puissance est supérieure.



TYPE

Vélos à assistance 
électrique – non soumis 
à homologation

Puissance maximum : 250 W
Vitesse maximum : 25 km/h
Pédalage assisté seulement 

Vélos à moteur – L1e-A
Puissance maximum : de 250 W à 1 kW 

Vitesse maximum : 25 Km/h 
Pédalage assisté et moteur seulement

Cyclomoteurs à deux 
roues – L1e-B

Puissance maximum : 4 kW
Vitesse maximum : 45 km/h

Pédalage assisté et moteur seulement

Remarque : les vélos à assistance 
électrique rapides (s-pedelecs) sont définis 

sous cette catégorie d’homologation

Cyclomoteurs à 
trois roues – L2e

Puissance maximum : 4 kW
Vitesse maximum : 45 km/h 

Pédalage assisté et moteur seulement 
Poids maximum : 270 kg

Maximum de deux personnes

Quadricycles 
légers – L6e

Vitesse maximum : 45 km/h
Pédalage assisté et moteur seulement

Poids maximum : 450 kg
Maximum de deux personnes

RÈGLEMENTS APPARENCE TYPIQUE

Tableau 4 : Homologation des véhicules de micromobilité

sources des images dans la page de référence
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3.2  Reviewing examples 
of international e-bike
legislation
Internationally, the existing landscape of 
e-bike legislative frameworks has 
permitted a myriad of different rules, 
policies, regulations, and definitions that 

3.2.2  La législation américaine 
sur les vélos électriques
Aux États-Unis, les vélos électriques sont 
définis dans la loi sous le nom de vélos 
électriques à basse vitesse (low-speed electric 
bicycles)9. Ils sont définis ainsi :

 Un véhicule à deux ou trois roues muni de 
pédales entièrement fonctionnelles et d’un 
moteur électrique de moins de 750 watts (1 
HP). Sa vitesse maximale sur une surface 
plane pavée, lorsqu’il est propulsé uniquement 
par un tel moteur et qu’il est conduit par un 
conducteur qui pèse 77 kg (170 lbs), est 
inférieure à 32 km/h (20 mi/h).  

Cette définition est proposée par la Consumer 
Product Safety Act (CSPA) qui traite de la 
fabrication et de la première vente de 
produits de consommation. Cette définition 
n’affecte pas l’octroi de permis ni l’utilisation 
de produits de consommation, en l’occurrence, 
les vélos électriques e-bikes18

Tout comme le Canada, le règlement 
fédéral américain sur la sécurité des 
produits de consommation établit une 
distinction entre les bicyclettes électriques à 
basse vitesse et les véhicules à moteur.

« Aux fins des normes de sécurité des 
véhicules automobiles (...), une bicyclette 
électrique à basse vitesse [telle que définie ci-
dessus] n’est pas considérée comme un 
véhicule automobile [en vertu du titre 49 du 
Code des États-Unis § 30 102(a)(6)]. »

La National Highway Transportation 
Safety Administration (NHTS) s’aligne 
également sur la définition de la Consumer 
Product Safety Act. 

Ainsi, elle ne considère pas les vélos 
électriques (bicyclettes électriques à basse 
vitesse) comme des véhicules à moteur. Le 
pouvoir de réglementation de la NHTS 
renvoie ainsi à la CPSA. Tous les autres 
pouvoirs législatifs relatifs à l’exploitation et 
à l’utilisation des vélos électriques relèvent de 
la compétence des États et des municipalités.

dictate the operation of e-bikes around 
the world. What is considered an e-bike 
in Europe is not the same in Canada, 
which is not the same e-bike in the 
United States. This results in difficulty 
defining e-bikes consistently, with 
varying bicycle vs. motorcycle/moped 
classifications, maximum speed 
regulations, and permitted vs. 

Figure 3 : Programmes de trottinettes 
électriques en libre-service aux États-Unis

3.2.3  Le modèle de 
classification à trois niveaux 
des vélos électriques de la 
Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association aux États-Unis
Une différence importante à remarquer 
entre la législation américaine et la 
législation canadienne sur les vélos 
électriques est l’applicabilité de la 
législation fédérale à la réglementation des 
États et des provinces.
Au Canada, la législation fédérale est 
prescrite par le Règlement sur la sécurité 
des véhicules automobiles et sert de 
définition générale à laquelle les définitions 
provinciales doivent se conformer. Même si 
les provinces peuvent légiférer davantage,

regulations must still comply with the 
standards of the power-assisted bicycle. 
In the U.S., the federal legislation only 
regulates the manufacturing and first 
sale of e-bikes, not their use or 
operation in any of the states. As a 
result, many states have different 
regulations and considerations of 
e-bikes. Consequently, the culture 
surrounding e-bikes in America also 
varies from state to state. 

As e-bikes gain popularity in the 
emerging market, some states are 
moving towards more progressive e-bike 
legislation, which delineates between the 
different types of e-bikes available, 
developed at the state-level by the 
Bicycle Products Suppliers Association, 
with support from the People for Bikes 
Coalition39. California was the first state 
to adopt this model, with several other 
states following this precedent. Today, 
13 states operate with this three-tier 
model44.  This model mirrors the 
delineation in the European model, 
although all e-bikes regulated, including 
s-pedelecs and scooter-style e-bikes, 
are still considered bicycles. 

The new legislation identifies 
specifications for “Class 1”, “Class 2” and 
“Class 3” e-bikes, shown below

A “class 1 electric bicycle” is a bicycle 
equipped with a motor that provides 
assistance only when the rider is 
pedalling, and that ceases to provide 
assistance when the bicycle reaches the 
speed of 20 miles (32 km) per hour. 

A “class 2 electric bicycle” is a bicycle 
equipped with a motor that may be used 
exclusively to propel the bicycle, and that 
is not capable of providing assistance 
when the bicycle reaches the speed of 20 
miles (32 km) per hour.

A “class 3 electric bicycle” is a bicycle 
equipped with a motor that provides 
assistance only when the rider is 
pedalling, and that ceases to provide 
assistance when the bicycle reaches the 
speed of 28 miles (45 km) per hour and is 
equipped with a speedometer.
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Un mot concernant les trottinettes 
électriques: 
Les lois sur les vélos électriques varient 
d’un État à l’autre, et il en va de même 
pour les trottinettes électriques. 
Cependant, contrairement au Canada, il 
existe de nombreux systèmes de vélos 
électriques en libre-service dans une 
multitude de villes américaines38.

Figure 4 : U.S. cities where e-scooters are banned
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3.2  Reviewing examples 
of international e-bike
legislation
Internationally, the existing landscape of 
e-bike legislative frameworks has 
permitted a myriad of different rules, 
policies, regulations, and definitions that 

3.2.2  American e-bike 
legislation
In the United States, e-bikes are known 
by federal regulation as Low-Speed 
Electric Bicycles9. They are defined as:

A two- or three-wheeled vehicle with 
fully operable pedals and an electric 
motor of fewer than 750 watts (1 h.p.), 
whose maximum speed on a paved level 
surface, when powered solely by such a 
motor while ridden by an operator who 
weighs 170 pounds, is less than 20 mph.

This definition is provided by the 
Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA) 
legislation for the manufacturing and 
first sale of consumer products. This 
definition does not affect licensing and 
use of consumer products - in this case, 
e-bikes18. 

Like Canada, the American CPSA 
federal regulation also distinguishes 
low-speed electric bicycles from motor 
vehicles.

“For the purposes of motor vehicle 
safety standards […], a low-speed 
electric bicycle [as defined above] shall 
not be considered a motor vehicle [per 
49 u.S.C. § 30102(a)(6)].”

The National Highway Transportation 
Safety Administration also aligns with 
the CPSA definition, and does not 

consider e-bikes (Low-Speed Electric 
Bicycles) motor vehicles. This defers the 
authority of regulation from the 
National Highway Transportation Safety 
Administration (NHTS) back to the 
CPSA. All other legislative powers 
surrounding the operation and use of 
e-bikes are left to state and local 
municipality jurisdiction. 

A  quick note on e-scooters:
Just as e-bike laws vary from state to 
state, the same is true for e-scooters. 
However, unlike Canada, there are many 
e-bikesharing systems in a multitude of 
American cities38.

3.2.3  Bicycle product suppliers 
association three-tier e-bike 
classification model for the 
united states
An important difference to note 
between American and Canadian e-bike 
legislation is the applicability of the 
federal legislation to the 
state/provincial-level regulation. In 
Canada, the federal legislation is 
mandated through the Motor Vehicle 
Safety Regulations and acts as the 
overarching definition to which the 
provincial definitions must comply. While 
provinces can further legislate, their 

dictate the operation of e-bikes around 
the world. What is considered an e-bike 
in Europe is not the same in Canada, 
which is not the same e-bike in the 
United States. This results in difficulty 
defining e-bikes consistently, with 
varying bicycle vs. motorcycle/moped 
classifications, maximum speed 
regulations, and permitted vs. 

Villes américaines où les trottinettes 
électriques sont interdites leurs règlements 
doivent tout de même respecter les normes 
relatives aux bicyclettes assistées. Aux 
États-Unis, la législation fédérale ne 
réglemente que la fabrication et la première 
vente de vélos électriques, et non leur 
utilisation ou leur exploitation dans un État. 
Par conséquent, de nombreux États ont des 
réglementations et des considérations 
différentes en ce qui concerne les vélos 
électriques. La culture entourant les vélos 
électriques en Amérique varie donc 
également d’un État à l’autre.

À mesure que les vélos électriques gagnent en 
popularité sur les marchés émergents, 
certains États s’orientent vers une législation 
plus progressiste sur les vélos électriques. 
Celle-ci définit les différents types de vélos 
électriques disponibles, et a été élaborée au 
niveau des États par la Bicycle Products 
Suppliers Association, avec le soutien de la 
People for Bikes Coalition39. La Californie a 
été le premier État à adopter ce modèle, et 
plusieurs autres États ont suivi. Aujourd’hui, 
13 États utilisent ce modèle à trois volets.44.  
Ce modèle reflète les distinctions du modèle 
européen, bien que tous les vélos électriques 
réglementés, y compris les vélos à assistance 
électrique rapides et les vélos électriques de 
type scooter, soient toujours considérés 
comme des bicyclettes.

La nouvelle législation définit les 
spécifications pour les vélos électriques de « 
Classe 1 », « Classe 2 » et « Classe 3 », comme 
suit : 

Un « vélo électrique de classe 1 » est une 
bicyclette équipée d’un moteur qui ne fournit 
une assistance que lorsque le cycliste pédale, 
et qui cesse de fournir une assistance lorsque 
le vélo atteint la vitesse de 32 km/h (20 mi/h). 

Un « vélo électrique de classe 2 » est une 
bicyclette équipée d’un moteur qui peut être 
utilisé exclusivement pour propulser la 
bicyclette et qui n’est plus capable de fournir 
une assistance dès le vélo atteint la vitesse de 
32 km/h (20 mi/h).

Un « vélo électrique de classe 3 » est une 
bicyclette équipée d’un moteur qui ne fournit 
une assistance que lorsque le cycliste pédale. 
Elle cesse de fournir une assistance lorsque le 
vélo atteint la vitesse de 45 km/h (28 mi/h) et 
elle est équipée d’un indicateur de vitesse.
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4

Quelles leçons peut-on 
tirer de la réglementation 
actuelle sur les 
vélos électriques ?

Upon completing the legislative review, it 
is evident there are key questions 
surrounding e-bike legislation and 
operations. The discussions surrounding 
these questions could inform how 
legislation is developed, and the success 
in regulating e-bikes. We identified the 
following questions as the most 
important to informing the direction of 
future legislation in Canada. 

How fast should an e-bike go?
Why it is important? : speed is a key 
indicator of safety, and can help to 
manage the types of mode-interactions 
and conflicts we experience in on-road 
and off-road cycling infrastructure.

Which e-bikes should be defined as 
bicycles?
Why it is important? : when e-bikes are 
defined as bicycles, they do not require 
licensing or registration, and have the 
same infrastructure permissions as 
bicycles. Depending on their 
functionality, which varies across the 
different typologies, this can cause 
potential safety and usage concerns.

What vehicle features can be used 
to regulate e-bikes? 
Why it is important? : beyond speed, 
there are many different vehicle 
characteristics and uses that can affect 
how an e-bike operates. It is important 
to understand how these different 
features impact the operation of e-bikes.

How should the regulations be 
communicated?
Why it is important? : communicating 
the regulations is paramount to ensuring 
riders comply with the rules of the road 
when interacting with the 
transportation network and other 
transportation modes — clear and easily 
understandable educational materials 
are most effective in completing this.  

We discuss each of these questions 
below. Our commentary is not meant to 
provide definitive answers. Instead, it is 

intended to help inform the ongoing 
conversation surrounding each of these 
questions in Canada.

4.1  How fast should an 
e-bike go?
One of the biggest differences noted in 
the legislation review is the speed 
restriction placed on European operated 
e-bikes. Through the EU legislation, 
pedelec e-bikes (e-bikes with motors 
that cannot operate without 
pedal-assistance) cannot exceed 25 
km/h. This is similar in China and 
Australia12,40. In North America, e-bikes 
have a maximum speed limit of 32 km/h 
for all pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
e-bikes. Normally, even BSEB models will 
still have a throttle-assist feature, which 
permits the rider to accelerate even 
when not pedalling. In the EU and 
Australia, these types of e-bikes are 
regulated differently and are normally 
not considered bicycles. 

Beyond speed, the power capabilities of 
e-bikes in different regions are also very 
location-specific. In the EU, pedelecs 
have a maximum power output of 250 
watts. Comparatively, in Canada the 
maximum power output is 500 watts, 
and in the U.S. 750 watts. When 
comparing watts to mechanical 
horsepower, EU pedelec e-bikes operate 
at a level of 0.3 hp, Canadian e-bikes 
operate at 0.7 hp, and American e-bikes 
operate at 1 hp. Moreover, the American 
standard of 750 watts and 32 km/h is 
not universal throughout all states. The 
federal definition is not entirely 
prescriptive, and allows for some 
differences in definitions regarding both 
speed and power.  

From a regulatory standpoint, the lower 
power output and 25 km/h speed limit 
are more comparable to the average 
speed of a cyclist. However, there has 
been pushback from the e-biking 

community. In the EU and Australia, 
some riders are lobbying for an increase 
in maximum speed, as some cyclists can 
surpass 25 km/h without 
pedal-assistance, causing maximum 
pedelecs to be less appealing than a 
conventional bicycle41.  

In the U.S., the University of Tennessee 
completed a study on perceived and 
achieved speeds of e-bikes. Although the 
speed limit is higher in North America, it 
is interesting to note that, when only 
using pedal-assist, riders were observed 
to operate their e-bikes at a comparable 
speed to conventional cyclists - even 
with a 32 km/h maximum speed. The 
average speed of an e-bike rider is 13.3 
km/h, and a cyclist is 10.7 km/h42. For 
e-bikes that use the throttle or operate 
the motor independently from pedalling, 
the average speed would likely be higher.

4.2  Which e-bikes should 
be defined as bicycles?
The comparison of e-bikes to bicycles 
raises an important question of when 
e-bikes should be considered bicycles. As 
simple as the question may seem, the 
answer is not straightforward. Due to 
the many differences in governance 
between jurisdictions, e-bikes of all 
types straddle the line between motor 
vehicle, motorcycle and bicycle. In North 
America, we tend to be either permissive 
or prohibitive, in that many (if not all) 
types of e-bikes are bicycles or are 
classified as motor vehicles without a 
licensing system, and are banned 
entirely43. Furthermore, the indicators 
that are used to determine whether or 
not to classify e-bikes as bicycles are 
also inconsistent. Some jurisdictions opt 
for speed, whereas others include power, 
weight, wheel-diameter, pedal style, etc.

 A key takeaway from this table is the legal 
classification row. Unlike in North America, 
Germany does not classify higher-power 
e-bikes as bicycles. This separation allows for 
incentives and direction for pedelecs that 
would otherwise be unclear. In the U.S., some 
states have adopted a tiered system; however, 
in these systems the base speed is still 32 km/h, 
as opposed to the 25 km/h in Germany. 
Moreover, all tiers are still considered bicycles 
in the U.S.

Even the throttle feature can determine if an 
e-bike should be considered a bicycle. In 
Germany, any bike that has a throttle, which 
would permit the rider to accelerate without 
pedalling, is not a bicycle. Only pedelecs, where 
the motor cannot run without 
pedal-assistance, are considered bicycles. In 
some cases, pedelecs are permitted to have a 

Scooter-Style E-bikes
as Bicycles
In the United States, a survey completed 
in 2014 by the League of American 
Cyclists asked 246 participants to define 
which e-bike type they considered a 
bicycle46. The responses showed that of 
the eight e-bike types that were 
surveyed, only four were considered a 
bicycle by the majority: the pedelec 
BSEB, throttle-assist BSEB, s-pedelec, 
and throttle-assist folding BSEB. These 
findings speak to the important role 
appearance plays in public perception. 
The scooter-style e-bikes had the same 
specifications as the throttle-assist 
BSEB (aside from weight), however, 72% 
of participants were certain that an 
SSEB should not be considered a 
bicycle46. 

In Canada and the United States, our 
definitions regulate the SSEB as a 
bicycle, and the ambiguity of SSEB 
models on the existing transportation 
infrastructure is one of the conflicts 
observed with e-bikes - both in 
research and in practice. When referring 
to the three-tiered approach, SSEBs 
have the same operating functionality 
as Class 2 (throttle-assist) e-bikes, and 
can be legally ridden in bike lanes 
without requiring any additional 
licensing or registration for operation. 
However, SSEBs are wider, heavier and 
more obtrusive than bicycles/BSEBs on 
the existing bike lanes, and have 
contributed to animosity in 
conversations about e-bikes and their 
emerging role.

The difficulty of regulating SSEBs is 
that since they technically operate 
within the specifications of the 
power-assisted bicycle in Canada, the 
definition that permits throttle-assisted 
BSEBs also permits SSEBs due to their 
manufactured, albeit rarely-used, 
bicycle pedals.

4.3  What features can 
be used to regulate 
e-bikes? 
Up to this point in e-bike regulation, 
speed has been the most useful 
regulatory tool. However, the confusion 
surrounding e-bike regulation suggests 
that although it is the most commonly 
used regulator of e-bikes, speed is still 
relative to the user and is not exclusively 
reliable to regulate the functionality of 
e-bikes. Throughout the different 
jurisdictions previously explored -
Canada, U.S., and EU - additional 
regulations are used to further define 
the functionality and operational 
requirements of e-bikes. 

AGE
As shown in the provincial review, many 
Canadian provinces are utilizing age 
restrictions to regulate e-bikes. 
Similarly, the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association classification model places 
an age restriction on 45 km/h e-bikes. 
Normally, the minimum age for an e-bike 
rider is 16, although there is some 
variation depending on the jurisdiction.  

Why consider age?
Requiring a minimum age can help 
increase the safety of riders by 
restricting use by children. However, it 
can also limit the usage potential and 
inclusivity of micromobility, depending 
on the expected ridership of the 
jurisdiction. The applicability of age 
requirements should be explored 
contextually.   

HELMET REQUIREMENT
Depending on jurisdiction, a helmet 
requirement is optional. Some 
municipalities/regions require bicycle 
helmets, while others require motorcycle 
helmets for faster e-bike models. The 
province of Ontario requires e-bike 
riders to wear helmets.

Why consider helmet requirement?

Helmets are a proven safety feature 
that can reduce the severity of injury 
during a collision, according to the 
medical field. Support for a helmet 
requirement can be cross-compared to 
other considerations of e-bike riders -
including speed, age, and presence of a 
throttle-assist. 

MOTOR CESSATION
The EU, Canada and the United States 
currently use the requirement for the 
motor to cease operating once the user 
stops pedalling or the brakes are 
applied.  

Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
model legislation section on motor 
cessation: Section 206 – motor 
disengagement: An electric bicycle shall 
operate in a manner so that the electric 
motor is disengaged or ceases to 
function when the rider stops pedalling 
or when the brakes are applied32.

Why consider motor cessation?
The pedal-assist motor cessation 
requirement creates a clear difference 
between its capabilities and the 
throttle-assist capabilities. For the 
pedal-assist models, the motor will 
cease when pedalling ceases. However, 
for those that operate with the 
throttle-assist feature, the motor will 
only cease when the brakes are applied. 
The difference in motor capability 
creates a wide range of speed capacity 
between pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. 

THROTTLE-ASSIST
In North America, many throttle-assist 
e-bikes, being any e-bike model outfitted 
with a throttle that allows the rider to 
propel the bike solely using motor power 
and without any pedal assistance, are 
still regulated as bicycles. In Europe, 
very few e-bike models that have the 
throttle functionality are considered 
bicycles. Once the bike can propel itself 
without human power, it becomes 

subject to further licensing and 
operational requirements.   

Why consider the throttle-assist?
The regulation stance toward e-bike 
throttles is one of the biggest 
differences between North American 
and European approaches. In Europe, 
throttles create a separate category of 
regulation; in North America, we 
consider throttle-style e-bikes as 
bicycles, even when placed in a tiered 
system. The throttle can be associated 
with the difference in achieved-speed 
between the different e-bike typologies. 

WEIGHT
Weight is a key indicator in the 
transportation sector. For e-bikes, 
weight can distinguish between BSEB 
and SSEB typologies. 

Why consider weight?
In addition to the throttle, weight can 
distinguish between the SSEB models, 
which are generally heavier, and the 
BSEBs. When including weight as an 
identifying characteristic, certain 
heavier e-bike models can be restricted 
from certain infrastructure types. 
However, including a weight restriction 
can also impede e-bike cargo trips.  

SPEEDOMETER REQUIREMENT
Many jurisdictions require that any legal 
e-bike is outfitted with a speedometer to 
ensure the rider is aware of their 
speed32.  

Why consider the speedometer?
The speedometer increases 
accountability and transparency for 
e-bike riders. When a speedometer is 
required, jurisdictions can also 
implement posted-speed requirements 
other than the manufacturer’s  
maximum speed. 

LICENCE AND REGISTRATION
As discussed in previous sections, both 
provinces and states in North America 
can request licensing of e-bikes. 

Currently, very few states and provinces 
have introduced legislation mandating 
the licensing or registration of e-bikes. 
In some of the European legislative 
frameworks, licensing is required for 
“motorcycle” defined e-bikes - this 
includes both s-pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted e-bikes. 

Why consider licensing and registration?
When delineating between multiple 
micromobility types, licensing and 
registration are a helpful tool to inform 
a gradient of operation. If a model 
requires a license and registration, they 
can be more strenuously regulated and 
monitored. Moreover, the licensing 
process inherently teaches and tests 
riders on the proper rules of the road.

4.4  How should the 
regulations be 
communicated?
Widespread education about e-bike 
functionality is another key lesson from 
the EU. In Germany, pamphlets are 
available that describe the different 
typologies of e-bikes, and each e-bike is 
easily identifiable and communicated as 
one of the types. As a by-product of this 
education, any e-bike purchaser is 
confident of the permissions and 
prohibitions of their e-bike model. The 
Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
definition also looks to create this same 
inherent public knowledge. (Figure 5)

4.5  The impact of 
unanswered questions 
on public perception of 
e-bikes in Canada
Although Canada has an existing 
definition for e-bikes, there remains 
ambiguity. Many of the above questions 
remain unanswered, and the lack of 
clarity surrounding Canadian e-bike 
legislation that filters from the federal 
to municipal regulation is impactful on 
the public perception of e-bikes. There is 
strong evidence to suggest that 
confusion regarding where e-bikes are 
allowed is widespread, and is directly 
impacting trends in adoption and usage. 
Inconsistencies in existing legislation 
may be contributing to the confusion. In 
addition to this, existing legislation may 
not fully capture and respond to safety 
concerns associated with e-bike users 
and other transportation network users. 
Safety concerns manifest into hostility 
surrounding shared infrastructure, 
shared trails and illegal driving 
behaviour. There is significant scope to 
address these issues through legislative 
reform in Canada.

start-up aid, which allows the rider to 
accelerate the motor up to 6 km/h without 
pedalling. This feature helps e-bike riders start 
from a stopped position, given that e-bikes are 
often heavier than traditional bicycles and 
starting without any motor assistance can be 
challenging.

The safety concerns of the throttle are notable 
in comparison to pedal-assist models, given the 
increased speed capabilities. In North America, 
most BSEB models sold include the throttle 
feature, which throughout many EU countries 
would render them motorcycles. Given that 
throttles make pedelecs legally motorcycles in 
Germany, pedelecs are much more popular 
than the s-pedelec or e-bike categories. In 
Germany, one in every thirty cyclists rides a 
pedelec44. 



Après analyse du contexte législatif, il est 
évident que la législation et le 
fonctionnement des vélos électriques posent 
des questions fondamentales. Les discussions 
entourant ces questions pourraient éclairer 
la façon dont la législation est élaborée et 
assurer le succès de la réglementation des 
vélos électriques. Nous avons déterminé que 
les questions suivantes sont les plus 
importantes pour définir l’orientation de la 
législation future au Canada.

À quelle vitesse un vélo électrique doit-il 
rouler ? La vitesse est un indicateur clé de la 
sécurité et peut aider à gérer les types 
d’interactions modales et les conflits que 
nous vivons dans les infrastructures cyclables 
routières et hors route.

Which e-bikes should be defined as bicycles?
Quels vélos électriques devraient être définis 
comme des bicyclettes? Lorsque les vélos 
électriques sont définis comme des 
bicyclettes, aucun permis ou certificat 
d’immatriculation n’est nécessaire, et ils ont 
les mêmes droits d’accès aux infrastructures 
que les bicyclettes. En fonction de leurs 
fonctionnalités, qui varient selon les types, 
cela peut entrainer des problèmes de sécurité 
et d’utilisation.

Quelles caractéristiques du véhicule peuvent 
être utilisées pour réglementer les vélos 
électriques? 
Pourquoi est-ce important? Au-delà de la 
vitesse, il existe de nombreuses 
caractéristiques et utilisations différentes du 
véhicule qui peuvent influer sur le 
fonctionnement d’un vélo électrique. Il est 
important de comprendre comment ces 
différentes caractéristiques entrent en ligne 
de compte.

 Comment les règlements devraient-ils être 
communiqués ?   
Pourquoi est-ce important ? La 
communication des règlements est 
primordiale pour s’assurer que les 
conducteurs respectent les règles de la route 
lorsqu’ils interagissent avec le réseau de 
transport et les autres modes de transport. 
Des documents de sensibilisation clairs et 
faciles à comprendre sont le moyen le plus 
efficace pour y parvenir.  

Nous abordons chacune de ces questions ci-
dessous. Notre commentaire n’a pas pour 
but de fournir des réponses définitives.

Il vise plutôt à éclairer la conversation en 
cours sur chacune de ces questions au 
Canada.

4.1  À quelle vitesse un 
vélo électrique doit-il 
rouler ?
L’une des plus grandes différences relevées 
lors de l’examen de la législation est la 
limitation de vitesse imposée aux vélos 
électriques utilisés en Europe. En vertu de la 
législation de l’UE, les vélos à pédalage assisté 
(vélos électriques équipés d’un moteur qui ne 
peut fonctionner sans pédalage assisté) ne 
peuvent pas dépasser 25 km/h. Il en va de 
même en Chine et en Australie12,40. En 
Amérique du Nord, les vélos électriques ont 
une limite de vitesse maximale de 32 km/h 
pour tous les vélos à assistance électrique et 
à accélération assistée. Normalement, même 
les VETB sont équipés d’une accélération 
assistée, qui permet au conducteur 
d’accélérer même lorsqu’il ne pédale pas. 
Dans l’UE et en Australie, ces types de vélos 
électriques sont réglementés différemment 
et ne sont normalement pas considérés 
comme des bicyclettes.

Au-delà de la vitesse, la puissance des 
véhicules entrant dans la définition des vélos 
électriques dépend également des régions. 
Dans l’UE, les vélos à assistance électrique 
ont une puissance maximale de 250 watts. En 
comparaison, la puissance maximale au 
Canada est de 500 watts, et aux États-Unis, 
de 750 watts. Si l’on compare les watts à la 
puissance mécanique, les vélos à assistance 
électrique de l’UE développent une puissance 
de 0,3 HP, les vélos électriques canadiens 
développent une puissance de 0,7 HP et les 
vélos électriques américains développent une 
puissance de 1 HP. De plus, la norme 
américaine de 750 watts et 32 km/h n’est pas 
universelle dans tous les États. La définition 
fédérale n’est pas entièrement normative et 
tient compte de certaines différences dans 
les définitions de la vitesse et de la puissance.

community. In the EU and Australia, 
some riders are lobbying for an increase 
in maximum speed, as some cyclists can 
surpass 25 km/h without 
pedal-assistance, causing maximum 
pedelecs to be less appealing than a 
conventional bicycle41.  

In the U.S., the University of Tennessee 
completed a study on perceived and 
achieved speeds of e-bikes. Although the 
speed limit is higher in North America, it 
is interesting to note that, when only 
using pedal-assist, riders were observed 
to operate their e-bikes at a comparable 
speed to conventional cyclists - even 
with a 32 km/h maximum speed. The 
average speed of an e-bike rider is 13.3 
km/h, and a cyclist is 10.7 km/h42. For 
e-bikes that use the throttle or operate 
the motor independently from pedalling, 
the average speed would likely be higher.

4.2  Which e-bikes should 
be defined as bicycles?
The comparison of e-bikes to bicycles 
raises an important question of when 
e-bikes should be considered bicycles. As 
simple as the question may seem, the 
answer is not straightforward. Due to 
the many differences in governance 
between jurisdictions, e-bikes of all 
types straddle the line between motor 
vehicle, motorcycle and bicycle. In North 
America, we tend to be either permissive 
or prohibitive, in that many (if not all) 
types of e-bikes are bicycles or are 
classified as motor vehicles without a 
licensing system, and are banned 
entirely43. Furthermore, the indicators 
that are used to determine whether or 
not to classify e-bikes as bicycles are 
also inconsistent. Some jurisdictions opt 
for speed, whereas others include power, 
weight, wheel-diameter, pedal style, etc.

 A key takeaway from this table is the legal 
classification row. Unlike in North America, 
Germany does not classify higher-power 
e-bikes as bicycles. This separation allows for 
incentives and direction for pedelecs that 
would otherwise be unclear. In the U.S., some 
states have adopted a tiered system; however, 
in these systems the base speed is still 32 km/h, 
as opposed to the 25 km/h in Germany. 
Moreover, all tiers are still considered bicycles 
in the U.S.

Even the throttle feature can determine if an 
e-bike should be considered a bicycle. In 
Germany, any bike that has a throttle, which 
would permit the rider to accelerate without 
pedalling, is not a bicycle. Only pedelecs, where 
the motor cannot run without 
pedal-assistance, are considered bicycles. In 
some cases, pedelecs are permitted to have a 

Scooter-Style E-bikes
as Bicycles
In the United States, a survey completed 
in 2014 by the League of American 
Cyclists asked 246 participants to define 
which e-bike type they considered a 
bicycle46. The responses showed that of 
the eight e-bike types that were 
surveyed, only four were considered a 
bicycle by the majority: the pedelec 
BSEB, throttle-assist BSEB, s-pedelec, 
and throttle-assist folding BSEB. These 
findings speak to the important role 
appearance plays in public perception. 
The scooter-style e-bikes had the same 
specifications as the throttle-assist 
BSEB (aside from weight), however, 72% 
of participants were certain that an 
SSEB should not be considered a 
bicycle46. 

In Canada and the United States, our 
definitions regulate the SSEB as a 
bicycle, and the ambiguity of SSEB 
models on the existing transportation 
infrastructure is one of the conflicts 
observed with e-bikes - both in 
research and in practice. When referring 
to the three-tiered approach, SSEBs 
have the same operating functionality 
as Class 2 (throttle-assist) e-bikes, and 
can be legally ridden in bike lanes 
without requiring any additional 
licensing or registration for operation. 
However, SSEBs are wider, heavier and 
more obtrusive than bicycles/BSEBs on 
the existing bike lanes, and have 
contributed to animosity in 
conversations about e-bikes and their 
emerging role.

The difficulty of regulating SSEBs is 
that since they technically operate 
within the specifications of the 
power-assisted bicycle in Canada, the 
definition that permits throttle-assisted 
BSEBs also permits SSEBs due to their 
manufactured, albeit rarely-used, 
bicycle pedals.

4.3  What features can 
be used to regulate 
e-bikes? 
Up to this point in e-bike regulation, 
speed has been the most useful 
regulatory tool. However, the confusion 
surrounding e-bike regulation suggests 
that although it is the most commonly 
used regulator of e-bikes, speed is still 
relative to the user and is not exclusively 
reliable to regulate the functionality of 
e-bikes. Throughout the different 
jurisdictions previously explored -
Canada, U.S., and EU - additional 
regulations are used to further define 
the functionality and operational 
requirements of e-bikes. 

AGE
As shown in the provincial review, many 
Canadian provinces are utilizing age 
restrictions to regulate e-bikes. 
Similarly, the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association classification model places 
an age restriction on 45 km/h e-bikes. 
Normally, the minimum age for an e-bike 
rider is 16, although there is some 
variation depending on the jurisdiction.  

Why consider age?
Requiring a minimum age can help 
increase the safety of riders by 
restricting use by children. However, it 
can also limit the usage potential and 
inclusivity of micromobility, depending 
on the expected ridership of the 
jurisdiction. The applicability of age 
requirements should be explored 
contextually.   

HELMET REQUIREMENT
Depending on jurisdiction, a helmet 
requirement is optional. Some 
municipalities/regions require bicycle 
helmets, while others require motorcycle 
helmets for faster e-bike models. The 
province of Ontario requires e-bike 
riders to wear helmets.

Why consider helmet requirement?

Helmets are a proven safety feature 
that can reduce the severity of injury 
during a collision, according to the 
medical field. Support for a helmet 
requirement can be cross-compared to 
other considerations of e-bike riders -
including speed, age, and presence of a 
throttle-assist. 

MOTOR CESSATION
The EU, Canada and the United States 
currently use the requirement for the 
motor to cease operating once the user 
stops pedalling or the brakes are 
applied.  

Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
model legislation section on motor 
cessation: Section 206 – motor 
disengagement: An electric bicycle shall 
operate in a manner so that the electric 
motor is disengaged or ceases to 
function when the rider stops pedalling 
or when the brakes are applied32.

Why consider motor cessation?
The pedal-assist motor cessation 
requirement creates a clear difference 
between its capabilities and the 
throttle-assist capabilities. For the 
pedal-assist models, the motor will 
cease when pedalling ceases. However, 
for those that operate with the 
throttle-assist feature, the motor will 
only cease when the brakes are applied. 
The difference in motor capability 
creates a wide range of speed capacity 
between pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. 

THROTTLE-ASSIST
In North America, many throttle-assist 
e-bikes, being any e-bike model outfitted 
with a throttle that allows the rider to 
propel the bike solely using motor power 
and without any pedal assistance, are 
still regulated as bicycles. In Europe, 
very few e-bike models that have the 
throttle functionality are considered 
bicycles. Once the bike can propel itself 
without human power, it becomes 

subject to further licensing and 
operational requirements.   

Why consider the throttle-assist?
The regulation stance toward e-bike 
throttles is one of the biggest 
differences between North American 
and European approaches. In Europe, 
throttles create a separate category of 
regulation; in North America, we 
consider throttle-style e-bikes as 
bicycles, even when placed in a tiered 
system. The throttle can be associated 
with the difference in achieved-speed 
between the different e-bike typologies. 

WEIGHT
Weight is a key indicator in the 
transportation sector. For e-bikes, 
weight can distinguish between BSEB 
and SSEB typologies. 

Why consider weight?
In addition to the throttle, weight can 
distinguish between the SSEB models, 
which are generally heavier, and the 
BSEBs. When including weight as an 
identifying characteristic, certain 
heavier e-bike models can be restricted 
from certain infrastructure types. 
However, including a weight restriction 
can also impede e-bike cargo trips.  

SPEEDOMETER REQUIREMENT
Many jurisdictions require that any legal 
e-bike is outfitted with a speedometer to 
ensure the rider is aware of their 
speed32.  

Why consider the speedometer?
The speedometer increases 
accountability and transparency for 
e-bike riders. When a speedometer is 
required, jurisdictions can also 
implement posted-speed requirements 
other than the manufacturer’s  
maximum speed. 

LICENCE AND REGISTRATION
As discussed in previous sections, both 
provinces and states in North America 
can request licensing of e-bikes. 

Currently, very few states and provinces 
have introduced legislation mandating 
the licensing or registration of e-bikes. 
In some of the European legislative 
frameworks, licensing is required for 
“motorcycle” defined e-bikes - this 
includes both s-pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted e-bikes. 

Why consider licensing and registration?
When delineating between multiple 
micromobility types, licensing and 
registration are a helpful tool to inform 
a gradient of operation. If a model 
requires a license and registration, they 
can be more strenuously regulated and 
monitored. Moreover, the licensing 
process inherently teaches and tests 
riders on the proper rules of the road.

4.4  How should the 
regulations be 
communicated?
Widespread education about e-bike 
functionality is another key lesson from 
the EU. In Germany, pamphlets are 
available that describe the different 
typologies of e-bikes, and each e-bike is 
easily identifiable and communicated as 
one of the types. As a by-product of this 
education, any e-bike purchaser is 
confident of the permissions and 
prohibitions of their e-bike model. The 
Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
definition also looks to create this same 
inherent public knowledge. (Figure 5)

4.5  The impact of 
unanswered questions 
on public perception of 
e-bikes in Canada
Although Canada has an existing 
definition for e-bikes, there remains 
ambiguity. Many of the above questions 
remain unanswered, and the lack of 
clarity surrounding Canadian e-bike 
legislation that filters from the federal 
to municipal regulation is impactful on 
the public perception of e-bikes. There is 
strong evidence to suggest that 
confusion regarding where e-bikes are 
allowed is widespread, and is directly 
impacting trends in adoption and usage. 
Inconsistencies in existing legislation 
may be contributing to the confusion. In 
addition to this, existing legislation may 
not fully capture and respond to safety 
concerns associated with e-bike users 
and other transportation network users. 
Safety concerns manifest into hostility 
surrounding shared infrastructure, 
shared trails and illegal driving 
behaviour. There is significant scope to 
address these issues through legislative 
reform in Canada.

start-up aid, which allows the rider to 
accelerate the motor up to 6 km/h without 
pedalling. This feature helps e-bike riders start 
from a stopped position, given that e-bikes are 
often heavier than traditional bicycles and 
starting without any motor assistance can be 
challenging.

The safety concerns of the throttle are notable 
in comparison to pedal-assist models, given the 
increased speed capabilities. In North America, 
most BSEB models sold include the throttle 
feature, which throughout many EU countries 
would render them motorcycles. Given that 
throttles make pedelecs legally motorcycles in 
Germany, pedelecs are much more popular 
than the s-pedelec or e-bike categories. In 
Germany, one in every thirty cyclists rides a 
pedelec44. 
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Upon completing the legislative review, it 
is evident there are key questions 
surrounding e-bike legislation and 
operations. The discussions surrounding 
these questions could inform how 
legislation is developed, and the success 
in regulating e-bikes. We identified the 
following questions as the most 
important to informing the direction of 
future legislation in Canada. 

How fast should an e-bike go?
Why it is important? : speed is a key 
indicator of safety, and can help to 
manage the types of mode-interactions 
and conflicts we experience in on-road 
and off-road cycling infrastructure.

Which e-bikes should be defined as 
bicycles?
Why it is important? : when e-bikes are 
defined as bicycles, they do not require 
licensing or registration, and have the 
same infrastructure permissions as 
bicycles. Depending on their 
functionality, which varies across the 
different typologies, this can cause 
potential safety and usage concerns.

What vehicle features can be used 
to regulate e-bikes? 
Why it is important? : beyond speed, 
there are many different vehicle 
characteristics and uses that can affect 
how an e-bike operates. It is important 
to understand how these different 
features impact the operation of e-bikes.

How should the regulations be 
communicated?
Why it is important? : communicating 
the regulations is paramount to ensuring 
riders comply with the rules of the road 
when interacting with the 
transportation network and other 
transportation modes — clear and easily 
understandable educational materials 
are most effective in completing this.  

We discuss each of these questions 
below. Our commentary is not meant to 
provide definitive answers. Instead, it is 

intended to help inform the ongoing 
conversation surrounding each of these 
questions in Canada.

4.1  How fast should an 
e-bike go?
One of the biggest differences noted in 
the legislation review is the speed 
restriction placed on European operated 
e-bikes. Through the EU legislation, 
pedelec e-bikes (e-bikes with motors 
that cannot operate without 
pedal-assistance) cannot exceed 25 
km/h. This is similar in China and 
Australia12,40. In North America, e-bikes 
have a maximum speed limit of 32 km/h 
for all pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
e-bikes. Normally, even BSEB models will 
still have a throttle-assist feature, which 
permits the rider to accelerate even 
when not pedalling. In the EU and 
Australia, these types of e-bikes are 
regulated differently and are normally 
not considered bicycles. 

Beyond speed, the power capabilities of 
e-bikes in different regions are also very 
location-specific. In the EU, pedelecs 
have a maximum power output of 250 
watts. Comparatively, in Canada the 
maximum power output is 500 watts, 
and in the U.S. 750 watts. When 
comparing watts to mechanical 
horsepower, EU pedelec e-bikes operate 
at a level of 0.3 hp, Canadian e-bikes 
operate at 0.7 hp, and American e-bikes 
operate at 1 hp. Moreover, the American 
standard of 750 watts and 32 km/h is 
not universal throughout all states. The 
federal definition is not entirely 
prescriptive, and allows for some 
differences in definitions regarding both 
speed and power.  

From a regulatory standpoint, the lower 
power output and 25 km/h speed limit 
are more comparable to the average 
speed of a cyclist. However, there has 
been pushback from the e-biking 

4.2  Quels vélos électriques 
devraient être définis 
comme des bicyclettes?
La comparaison entre les vélos électriques et 
les bicyclettes soulève une question 
importante, à savoir quand les vélos électriques 
doivent être considérés comme des bicyclettes. 
La question peut sembler simple, mais la 
réponse ne l’est pas.
En raison des nombreuses différences de 
gouvernance entre les administrations, les 
vélos électriques de tous genres se situent à la 
frontière entre véhicules à moteur, 
motocyclettes et bicyclettes. En Amérique du 
Nord, nous avons tendance à être permissifs ou 
prohibitifs, en ce sens que plusieurs (sinon tous) 
types de vélos électriques sont soient 
considérés comme des bicyclettes, soit classés 
comme véhicules à moteur sans système 
d’immatriculation et donc entièrement 
interdits43. En outre, les indicateurs utilisés 
pour déterminer s’il convient ou non de classer 
les vélos électriques en tant que bicyclettes 
sont également incohérents. Certaines 
administrations optent pour la vitesse, tandis 
que d’autres optent pour la puissance, le poids, 
le diamètre des roues, le style de pédale, etc.

 A key takeaway from this table is the legal 
classification row. Unlike in North America, 
Germany does not classify higher-power 
e-bikes as bicycles. This separation allows for 
incentives and direction for pedelecs that 
would otherwise be unclear. In the U.S., some 
states have adopted a tiered system; however, 
in these systems the base speed is still 32 km/h, 
as opposed to the 25 km/h in Germany. 
Moreover, all tiers are still considered bicycles 
in the U.S.

Even the throttle feature can determine if an 
e-bike should be considered a bicycle. In 
Germany, any bike that has a throttle, which 
would permit the rider to accelerate without 
pedalling, is not a bicycle. Only pedelecs, where 
the motor cannot run without 
pedal-assistance, are considered bicycles. In 
some cases, pedelecs are permitted to have a 

Scooter-Style E-bikes
as Bicycles
In the United States, a survey completed 
in 2014 by the League of American 
Cyclists asked 246 participants to define 
which e-bike type they considered a 
bicycle46. The responses showed that of 
the eight e-bike types that were 
surveyed, only four were considered a 
bicycle by the majority: the pedelec 
BSEB, throttle-assist BSEB, s-pedelec, 
and throttle-assist folding BSEB. These 
findings speak to the important role 
appearance plays in public perception. 
The scooter-style e-bikes had the same 
specifications as the throttle-assist 
BSEB (aside from weight), however, 72% 
of participants were certain that an 
SSEB should not be considered a 
bicycle46. 

In Canada and the United States, our 
definitions regulate the SSEB as a 
bicycle, and the ambiguity of SSEB 
models on the existing transportation 
infrastructure is one of the conflicts 
observed with e-bikes - both in 
research and in practice. When referring 
to the three-tiered approach, SSEBs 
have the same operating functionality 
as Class 2 (throttle-assist) e-bikes, and 
can be legally ridden in bike lanes 
without requiring any additional 
licensing or registration for operation. 
However, SSEBs are wider, heavier and 
more obtrusive than bicycles/BSEBs on 
the existing bike lanes, and have 
contributed to animosity in 
conversations about e-bikes and their 
emerging role.

The difficulty of regulating SSEBs is 
that since they technically operate 
within the specifications of the 
power-assisted bicycle in Canada, the 
definition that permits throttle-assisted 
BSEBs also permits SSEBs due to their 
manufactured, albeit rarely-used, 
bicycle pedals.

4.3  What features can 
be used to regulate 
e-bikes? 
Up to this point in e-bike regulation, 
speed has been the most useful 
regulatory tool. However, the confusion 
surrounding e-bike regulation suggests 
that although it is the most commonly 
used regulator of e-bikes, speed is still 
relative to the user and is not exclusively 
reliable to regulate the functionality of 
e-bikes. Throughout the different 
jurisdictions previously explored -
Canada, U.S., and EU - additional 
regulations are used to further define 
the functionality and operational 
requirements of e-bikes. 

AGE
As shown in the provincial review, many 
Canadian provinces are utilizing age 
restrictions to regulate e-bikes. 
Similarly, the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association classification model places 
an age restriction on 45 km/h e-bikes. 
Normally, the minimum age for an e-bike 
rider is 16, although there is some 
variation depending on the jurisdiction.  

Why consider age?
Requiring a minimum age can help 
increase the safety of riders by 
restricting use by children. However, it 
can also limit the usage potential and 
inclusivity of micromobility, depending 
on the expected ridership of the 
jurisdiction. The applicability of age 
requirements should be explored 
contextually.   

HELMET REQUIREMENT
Depending on jurisdiction, a helmet 
requirement is optional. Some 
municipalities/regions require bicycle 
helmets, while others require motorcycle 
helmets for faster e-bike models. The 
province of Ontario requires e-bike 
riders to wear helmets.

Why consider helmet requirement?

Helmets are a proven safety feature 
that can reduce the severity of injury 
during a collision, according to the 
medical field. Support for a helmet 
requirement can be cross-compared to 
other considerations of e-bike riders -
including speed, age, and presence of a 
throttle-assist. 

MOTOR CESSATION
The EU, Canada and the United States 
currently use the requirement for the 
motor to cease operating once the user 
stops pedalling or the brakes are 
applied.  

Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
model legislation section on motor 
cessation: Section 206 – motor 
disengagement: An electric bicycle shall 
operate in a manner so that the electric 
motor is disengaged or ceases to 
function when the rider stops pedalling 
or when the brakes are applied32.

Why consider motor cessation?
The pedal-assist motor cessation 
requirement creates a clear difference 
between its capabilities and the 
throttle-assist capabilities. For the 
pedal-assist models, the motor will 
cease when pedalling ceases. However, 
for those that operate with the 
throttle-assist feature, the motor will 
only cease when the brakes are applied. 
The difference in motor capability 
creates a wide range of speed capacity 
between pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. 

THROTTLE-ASSIST
In North America, many throttle-assist 
e-bikes, being any e-bike model outfitted 
with a throttle that allows the rider to 
propel the bike solely using motor power 
and without any pedal assistance, are 
still regulated as bicycles. In Europe, 
very few e-bike models that have the 
throttle functionality are considered 
bicycles. Once the bike can propel itself 
without human power, it becomes 

subject to further licensing and 
operational requirements.   

Why consider the throttle-assist?
The regulation stance toward e-bike 
throttles is one of the biggest 
differences between North American 
and European approaches. In Europe, 
throttles create a separate category of 
regulation; in North America, we 
consider throttle-style e-bikes as 
bicycles, even when placed in a tiered 
system. The throttle can be associated 
with the difference in achieved-speed 
between the different e-bike typologies. 

WEIGHT
Weight is a key indicator in the 
transportation sector. For e-bikes, 
weight can distinguish between BSEB 
and SSEB typologies. 

Why consider weight?
In addition to the throttle, weight can 
distinguish between the SSEB models, 
which are generally heavier, and the 
BSEBs. When including weight as an 
identifying characteristic, certain 
heavier e-bike models can be restricted 
from certain infrastructure types. 
However, including a weight restriction 
can also impede e-bike cargo trips.  

SPEEDOMETER REQUIREMENT
Many jurisdictions require that any legal 
e-bike is outfitted with a speedometer to 
ensure the rider is aware of their 
speed32.  

Why consider the speedometer?
The speedometer increases 
accountability and transparency for 
e-bike riders. When a speedometer is 
required, jurisdictions can also 
implement posted-speed requirements 
other than the manufacturer’s  
maximum speed. 

LICENCE AND REGISTRATION
As discussed in previous sections, both 
provinces and states in North America 
can request licensing of e-bikes. 

Currently, very few states and provinces 
have introduced legislation mandating 
the licensing or registration of e-bikes. 
In some of the European legislative 
frameworks, licensing is required for 
“motorcycle” defined e-bikes - this 
includes both s-pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted e-bikes. 

Why consider licensing and registration?
When delineating between multiple 
micromobility types, licensing and 
registration are a helpful tool to inform 
a gradient of operation. If a model 
requires a license and registration, they 
can be more strenuously regulated and 
monitored. Moreover, the licensing 
process inherently teaches and tests 
riders on the proper rules of the road.

4.4  How should the 
regulations be 
communicated?
Widespread education about e-bike 
functionality is another key lesson from 
the EU. In Germany, pamphlets are 
available that describe the different 
typologies of e-bikes, and each e-bike is 
easily identifiable and communicated as 
one of the types. As a by-product of this 
education, any e-bike purchaser is 
confident of the permissions and 
prohibitions of their e-bike model. The 
Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
definition also looks to create this same 
inherent public knowledge. (Figure 5)

4.5  The impact of 
unanswered questions 
on public perception of 
e-bikes in Canada
Although Canada has an existing 
definition for e-bikes, there remains 
ambiguity. Many of the above questions 
remain unanswered, and the lack of 
clarity surrounding Canadian e-bike 
legislation that filters from the federal 
to municipal regulation is impactful on 
the public perception of e-bikes. There is 
strong evidence to suggest that 
confusion regarding where e-bikes are 
allowed is widespread, and is directly 
impacting trends in adoption and usage. 
Inconsistencies in existing legislation 
may be contributing to the confusion. In 
addition to this, existing legislation may 
not fully capture and respond to safety 
concerns associated with e-bike users 
and other transportation network users. 
Safety concerns manifest into hostility 
surrounding shared infrastructure, 
shared trails and illegal driving 
behaviour. There is significant scope to 
address these issues through legislative 
reform in Canada.

D’un point de vue réglementaire, la puissance 
de sortie plus faible et la limite de vitesse de 25 
km/h s’apparentent à la vitesse moyenne d’un 
cycliste. Cependant, la communauté des 
utilisateurs du vélo électrique s’oppose à cette 
définition. Dans l’UE et en Australie, certains 
cyclistes militent en faveur d’une augmentation 
de la vitesse maximale, car ils peuvent dépasser 
les 25 km/h sans pédalage assisté. Les vélos à 
assistance électrique ayant une vitesse 
maximale inférieure seraient alors moins 
attrayants qu’un vélo traditionnel41.  

Aux États-Unis, l’Université du Tennessee a 
réalisé une étude sur les vitesses perçues et 
atteintes des vélos électriques. Même si la 
limite de vitesse est plus élevée en Amérique du 
Nord, il est intéressant de noter que, lorsqu’ils 
n’utilisent que le pédalage assisté, les cyclistes 
conduisent leur vélo électrique à une vitesse 
comparable à celle des cyclistes traditionnels, 
et ce, même avec lorsque la vitesse maximale 
du VAE est de 32 km/h La vitesse moyenne d’un 
cycliste à vélo électrique est de 13,3 km/h, et 
celle d’un cycliste de 10,7 km/h42. 
Pour les vélos électriques qui utilisent 
l’accélérateur ou qui actionnent le moteur 
indépendamment du pédalage, la vitesse 
moyenne serait probablement plus élevée.

S’agit-il d’une 
bicyclette... 

dans l’Union 
européenne?

au Canada? aux États-Unis?
(définitions de la Bicycle 

Product Suppliers Association)

Vélos à pédalage 
assisté 

(25 km/h ou 32 km/h)

Oui Oui Oui

Vélos à 
accélération et à 

pédalage assistés
Non Oui Oui

Vélos électriques 
de type scooter Non Oui Oui

Vélos à assistance 
électrique rapides (s-
pedelecs) (45 km/h)

Non
Non

(Ne sont pas considérées 
comme des bicyclettes 

assistées si elles peuvent 
aller à plus de 32 km/h)

Oui
(Avec règlements)

start-up aid, which allows the rider to 
accelerate the motor up to 6 km/h without 
pedalling. This feature helps e-bike riders start 
from a stopped position, given that e-bikes are 
often heavier than traditional bicycles and 
starting without any motor assistance can be 
challenging.

The safety concerns of the throttle are notable 
in comparison to pedal-assist models, given the 
increased speed capabilities. In North America, 
most BSEB models sold include the throttle 
feature, which throughout many EU countries 
would render them motorcycles. Given that 
throttles make pedelecs legally motorcycles in 
Germany, pedelecs are much more popular 
than the s-pedelec or e-bike categories. In 
Germany, one in every thirty cyclists rides a 
pedelec44. 
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Upon completing the legislative review, it 
is evident there are key questions 
surrounding e-bike legislation and 
operations. The discussions surrounding 
these questions could inform how 
legislation is developed, and the success 
in regulating e-bikes. We identified the 
following questions as the most 
important to informing the direction of 
future legislation in Canada. 

How fast should an e-bike go?
Why it is important? : speed is a key 
indicator of safety, and can help to 
manage the types of mode-interactions 
and conflicts we experience in on-road 
and off-road cycling infrastructure.

Which e-bikes should be defined as 
bicycles?
Why it is important? : when e-bikes are 
defined as bicycles, they do not require 
licensing or registration, and have the 
same infrastructure permissions as 
bicycles. Depending on their 
functionality, which varies across the 
different typologies, this can cause 
potential safety and usage concerns.

What vehicle features can be used 
to regulate e-bikes? 
Why it is important? : beyond speed, 
there are many different vehicle 
characteristics and uses that can affect 
how an e-bike operates. It is important 
to understand how these different 
features impact the operation of e-bikes.

How should the regulations be 
communicated?
Why it is important? : communicating 
the regulations is paramount to ensuring 
riders comply with the rules of the road 
when interacting with the 
transportation network and other 
transportation modes — clear and easily 
understandable educational materials 
are most effective in completing this.  

We discuss each of these questions 
below. Our commentary is not meant to 
provide definitive answers. Instead, it is 

intended to help inform the ongoing 
conversation surrounding each of these 
questions in Canada.

4.1  How fast should an 
e-bike go?
One of the biggest differences noted in 
the legislation review is the speed 
restriction placed on European operated 
e-bikes. Through the EU legislation, 
pedelec e-bikes (e-bikes with motors 
that cannot operate without 
pedal-assistance) cannot exceed 25 
km/h. This is similar in China and 
Australia12,40. In North America, e-bikes 
have a maximum speed limit of 32 km/h 
for all pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
e-bikes. Normally, even BSEB models will 
still have a throttle-assist feature, which 
permits the rider to accelerate even 
when not pedalling. In the EU and 
Australia, these types of e-bikes are 
regulated differently and are normally 
not considered bicycles. 

Beyond speed, the power capabilities of 
e-bikes in different regions are also very 
location-specific. In the EU, pedelecs 
have a maximum power output of 250 
watts. Comparatively, in Canada the 
maximum power output is 500 watts, 
and in the U.S. 750 watts. When 
comparing watts to mechanical 
horsepower, EU pedelec e-bikes operate 
at a level of 0.3 hp, Canadian e-bikes 
operate at 0.7 hp, and American e-bikes 
operate at 1 hp. Moreover, the American 
standard of 750 watts and 32 km/h is 
not universal throughout all states. The 
federal definition is not entirely 
prescriptive, and allows for some 
differences in definitions regarding both 
speed and power.  

From a regulatory standpoint, the lower 
power output and 25 km/h speed limit 
are more comparable to the average 
speed of a cyclist. However, there has 
been pushback from the e-biking 

community. In the EU and Australia, 
some riders are lobbying for an increase 
in maximum speed, as some cyclists can 
surpass 25 km/h without 
pedal-assistance, causing maximum 
pedelecs to be less appealing than a 
conventional bicycle41.  

In the U.S., the University of Tennessee 
completed a study on perceived and 
achieved speeds of e-bikes. Although the 
speed limit is higher in North America, it 
is interesting to note that, when only 
using pedal-assist, riders were observed 
to operate their e-bikes at a comparable 
speed to conventional cyclists - even 
with a 32 km/h maximum speed. The 
average speed of an e-bike rider is 13.3 
km/h, and a cyclist is 10.7 km/h42. For 
e-bikes that use the throttle or operate 
the motor independently from pedalling, 
the average speed would likely be higher.

4.2  Which e-bikes should 
be defined as bicycles?
The comparison of e-bikes to bicycles 
raises an important question of when 
e-bikes should be considered bicycles. As 
simple as the question may seem, the 
answer is not straightforward. Due to 
the many differences in governance 
between jurisdictions, e-bikes of all 
types straddle the line between motor 
vehicle, motorcycle and bicycle. In North 
America, we tend to be either permissive 
or prohibitive, in that many (if not all) 
types of e-bikes are bicycles or are 
classified as motor vehicles without a 
licensing system, and are banned 
entirely43. Furthermore, the indicators 
that are used to determine whether or 
not to classify e-bikes as bicycles are 
also inconsistent. Some jurisdictions opt 
for speed, whereas others include power, 
weight, wheel-diameter, pedal style, etc.

Étude de cas :
L’approche allemande de la définition du vélo électrique comme bicyclette
Le cadre de règlementation des vélos électriques en Allemagne distingue trois catégories : vélos à 
pédalage assisté, vélos à assistance électrique rapides (s-pedelecs) et vélos électriques.Des 
règlements spécifiques sont associés à chaque type de vélo et déterminent leurs permis et 
permissions44,45. Voir le Tableau 6 ci-dessous :

 Ils peuvent rouler dans les pistes cyclables si la 
signalisation le permet. La ligne de classification 
légale est un élément clé de ce tableau. 
Contrairement à ce qui se passe en Amérique du 
Nord, l’Allemagne ne classe pas les vélos électriques 
plus puissants comme des bicyclettes. Cette 
séparation permet d’offrir des mesures incitatives 
et une orientation pour les vélos à assistance 
électrique qui, autrement, ne seraient pas claires. 
Aux États-Unis, certains États ont adopté un 
système progressif. Cependant, dans ces systèmes, 
la vitesse de base est toujours de 32 km/h, alors 
qu’elle est de 25 km/h en Allemagne. De plus, tous les 
niveaux de vélos électriques sont considérés comme 
des bicyclettes aux États-Unis.

La fonction d’accélération peut servir à déterminer 
si un vélo électrique doit être considéré comme une 
bicyclette. En Allemagne, un vélo doté d’un 
accélérateur, qui permet au cycliste d’accélérer sans 
pédaler, n’est pas considéré comme une bicyclette. 
Seuls les vélos à assistance électrique, dans lesquels 
le moteur ne peut fonctionner sans l’assistance du 

Scooter-Style E-bikes
as Bicycles
In the United States, a survey completed 
in 2014 by the League of American 
Cyclists asked 246 participants to define 
which e-bike type they considered a 
bicycle46. The responses showed that of 
the eight e-bike types that were 
surveyed, only four were considered a 
bicycle by the majority: the pedelec 
BSEB, throttle-assist BSEB, s-pedelec, 
and throttle-assist folding BSEB. These 
findings speak to the important role 
appearance plays in public perception. 
The scooter-style e-bikes had the same 
specifications as the throttle-assist 
BSEB (aside from weight), however, 72% 
of participants were certain that an 
SSEB should not be considered a 
bicycle46. 

In Canada and the United States, our 
definitions regulate the SSEB as a 
bicycle, and the ambiguity of SSEB 
models on the existing transportation 
infrastructure is one of the conflicts 
observed with e-bikes - both in 
research and in practice. When referring 
to the three-tiered approach, SSEBs 
have the same operating functionality 
as Class 2 (throttle-assist) e-bikes, and 
can be legally ridden in bike lanes 
without requiring any additional 
licensing or registration for operation. 
However, SSEBs are wider, heavier and 
more obtrusive than bicycles/BSEBs on 
the existing bike lanes, and have 
contributed to animosity in 
conversations about e-bikes and their 
emerging role.

The difficulty of regulating SSEBs is 
that since they technically operate 
within the specifications of the 
power-assisted bicycle in Canada, the 
definition that permits throttle-assisted 
BSEBs also permits SSEBs due to their 
manufactured, albeit rarely-used, 
bicycle pedals.

4.3  What features can 
be used to regulate 
e-bikes? 
Up to this point in e-bike regulation, 
speed has been the most useful 
regulatory tool. However, the confusion 
surrounding e-bike regulation suggests 
that although it is the most commonly 
used regulator of e-bikes, speed is still 
relative to the user and is not exclusively 
reliable to regulate the functionality of 
e-bikes. Throughout the different 
jurisdictions previously explored -
Canada, U.S., and EU - additional 
regulations are used to further define 
the functionality and operational 
requirements of e-bikes. 

AGE
As shown in the provincial review, many 
Canadian provinces are utilizing age 
restrictions to regulate e-bikes. 
Similarly, the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association classification model places 
an age restriction on 45 km/h e-bikes. 
Normally, the minimum age for an e-bike 
rider is 16, although there is some 
variation depending on the jurisdiction.  

Why consider age?
Requiring a minimum age can help 
increase the safety of riders by 
restricting use by children. However, it 
can also limit the usage potential and 
inclusivity of micromobility, depending 
on the expected ridership of the 
jurisdiction. The applicability of age 
requirements should be explored 
contextually.   

HELMET REQUIREMENT
Depending on jurisdiction, a helmet 
requirement is optional. Some 
municipalities/regions require bicycle 
helmets, while others require motorcycle 
helmets for faster e-bike models. The 
province of Ontario requires e-bike 
riders to wear helmets.

Why consider helmet requirement?

Helmets are a proven safety feature 
that can reduce the severity of injury 
during a collision, according to the 
medical field. Support for a helmet 
requirement can be cross-compared to 
other considerations of e-bike riders -
including speed, age, and presence of a 
throttle-assist. 

MOTOR CESSATION
The EU, Canada and the United States 
currently use the requirement for the 
motor to cease operating once the user 
stops pedalling or the brakes are 
applied.  

Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
model legislation section on motor 
cessation: Section 206 – motor 
disengagement: An electric bicycle shall 
operate in a manner so that the electric 
motor is disengaged or ceases to 
function when the rider stops pedalling 
or when the brakes are applied32.

Why consider motor cessation?
The pedal-assist motor cessation 
requirement creates a clear difference 
between its capabilities and the 
throttle-assist capabilities. For the 
pedal-assist models, the motor will 
cease when pedalling ceases. However, 
for those that operate with the 
throttle-assist feature, the motor will 
only cease when the brakes are applied. 
The difference in motor capability 
creates a wide range of speed capacity 
between pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. 

THROTTLE-ASSIST
In North America, many throttle-assist 
e-bikes, being any e-bike model outfitted 
with a throttle that allows the rider to 
propel the bike solely using motor power 
and without any pedal assistance, are 
still regulated as bicycles. In Europe, 
very few e-bike models that have the 
throttle functionality are considered 
bicycles. Once the bike can propel itself 
without human power, it becomes 

subject to further licensing and 
operational requirements.   

Why consider the throttle-assist?
The regulation stance toward e-bike 
throttles is one of the biggest 
differences between North American 
and European approaches. In Europe, 
throttles create a separate category of 
regulation; in North America, we 
consider throttle-style e-bikes as 
bicycles, even when placed in a tiered 
system. The throttle can be associated 
with the difference in achieved-speed 
between the different e-bike typologies. 

WEIGHT
Weight is a key indicator in the 
transportation sector. For e-bikes, 
weight can distinguish between BSEB 
and SSEB typologies. 

Why consider weight?
In addition to the throttle, weight can 
distinguish between the SSEB models, 
which are generally heavier, and the 
BSEBs. When including weight as an 
identifying characteristic, certain 
heavier e-bike models can be restricted 
from certain infrastructure types. 
However, including a weight restriction 
can also impede e-bike cargo trips.  

SPEEDOMETER REQUIREMENT
Many jurisdictions require that any legal 
e-bike is outfitted with a speedometer to 
ensure the rider is aware of their 
speed32.  

Why consider the speedometer?
The speedometer increases 
accountability and transparency for 
e-bike riders. When a speedometer is 
required, jurisdictions can also 
implement posted-speed requirements 
other than the manufacturer’s  
maximum speed. 

LICENCE AND REGISTRATION
As discussed in previous sections, both 
provinces and states in North America 
can request licensing of e-bikes. 

Currently, very few states and provinces 
have introduced legislation mandating 
the licensing or registration of e-bikes. 
In some of the European legislative 
frameworks, licensing is required for 
“motorcycle” defined e-bikes - this 
includes both s-pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted e-bikes. 

Why consider licensing and registration?
When delineating between multiple 
micromobility types, licensing and 
registration are a helpful tool to inform 
a gradient of operation. If a model 
requires a license and registration, they 
can be more strenuously regulated and 
monitored. Moreover, the licensing 
process inherently teaches and tests 
riders on the proper rules of the road.

4.4  How should the 
regulations be 
communicated?
Widespread education about e-bike 
functionality is another key lesson from 
the EU. In Germany, pamphlets are 
available that describe the different 
typologies of e-bikes, and each e-bike is 
easily identifiable and communicated as 
one of the types. As a by-product of this 
education, any e-bike purchaser is 
confident of the permissions and 
prohibitions of their e-bike model. The 
Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
definition also looks to create this same 
inherent public knowledge. (Figure 5)

4.5  The impact of 
unanswered questions 
on public perception of 
e-bikes in Canada
Although Canada has an existing 
definition for e-bikes, there remains 
ambiguity. Many of the above questions 
remain unanswered, and the lack of 
clarity surrounding Canadian e-bike 
legislation that filters from the federal 
to municipal regulation is impactful on 
the public perception of e-bikes. There is 
strong evidence to suggest that 
confusion regarding where e-bikes are 
allowed is widespread, and is directly 
impacting trends in adoption and usage. 
Inconsistencies in existing legislation 
may be contributing to the confusion. In 
addition to this, existing legislation may 
not fully capture and respond to safety 
concerns associated with e-bike users 
and other transportation network users. 
Safety concerns manifest into hostility 
surrounding shared infrastructure, 
shared trails and illegal driving 
behaviour. There is significant scope to 
address these issues through legislative 
reform in Canada.

Vélos à pédalage assisté

Type de 
moteur

Classification 
légale

Autres 
règlements

Où peuvent-ils 
être conduits?

Assiste le pédalage du 
conducteur jusqu’à 25 km/

h.
Une puissance motrice 

maximale de 6 km/h sans 
pédaler est autorisée sur 

certains modèles

Bicyclette

Non exigé

Partout où les vélos 
standards sont autorisés.

Assiste le pédalage 
du conducteur 

jusqu’à 45 km/h.

Motocyclette

Catégorie « Klasse 
AM » : Vélos et 

véhicules légers à 
quatre roues avec 

une vitesse maximale 
de 45 km/h et une 

puissance nominale 
continue allant 

jusqu’à 4 kW pour les 
moteurs électriques.

Doivent être conduits 
sur la route.

Indépendant du 
pédalage, jusqu’à 

25 km/h.

Motocyclette

Test de 
certification 

pour les motos

Doivent toujours 
rester dans la voie de 

circulation.

Vélos à assistance électrique 
rapides (s-pedelecs)

Vélos électriques

Tableau 6 : Les règlements allemands concernant les vélos électriques 

pédalage, sont considérés comme des bicyclettes. 
Dans certains cas, les vélos à assistance électrique 
peuvent être équipés d’une aide au démarrage, ce qui 
permet au conducteur d’utiliser le moteur jusqu’à 6 
km/h sans pédaler. Cette caractéristique aide les 
conducteurs de vélos électriques à partir depuis une 
position arrêtée, étant donné que les vélos électriques 
sont souvent plus lourds que les vélos traditionnels et 
que le démarrage sans l’assistance d’un moteur peut 
être difficile.

Les modèles avec accélérateur soulèvent davantage de 
préoccupations en matière de sécurité que les modèles 
à pédalage assisté, étant donné leur vitesse accrue. En 
Amérique du Nord, la plupart des modèles de VETB 
vendus sont équipés d’un accélérateur, ce qui, dans de 
nombreux pays de l’UE, en ferait des motocyclettes. 
C’est le cas par exemple en Allemagne, où les vélos à 
pédalage assisté sont par conséquent beaucoup plus 
fréquents que les vélos à assistance électrique rapides 
ou les vélos électriques. Dans ce pays, un cycliste sur 
trente conduit un vélo à pédalage assisté44. 
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Upon completing the legislative review, it 
is evident there are key questions 
surrounding e-bike legislation and 
operations. The discussions surrounding 
these questions could inform how 
legislation is developed, and the success 
in regulating e-bikes. We identified the 
following questions as the most 
important to informing the direction of 
future legislation in Canada. 

How fast should an e-bike go?
Why it is important? : speed is a key 
indicator of safety, and can help to 
manage the types of mode-interactions 
and conflicts we experience in on-road 
and off-road cycling infrastructure.

Which e-bikes should be defined as 
bicycles?
Why it is important? : when e-bikes are 
defined as bicycles, they do not require 
licensing or registration, and have the 
same infrastructure permissions as 
bicycles. Depending on their 
functionality, which varies across the 
different typologies, this can cause 
potential safety and usage concerns.

What vehicle features can be used 
to regulate e-bikes? 
Why it is important? : beyond speed, 
there are many different vehicle 
characteristics and uses that can affect 
how an e-bike operates. It is important 
to understand how these different 
features impact the operation of e-bikes.

How should the regulations be 
communicated?
Why it is important? : communicating 
the regulations is paramount to ensuring 
riders comply with the rules of the road 
when interacting with the 
transportation network and other 
transportation modes — clear and easily 
understandable educational materials 
are most effective in completing this.  

We discuss each of these questions 
below. Our commentary is not meant to 
provide definitive answers. Instead, it is 

intended to help inform the ongoing 
conversation surrounding each of these 
questions in Canada.

4.1  How fast should an 
e-bike go?
One of the biggest differences noted in 
the legislation review is the speed 
restriction placed on European operated 
e-bikes. Through the EU legislation, 
pedelec e-bikes (e-bikes with motors 
that cannot operate without 
pedal-assistance) cannot exceed 25 
km/h. This is similar in China and 
Australia12,40. In North America, e-bikes 
have a maximum speed limit of 32 km/h 
for all pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
e-bikes. Normally, even BSEB models will 
still have a throttle-assist feature, which 
permits the rider to accelerate even 
when not pedalling. In the EU and 
Australia, these types of e-bikes are 
regulated differently and are normally 
not considered bicycles. 

Beyond speed, the power capabilities of 
e-bikes in different regions are also very 
location-specific. In the EU, pedelecs 
have a maximum power output of 250 
watts. Comparatively, in Canada the 
maximum power output is 500 watts, 
and in the U.S. 750 watts. When 
comparing watts to mechanical 
horsepower, EU pedelec e-bikes operate 
at a level of 0.3 hp, Canadian e-bikes 
operate at 0.7 hp, and American e-bikes 
operate at 1 hp. Moreover, the American 
standard of 750 watts and 32 km/h is 
not universal throughout all states. The 
federal definition is not entirely 
prescriptive, and allows for some 
differences in definitions regarding both 
speed and power.  

From a regulatory standpoint, the lower 
power output and 25 km/h speed limit 
are more comparable to the average 
speed of a cyclist. However, there has 
been pushback from the e-biking 

community. In the EU and Australia, 
some riders are lobbying for an increase 
in maximum speed, as some cyclists can 
surpass 25 km/h without 
pedal-assistance, causing maximum 
pedelecs to be less appealing than a 
conventional bicycle41.  

In the U.S., the University of Tennessee 
completed a study on perceived and 
achieved speeds of e-bikes. Although the 
speed limit is higher in North America, it 
is interesting to note that, when only 
using pedal-assist, riders were observed 
to operate their e-bikes at a comparable 
speed to conventional cyclists - even 
with a 32 km/h maximum speed. The 
average speed of an e-bike rider is 13.3 
km/h, and a cyclist is 10.7 km/h42. For 
e-bikes that use the throttle or operate 
the motor independently from pedalling, 
the average speed would likely be higher.

4.2  Which e-bikes should 
be defined as bicycles?
The comparison of e-bikes to bicycles 
raises an important question of when 
e-bikes should be considered bicycles. As 
simple as the question may seem, the 
answer is not straightforward. Due to 
the many differences in governance 
between jurisdictions, e-bikes of all 
types straddle the line between motor 
vehicle, motorcycle and bicycle. In North 
America, we tend to be either permissive 
or prohibitive, in that many (if not all) 
types of e-bikes are bicycles or are 
classified as motor vehicles without a 
licensing system, and are banned 
entirely43. Furthermore, the indicators 
that are used to determine whether or 
not to classify e-bikes as bicycles are 
also inconsistent. Some jurisdictions opt 
for speed, whereas others include power, 
weight, wheel-diameter, pedal style, etc.

 A key takeaway from this table is the legal 
classification row. Unlike in North America, 
Germany does not classify higher-power 
e-bikes as bicycles. This separation allows for 
incentives and direction for pedelecs that 
would otherwise be unclear. In the U.S., some 
states have adopted a tiered system; however, 
in these systems the base speed is still 32 km/h, 
as opposed to the 25 km/h in Germany. 
Moreover, all tiers are still considered bicycles 
in the U.S.

Even the throttle feature can determine if an 
e-bike should be considered a bicycle. In 
Germany, any bike that has a throttle, which 
would permit the rider to accelerate without 
pedalling, is not a bicycle. Only pedelecs, where 
the motor cannot run without 
pedal-assistance, are considered bicycles. In 
some cases, pedelecs are permitted to have a 

Les vélos électriques 
de type scooters
en tant que bicyclettes
Aux États-Unis, une enquête réalisée en 2014 
par la League of American Cyclists a 
demandé à 246 participants de définir quel 
type de vélo électrique ils considéraient 
comme une bicyclette46. Ces constatations 
témoignent du rôle important que joue 
l’apparence dans la perception du public. Les 
vélos électriques de type scooter avaient les 
mêmes spécifications que les VETB à 
accélération assistée (à l’exception du poids), 
mais 72 % des participants étaient certains 
qu’un VETS ne devrait pas être considéré 
comme une bicyclette46.

Au Canada et aux États-Unis, nos définitions 
classent les VETS dans la catégorie des 
bicyclettes. L’ambiguïté entourant les 
modèles VETS et leur utilisation dans les 
infrastructures de transport existantes est 
l’une des causes des conflits observés avec 
les vélos électriques, tant dans la recherche 
que dans la pratique. En ce qui concerne 
l’approche à trois niveaux, les VETS ont les 
mêmes fonctionnalités de fonctionnement 
que les vélos électriques de classe 2 (à 
accélération assistée). Ils peuvent être 
utilisés légalement sur les pistes cyclables 
sans qu’il soit nécessaire d’obtenir un permis 
ou un certificat d’immatriculation 
supplémentaire pour leur utilisation.
Toutefois, les VETS sont plus larges, plus 
lourds et plus gênants que les bicyclettes/
VETB sur les voies cyclables existantes et 
ont ainsi contribué à l’animosité envers les 
vélos électriques et leur rôle émergent.

La difficulté de réglementer les VETS réside 
dans le fait que, puisqu’ils fonctionnent 
techniquement selon les spécifications de la 
bicyclette assistée au Canada, la définition 
qui permet l’utilisation de VETB permet 
également celle des VETS, et ce, en raison de 
leurs pédales fabriquées, quoique rarement 
utilisées, pour les bicyclettes.

4.3  Quelles caractéristiques 
peuvent être utilisées pour 
réglementer les vélos 
électriques ?
Jusqu’à présent, la vitesse a été l’outil 
réglementaire le plus utile dans la 
réglementation des vélos électriques. Toutefois, 
la confusion qui entoure la réglementation sur 
les vélos électriques donne à penser que, bien 
qu’elle soit le régulateur le plus couramment 
utilisé pour les vélos électriques, la vitesse est 
toujours relative à l’utilisateur et n’est pas le 
seul élément fiable pour réglementer la 
fonctionnalité des vélos électriques. Différentes 
administrations explorées précédemment (le 
Canada, les États-Unis et l’Union européenne) 
utilisent des règlements supplémentaires pour 
mieux définir la fonctionnalité et les exigences 
opérationnelles des vélos électriques.

ÂGE
Comme le montre l’examen effectué à l’échelle 
provinciale, de nombreuses provinces 
canadiennes ont recours à des restrictions d’âge 
pour réglementer les vélos électriques. De 
même, le modèle de classification de la Bicycle 
Product Suppliers Association impose une limite 
d’âge pour les vélos électriques qui peuvent 
rouler jusqu’à 45 km/h. Normalement, l’âge 
minimum pour un conducteur de vélo électrique 
est de 16 ans, bien que cela puisse dépendre des 
lois régionales.  

Pourquoi prendre en compte l’âge ?
Le fait d’exiger un âge minimum peut contribuer 
à accroître la sécurité des conducteurs en 
limitant l’utilisation des véhicules par des 
enfants. Cependant, cela peut aussi limiter le 
potentiel d’utilisation et l’inclusivité de cette 
forme de micromobilité, en fonction de 
l’achalandage prévu dans la province ou le 
territoire. L’applicabilité des exigences relatives 
à l’âge devrait être étudiée dans son contexte.   

PORT DU CASQUE OBLIGATOIRE Selon la 
province ou le territoire, le port du casque est 
facultatif. Certaines municipalités/régions 
exigent des casques de vélo, tandis que d’autres 
exigent des casques de moto pour les modèles 
de vélos électriques les plus rapides. L’Ontario 
exige que les cyclistes à vélo électrique portent 
un casque.

Helmets are a proven safety feature 
that can reduce the severity of injury 
during a collision, according to the 
medical field. Support for a helmet 
requirement can be cross-compared to 
other considerations of e-bike riders -
including speed, age, and presence of a 
throttle-assist. 

MOTOR CESSATION
The EU, Canada and the United States 
currently use the requirement for the 
motor to cease operating once the user 
stops pedalling or the brakes are 
applied.  

Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
model legislation section on motor 
cessation: Section 206 – motor 
disengagement: An electric bicycle shall 
operate in a manner so that the electric 
motor is disengaged or ceases to 
function when the rider stops pedalling 
or when the brakes are applied32.

Why consider motor cessation?
The pedal-assist motor cessation 
requirement creates a clear difference 
between its capabilities and the 
throttle-assist capabilities. For the 
pedal-assist models, the motor will 
cease when pedalling ceases. However, 
for those that operate with the 
throttle-assist feature, the motor will 
only cease when the brakes are applied. 
The difference in motor capability 
creates a wide range of speed capacity 
between pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. 

THROTTLE-ASSIST
In North America, many throttle-assist 
e-bikes, being any e-bike model outfitted 
with a throttle that allows the rider to 
propel the bike solely using motor power 
and without any pedal assistance, are 
still regulated as bicycles. In Europe, 
very few e-bike models that have the 
throttle functionality are considered 
bicycles. Once the bike can propel itself 
without human power, it becomes 

subject to further licensing and 
operational requirements.   

Why consider the throttle-assist?
The regulation stance toward e-bike 
throttles is one of the biggest 
differences between North American 
and European approaches. In Europe, 
throttles create a separate category of 
regulation; in North America, we 
consider throttle-style e-bikes as 
bicycles, even when placed in a tiered 
system. The throttle can be associated 
with the difference in achieved-speed 
between the different e-bike typologies. 

WEIGHT
Weight is a key indicator in the 
transportation sector. For e-bikes, 
weight can distinguish between BSEB 
and SSEB typologies. 

Why consider weight?
In addition to the throttle, weight can 
distinguish between the SSEB models, 
which are generally heavier, and the 
BSEBs. When including weight as an 
identifying characteristic, certain 
heavier e-bike models can be restricted 
from certain infrastructure types. 
However, including a weight restriction 
can also impede e-bike cargo trips.  

SPEEDOMETER REQUIREMENT
Many jurisdictions require that any legal 
e-bike is outfitted with a speedometer to 
ensure the rider is aware of their 
speed32.  

Why consider the speedometer?
The speedometer increases 
accountability and transparency for 
e-bike riders. When a speedometer is 
required, jurisdictions can also 
implement posted-speed requirements 
other than the manufacturer’s  
maximum speed. 

LICENCE AND REGISTRATION
As discussed in previous sections, both 
provinces and states in North America 
can request licensing of e-bikes. 

Currently, very few states and provinces 
have introduced legislation mandating 
the licensing or registration of e-bikes. 
In some of the European legislative 
frameworks, licensing is required for 
“motorcycle” defined e-bikes - this 
includes both s-pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted e-bikes. 

Why consider licensing and registration?
When delineating between multiple 
micromobility types, licensing and 
registration are a helpful tool to inform 
a gradient of operation. If a model 
requires a license and registration, they 
can be more strenuously regulated and 
monitored. Moreover, the licensing 
process inherently teaches and tests 
riders on the proper rules of the road.

4.4  How should the 
regulations be 
communicated?
Widespread education about e-bike 
functionality is another key lesson from 
the EU. In Germany, pamphlets are 
available that describe the different 
typologies of e-bikes, and each e-bike is 
easily identifiable and communicated as 
one of the types. As a by-product of this 
education, any e-bike purchaser is 
confident of the permissions and 
prohibitions of their e-bike model. The 
Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
definition also looks to create this same 
inherent public knowledge. (Figure 5)

4.5  The impact of 
unanswered questions 
on public perception of 
e-bikes in Canada
Although Canada has an existing 
definition for e-bikes, there remains 
ambiguity. Many of the above questions 
remain unanswered, and the lack of 
clarity surrounding Canadian e-bike 
legislation that filters from the federal 
to municipal regulation is impactful on 
the public perception of e-bikes. There is 
strong evidence to suggest that 
confusion regarding where e-bikes are 
allowed is widespread, and is directly 
impacting trends in adoption and usage. 
Inconsistencies in existing legislation 
may be contributing to the confusion. In 
addition to this, existing legislation may 
not fully capture and respond to safety 
concerns associated with e-bike users 
and other transportation network users. 
Safety concerns manifest into hostility 
surrounding shared infrastructure, 
shared trails and illegal driving 
behaviour. There is significant scope to 
address these issues through legislative 
reform in Canada.

start-up aid, which allows the rider to 
accelerate the motor up to 6 km/h without 
pedalling. This feature helps e-bike riders start 
from a stopped position, given that e-bikes are 
often heavier than traditional bicycles and 
starting without any motor assistance can be 
challenging.

The safety concerns of the throttle are notable 
in comparison to pedal-assist models, given the 
increased speed capabilities. In North America, 
most BSEB models sold include the throttle 
feature, which throughout many EU countries 
would render them motorcycles. Given that 
throttles make pedelecs legally motorcycles in 
Germany, pedelecs are much more popular 
than the s-pedelec or e-bike categories. In 
Germany, one in every thirty cyclists rides a 
pedelec44. 
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Upon completing the legislative review, it 
is evident there are key questions 
surrounding e-bike legislation and 
operations. The discussions surrounding 
these questions could inform how 
legislation is developed, and the success 
in regulating e-bikes. We identified the 
following questions as the most 
important to informing the direction of 
future legislation in Canada. 

How fast should an e-bike go?
Why it is important? : speed is a key 
indicator of safety, and can help to 
manage the types of mode-interactions 
and conflicts we experience in on-road 
and off-road cycling infrastructure.

Which e-bikes should be defined as 
bicycles?
Why it is important? : when e-bikes are 
defined as bicycles, they do not require 
licensing or registration, and have the 
same infrastructure permissions as 
bicycles. Depending on their 
functionality, which varies across the 
different typologies, this can cause 
potential safety and usage concerns.

What vehicle features can be used 
to regulate e-bikes? 
Why it is important? : beyond speed, 
there are many different vehicle 
characteristics and uses that can affect 
how an e-bike operates. It is important 
to understand how these different 
features impact the operation of e-bikes.

How should the regulations be 
communicated?
Why it is important? : communicating 
the regulations is paramount to ensuring 
riders comply with the rules of the road 
when interacting with the 
transportation network and other 
transportation modes — clear and easily 
understandable educational materials 
are most effective in completing this.  

We discuss each of these questions 
below. Our commentary is not meant to 
provide definitive answers. Instead, it is 

intended to help inform the ongoing 
conversation surrounding each of these 
questions in Canada.

4.1  How fast should an 
e-bike go?
One of the biggest differences noted in 
the legislation review is the speed 
restriction placed on European operated 
e-bikes. Through the EU legislation, 
pedelec e-bikes (e-bikes with motors 
that cannot operate without 
pedal-assistance) cannot exceed 25 
km/h. This is similar in China and 
Australia12,40. In North America, e-bikes 
have a maximum speed limit of 32 km/h 
for all pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
e-bikes. Normally, even BSEB models will 
still have a throttle-assist feature, which 
permits the rider to accelerate even 
when not pedalling. In the EU and 
Australia, these types of e-bikes are 
regulated differently and are normally 
not considered bicycles. 

Beyond speed, the power capabilities of 
e-bikes in different regions are also very 
location-specific. In the EU, pedelecs 
have a maximum power output of 250 
watts. Comparatively, in Canada the 
maximum power output is 500 watts, 
and in the U.S. 750 watts. When 
comparing watts to mechanical 
horsepower, EU pedelec e-bikes operate 
at a level of 0.3 hp, Canadian e-bikes 
operate at 0.7 hp, and American e-bikes 
operate at 1 hp. Moreover, the American 
standard of 750 watts and 32 km/h is 
not universal throughout all states. The 
federal definition is not entirely 
prescriptive, and allows for some 
differences in definitions regarding both 
speed and power.  

From a regulatory standpoint, the lower 
power output and 25 km/h speed limit 
are more comparable to the average 
speed of a cyclist. However, there has 
been pushback from the e-biking 

community. In the EU and Australia, 
some riders are lobbying for an increase 
in maximum speed, as some cyclists can 
surpass 25 km/h without 
pedal-assistance, causing maximum 
pedelecs to be less appealing than a 
conventional bicycle41.  

In the U.S., the University of Tennessee 
completed a study on perceived and 
achieved speeds of e-bikes. Although the 
speed limit is higher in North America, it 
is interesting to note that, when only 
using pedal-assist, riders were observed 
to operate their e-bikes at a comparable 
speed to conventional cyclists - even 
with a 32 km/h maximum speed. The 
average speed of an e-bike rider is 13.3 
km/h, and a cyclist is 10.7 km/h42. For 
e-bikes that use the throttle or operate 
the motor independently from pedalling, 
the average speed would likely be higher.

4.2  Which e-bikes should 
be defined as bicycles?
The comparison of e-bikes to bicycles 
raises an important question of when 
e-bikes should be considered bicycles. As 
simple as the question may seem, the 
answer is not straightforward. Due to 
the many differences in governance 
between jurisdictions, e-bikes of all 
types straddle the line between motor 
vehicle, motorcycle and bicycle. In North 
America, we tend to be either permissive 
or prohibitive, in that many (if not all) 
types of e-bikes are bicycles or are 
classified as motor vehicles without a 
licensing system, and are banned 
entirely43. Furthermore, the indicators 
that are used to determine whether or 
not to classify e-bikes as bicycles are 
also inconsistent. Some jurisdictions opt 
for speed, whereas others include power, 
weight, wheel-diameter, pedal style, etc.

 A key takeaway from this table is the legal 
classification row. Unlike in North America, 
Germany does not classify higher-power 
e-bikes as bicycles. This separation allows for 
incentives and direction for pedelecs that 
would otherwise be unclear. In the U.S., some 
states have adopted a tiered system; however, 
in these systems the base speed is still 32 km/h, 
as opposed to the 25 km/h in Germany. 
Moreover, all tiers are still considered bicycles 
in the U.S.

Even the throttle feature can determine if an 
e-bike should be considered a bicycle. In 
Germany, any bike that has a throttle, which 
would permit the rider to accelerate without 
pedalling, is not a bicycle. Only pedelecs, where 
the motor cannot run without 
pedal-assistance, are considered bicycles. In 
some cases, pedelecs are permitted to have a 

Scooter-Style E-bikes
as Bicycles
In the United States, a survey completed 
in 2014 by the League of American 
Cyclists asked 246 participants to define 
which e-bike type they considered a 
bicycle46. The responses showed that of 
the eight e-bike types that were 
surveyed, only four were considered a 
bicycle by the majority: the pedelec 
BSEB, throttle-assist BSEB, s-pedelec, 
and throttle-assist folding BSEB. These 
findings speak to the important role 
appearance plays in public perception. 
The scooter-style e-bikes had the same 
specifications as the throttle-assist 
BSEB (aside from weight), however, 72% 
of participants were certain that an 
SSEB should not be considered a 
bicycle46. 

In Canada and the United States, our 
definitions regulate the SSEB as a 
bicycle, and the ambiguity of SSEB 
models on the existing transportation 
infrastructure is one of the conflicts 
observed with e-bikes - both in 
research and in practice. When referring 
to the three-tiered approach, SSEBs 
have the same operating functionality 
as Class 2 (throttle-assist) e-bikes, and 
can be legally ridden in bike lanes 
without requiring any additional 
licensing or registration for operation. 
However, SSEBs are wider, heavier and 
more obtrusive than bicycles/BSEBs on 
the existing bike lanes, and have 
contributed to animosity in 
conversations about e-bikes and their 
emerging role.

The difficulty of regulating SSEBs is 
that since they technically operate 
within the specifications of the 
power-assisted bicycle in Canada, the 
definition that permits throttle-assisted 
BSEBs also permits SSEBs due to their 
manufactured, albeit rarely-used, 
bicycle pedals.

4.3  What features can 
be used to regulate 
e-bikes? 
Up to this point in e-bike regulation, 
speed has been the most useful 
regulatory tool. However, the confusion 
surrounding e-bike regulation suggests 
that although it is the most commonly 
used regulator of e-bikes, speed is still 
relative to the user and is not exclusively 
reliable to regulate the functionality of 
e-bikes. Throughout the different 
jurisdictions previously explored -
Canada, U.S., and EU - additional 
regulations are used to further define 
the functionality and operational 
requirements of e-bikes. 

AGE
As shown in the provincial review, many 
Canadian provinces are utilizing age 
restrictions to regulate e-bikes. 
Similarly, the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association classification model places 
an age restriction on 45 km/h e-bikes. 
Normally, the minimum age for an e-bike 
rider is 16, although there is some 
variation depending on the jurisdiction.  

Why consider age?
Requiring a minimum age can help 
increase the safety of riders by 
restricting use by children. However, it 
can also limit the usage potential and 
inclusivity of micromobility, depending 
on the expected ridership of the 
jurisdiction. The applicability of age 
requirements should be explored 
contextually.   

HELMET REQUIREMENT
Depending on jurisdiction, a helmet 
requirement is optional. Some 
municipalities/regions require bicycle 
helmets, while others require motorcycle 
helmets for faster e-bike models. The 
province of Ontario requires e-bike 
riders to wear helmets.

Why consider helmet requirement?

Why consider helmet requirement? 

Pourquoi envisager de rendre le port du 
casque obligatoire? Selon le milieu médical, 
les casques représentent un dispositif de 
sécurité éprouvé qui peut réduire la gravité 
des blessures lors d’une collision. L’obligation 
de porter un casque peut être croisée avec 
d’autres considérations sur les vélos 
électriques, comme la vitesse, l’âge et la 
présence d’un accélérateur.

ARRÊT DU MOTEUR
L’UE, le Canada et les États-Unis exigent 
actuellement que le moteur cesse de 
fonctionner dès que l’utilisateur cesse de 
pédaler ou qu’il serre les freins.  

L’article du modèle de loi de la Bicycle 
Product Suppliers Association sur l’arrêt du 
moteur est le suivant : Section 206 – 
débrayage du moteur : Une bicyclette 
électrique doit fonctionner de manière à ce 
que le moteur électrique soit débrayé ou 
cesse de fonctionner lorsque le conducteur 
cesse de pédaler ou lorsqu’il serre les freins32.

Pourquoi tenir compte de l’arrêt du 
moteur?
L’exigence relative à l’arrêt du moteur pour 
les vélos à pédalage assisté crée une nette 
différence entre leurs capacités et celles des 
vélos à accélération assistée. Sur les modèles 
à pédalage assisté, le moteur s’arrête lorsque 
le pédalage cesse. Cependant, sur les 
modèles à accélération assistée, le moteur ne 
s’arrête que lorsque le cycliste serre les 
freins. La capacité des moteurs pouvant 
varier, il existe toutes sortes de capacités de 
vitesse entre le pédalage assisté et 
l’accélération assistée.

ACCÉLÉRATION ASSISTÉE
En Amérique du Nord, de nombreux vélos 
électriques à accélération assistée, c’est-à-
dire tous les modèles de vélos électriques 
équipés d’un accélérateur qui permet au 
conducteur de propulser le vélo uniquement à 
l’aide du moteur et sans pédalage assisté, 
sont encore réglementés comme des 
bicyclettes. En Europe, très peu de modèles 
de vélos électriques de ce type sont 
considérés comme des bicyclettes. Si un vélo 
peut avancer sans force humaine, il est 
soumis à d’autres exigences en matière de 
permis et d’utilisation. 

Pourquoi prendre en compte 
l’accélération assistée?
La position réglementaire à l’égard des vélos 
électriques avec accélérateur est l’une des 
plus grandes différences entre les approches 
nord-américaine et européenne. En Europe, 
les accélérateurs font l’objet d’une catégorie 
distincte dans la réglementation, tandis qu’en 
Amérique du Nord, nous considérons les vélos 
électriques comme des bicyclettes, même s’ils 
sont catégorisés dans un système à niveaux.
L’accélérateur peut être associé à la 
différence de vitesse atteinte par les 
différents types de vélos électriques.

POIDS
Le poids est un indicateur clé dans le secteur 
des transports. Pour les vélos électriques, le 
poids permet de faire la distinction entre les 
types VETB et VETS.

Pourquoi prendre en compte le poids ?
En plus de l’accélérateur, le poids permet de 
distinguer les modèles VETS, qui sont 
généralement plus lourds, des modèles VETB. 
Lorsque le poids est inclus comme 
caractéristique d’identification, certains 
modèles de vélos électriques plus lourds 
peuvent être restreints à certains types 
d’infrastructure. Toutefois, une restriction de 
poids peut également entraver les 
déplacements en vélo électrique pour le 
transport de marchandises.

EXIGENCE RELATIVE À 
L’INDICATEUR DE VITESSE
Plusieurs provinces et territoires exigent que 
tout vélo électrique légal soit équipé d’un 
indicateur de vitesse pour garantir que le 
cycliste est au courant de sa vitesse32.

Pourquoi prendre en compte l’indicateur 
de vitesse ? 
L’indicateur de vitesse augmente la 
responsabilité et la transparence pour les 
cyclistes à vélo électrique. Lorsqu’un 
indicateur de vitesse est exigé, les 
gouvernements peuvent également imposer 
des exigences de vitesse affichées autres que 
la vitesse maximale du fabricant.

PERMIS ET ENREGISTREMENT
Comme nous l’avons mentionné dans les 
sections précédentes, les provinces et les 
États d’Amérique du Nord peuvent imposer 
un permis pour les vélos électriques.

Currently, very few states and provinces 
have introduced legislation mandating 
the licensing or registration of e-bikes. 
In some of the European legislative 
frameworks, licensing is required for 
“motorcycle” defined e-bikes - this 
includes both s-pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted e-bikes. 

Why consider licensing and registration?
When delineating between multiple 
micromobility types, licensing and 
registration are a helpful tool to inform 
a gradient of operation. If a model 
requires a license and registration, they 
can be more strenuously regulated and 
monitored. Moreover, the licensing 
process inherently teaches and tests 
riders on the proper rules of the road.

4.4  How should the 
regulations be 
communicated?
Widespread education about e-bike 
functionality is another key lesson from 
the EU. In Germany, pamphlets are 
available that describe the different 
typologies of e-bikes, and each e-bike is 
easily identifiable and communicated as 
one of the types. As a by-product of this 
education, any e-bike purchaser is 
confident of the permissions and 
prohibitions of their e-bike model. The 
Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
definition also looks to create this same 
inherent public knowledge. (Figure 5)

4.5  The impact of 
unanswered questions 
on public perception of 
e-bikes in Canada
Although Canada has an existing 
definition for e-bikes, there remains 
ambiguity. Many of the above questions 
remain unanswered, and the lack of 
clarity surrounding Canadian e-bike 
legislation that filters from the federal 
to municipal regulation is impactful on 
the public perception of e-bikes. There is 
strong evidence to suggest that 
confusion regarding where e-bikes are 
allowed is widespread, and is directly 
impacting trends in adoption and usage. 
Inconsistencies in existing legislation 
may be contributing to the confusion. In 
addition to this, existing legislation may 
not fully capture and respond to safety 
concerns associated with e-bike users 
and other transportation network users. 
Safety concerns manifest into hostility 
surrounding shared infrastructure, 
shared trails and illegal driving 
behaviour. There is significant scope to 
address these issues through legislative 
reform in Canada.

start-up aid, which allows the rider to 
accelerate the motor up to 6 km/h without 
pedalling. This feature helps e-bike riders start 
from a stopped position, given that e-bikes are 
often heavier than traditional bicycles and 
starting without any motor assistance can be 
challenging.

The safety concerns of the throttle are notable 
in comparison to pedal-assist models, given the 
increased speed capabilities. In North America, 
most BSEB models sold include the throttle 
feature, which throughout many EU countries 
would render them motorcycles. Given that 
throttles make pedelecs legally motorcycles in 
Germany, pedelecs are much more popular 
than the s-pedelec or e-bike categories. In 
Germany, one in every thirty cyclists rides a 
pedelec44. 
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Upon completing the legislative review, it 
is evident there are key questions 
surrounding e-bike legislation and 
operations. The discussions surrounding 
these questions could inform how 
legislation is developed, and the success 
in regulating e-bikes. We identified the 
following questions as the most 
important to informing the direction of 
future legislation in Canada. 

How fast should an e-bike go?
Why it is important? : speed is a key 
indicator of safety, and can help to 
manage the types of mode-interactions 
and conflicts we experience in on-road 
and off-road cycling infrastructure.

Which e-bikes should be defined as 
bicycles?
Why it is important? : when e-bikes are 
defined as bicycles, they do not require 
licensing or registration, and have the 
same infrastructure permissions as 
bicycles. Depending on their 
functionality, which varies across the 
different typologies, this can cause 
potential safety and usage concerns.

What vehicle features can be used 
to regulate e-bikes? 
Why it is important? : beyond speed, 
there are many different vehicle 
characteristics and uses that can affect 
how an e-bike operates. It is important 
to understand how these different 
features impact the operation of e-bikes.

How should the regulations be 
communicated?
Why it is important? : communicating 
the regulations is paramount to ensuring 
riders comply with the rules of the road 
when interacting with the 
transportation network and other 
transportation modes — clear and easily 
understandable educational materials 
are most effective in completing this.  

We discuss each of these questions 
below. Our commentary is not meant to 
provide definitive answers. Instead, it is 

intended to help inform the ongoing 
conversation surrounding each of these 
questions in Canada.

4.1  How fast should an 
e-bike go?
One of the biggest differences noted in 
the legislation review is the speed 
restriction placed on European operated 
e-bikes. Through the EU legislation, 
pedelec e-bikes (e-bikes with motors 
that cannot operate without 
pedal-assistance) cannot exceed 25 
km/h. This is similar in China and 
Australia12,40. In North America, e-bikes 
have a maximum speed limit of 32 km/h 
for all pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
e-bikes. Normally, even BSEB models will 
still have a throttle-assist feature, which 
permits the rider to accelerate even 
when not pedalling. In the EU and 
Australia, these types of e-bikes are 
regulated differently and are normally 
not considered bicycles. 

Beyond speed, the power capabilities of 
e-bikes in different regions are also very 
location-specific. In the EU, pedelecs 
have a maximum power output of 250 
watts. Comparatively, in Canada the 
maximum power output is 500 watts, 
and in the U.S. 750 watts. When 
comparing watts to mechanical 
horsepower, EU pedelec e-bikes operate 
at a level of 0.3 hp, Canadian e-bikes 
operate at 0.7 hp, and American e-bikes 
operate at 1 hp. Moreover, the American 
standard of 750 watts and 32 km/h is 
not universal throughout all states. The 
federal definition is not entirely 
prescriptive, and allows for some 
differences in definitions regarding both 
speed and power.  

From a regulatory standpoint, the lower 
power output and 25 km/h speed limit 
are more comparable to the average 
speed of a cyclist. However, there has 
been pushback from the e-biking 

community. In the EU and Australia, 
some riders are lobbying for an increase 
in maximum speed, as some cyclists can 
surpass 25 km/h without 
pedal-assistance, causing maximum 
pedelecs to be less appealing than a 
conventional bicycle41.  

In the U.S., the University of Tennessee 
completed a study on perceived and 
achieved speeds of e-bikes. Although the 
speed limit is higher in North America, it 
is interesting to note that, when only 
using pedal-assist, riders were observed 
to operate their e-bikes at a comparable 
speed to conventional cyclists - even 
with a 32 km/h maximum speed. The 
average speed of an e-bike rider is 13.3 
km/h, and a cyclist is 10.7 km/h42. For 
e-bikes that use the throttle or operate 
the motor independently from pedalling, 
the average speed would likely be higher.

4.2  Which e-bikes should 
be defined as bicycles?
The comparison of e-bikes to bicycles 
raises an important question of when 
e-bikes should be considered bicycles. As 
simple as the question may seem, the 
answer is not straightforward. Due to 
the many differences in governance 
between jurisdictions, e-bikes of all 
types straddle the line between motor 
vehicle, motorcycle and bicycle. In North 
America, we tend to be either permissive 
or prohibitive, in that many (if not all) 
types of e-bikes are bicycles or are 
classified as motor vehicles without a 
licensing system, and are banned 
entirely43. Furthermore, the indicators 
that are used to determine whether or 
not to classify e-bikes as bicycles are 
also inconsistent. Some jurisdictions opt 
for speed, whereas others include power, 
weight, wheel-diameter, pedal style, etc.

 A key takeaway from this table is the legal 
classification row. Unlike in North America, 
Germany does not classify higher-power 
e-bikes as bicycles. This separation allows for 
incentives and direction for pedelecs that 
would otherwise be unclear. In the U.S., some 
states have adopted a tiered system; however, 
in these systems the base speed is still 32 km/h, 
as opposed to the 25 km/h in Germany. 
Moreover, all tiers are still considered bicycles 
in the U.S.

Even the throttle feature can determine if an 
e-bike should be considered a bicycle. In 
Germany, any bike that has a throttle, which 
would permit the rider to accelerate without 
pedalling, is not a bicycle. Only pedelecs, where 
the motor cannot run without 
pedal-assistance, are considered bicycles. In 
some cases, pedelecs are permitted to have a 

Scooter-Style E-bikes
as Bicycles
In the United States, a survey completed 
in 2014 by the League of American 
Cyclists asked 246 participants to define 
which e-bike type they considered a 
bicycle46. The responses showed that of 
the eight e-bike types that were 
surveyed, only four were considered a 
bicycle by the majority: the pedelec 
BSEB, throttle-assist BSEB, s-pedelec, 
and throttle-assist folding BSEB. These 
findings speak to the important role 
appearance plays in public perception. 
The scooter-style e-bikes had the same 
specifications as the throttle-assist 
BSEB (aside from weight), however, 72% 
of participants were certain that an 
SSEB should not be considered a 
bicycle46. 

In Canada and the United States, our 
definitions regulate the SSEB as a 
bicycle, and the ambiguity of SSEB 
models on the existing transportation 
infrastructure is one of the conflicts 
observed with e-bikes - both in 
research and in practice. When referring 
to the three-tiered approach, SSEBs 
have the same operating functionality 
as Class 2 (throttle-assist) e-bikes, and 
can be legally ridden in bike lanes 
without requiring any additional 
licensing or registration for operation. 
However, SSEBs are wider, heavier and 
more obtrusive than bicycles/BSEBs on 
the existing bike lanes, and have 
contributed to animosity in 
conversations about e-bikes and their 
emerging role.

The difficulty of regulating SSEBs is 
that since they technically operate 
within the specifications of the 
power-assisted bicycle in Canada, the 
definition that permits throttle-assisted 
BSEBs also permits SSEBs due to their 
manufactured, albeit rarely-used, 
bicycle pedals.

4.3  What features can 
be used to regulate 
e-bikes? 
Up to this point in e-bike regulation, 
speed has been the most useful 
regulatory tool. However, the confusion 
surrounding e-bike regulation suggests 
that although it is the most commonly 
used regulator of e-bikes, speed is still 
relative to the user and is not exclusively 
reliable to regulate the functionality of 
e-bikes. Throughout the different 
jurisdictions previously explored -
Canada, U.S., and EU - additional 
regulations are used to further define 
the functionality and operational 
requirements of e-bikes. 

AGE
As shown in the provincial review, many 
Canadian provinces are utilizing age 
restrictions to regulate e-bikes. 
Similarly, the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association classification model places 
an age restriction on 45 km/h e-bikes. 
Normally, the minimum age for an e-bike 
rider is 16, although there is some 
variation depending on the jurisdiction.  

Why consider age?
Requiring a minimum age can help 
increase the safety of riders by 
restricting use by children. However, it 
can also limit the usage potential and 
inclusivity of micromobility, depending 
on the expected ridership of the 
jurisdiction. The applicability of age 
requirements should be explored 
contextually.   

HELMET REQUIREMENT
Depending on jurisdiction, a helmet 
requirement is optional. Some 
municipalities/regions require bicycle 
helmets, while others require motorcycle 
helmets for faster e-bike models. The 
province of Ontario requires e-bike 
riders to wear helmets.

Why consider helmet requirement?

Helmets are a proven safety feature 
that can reduce the severity of injury 
during a collision, according to the 
medical field. Support for a helmet 
requirement can be cross-compared to 
other considerations of e-bike riders -
including speed, age, and presence of a 
throttle-assist. 

MOTOR CESSATION
The EU, Canada and the United States 
currently use the requirement for the 
motor to cease operating once the user 
stops pedalling or the brakes are 
applied.  

Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
model legislation section on motor 
cessation: Section 206 – motor 
disengagement: An electric bicycle shall 
operate in a manner so that the electric 
motor is disengaged or ceases to 
function when the rider stops pedalling 
or when the brakes are applied32.

Why consider motor cessation?
The pedal-assist motor cessation 
requirement creates a clear difference 
between its capabilities and the 
throttle-assist capabilities. For the 
pedal-assist models, the motor will 
cease when pedalling ceases. However, 
for those that operate with the 
throttle-assist feature, the motor will 
only cease when the brakes are applied. 
The difference in motor capability 
creates a wide range of speed capacity 
between pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. 

THROTTLE-ASSIST
In North America, many throttle-assist 
e-bikes, being any e-bike model outfitted 
with a throttle that allows the rider to 
propel the bike solely using motor power 
and without any pedal assistance, are 
still regulated as bicycles. In Europe, 
very few e-bike models that have the 
throttle functionality are considered 
bicycles. Once the bike can propel itself 
without human power, it becomes 

subject to further licensing and 
operational requirements.   

Why consider the throttle-assist?
The regulation stance toward e-bike 
throttles is one of the biggest 
differences between North American 
and European approaches. In Europe, 
throttles create a separate category of 
regulation; in North America, we 
consider throttle-style e-bikes as 
bicycles, even when placed in a tiered 
system. The throttle can be associated 
with the difference in achieved-speed 
between the different e-bike typologies. 

WEIGHT
Weight is a key indicator in the 
transportation sector. For e-bikes, 
weight can distinguish between BSEB 
and SSEB typologies. 

Why consider weight?
In addition to the throttle, weight can 
distinguish between the SSEB models, 
which are generally heavier, and the 
BSEBs. When including weight as an 
identifying characteristic, certain 
heavier e-bike models can be restricted 
from certain infrastructure types. 
However, including a weight restriction 
can also impede e-bike cargo trips.  

SPEEDOMETER REQUIREMENT
Many jurisdictions require that any legal 
e-bike is outfitted with a speedometer to 
ensure the rider is aware of their 
speed32.  

Why consider the speedometer?
The speedometer increases 
accountability and transparency for 
e-bike riders. When a speedometer is 
required, jurisdictions can also 
implement posted-speed requirements 
other than the manufacturer’s  
maximum speed. 

LICENCE AND REGISTRATION
As discussed in previous sections, both 
provinces and states in North America 
can request licensing of e-bikes. 

À l’heure actuelle, très peu d’États et de 
provinces ont adopté une loi rendant 
obligatoire la détention d’un permis ou d’un 
certificat d’immatriculation pour les vélos 
électriques. Dans certains cadres législatifs 
européens, il est obligatoire de posséder un 
permis pour conduire les vélos électriques 
définis comme des « motocyclettes », ce qui 
inclut à la fois les vélos à assistance 
électrique rapides et les vélos électriques à 
accélération assistée.

Pourquoi envisager un permis et un 
certificat d’immatriculation ? 
Lorsqu’il s’agit de tracer une ligne entre 
plusieurs types de micromobilité, l’obligation 
de posséder un permis et le certificat 
d’immatriculation sont des outils utiles pour 
définir des degrés d’utilisation. Si un modèle 
nécessite un permis et un certificat 
d’immatriculation, il peut être réglementé et 
surveillé plus rigoureusement. De plus, le 
processus d’obtention du permis de conduire 
permet d’instruire et de tester les 
conducteurs sur les règles de la route.

4.4  Comment les 
règlements devraient-ils 
être communiqués ?
Une sensibilisation généralisée sur la 
fonctionnalité des vélos électriques est une 
autre leçon clé tirée de l’UE. En Allemagne, il 
existe des brochures qui décrivent les 
différents types de vélos électriques, et 
chaque type est facilement identifiable et 
présenté comme tel. En conséquence de 
cette campagne de sensibilisation, tout 
acheteur de vélo électrique est confiant 
quant aux permissions et interdictions liées 
au modèle de vélo électrique de son choix. La 
définition de la Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association cherche également à développer 
ce genre de connaissances publiques. 
(Figure 5)

4.5  The impact of 
unanswered questions 
on public perception of 
e-bikes in Canada
Although Canada has an existing 
definition for e-bikes, there remains 
ambiguity. Many of the above questions 
remain unanswered, and the lack of 
clarity surrounding Canadian e-bike 
legislation that filters from the federal 
to municipal regulation is impactful on 
the public perception of e-bikes. There is 
strong evidence to suggest that 
confusion regarding where e-bikes are 
allowed is widespread, and is directly 
impacting trends in adoption and usage. 
Inconsistencies in existing legislation 
may be contributing to the confusion. In 
addition to this, existing legislation may 
not fully capture and respond to safety 
concerns associated with e-bike users 
and other transportation network users. 
Safety concerns manifest into hostility 
surrounding shared infrastructure, 
shared trails and illegal driving 
behaviour. There is significant scope to 
address these issues through legislative 
reform in Canada.

Figure 5 : Un exemple de brochure de sensibilisation sur les vélos électriques en Californie

start-up aid, which allows the rider to 
accelerate the motor up to 6 km/h without 
pedalling. This feature helps e-bike riders start 
from a stopped position, given that e-bikes are 
often heavier than traditional bicycles and 
starting without any motor assistance can be 
challenging.

The safety concerns of the throttle are notable 
in comparison to pedal-assist models, given the 
increased speed capabilities. In North America, 
most BSEB models sold include the throttle 
feature, which throughout many EU countries 
would render them motorcycles. Given that 
throttles make pedelecs legally motorcycles in 
Germany, pedelecs are much more popular 
than the s-pedelec or e-bike categories. In 
Germany, one in every thirty cyclists rides a 
pedelec44. 
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Upon completing the legislative review, it 
is evident there are key questions 
surrounding e-bike legislation and 
operations. The discussions surrounding 
these questions could inform how 
legislation is developed, and the success 
in regulating e-bikes. We identified the 
following questions as the most 
important to informing the direction of 
future legislation in Canada. 

How fast should an e-bike go?
Why it is important? : speed is a key 
indicator of safety, and can help to 
manage the types of mode-interactions 
and conflicts we experience in on-road 
and off-road cycling infrastructure.

Which e-bikes should be defined as 
bicycles?
Why it is important? : when e-bikes are 
defined as bicycles, they do not require 
licensing or registration, and have the 
same infrastructure permissions as 
bicycles. Depending on their 
functionality, which varies across the 
different typologies, this can cause 
potential safety and usage concerns.

What vehicle features can be used 
to regulate e-bikes? 
Why it is important? : beyond speed, 
there are many different vehicle 
characteristics and uses that can affect 
how an e-bike operates. It is important 
to understand how these different 
features impact the operation of e-bikes.

How should the regulations be 
communicated?
Why it is important? : communicating 
the regulations is paramount to ensuring 
riders comply with the rules of the road 
when interacting with the 
transportation network and other 
transportation modes — clear and easily 
understandable educational materials 
are most effective in completing this.  

We discuss each of these questions 
below. Our commentary is not meant to 
provide definitive answers. Instead, it is 

intended to help inform the ongoing 
conversation surrounding each of these 
questions in Canada.

4.1  How fast should an 
e-bike go?
One of the biggest differences noted in 
the legislation review is the speed 
restriction placed on European operated 
e-bikes. Through the EU legislation, 
pedelec e-bikes (e-bikes with motors 
that cannot operate without 
pedal-assistance) cannot exceed 25 
km/h. This is similar in China and 
Australia12,40. In North America, e-bikes 
have a maximum speed limit of 32 km/h 
for all pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
e-bikes. Normally, even BSEB models will 
still have a throttle-assist feature, which 
permits the rider to accelerate even 
when not pedalling. In the EU and 
Australia, these types of e-bikes are 
regulated differently and are normally 
not considered bicycles. 

Beyond speed, the power capabilities of 
e-bikes in different regions are also very 
location-specific. In the EU, pedelecs 
have a maximum power output of 250 
watts. Comparatively, in Canada the 
maximum power output is 500 watts, 
and in the U.S. 750 watts. When 
comparing watts to mechanical 
horsepower, EU pedelec e-bikes operate 
at a level of 0.3 hp, Canadian e-bikes 
operate at 0.7 hp, and American e-bikes 
operate at 1 hp. Moreover, the American 
standard of 750 watts and 32 km/h is 
not universal throughout all states. The 
federal definition is not entirely 
prescriptive, and allows for some 
differences in definitions regarding both 
speed and power.  

From a regulatory standpoint, the lower 
power output and 25 km/h speed limit 
are more comparable to the average 
speed of a cyclist. However, there has 
been pushback from the e-biking 

community. In the EU and Australia, 
some riders are lobbying for an increase 
in maximum speed, as some cyclists can 
surpass 25 km/h without 
pedal-assistance, causing maximum 
pedelecs to be less appealing than a 
conventional bicycle41.  

In the U.S., the University of Tennessee 
completed a study on perceived and 
achieved speeds of e-bikes. Although the 
speed limit is higher in North America, it 
is interesting to note that, when only 
using pedal-assist, riders were observed 
to operate their e-bikes at a comparable 
speed to conventional cyclists - even 
with a 32 km/h maximum speed. The 
average speed of an e-bike rider is 13.3 
km/h, and a cyclist is 10.7 km/h42. For 
e-bikes that use the throttle or operate 
the motor independently from pedalling, 
the average speed would likely be higher.

4.2  Which e-bikes should 
be defined as bicycles?
The comparison of e-bikes to bicycles 
raises an important question of when 
e-bikes should be considered bicycles. As 
simple as the question may seem, the 
answer is not straightforward. Due to 
the many differences in governance 
between jurisdictions, e-bikes of all 
types straddle the line between motor 
vehicle, motorcycle and bicycle. In North 
America, we tend to be either permissive 
or prohibitive, in that many (if not all) 
types of e-bikes are bicycles or are 
classified as motor vehicles without a 
licensing system, and are banned 
entirely43. Furthermore, the indicators 
that are used to determine whether or 
not to classify e-bikes as bicycles are 
also inconsistent. Some jurisdictions opt 
for speed, whereas others include power, 
weight, wheel-diameter, pedal style, etc.

 A key takeaway from this table is the legal 
classification row. Unlike in North America, 
Germany does not classify higher-power 
e-bikes as bicycles. This separation allows for 
incentives and direction for pedelecs that 
would otherwise be unclear. In the U.S., some 
states have adopted a tiered system; however, 
in these systems the base speed is still 32 km/h, 
as opposed to the 25 km/h in Germany. 
Moreover, all tiers are still considered bicycles 
in the U.S.

Even the throttle feature can determine if an 
e-bike should be considered a bicycle. In 
Germany, any bike that has a throttle, which 
would permit the rider to accelerate without 
pedalling, is not a bicycle. Only pedelecs, where 
the motor cannot run without 
pedal-assistance, are considered bicycles. In 
some cases, pedelecs are permitted to have a 

Scooter-Style E-bikes
as Bicycles
In the United States, a survey completed 
in 2014 by the League of American 
Cyclists asked 246 participants to define 
which e-bike type they considered a 
bicycle46. The responses showed that of 
the eight e-bike types that were 
surveyed, only four were considered a 
bicycle by the majority: the pedelec 
BSEB, throttle-assist BSEB, s-pedelec, 
and throttle-assist folding BSEB. These 
findings speak to the important role 
appearance plays in public perception. 
The scooter-style e-bikes had the same 
specifications as the throttle-assist 
BSEB (aside from weight), however, 72% 
of participants were certain that an 
SSEB should not be considered a 
bicycle46. 

In Canada and the United States, our 
definitions regulate the SSEB as a 
bicycle, and the ambiguity of SSEB 
models on the existing transportation 
infrastructure is one of the conflicts 
observed with e-bikes - both in 
research and in practice. When referring 
to the three-tiered approach, SSEBs 
have the same operating functionality 
as Class 2 (throttle-assist) e-bikes, and 
can be legally ridden in bike lanes 
without requiring any additional 
licensing or registration for operation. 
However, SSEBs are wider, heavier and 
more obtrusive than bicycles/BSEBs on 
the existing bike lanes, and have 
contributed to animosity in 
conversations about e-bikes and their 
emerging role.

The difficulty of regulating SSEBs is 
that since they technically operate 
within the specifications of the 
power-assisted bicycle in Canada, the 
definition that permits throttle-assisted 
BSEBs also permits SSEBs due to their 
manufactured, albeit rarely-used, 
bicycle pedals.

4.3  What features can 
be used to regulate 
e-bikes? 
Up to this point in e-bike regulation, 
speed has been the most useful 
regulatory tool. However, the confusion 
surrounding e-bike regulation suggests 
that although it is the most commonly 
used regulator of e-bikes, speed is still 
relative to the user and is not exclusively 
reliable to regulate the functionality of 
e-bikes. Throughout the different 
jurisdictions previously explored -
Canada, U.S., and EU - additional 
regulations are used to further define 
the functionality and operational 
requirements of e-bikes. 

AGE
As shown in the provincial review, many 
Canadian provinces are utilizing age 
restrictions to regulate e-bikes. 
Similarly, the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association classification model places 
an age restriction on 45 km/h e-bikes. 
Normally, the minimum age for an e-bike 
rider is 16, although there is some 
variation depending on the jurisdiction.  

Why consider age?
Requiring a minimum age can help 
increase the safety of riders by 
restricting use by children. However, it 
can also limit the usage potential and 
inclusivity of micromobility, depending 
on the expected ridership of the 
jurisdiction. The applicability of age 
requirements should be explored 
contextually.   

HELMET REQUIREMENT
Depending on jurisdiction, a helmet 
requirement is optional. Some 
municipalities/regions require bicycle 
helmets, while others require motorcycle 
helmets for faster e-bike models. The 
province of Ontario requires e-bike 
riders to wear helmets.

Why consider helmet requirement?

Helmets are a proven safety feature 
that can reduce the severity of injury 
during a collision, according to the 
medical field. Support for a helmet 
requirement can be cross-compared to 
other considerations of e-bike riders -
including speed, age, and presence of a 
throttle-assist. 

MOTOR CESSATION
The EU, Canada and the United States 
currently use the requirement for the 
motor to cease operating once the user 
stops pedalling or the brakes are 
applied.  

Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
model legislation section on motor 
cessation: Section 206 – motor 
disengagement: An electric bicycle shall 
operate in a manner so that the electric 
motor is disengaged or ceases to 
function when the rider stops pedalling 
or when the brakes are applied32.

Why consider motor cessation?
The pedal-assist motor cessation 
requirement creates a clear difference 
between its capabilities and the 
throttle-assist capabilities. For the 
pedal-assist models, the motor will 
cease when pedalling ceases. However, 
for those that operate with the 
throttle-assist feature, the motor will 
only cease when the brakes are applied. 
The difference in motor capability 
creates a wide range of speed capacity 
between pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist. 

THROTTLE-ASSIST
In North America, many throttle-assist 
e-bikes, being any e-bike model outfitted 
with a throttle that allows the rider to 
propel the bike solely using motor power 
and without any pedal assistance, are 
still regulated as bicycles. In Europe, 
very few e-bike models that have the 
throttle functionality are considered 
bicycles. Once the bike can propel itself 
without human power, it becomes 

subject to further licensing and 
operational requirements.   

Why consider the throttle-assist?
The regulation stance toward e-bike 
throttles is one of the biggest 
differences between North American 
and European approaches. In Europe, 
throttles create a separate category of 
regulation; in North America, we 
consider throttle-style e-bikes as 
bicycles, even when placed in a tiered 
system. The throttle can be associated 
with the difference in achieved-speed 
between the different e-bike typologies. 

WEIGHT
Weight is a key indicator in the 
transportation sector. For e-bikes, 
weight can distinguish between BSEB 
and SSEB typologies. 

Why consider weight?
In addition to the throttle, weight can 
distinguish between the SSEB models, 
which are generally heavier, and the 
BSEBs. When including weight as an 
identifying characteristic, certain 
heavier e-bike models can be restricted 
from certain infrastructure types. 
However, including a weight restriction 
can also impede e-bike cargo trips.  

SPEEDOMETER REQUIREMENT
Many jurisdictions require that any legal 
e-bike is outfitted with a speedometer to 
ensure the rider is aware of their 
speed32.  

Why consider the speedometer?
The speedometer increases 
accountability and transparency for 
e-bike riders. When a speedometer is 
required, jurisdictions can also 
implement posted-speed requirements 
other than the manufacturer’s  
maximum speed. 

LICENCE AND REGISTRATION
As discussed in previous sections, both 
provinces and states in North America 
can request licensing of e-bikes. 

Currently, very few states and provinces 
have introduced legislation mandating 
the licensing or registration of e-bikes. 
In some of the European legislative 
frameworks, licensing is required for 
“motorcycle” defined e-bikes - this 
includes both s-pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted e-bikes. 

Why consider licensing and registration?
When delineating between multiple 
micromobility types, licensing and 
registration are a helpful tool to inform 
a gradient of operation. If a model 
requires a license and registration, they 
can be more strenuously regulated and 
monitored. Moreover, the licensing 
process inherently teaches and tests 
riders on the proper rules of the road.

4.4  How should the 
regulations be 
communicated?
Widespread education about e-bike 
functionality is another key lesson from 
the EU. In Germany, pamphlets are 
available that describe the different 
typologies of e-bikes, and each e-bike is 
easily identifiable and communicated as 
one of the types. As a by-product of this 
education, any e-bike purchaser is 
confident of the permissions and 
prohibitions of their e-bike model. The 
Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
definition also looks to create this same 
inherent public knowledge. (Figure 5)

4.5  Les conséquences 
du flou juridique sur la 
perception du public à 
l’égard des vélos 
électriques au Canada
Même s’il existe déjà au Canada une 
définition du vélo électrique, il subsiste des 
ambiguïté. Plusieurs des questions 
susmentionnées demeurent sans réponse, et 
le manque de clarté de la législation 
canadienne sur les vélos électriques, tant au 
niveau municipal que fédéral, a une incidence 
sur la perception du public à l’égard des vélos 
électriques. Tout porte à croire que peu de 
personnes connaissent avec certitude 
l’endroit où les vélos électriques sont 
autorisés et que cette méconnaissance a des 
conséquences sur les tendances en matière 
d’adoption et d’utilisation. Les incohérences 
dans la législation existante peuvent 
contribuer à la confusion. De plus, les 
règlements actuels ne tiennent pas 
pleinement compte des préoccupations en 
matière de sécurité des utilisateurs de vélos 
électriques et des autres utilisateurs du 
réseau de transport, et n’y répondent pas 
entièrement. Ces préoccupations entrainent 
une certaine hostilité à propos des 
infrastructures partagées, des sentiers 
partagés et des comportements de conduite 
illégale. Il existe une marge de manœuvre 
importante pour régler ces questions au 
moyen d’une réforme législative au Canada.

start-up aid, which allows the rider to 
accelerate the motor up to 6 km/h without 
pedalling. This feature helps e-bike riders start 
from a stopped position, given that e-bikes are 
often heavier than traditional bicycles and 
starting without any motor assistance can be 
challenging.

The safety concerns of the throttle are notable 
in comparison to pedal-assist models, given the 
increased speed capabilities. In North America, 
most BSEB models sold include the throttle 
feature, which throughout many EU countries 
would render them motorcycles. Given that 
throttles make pedelecs legally motorcycles in 
Germany, pedelecs are much more popular 
than the s-pedelec or e-bike categories. In 
Germany, one in every thirty cyclists rides a 
pedelec44. 
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received complaints regarding 
bicycle-style e-bikes and e-scooters 
(both 14%), most respondents 
experienced complaints regarding 
scooter-style e-bikes (60%).

Table 7 graphically displays the 
responses on a coloured scale47 to show 
the relationship of the responses to each 
mode - with red being disagree and 
green being agree.

5.1.2  Micromobility and 
shared mobility  
Understanding how micromobility 
interacts and overlaps with shared 
mobility was another objective of the 
survey. We found that 48% of the 
jurisdictions surveyed have either 
implemented or are planning to 
implement a bikeshare program. For the 
most part, the increased cycling culture 
was the greatest benefit. Also, both 
first-last mile travel and transit 
integration were nearly equally as 
important, along with tourism 
promotion, reduced car dependency, and 
affordability. In terms of challenges, the 
most commonly observed barrier was 
the lack of cycling culture or low demand 
for bikeshare. Other participants also 
indicated the implementation and 
maintenance costs as the other most 
common barriers. 

Bikeshare is implementable as either 
docked, dockless or hybrid. Docked 
bikeshare utilizes permanent stations, 
whereas dockless bikeshare accesses 

5

Comment les spécialistes 
perçoivent-ils la 

micromobilité ?

Given the current landscape of 
legislation and perceptions surrounding 
micromobility in Canada, we engaged 
with stakeholders and municipal 
representatives as part of this research 
to understand how this landscape is 
impacting key regulators and advocates 
in Ontario. The comprehensive survey 
contained over 50 questions regarding 
sustainable mobility, new mobility, 
e-bikes, e-scooters and existing e-bike 
and e-scooter legislation. The survey was 
primarily distributed via Share the Road 
Cycling Coalition to the Association of 
Municipal Administrators from February 
21st, 2019 to March 18th, 2019. We also 
shared the survey via WSP Canada’s 
LinkedIn profile and on Twitter by WSP 
employees. 

5.1  Results
In total, approximately 40 participants 
completed the survey; 58% identified as 
a municipal representative and 42% 
identified as a stakeholder - including 
business analysts, advocates, student 
researchers and citizens. Participants 
were from municipalities across Canada. 
Primarily, respondents were from 
jurisdictions within the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe (GGH). 

The purpose of this survey was to 
engage with practitioners  about how 
micromobility is changing in their 
communities, focusing on sustainable 
and new mobility perspectives. 
Approximately 71% of respondents 
indicated that they had observed a shift 
towards sustainable mobility in their 
community. However, we received a 
range of justifications as to why this 
shift is occurring.

Environmental awareness and different 
mobility options were the most common 
rationale, while others felt that the cost 
of car ownership, the preferences of the 
younger generation, traffic, better 
cycling infrastructure, and resident 
demand for sustainability were also key 
factors in affecting a larger shift to 
sustainable mobility. When discussing 
new mobility, we asked our participants 
if they were aware of any new mobility 
considerations in their transportation 
planning documents. Of the 77% that 
were aware of their current 
transportation policy, 50% had some 
form new mobility policy, and 50% did 
not. Moreover, only 31% of the policies 
considered e-bikes, and another 16% 
considered both e-bikes and e-scooters. 
In comparison, 47% considered 
bikeshare.

5.1.1  Comparing 
micromobility modes
To better understand the perception of 
different types of micromobility by 
policy makers and key stakeholders, we 
showed our participants three modes of 
micromobility and asked them if they 
perceived each mode as sustainable 
transportation or active travel, and the 
types of transportation infrastructure 
where they should be permitted.  A 
bicycle-style e-bike, scooter-style e-bike, 
and e-scooter were compared. Photos of 
each type were shown to ensure clarity 
between the types.
Questions that referred to the 

scooter-style e-bike used “moped-style 
e-bike” to reduce potential mix-up with 
the e-scooters (Table 7).

Sustainable Mobility: 96% of
respondents felt that a bicycle-style 
e-bike is a form of sustainable mobility. 
In comparison, 86% felt that a 
scooter-style e-bike is a form of 
sustainable mobility. As for e-scooters, 
75% felt they represent sustainable 
mobility. 

Active Travel: 92% of respondents 
indicated that a bicycle-style e-bike is a 
form of active travel. The scooter-style 
e-bike and e-scooter had mixed 
reactions when asked if they could be 
considered active modes of 
transportation, unlike sustainable 
mobility, where each mode was more 
likely to be perceived as sustainable than 
not. For the scooter-style e-bike, over 
78% of participants felt it was not a 
form of active travel. As for the 
e-scooter, reactions were split: 54% felt 
that an e-scooter is an active form of 
travel, whereas 46% did not. 

The next part of the questionnaire asked 
participants to rank the types of 
infrastructure where they felt e-bikes 
and e-scooters should be permitted. For 
each mode, participants could choose 
any of the following infrastructure 
types: multi-use paths on the boulevard 
of a roadway, sidewalks, bicycle lanes, 
the road in mixed traffic, and off-road 
trails in parks and green spaces. Just as 
each type had a mixed reaction to their 
sustainability and activity, each 
micromobility type also had a unique 
array of responses regarding where they 
should be permitted.

Overall, most of the participants 
supported permitting bicycle-style 
e-bikes on bicycle lanes (96%), multi-use 
paths on the boulevard of a roadway 
(82%), the road in mixed traffic (75%), 
and on off-road trails in parks and green 
spaces (68%). The only non-preferred 
infrastructure type was sidewalk (11%). 

For scooter-style e-bikes, most 
participants felt they were best suited 
on the road in mixed traffic (93%) or in 

bicycle lanes (66%). Fewer participants 
supported scooter-style e-bikes for 
multi-use paths on the boulevard of a 
roadway or on off-road trails in parks or 
green spaces (both at 15%). 
Interestingly, 0% of the participants felt 
they should be allowed on sidewalks. 

E-scooters were more likely to be 
preferred on off-road infrastructure or 
on-road bike lanes rather than in mixed 
traffic, with 81% of respondents seeing 
them as suitable for multi-use paths on 
the boulevard of a roadway, and 62% 
perceiving them as suitable for off-road 
trails in parks or green spaces. Also, 57% 
were in favour of bicycle lanes. Of all the 
types, e-scooters received the highest 
approval to be on the sidewalk, with 19% 
of respondents seeing them as suitable. 
Only 12% felt they should be allowed on 
the road in mixed traffic. 

We also asked participants if they had 
ever received speed-related complaints 
- a common concern with micromobility - 
for any of the types above. We found 
that although some participants 

the bikes via a mobile GPS, and hybrid 
systems are accessed via a mobile GPS 
but are picked up and returned to 
designated areas. According to our 
findings, docked are still the most 
common bikeshare model (24%), but 
dockless and hybrid are quickly 
becoming more common (both 16%). 
For e-bikeshare, participants noted 
external concerns that are not 
associated with traditional bikeshare. 
Since riders can travel further on 
e-bikes than traditional bicycles, many 
participants responded to the increased 

liability issues that could arise. Others 
commented on the public opposition to 
e-bikes. The most common barrier, 
however, was the additional cost and 
maintenance associated with charging 
the battery. 

Despite these additional challenges, no 
participant directly opposed e-bikeshare 
in their community. Specifically, 40% of 
participants somewhat supported 
e-bikeshare in their community, while 
another 28% strongly supported. The 
remaining 32% had no opinion. 

In comparison to e-bikeshare, e-scooter 
share had a predominantly neutral or 
negative reaction. Only 32% somewhat 
supported, 32% had no opinion and 24% 
did not support. Also, the participants 
noted that there were multiple unique 
challenges and opportunities associated 
with implementing an e-scooter share 
system. Firstly, practitioners perceived 
e-scooter share as more recreational 
than utilitarian, which reduces its 
effectiveness as a transportation mode. 
Others cited public opposition as a 
challenge, as well as “scooter-littering” 
- when scooters are discarded along 
the sidewalks and in the public realm. 
However, the largest barrier was the 
general lack of knowledge on how to 
regulate the new technology; many felt 
there wasn’t enough supportive 
infrastructure, while others felt that 
there was little regulation for e-scooter 
companies that operate the programs 
and the users.

5.1.3  Opinions on existing 
legislation 
The next portion of the survey asked 
participants to review select excerpts 
from the Ontario e-bike regulation and 
provide commentary. Opinions on the 
adequacy of existing regulation were 
difficult to identify, the slight majority 
either agreed or had no opinion (54%), 
while 18% disagreed, 14% strongly 
disagreed, and 14% strongly agreed. 
Of those who disagreed, some felt the 
speed limit was too high or that the 
regulation should distinguish between 
e-bike types. For those who agreed, they 
generally felt that this regulation was a 

good start and allowed municipal 
governments to clarify definitions 
further.  
However, only 14% of participants 
indicated that their jurisdiction had 

the differences between BSEB and 
SSEB models. 
For those who did have some municipal 
by-laws for BSEB or SSEB models, the 
majority indicated that SSEB models 
were prohibited from multi-use trails, 
whereas BSEB models were permitted.

5.1.4  Users and uses of 
e-bikes
The final section of the survey asked 
participants their opinions on the use 
and users of both e-bikes and 
e-scooters. We classified the potential 
users to be Children (<16), Students 
(16-22), Adults (23-54), and Older Adults 
(>55). For e-bikes, most participants felt 
they would be utilized by almost all of 
the demographics (older adults, adults 
and students), with a high focus on 
adults (90%) and students (90%). For 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
would be suitable for older adults (18%), 
and the majority once again saw the 
most potential for adults and students.
An interesting shift occurred when we 

adopted a municipal regulation that 
further regulates e-bike operations. The 
clear majority, 86%, either did not have 
additional regulation or were unsure.
Many jurisdictions also did not further 
clarify any operational differences 
between the scooter-style e-bike and 
bicycle-style e-bikes. Of the 73% of 
participants that were aware of their 
e-bike regulation, 55% did not believe 
that their existing regulations clarified 

asked participants to comment on the 
types of trips they foresaw e-bike riders 
taking. Although there had previously 
been a divide between the perception of 
e-bikes and e-scooters, generally both 
modes were perceived as suitable for all 
types of trips - including getting to 
work/school, getting to transit stations, 
running errands, and recreational travel. 
A small deviation was that for 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
were suitable for getting to transit 
stations or running errands.



received complaints regarding 
bicycle-style e-bikes and e-scooters 
(both 14%), most respondents 
experienced complaints regarding 
scooter-style e-bikes (60%).

Table 7 graphically displays the 
responses on a coloured scale47 to show 
the relationship of the responses to each 
mode - with red being disagree and 
green being agree.

5.1.2  Micromobility and 
shared mobility  
Understanding how micromobility 
interacts and overlaps with shared 
mobility was another objective of the 
survey. We found that 48% of the 
jurisdictions surveyed have either 
implemented or are planning to 
implement a bikeshare program. For the 
most part, the increased cycling culture 
was the greatest benefit. Also, both 
first-last mile travel and transit 
integration were nearly equally as 
important, along with tourism 
promotion, reduced car dependency, and 
affordability. In terms of challenges, the 
most commonly observed barrier was 
the lack of cycling culture or low demand 
for bikeshare. Other participants also 
indicated the implementation and 
maintenance costs as the other most 
common barriers. 

Bikeshare is implementable as either 
docked, dockless or hybrid. Docked 
bikeshare utilizes permanent stations, 
whereas dockless bikeshare accesses 

Le but de cette enquête était d’entamer un 
dialogue avec des spécialistes sur la façon 
dont la micromobilité évolue dans leurs 
communautés, en se concentrant sur les 
perspectives de mobilité durable et nouvelle. 
Environ 71 % des répondants ont indiqué 
qu’ils avaient observé un virage vers la 
mobilité durable dans leur collectivité. Ils 
nous ont en outre fourni une série 
d’arguments pour expliquer ce changement.

La sensibilisation à l’environnement et les 
différentes options de mobilité étaient ainsi 
les arguments les plus courants. D’autres 
personnes ont estimé que le coût de la 
possession d’une voiture, les préférences de 
la jeune génération, la circulation, 
l’amélioration des infrastructures cyclables 
et l’exigence de durabilité des résidents 
étaient également des facteurs clés dans le 
passage à une mobilité plus durable. Pour 
aborder la question de la nouvelle mobilité, 
nous avons demandé à nos participants s’ils 
étaient au courant de considérations 
relatives à celle-ci dans leurs documents de 
planification des transports. Sur les 77 % qui 
étaient au courant de leur politique de 
transport actuelle, 50 % disaient disposer 
d’une politique en matière de nouvelle 
mobilité, tandis que 50 % n’en avaient pas. 
De plus, seulement 31 % des politiques 
prenaient en compte les vélos électriques, et 
16 % prenaient en compte à la fois les vélos 
électriques et les trottinettes électriques. 
En comparaison, 47 % d’entre elles 
prenaient en compte le vélo en libre-service.

5.1.1  Comparing 
micromobility modes
To better understand the perception of 
different types of micromobility by 
policy makers and key stakeholders, we 
showed our participants three modes of 
micromobility and asked them if they 
perceived each mode as sustainable 
transportation or active travel, and the 
types of transportation infrastructure 
where they should be permitted.  A 
bicycle-style e-bike, scooter-style e-bike, 
and e-scooter were compared. Photos of 
each type were shown to ensure clarity 
between the types.
Questions that referred to the 

scooter-style e-bike used “moped-style 
e-bike” to reduce potential mix-up with 
the e-scooters (Table 7).

Sustainable Mobility: 96% of
respondents felt that a bicycle-style 
e-bike is a form of sustainable mobility. 
In comparison, 86% felt that a 
scooter-style e-bike is a form of 
sustainable mobility. As for e-scooters, 
75% felt they represent sustainable 
mobility. 

Active Travel: 92% of respondents 
indicated that a bicycle-style e-bike is a 
form of active travel. The scooter-style 
e-bike and e-scooter had mixed 
reactions when asked if they could be 
considered active modes of 
transportation, unlike sustainable 
mobility, where each mode was more 
likely to be perceived as sustainable than 
not. For the scooter-style e-bike, over 
78% of participants felt it was not a 
form of active travel. As for the 
e-scooter, reactions were split: 54% felt 
that an e-scooter is an active form of 
travel, whereas 46% did not. 

The next part of the questionnaire asked 
participants to rank the types of 
infrastructure where they felt e-bikes 
and e-scooters should be permitted. For 
each mode, participants could choose 
any of the following infrastructure 
types: multi-use paths on the boulevard 
of a roadway, sidewalks, bicycle lanes, 
the road in mixed traffic, and off-road 
trails in parks and green spaces. Just as 
each type had a mixed reaction to their 
sustainability and activity, each 
micromobility type also had a unique 
array of responses regarding where they 
should be permitted.

Overall, most of the participants 
supported permitting bicycle-style 
e-bikes on bicycle lanes (96%), multi-use 
paths on the boulevard of a roadway 
(82%), the road in mixed traffic (75%), 
and on off-road trails in parks and green 
spaces (68%). The only non-preferred 
infrastructure type was sidewalk (11%). 

For scooter-style e-bikes, most 
participants felt they were best suited 
on the road in mixed traffic (93%) or in 

bicycle lanes (66%). Fewer participants 
supported scooter-style e-bikes for 
multi-use paths on the boulevard of a 
roadway or on off-road trails in parks or 
green spaces (both at 15%). 
Interestingly, 0% of the participants felt 
they should be allowed on sidewalks. 

E-scooters were more likely to be 
preferred on off-road infrastructure or 
on-road bike lanes rather than in mixed 
traffic, with 81% of respondents seeing 
them as suitable for multi-use paths on 
the boulevard of a roadway, and 62% 
perceiving them as suitable for off-road 
trails in parks or green spaces. Also, 57% 
were in favour of bicycle lanes. Of all the 
types, e-scooters received the highest 
approval to be on the sidewalk, with 19% 
of respondents seeing them as suitable. 
Only 12% felt they should be allowed on 
the road in mixed traffic. 

We also asked participants if they had 
ever received speed-related complaints 
- a common concern with micromobility - 
for any of the types above. We found 
that although some participants 

the bikes via a mobile GPS, and hybrid 
systems are accessed via a mobile GPS 
but are picked up and returned to 
designated areas. According to our 
findings, docked are still the most 
common bikeshare model (24%), but 
dockless and hybrid are quickly 
becoming more common (both 16%). 
For e-bikeshare, participants noted 
external concerns that are not 
associated with traditional bikeshare. 
Since riders can travel further on 
e-bikes than traditional bicycles, many 
participants responded to the increased 

liability issues that could arise. Others 
commented on the public opposition to 
e-bikes. The most common barrier, 
however, was the additional cost and 
maintenance associated with charging 
the battery. 

Despite these additional challenges, no 
participant directly opposed e-bikeshare 
in their community. Specifically, 40% of 
participants somewhat supported 
e-bikeshare in their community, while 
another 28% strongly supported. The 
remaining 32% had no opinion. 

In comparison to e-bikeshare, e-scooter 
share had a predominantly neutral or 
negative reaction. Only 32% somewhat 
supported, 32% had no opinion and 24% 
did not support. Also, the participants 
noted that there were multiple unique 
challenges and opportunities associated 
with implementing an e-scooter share 
system. Firstly, practitioners perceived 
e-scooter share as more recreational 
than utilitarian, which reduces its 
effectiveness as a transportation mode. 
Others cited public opposition as a 
challenge, as well as “scooter-littering” 
- when scooters are discarded along 
the sidewalks and in the public realm. 
However, the largest barrier was the 
general lack of knowledge on how to 
regulate the new technology; many felt 
there wasn’t enough supportive 
infrastructure, while others felt that 
there was little regulation for e-scooter 
companies that operate the programs 
and the users.

5.1.3  Opinions on existing 
legislation 
The next portion of the survey asked 
participants to review select excerpts 
from the Ontario e-bike regulation and 
provide commentary. Opinions on the 
adequacy of existing regulation were 
difficult to identify, the slight majority 
either agreed or had no opinion (54%), 
while 18% disagreed, 14% strongly 
disagreed, and 14% strongly agreed. 
Of those who disagreed, some felt the 
speed limit was too high or that the 
regulation should distinguish between 
e-bike types. For those who agreed, they 
generally felt that this regulation was a 

good start and allowed municipal 
governments to clarify definitions 
further.  
However, only 14% of participants 
indicated that their jurisdiction had 

the differences between BSEB and 
SSEB models. 
For those who did have some municipal 
by-laws for BSEB or SSEB models, the 
majority indicated that SSEB models 
were prohibited from multi-use trails, 
whereas BSEB models were permitted.

5.1.4  Users and uses of 
e-bikes
The final section of the survey asked 
participants their opinions on the use 
and users of both e-bikes and 
e-scooters. We classified the potential 
users to be Children (<16), Students 
(16-22), Adults (23-54), and Older Adults 
(>55). For e-bikes, most participants felt 
they would be utilized by almost all of 
the demographics (older adults, adults 
and students), with a high focus on 
adults (90%) and students (90%). For 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
would be suitable for older adults (18%), 
and the majority once again saw the 
most potential for adults and students.
An interesting shift occurred when we 

adopted a municipal regulation that 
further regulates e-bike operations. The 
clear majority, 86%, either did not have 
additional regulation or were unsure.
Many jurisdictions also did not further 
clarify any operational differences 
between the scooter-style e-bike and 
bicycle-style e-bikes. Of the 73% of 
participants that were aware of their 
e-bike regulation, 55% did not believe 
that their existing regulations clarified 

asked participants to comment on the 
types of trips they foresaw e-bike riders 
taking. Although there had previously 
been a divide between the perception of 
e-bikes and e-scooters, generally both 
modes were perceived as suitable for all 
types of trips - including getting to 
work/school, getting to transit stations, 
running errands, and recreational travel. 
A small deviation was that for 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
were suitable for getting to transit 
stations or running errands.
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Compte tenu du paysage actuel de la 
législation et des perceptions entourant la 
micromobilité au Canada, nous avons 
collaboré avec des intervenants et des 
représentants municipaux dans le cadre de 
cette recherche. Nous souhaitions 
comprendre comment ce paysage influe sur 
les principaux organismes de réglementation 
et les défenseurs des vélos électriques en 
Ontario. L’enquête exhaustive contenait plus 
de 50 questions concernant la mobilité 
durable, la nouvelle mobilité, les vélos 
électriques, les trottinettes électriques et la 
législation existante sur les vélos et 
trottinettes électriques. Le sondage a été 
distribué principalement par l’entremise de la 
Share the Road Cycling Coalition auprès de 
l’Association of Municipal Administrators, 
entre le 21 février et le 18 mars 2019. Nous 
avons également partagé le sondage sur le 
profil LinkedIn de WSP Canada et sur Twitter 
avec l’aide des employés de WSP.

5.1  Résultats
Au total, environ 40 participants ont répondu 
au sondage : 58 % se sont identifiés comme 
représentants municipaux et 42 % comme 
intervenants, incluant des analystes 
d’affaires, des défenseurs, des étudiants 
chercheurs et des citoyens. Les répondants 
venaient de municipalités de partout au 
Canada, mais la plupart habitait de la grande 
région du Golden Horseshoe. 

Carte des spécialistes qui ont participé à 
l’enquête



received complaints regarding 
bicycle-style e-bikes and e-scooters 
(both 14%), most respondents 
experienced complaints regarding 
scooter-style e-bikes (60%).

Table 7 graphically displays the 
responses on a coloured scale47 to show 
the relationship of the responses to each 
mode - with red being disagree and 
green being agree.

5.1.2  Micromobility and 
shared mobility  
Understanding how micromobility 
interacts and overlaps with shared 
mobility was another objective of the 
survey. We found that 48% of the 
jurisdictions surveyed have either 
implemented or are planning to 
implement a bikeshare program. For the 
most part, the increased cycling culture 
was the greatest benefit. Also, both 
first-last mile travel and transit 
integration were nearly equally as 
important, along with tourism 
promotion, reduced car dependency, and 
affordability. In terms of challenges, the 
most commonly observed barrier was 
the lack of cycling culture or low demand 
for bikeshare. Other participants also 
indicated the implementation and 
maintenance costs as the other most 
common barriers. 

Bikeshare is implementable as either 
docked, dockless or hybrid. Docked 
bikeshare utilizes permanent stations, 
whereas dockless bikeshare accesses 

Given the current landscape of 
legislation and perceptions surrounding 
micromobility in Canada, we engaged 
with stakeholders and municipal 
representatives as part of this research 
to understand how this landscape is 
impacting key regulators and advocates 
in Ontario. The comprehensive survey 
contained over 50 questions regarding 
sustainable mobility, new mobility, 
e-bikes, e-scooters and existing e-bike 
and e-scooter legislation. The survey was 
primarily distributed via Share the Road 
Cycling Coalition to the Association of 
Municipal Administrators from February 
21st, 2019 to March 18th, 2019. We also 
shared the survey via WSP Canada’s 
LinkedIn profile and on Twitter by WSP 
employees. 

5.1  Results
In total, approximately 40 participants 
completed the survey; 58% identified as 
a municipal representative and 42% 
identified as a stakeholder - including 
business analysts, advocates, student 
researchers and citizens. Participants 
were from municipalities across Canada. 
Primarily, respondents were from 
jurisdictions within the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe (GGH). 

The purpose of this survey was to 
engage with practitioners  about how 
micromobility is changing in their 
communities, focusing on sustainable 
and new mobility perspectives. 
Approximately 71% of respondents 
indicated that they had observed a shift 
towards sustainable mobility in their 
community. However, we received a 
range of justifications as to why this 
shift is occurring.

Environmental awareness and different 
mobility options were the most common 
rationale, while others felt that the cost 
of car ownership, the preferences of the 
younger generation, traffic, better 
cycling infrastructure, and resident 
demand for sustainability were also key 
factors in affecting a larger shift to 
sustainable mobility. When discussing 
new mobility, we asked our participants 
if they were aware of any new mobility 
considerations in their transportation 
planning documents. Of the 77% that 
were aware of their current 
transportation policy, 50% had some 
form new mobility policy, and 50% did 
not. Moreover, only 31% of the policies 
considered e-bikes, and another 16% 
considered both e-bikes and e-scooters. 
In comparison, 47% considered 
bikeshare.

e-bike used “moped-style e-bike” to 
reduce potential mix-up with the e-
scooters (Tableau 7).

Mobilité durable : 96 % des répondants 
estiment qu’un vélo électrique de type 
bicyclette est une forme de mobilité durable. 
En comparaison, 86 % estiment qu’un vélo 
électrique de type scooter est une forme de 
mobilité durable. Quant aux trottinettes 
électriques, 75 % estiment qu’elles 
représentent une forme de mobilité durable. 

Déplacements actifs :  92 % des répondants 
ont indiqué qu’un vélo électrique de type 
bicyclette est une forme de déplacement 
actif. Le vélo électrique de type scooter et la 
trottinette électrique ont provoqué des 
réactions partagées lorsque nous avons 
demandé s’ils pouvaient être considérés 
comme des modes de transport actifs, alors 
que les réponses concernant la mobilité 
durable étaient plutôt unanimes, puisque 
chaque mode était plus ou moins perçu 
comme étant durable. En ce qui concerne les 
vélos électriques de type scooter, plus de 78 
% des participants estimaient qu’il ne 
s’agissait pas d’un moyen de transport actif. 
Quant à la trottinette électrique, les 
réactions ont été partagées : 54 % estiment 
qu’une trottinette électrique est un moyen de 
transport actif, contre 46 %.

The next part of the questionnaire asked 
participants to rank the types of 
infrastructure where they felt e-bikes 
and e-scooters should be permitted. For 
each mode, participants could choose 
any of the following infrastructure 
types: multi-use paths on the boulevard 
of a roadway, sidewalks, bicycle lanes, 
the road in mixed traffic, and off-road 
trails in parks and green spaces. Just as 
each type had a mixed reaction to their 
sustainability and activity, each 
micromobility type also had a unique 
array of responses regarding where they 
should be permitted.

Overall, most of the participants 
supported permitting bicycle-style 
e-bikes on bicycle lanes (96%), multi-use 
paths on the boulevard of a roadway 
(82%), the road in mixed traffic (75%), 
and on off-road trails in parks and green 
spaces (68%). The only non-preferred 
infrastructure type was sidewalk (11%). 

For scooter-style e-bikes, most 
participants felt they were best suited 
on the road in mixed traffic (93%) or in 

bicycle lanes (66%). Fewer participants 
supported scooter-style e-bikes for 
multi-use paths on the boulevard of a 
roadway or on off-road trails in parks or 
green spaces (both at 15%). 
Interestingly, 0% of the participants felt 
they should be allowed on sidewalks. 

E-scooters were more likely to be 
preferred on off-road infrastructure or 
on-road bike lanes rather than in mixed 
traffic, with 81% of respondents seeing 
them as suitable for multi-use paths on 
the boulevard of a roadway, and 62% 
perceiving them as suitable for off-road 
trails in parks or green spaces. Also, 57% 
were in favour of bicycle lanes. Of all the 
types, e-scooters received the highest 
approval to be on the sidewalk, with 19% 
of respondents seeing them as suitable. 
Only 12% felt they should be allowed on 
the road in mixed traffic. 

We also asked participants if they had 
ever received speed-related complaints 
- a common concern with micromobility - 
for any of the types above. We found 
that although some participants 

the bikes via a mobile GPS, and hybrid 
systems are accessed via a mobile GPS 
but are picked up and returned to 
designated areas. According to our 
findings, docked are still the most 
common bikeshare model (24%), but 
dockless and hybrid are quickly 
becoming more common (both 16%). 
For e-bikeshare, participants noted 
external concerns that are not 
associated with traditional bikeshare. 
Since riders can travel further on 
e-bikes than traditional bicycles, many 
participants responded to the increased 

liability issues that could arise. Others 
commented on the public opposition to 
e-bikes. The most common barrier, 
however, was the additional cost and 
maintenance associated with charging 
the battery. 

Despite these additional challenges, no 
participant directly opposed e-bikeshare 
in their community. Specifically, 40% of 
participants somewhat supported 
e-bikeshare in their community, while 
another 28% strongly supported. The 
remaining 32% had no opinion. 

In comparison to e-bikeshare, e-scooter 
share had a predominantly neutral or 
negative reaction. Only 32% somewhat 
supported, 32% had no opinion and 24% 
did not support. Also, the participants 
noted that there were multiple unique 
challenges and opportunities associated 
with implementing an e-scooter share 
system. Firstly, practitioners perceived 
e-scooter share as more recreational 
than utilitarian, which reduces its 
effectiveness as a transportation mode. 
Others cited public opposition as a 
challenge, as well as “scooter-littering” 
- when scooters are discarded along 
the sidewalks and in the public realm. 
However, the largest barrier was the 
general lack of knowledge on how to 
regulate the new technology; many felt 
there wasn’t enough supportive 
infrastructure, while others felt that 
there was little regulation for e-scooter 
companies that operate the programs 
and the users.

5.1.3  Opinions on existing 
legislation 
The next portion of the survey asked 
participants to review select excerpts 
from the Ontario e-bike regulation and 
provide commentary. Opinions on the 
adequacy of existing regulation were 
difficult to identify, the slight majority 
either agreed or had no opinion (54%), 
while 18% disagreed, 14% strongly 
disagreed, and 14% strongly agreed. 
Of those who disagreed, some felt the 
speed limit was too high or that the 
regulation should distinguish between 
e-bike types. For those who agreed, they 
generally felt that this regulation was a 

Vélo en 
libre-service

47%

16%

31%

Vélos et 
trottinettes 
électriques

Avez-vous vécu un virage 
vers la mobilité durable dans 

votre collectivité ou votre 
territoire de compétence?

Oui Non

Votre collectivité ou votre 
administration envisage-t-elle 

des politiques en matière de 
nouvelle mobilité?

Oui Non

good start and allowed municipal 
governments to clarify definitions 
further.  
However, only 14% of participants 
indicated that their jurisdiction had 

the differences between BSEB and 
SSEB models. 
For those who did have some municipal 
by-laws for BSEB or SSEB models, the 
majority indicated that SSEB models 
were prohibited from multi-use trails, 
whereas BSEB models were permitted.

5.1.4  Users and uses of 
e-bikes
The final section of the survey asked 
participants their opinions on the use 
and users of both e-bikes and 
e-scooters. We classified the potential 
users to be Children (<16), Students 
(16-22), Adults (23-54), and Older Adults 
(>55). For e-bikes, most participants felt 
they would be utilized by almost all of 
the demographics (older adults, adults 
and students), with a high focus on 
adults (90%) and students (90%). For 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
would be suitable for older adults (18%), 
and the majority once again saw the 
most potential for adults and students.
An interesting shift occurred when we 

VÉLO ÉLECTRIQUE 
DE TYPE BICYCLETTE

VÉLO ÉLECTRIQUE DE TYPE 
MOBYLETTE/SCOOTER

TROTTINETTE 
ÉLECTRIQUE

adopted a municipal regulation that 
further regulates e-bike operations. The 
clear majority, 86%, either did not have 
additional regulation or were unsure.
Many jurisdictions also did not further 
clarify any operational differences 
between the scooter-style e-bike and 
bicycle-style e-bikes. Of the 73% of 
participants that were aware of their 
e-bike regulation, 55% did not believe 
that their existing regulations clarified 

asked participants to comment on the 
types of trips they foresaw e-bike riders 
taking. Although there had previously 
been a divide between the perception of 
e-bikes and e-scooters, generally both 
modes were perceived as suitable for all 
types of trips - including getting to 
work/school, getting to transit stations, 
running errands, and recreational travel. 
A small deviation was that for 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
were suitable for getting to transit 
stations or running errands.

Considérations relatives à la micromobilité et à la mobilité 
partagée dans la politique en matière de nouvelle mobilité

5.1.1  Comparaison des 
modes de micromobilité
Pour mieux comprendre la façon dont les 
décideurs et les principaux intervenants 
perçoivent les différents types de 
micromobilité, nous avons montré à nos 
participants trois modes de micromobilité. 
Nous leur avons ensuite demandé s’ils 
considéraient chaque mode comme un 
transport durable ou un déplacement actif, 
et sur quels types d’infrastructures de 
transport il devrait être permis. Nous avons 
comparé le vélo électrique de type bicyclette, 
le vélo électrique de type scooter et la 
trottinette électrique. Nous avons montré 
des photos de chaque type pour assurer une 
bonne compréhension des différences entre 
chacun.
Questions that referred to the scooter-style

Figure 7
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received complaints regarding 
bicycle-style e-bikes and e-scooters 
(both 14%), most respondents 
experienced complaints regarding 
scooter-style e-bikes (60%).

Table 7 graphically displays the 
responses on a coloured scale47 to show 
the relationship of the responses to each 
mode - with red being disagree and 
green being agree.

5.1.2  Micromobility and 
shared mobility  
Understanding how micromobility 
interacts and overlaps with shared 
mobility was another objective of the 
survey. We found that 48% of the 
jurisdictions surveyed have either 
implemented or are planning to 
implement a bikeshare program. For the 
most part, the increased cycling culture 
was the greatest benefit. Also, both 
first-last mile travel and transit 
integration were nearly equally as 
important, along with tourism 
promotion, reduced car dependency, and 
affordability. In terms of challenges, the 
most commonly observed barrier was 
the lack of cycling culture or low demand 
for bikeshare. Other participants also 
indicated the implementation and 
maintenance costs as the other most 
common barriers. 

Bikeshare is implementable as either 
docked, dockless or hybrid. Docked 
bikeshare utilizes permanent stations, 
whereas dockless bikeshare accesses 

Given the current landscape of 
legislation and perceptions surrounding 
micromobility in Canada, we engaged 
with stakeholders and municipal 
representatives as part of this research 
to understand how this landscape is 
impacting key regulators and advocates 
in Ontario. The comprehensive survey 
contained over 50 questions regarding 
sustainable mobility, new mobility, 
e-bikes, e-scooters and existing e-bike 
and e-scooter legislation. The survey was 
primarily distributed via Share the Road 
Cycling Coalition to the Association of 
Municipal Administrators from February 
21st, 2019 to March 18th, 2019. We also 
shared the survey via WSP Canada’s 
LinkedIn profile and on Twitter by WSP 
employees. 

5.1  Results
In total, approximately 40 participants 
completed the survey; 58% identified as 
a municipal representative and 42% 
identified as a stakeholder - including 
business analysts, advocates, student 
researchers and citizens. Participants 
were from municipalities across Canada. 
Primarily, respondents were from 
jurisdictions within the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe (GGH). 

The purpose of this survey was to 
engage with practitioners  about how 
micromobility is changing in their 
communities, focusing on sustainable 
and new mobility perspectives. 
Approximately 71% of respondents 
indicated that they had observed a shift 
towards sustainable mobility in their 
community. However, we received a 
range of justifications as to why this 
shift is occurring.

Environmental awareness and different 
mobility options were the most common 
rationale, while others felt that the cost 
of car ownership, the preferences of the 
younger generation, traffic, better 
cycling infrastructure, and resident 
demand for sustainability were also key 
factors in affecting a larger shift to 
sustainable mobility. When discussing 
new mobility, we asked our participants 
if they were aware of any new mobility 
considerations in their transportation 
planning documents. Of the 77% that 
were aware of their current 
transportation policy, 50% had some 
form new mobility policy, and 50% did 
not. Moreover, only 31% of the policies 
considered e-bikes, and another 16% 
considered both e-bikes and e-scooters. 
In comparison, 47% considered 
bikeshare.

5.1.1  Comparing 
micromobility modes
To better understand the perception of 
different types of micromobility by 
policy makers and key stakeholders, we 
showed our participants three modes of 
micromobility and asked them if they 
perceived each mode as sustainable 
transportation or active travel, and the 
types of transportation infrastructure 
where they should be permitted.  A 
bicycle-style e-bike, scooter-style e-bike, 
and e-scooter were compared. Photos of 
each type were shown to ensure clarity 
between the types.
Questions that referred to the 

scooter-style e-bike used “moped-style 
e-bike” to reduce potential mix-up with 
the e-scooters (Table 7).

Sustainable Mobility: 96% of
respondents felt that a bicycle-style 
e-bike is a form of sustainable mobility. 
In comparison, 86% felt that a 
scooter-style e-bike is a form of 
sustainable mobility. As for e-scooters, 
75% felt they represent sustainable 
mobility. 

Active Travel: 92% of respondents 
indicated that a bicycle-style e-bike is a 
form of active travel. The scooter-style 
e-bike and e-scooter had mixed 
reactions when asked if they could be 
considered active modes of 
transportation, unlike sustainable 
mobility, where each mode was more 
likely to be perceived as sustainable than 
not. For the scooter-style e-bike, over 
78% of participants felt it was not a 
form of active travel. As for the 
e-scooter, reactions were split: 54% felt 
that an e-scooter is an active form of 
travel, whereas 46% did not. 

Dans la partie suivante du questionnaire, 
nous avons demandé aux participants de 
classer par ordre d’importance les types 
d’infrastructures où, selon eux, les vélos 
électriques et les trottinettes électriques 
devraient être autorisés. Pour chaque mode, 
les participants pouvaient choisir l’un ou 
l’autre des types d’infrastructure suivants : 
sentiers polyvalents le long d’une route, 
trottoirs, voies cyclables, routes à circulation 
mixte et sentiers hors route dans les parcs et 
espaces verts. Tout comme pour la question 
précédente, les réponses ont été différentes 
pour chaque type de micromibilité.

Dans l’ensemble, la plupart des participants 
ont appuyé l’idée de permettre l’utilisation de 
vélos électriques sur les voies cyclables (96 
%), les sentiers polyvalents le long des routes 
(82 %), les routes à circulation mixte (75 %) et 
les sentiers hors route dans les parcs et 
espaces verts (68 %). Le seul type 
d’infrastructure non privilégié était le 
trottoir (11 %). 

En ce qui concerne les vélos électriques de 
type scooter, la plupart des participants 
estimaient qu’ils étaient mieux adaptés aux 
routes à circulation mixte (93 %) ou sur les 
voies cyclables (66 %).

Seule une faible proportion de participants était 
en faveur des vélos électriques de type scooter 
sur les sentiers polyvalents ou sur les sentiers 
hors route dans les parcs ou les espaces verts 
(15% dans les deux cas). Il est intéressant de 
constater que 0 % des participants estimaient 
qu’ils devraient être autorisés à circuler sur les 
trottoirs.

Pour ce qui est des trottinettes électriques, les 
répondants ont estimé qu’elles étaient plus 
adaptées aux infrastructures hors route ou sur 
les pistes cyclables plutôt que dans la circulation 
mixte. En effet, 81 % des répondants les 
considéraient comme convenant aux sentiers 
polyvalents, et 62 % les considéraient comme 
convenant aux sentiers hors route dans les parcs 
ou les espaces verts. De plus, 57 % étaient 
favorables à leur utilisation sur les voies cyclables. 
De tous les types, les trottinettes électriques ont 
reçu le plus haut taux d’approbation sur les 
trottoirs, avec 19 % des répondants les 
considérant comme appropriées. Seulement 12% 
d’entre eux estimaient qu’elles devraient être 
autorisées à circuler sur une route de circulation 
mixte.

Nous avons également demandé aux participants 
s’ils avaient déjà reçu des plaintes liées à la 
vitesse (une préoccupation commune à la 
micromobilité) pour l’un ou l’autre des types ci-
dessus. 

the bikes via a mobile GPS, and hybrid 
systems are accessed via a mobile GPS 
but are picked up and returned to 
designated areas. According to our 
findings, docked are still the most 
common bikeshare model (24%), but 
dockless and hybrid are quickly 
becoming more common (both 16%). 
For e-bikeshare, participants noted 
external concerns that are not 
associated with traditional bikeshare. 
Since riders can travel further on 
e-bikes than traditional bicycles, many 
participants responded to the increased 

liability issues that could arise. Others 
commented on the public opposition to 
e-bikes. The most common barrier, 
however, was the additional cost and 
maintenance associated with charging 
the battery. 

Despite these additional challenges, no 
participant directly opposed e-bikeshare 
in their community. Specifically, 40% of 
participants somewhat supported 
e-bikeshare in their community, while 
another 28% strongly supported. The 
remaining 32% had no opinion. 

In comparison to e-bikeshare, e-scooter 
share had a predominantly neutral or 
negative reaction. Only 32% somewhat 
supported, 32% had no opinion and 24% 
did not support. Also, the participants 
noted that there were multiple unique 
challenges and opportunities associated 
with implementing an e-scooter share 
system. Firstly, practitioners perceived 
e-scooter share as more recreational 
than utilitarian, which reduces its 
effectiveness as a transportation mode. 
Others cited public opposition as a 
challenge, as well as “scooter-littering” 
- when scooters are discarded along 
the sidewalks and in the public realm. 
However, the largest barrier was the 
general lack of knowledge on how to 
regulate the new technology; many felt 
there wasn’t enough supportive 
infrastructure, while others felt that 
there was little regulation for e-scooter 
companies that operate the programs 
and the users.

5.1.3  Opinions on existing 
legislation 
The next portion of the survey asked 
participants to review select excerpts 
from the Ontario e-bike regulation and 
provide commentary. Opinions on the 
adequacy of existing regulation were 
difficult to identify, the slight majority 
either agreed or had no opinion (54%), 
while 18% disagreed, 14% strongly 
disagreed, and 14% strongly agreed. 
Of those who disagreed, some felt the 
speed limit was too high or that the 
regulation should distinguish between 
e-bike types. For those who agreed, they 
generally felt that this regulation was a 
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good start and allowed municipal 
governments to clarify definitions 
further.  
However, only 14% of participants 
indicated that their jurisdiction had 

the differences between BSEB and 
SSEB models. 
For those who did have some municipal 
by-laws for BSEB or SSEB models, the 
majority indicated that SSEB models 
were prohibited from multi-use trails, 
whereas BSEB models were permitted.

5.1.4  Users and uses of 
e-bikes
The final section of the survey asked 
participants their opinions on the use 
and users of both e-bikes and 
e-scooters. We classified the potential 
users to be Children (<16), Students 
(16-22), Adults (23-54), and Older Adults 
(>55). For e-bikes, most participants felt 
they would be utilized by almost all of 
the demographics (older adults, adults 
and students), with a high focus on 
adults (90%) and students (90%). For 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
would be suitable for older adults (18%), 
and the majority once again saw the 
most potential for adults and students.
An interesting shift occurred when we 

Tableau 7 : Comparaison des modes de micromobilité 

adopted a municipal regulation that 
further regulates e-bike operations. The 
clear majority, 86%, either did not have 
additional regulation or were unsure.
Many jurisdictions also did not further 
clarify any operational differences 
between the scooter-style e-bike and 
bicycle-style e-bikes. Of the 73% of 
participants that were aware of their 
e-bike regulation, 55% did not believe 
that their existing regulations clarified 

asked participants to comment on the 
types of trips they foresaw e-bike riders 
taking. Although there had previously 
been a divide between the perception of 
e-bikes and e-scooters, generally both 
modes were perceived as suitable for all 
types of trips - including getting to 
work/school, getting to transit stations, 
running errands, and recreational travel. 
A small deviation was that for 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
were suitable for getting to transit 
stations or running errands.
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Nous avons constaté que, bien que certains 
participants aient reçu des plaintes 
concernant les vélos électriques et les 
trottinettes électriques (14 % dans les deux 
cas), la majorité des plaintes portaient sur des 
vélos électriques de type scooter (60 %).

Le Tableau 7 présente graphiquement les 
réponses sur une échelle colorée47 pour 
montrer la relation des réponses avec chaque 
mode, le rouge correspondant à « en désaccord 
» et le vert à « en accord ».

5.1.2  Micromobilité et 
mobilité en libre-service  
Un autre objectif de l’enquête était de 
comprendre comment la micromobilité 
interagit et s’entrecroise avec la mobilité en 
libre-service. Un autre objectif de l’enquête 
était de comprendre comment la micromobilité 
interagit et s’entrecroise avec la mobilité en 
libre-service. Nous avons constaté que 48 % 
des administrations sondées ont mis en œuvre 
ou prévoient mettre en œuvre un programme 
de vélos en libre-service. Dans la plupart des 
cas, l’augmentation de la culture cycliste a été 
le plus grand avantage associé à cette mise en 
œuvre. D’autres avantages se sont révélés 
presque aussi importants : l’intégration du 
transport en commun et les déplacements du 
premier et du dernier kilomètre, tout comme la 
promotion du tourisme, la réduction de la 
dépendance à l’égard de l’automobile et 
l’accessibilité financière. Sur le plan des défis, 
l’obstacle le plus souvent observé était le 
manque de culture cycliste ou la faible 
demande de vélos en libre-service. D’autres 
participants ont également indiqué que les 
coûts de mise en œuvre et d’entretien étaient 
les autres obstacles les plus courants. 

Le vélo en libre-service peut être mis en œuvre 
avec des bornes, sans borne ou en mode 
hybride. Les vélos en libre-service à bornes 

Given the current landscape of 
legislation and perceptions surrounding 
micromobility in Canada, we engaged 
with stakeholders and municipal 
representatives as part of this research 
to understand how this landscape is 
impacting key regulators and advocates 
in Ontario. The comprehensive survey 
contained over 50 questions regarding 
sustainable mobility, new mobility, 
e-bikes, e-scooters and existing e-bike 
and e-scooter legislation. The survey was 
primarily distributed via Share the Road 
Cycling Coalition to the Association of 
Municipal Administrators from February 
21st, 2019 to March 18th, 2019. We also 
shared the survey via WSP Canada’s 
LinkedIn profile and on Twitter by WSP 
employees. 

5.1  Results
In total, approximately 40 participants 
completed the survey; 58% identified as 
a municipal representative and 42% 
identified as a stakeholder - including 
business analysts, advocates, student 
researchers and citizens. Participants 
were from municipalities across Canada. 
Primarily, respondents were from 
jurisdictions within the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe (GGH). 

The purpose of this survey was to 
engage with practitioners  about how 
micromobility is changing in their 
communities, focusing on sustainable 
and new mobility perspectives. 
Approximately 71% of respondents 
indicated that they had observed a shift 
towards sustainable mobility in their 
community. However, we received a 
range of justifications as to why this 
shift is occurring.

Environmental awareness and different 
mobility options were the most common 
rationale, while others felt that the cost 
of car ownership, the preferences of the 
younger generation, traffic, better 
cycling infrastructure, and resident 
demand for sustainability were also key 
factors in affecting a larger shift to 
sustainable mobility. When discussing 
new mobility, we asked our participants 
if they were aware of any new mobility 
considerations in their transportation 
planning documents. Of the 77% that 
were aware of their current 
transportation policy, 50% had some 
form new mobility policy, and 50% did 
not. Moreover, only 31% of the policies 
considered e-bikes, and another 16% 
considered both e-bikes and e-scooters. 
In comparison, 47% considered 
bikeshare.

5.1.1  Comparing 
micromobility modes
To better understand the perception of 
different types of micromobility by 
policy makers and key stakeholders, we 
showed our participants three modes of 
micromobility and asked them if they 
perceived each mode as sustainable 
transportation or active travel, and the 
types of transportation infrastructure 
where they should be permitted.  A 
bicycle-style e-bike, scooter-style e-bike, 
and e-scooter were compared. Photos of 
each type were shown to ensure clarity 
between the types.
Questions that referred to the 

scooter-style e-bike used “moped-style 
e-bike” to reduce potential mix-up with 
the e-scooters (Table 7).

Sustainable Mobility: 96% of
respondents felt that a bicycle-style 
e-bike is a form of sustainable mobility. 
In comparison, 86% felt that a 
scooter-style e-bike is a form of 
sustainable mobility. As for e-scooters, 
75% felt they represent sustainable 
mobility. 

Active Travel: 92% of respondents 
indicated that a bicycle-style e-bike is a 
form of active travel. The scooter-style 
e-bike and e-scooter had mixed 
reactions when asked if they could be 
considered active modes of 
transportation, unlike sustainable 
mobility, where each mode was more 
likely to be perceived as sustainable than 
not. For the scooter-style e-bike, over 
78% of participants felt it was not a 
form of active travel. As for the 
e-scooter, reactions were split: 54% felt 
that an e-scooter is an active form of 
travel, whereas 46% did not. 

The next part of the questionnaire asked 
participants to rank the types of 
infrastructure where they felt e-bikes 
and e-scooters should be permitted. For 
each mode, participants could choose 
any of the following infrastructure 
types: multi-use paths on the boulevard 
of a roadway, sidewalks, bicycle lanes, 
the road in mixed traffic, and off-road 
trails in parks and green spaces. Just as 
each type had a mixed reaction to their 
sustainability and activity, each 
micromobility type also had a unique 
array of responses regarding where they 
should be permitted.

Overall, most of the participants 
supported permitting bicycle-style 
e-bikes on bicycle lanes (96%), multi-use 
paths on the boulevard of a roadway 
(82%), the road in mixed traffic (75%), 
and on off-road trails in parks and green 
spaces (68%). The only non-preferred 
infrastructure type was sidewalk (11%). 

For scooter-style e-bikes, most 
participants felt they were best suited 
on the road in mixed traffic (93%) or in 

bicycle lanes (66%). Fewer participants 
supported scooter-style e-bikes for 
multi-use paths on the boulevard of a 
roadway or on off-road trails in parks or 
green spaces (both at 15%). 
Interestingly, 0% of the participants felt 
they should be allowed on sidewalks. 

E-scooters were more likely to be 
preferred on off-road infrastructure or 
on-road bike lanes rather than in mixed 
traffic, with 81% of respondents seeing 
them as suitable for multi-use paths on 
the boulevard of a roadway, and 62% 
perceiving them as suitable for off-road 
trails in parks or green spaces. Also, 57% 
were in favour of bicycle lanes. Of all the 
types, e-scooters received the highest 
approval to be on the sidewalk, with 19% 
of respondents seeing them as suitable. 
Only 12% felt they should be allowed on 
the road in mixed traffic. 

We also asked participants if they had 
ever received speed-related complaints 
- a common concern with micromobility - 
for any of the types above. We found 
that although some participants 

utilisent des stations permanentes, tandis 
que dans le cas des vélos en libre-service 
sans borne, on accède aux vélos par un GPS 
mobile. Les systèmes hybrides, quant à eux, 
sont accessibles par un GPS mobile, mais 
sont ramassés et renvoyés à des endroits 
désignés. Selon nos constatations, les bornes 
demeurent le modèle de vélo en libre-service 
le plus courant (24 %), mais les modèles sans 
borne et hybrides deviennent de plus en plus 
courants (16 % chacun). En ce qui concerne 
les vélos électriques en libre-service, les 
participants ont noté des préoccupations 
externes qui ne sont pas associées aux vélos 
traditionnels en libre-service. Étant donné 
que les cyclistes peuvent se déplacer plus loin

à vélo électrique que sur une bicyclette 
traditionnelle, de nombreux participants ont 
réagi à l’augmentation des problèmes de 
responsabilité qui pourraient survenir.  
D’autres ont commenté l’opposition du public 
à l’égard des vélos électriques. L’obstacle le 
plus courant, cependant, était le coût et 
l’entretien supplémentaires associés à la 
charge de la batterie.

Despite these additional challenges, no 
participant directly opposed e-bikeshare 
in their community. Specifically, 40% of 
participants somewhat supported 
e-bikeshare in their community, while 
another 28% strongly supported. The 
remaining 32% had no opinion. 

In comparison to e-bikeshare, e-scooter 
share had a predominantly neutral or 
negative reaction. Only 32% somewhat 
supported, 32% had no opinion and 24% 
did not support. Also, the participants 
noted that there were multiple unique 
challenges and opportunities associated 
with implementing an e-scooter share 
system. Firstly, practitioners perceived 
e-scooter share as more recreational 
than utilitarian, which reduces its 
effectiveness as a transportation mode. 
Others cited public opposition as a 
challenge, as well as “scooter-littering” 
- when scooters are discarded along 
the sidewalks and in the public realm. 
However, the largest barrier was the 
general lack of knowledge on how to 
regulate the new technology; many felt 
there wasn’t enough supportive 
infrastructure, while others felt that 
there was little regulation for e-scooter 
companies that operate the programs 
and the users.

5.1.3  Opinions on existing 
legislation 
The next portion of the survey asked 
participants to review select excerpts 
from the Ontario e-bike regulation and 
provide commentary. Opinions on the 
adequacy of existing regulation were 
difficult to identify, the slight majority 
either agreed or had no opinion (54%), 
while 18% disagreed, 14% strongly 
disagreed, and 14% strongly agreed. 
Of those who disagreed, some felt the 
speed limit was too high or that the 
regulation should distinguish between 
e-bike types. For those who agreed, they 
generally felt that this regulation was a 

Vélos électriques en 
libre-service
En accord

En désaccord/sans opinion

Trottinette électrique 
en libre-service
En accord

En désaccord/sans opinion

good start and allowed municipal 
governments to clarify definitions 
further.  
However, only 14% of participants 
indicated that their jurisdiction had 

the differences between BSEB and 
SSEB models. 
For those who did have some municipal 
by-laws for BSEB or SSEB models, the 
majority indicated that SSEB models 
were prohibited from multi-use trails, 
whereas BSEB models were permitted.

5.1.4  Users and uses of 
e-bikes
The final section of the survey asked 
participants their opinions on the use 
and users of both e-bikes and 
e-scooters. We classified the potential 
users to be Children (<16), Students 
(16-22), Adults (23-54), and Older Adults 
(>55). For e-bikes, most participants felt 
they would be utilized by almost all of 
the demographics (older adults, adults 
and students), with a high focus on 
adults (90%) and students (90%). For 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
would be suitable for older adults (18%), 
and the majority once again saw the 
most potential for adults and students.
An interesting shift occurred when we 

60%14%

VETSVETB

PRÉOCCUPATIONS CONCERNANT LA VITESSE

adopted a municipal regulation that 
further regulates e-bike operations. The 
clear majority, 86%, either did not have 
additional regulation or were unsure.
Many jurisdictions also did not further 
clarify any operational differences 
between the scooter-style e-bike and 
bicycle-style e-bikes. Of the 73% of 
participants that were aware of their 
e-bike regulation, 55% did not believe 
that their existing regulations clarified 

asked participants to comment on the 
types of trips they foresaw e-bike riders 
taking. Although there had previously 
been a divide between the perception of 
e-bikes and e-scooters, generally both 
modes were perceived as suitable for all 
types of trips - including getting to 
work/school, getting to transit stations, 
running errands, and recreational travel. 
A small deviation was that for 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
were suitable for getting to transit 
stations or running errands.
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received complaints regarding 
bicycle-style e-bikes and e-scooters 
(both 14%), most respondents 
experienced complaints regarding 
scooter-style e-bikes (60%).

Table 7 graphically displays the 
responses on a coloured scale47 to show 
the relationship of the responses to each 
mode - with red being disagree and 
green being agree.

5.1.2  Micromobility and 
shared mobility  
Understanding how micromobility 
interacts and overlaps with shared 
mobility was another objective of the 
survey. We found that 48% of the 
jurisdictions surveyed have either 
implemented or are planning to 
implement a bikeshare program. For the 
most part, the increased cycling culture 
was the greatest benefit. Also, both 
first-last mile travel and transit 
integration were nearly equally as 
important, along with tourism 
promotion, reduced car dependency, and 
affordability. In terms of challenges, the 
most commonly observed barrier was 
the lack of cycling culture or low demand 
for bikeshare. Other participants also 
indicated the implementation and 
maintenance costs as the other most 
common barriers. 

Bikeshare is implementable as either 
docked, dockless or hybrid. Docked 
bikeshare utilizes permanent stations, 
whereas dockless bikeshare accesses 

Given the current landscape of 
legislation and perceptions surrounding 
micromobility in Canada, we engaged 
with stakeholders and municipal 
representatives as part of this research 
to understand how this landscape is 
impacting key regulators and advocates 
in Ontario. The comprehensive survey 
contained over 50 questions regarding 
sustainable mobility, new mobility, 
e-bikes, e-scooters and existing e-bike 
and e-scooter legislation. The survey was 
primarily distributed via Share the Road 
Cycling Coalition to the Association of 
Municipal Administrators from February 
21st, 2019 to March 18th, 2019. We also 
shared the survey via WSP Canada’s 
LinkedIn profile and on Twitter by WSP 
employees. 

5.1  Results
In total, approximately 40 participants 
completed the survey; 58% identified as 
a municipal representative and 42% 
identified as a stakeholder - including 
business analysts, advocates, student 
researchers and citizens. Participants 
were from municipalities across Canada. 
Primarily, respondents were from 
jurisdictions within the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe (GGH). 

The purpose of this survey was to 
engage with practitioners  about how 
micromobility is changing in their 
communities, focusing on sustainable 
and new mobility perspectives. 
Approximately 71% of respondents 
indicated that they had observed a shift 
towards sustainable mobility in their 
community. However, we received a 
range of justifications as to why this 
shift is occurring.

Environmental awareness and different 
mobility options were the most common 
rationale, while others felt that the cost 
of car ownership, the preferences of the 
younger generation, traffic, better 
cycling infrastructure, and resident 
demand for sustainability were also key 
factors in affecting a larger shift to 
sustainable mobility. When discussing 
new mobility, we asked our participants 
if they were aware of any new mobility 
considerations in their transportation 
planning documents. Of the 77% that 
were aware of their current 
transportation policy, 50% had some 
form new mobility policy, and 50% did 
not. Moreover, only 31% of the policies 
considered e-bikes, and another 16% 
considered both e-bikes and e-scooters. 
In comparison, 47% considered 
bikeshare.

5.1.1  Comparing 
micromobility modes
To better understand the perception of 
different types of micromobility by 
policy makers and key stakeholders, we 
showed our participants three modes of 
micromobility and asked them if they 
perceived each mode as sustainable 
transportation or active travel, and the 
types of transportation infrastructure 
where they should be permitted.  A 
bicycle-style e-bike, scooter-style e-bike, 
and e-scooter were compared. Photos of 
each type were shown to ensure clarity 
between the types.
Questions that referred to the 

scooter-style e-bike used “moped-style 
e-bike” to reduce potential mix-up with 
the e-scooters (Table 7).

Sustainable Mobility: 96% of
respondents felt that a bicycle-style 
e-bike is a form of sustainable mobility. 
In comparison, 86% felt that a 
scooter-style e-bike is a form of 
sustainable mobility. As for e-scooters, 
75% felt they represent sustainable 
mobility. 

Active Travel: 92% of respondents 
indicated that a bicycle-style e-bike is a 
form of active travel. The scooter-style 
e-bike and e-scooter had mixed 
reactions when asked if they could be 
considered active modes of 
transportation, unlike sustainable 
mobility, where each mode was more 
likely to be perceived as sustainable than 
not. For the scooter-style e-bike, over 
78% of participants felt it was not a 
form of active travel. As for the 
e-scooter, reactions were split: 54% felt 
that an e-scooter is an active form of 
travel, whereas 46% did not. 

The next part of the questionnaire asked 
participants to rank the types of 
infrastructure where they felt e-bikes 
and e-scooters should be permitted. For 
each mode, participants could choose 
any of the following infrastructure 
types: multi-use paths on the boulevard 
of a roadway, sidewalks, bicycle lanes, 
the road in mixed traffic, and off-road 
trails in parks and green spaces. Just as 
each type had a mixed reaction to their 
sustainability and activity, each 
micromobility type also had a unique 
array of responses regarding where they 
should be permitted.

Overall, most of the participants 
supported permitting bicycle-style 
e-bikes on bicycle lanes (96%), multi-use 
paths on the boulevard of a roadway 
(82%), the road in mixed traffic (75%), 
and on off-road trails in parks and green 
spaces (68%). The only non-preferred 
infrastructure type was sidewalk (11%). 

For scooter-style e-bikes, most 
participants felt they were best suited 
on the road in mixed traffic (93%) or in 

bicycle lanes (66%). Fewer participants 
supported scooter-style e-bikes for 
multi-use paths on the boulevard of a 
roadway or on off-road trails in parks or 
green spaces (both at 15%). 
Interestingly, 0% of the participants felt 
they should be allowed on sidewalks. 

E-scooters were more likely to be 
preferred on off-road infrastructure or 
on-road bike lanes rather than in mixed 
traffic, with 81% of respondents seeing 
them as suitable for multi-use paths on 
the boulevard of a roadway, and 62% 
perceiving them as suitable for off-road 
trails in parks or green spaces. Also, 57% 
were in favour of bicycle lanes. Of all the 
types, e-scooters received the highest 
approval to be on the sidewalk, with 19% 
of respondents seeing them as suitable. 
Only 12% felt they should be allowed on 
the road in mixed traffic. 

We also asked participants if they had 
ever received speed-related complaints 
- a common concern with micromobility - 
for any of the types above. We found 
that although some participants 

the bikes via a mobile GPS, and hybrid 
systems are accessed via a mobile GPS 
but are picked up and returned to 
designated areas. According to our 
findings, docked are still the most 
common bikeshare model (24%), but 
dockless and hybrid are quickly 
becoming more common (both 16%). 
For e-bikeshare, participants noted 
external concerns that are not 
associated with traditional bikeshare. 
Since riders can travel further on 
e-bikes than traditional bicycles, many 
participants responded to the increased 

liability issues that could arise. Others 
commented on the public opposition to 
e-bikes. The most common barrier, 
however, was the additional cost and 
maintenance associated with charging 
the battery. 

Malgré ces difficultés, aucun participant ne 
s’est directement opposé aux vélos 
électriques en libre-service au sein de sa 
communauté. Plus précisément, 40 % des 
participants étaient plutôt en faveur des 
vélos électriques en libre-service au sein de 
leur collectivité, tandis que 28 % étaient 
fortement en faveur. Les 32 % restants 
n’avaient pas d’opinion. 

Par rapport aux vélos électriques en libre-
service, les trottinettes électriques ont 
provoqué une réaction essentiellement 
neutre ou négative. Seulement 32 % étaient 
plutôt d’accord, 32 % n’avaient pas d’opinion 
et 24 % n’étaient pas d’accord. De plus, les 
participants ont fait remarquer que la mise 
en œuvre d’un système de trottinettes 
électriques en libre-service comportait de 
multiples défis et possibilités uniques. Tout 
d’abord, les spécialistes perçoivent les 
trottinettes électriques en libre-service 
comme étant plus récréatives qu’utilitaires, 
ce qui réduit leur efficacité en tant que mode 
de transport. D’autres ont cité l’opposition 
du public comme un défi, de même que les « 
trottinettes-déchets » lorsqu’elles sont 
jetées le long des trottoirs et dans les 
espaces publics. Cependant, l’obstacle le plus 
important était le manque général de 
connaissances sur la façon de réglementer la 
nouvelle technologie. Beaucoup estimaient 
qu’il n’y avait pas assez d’infrastructure de 
soutien, tandis que, pour d’autres, on ne 
réglemente pas suffisamment les entreprises 
qui exploitent les programmes de 
trottinettes électriques ainsi que leurs 
utilisateurs.

5.1.3  Avis concernant la 
législation existante 
La partie suivante du sondage demandait aux 
participants d’examiner des extraits choisis 
du règlement ontarien sur les vélos 
électriques et de formuler des 
commentaires. Les opinions sur le caractère 
adéquat de la réglementation existante 
étaient difficiles à cerner. En effet, une faible 
majorité était d’accord ou n’avait pas 
d’opinion (54 %), tandis que 18 % étaient en 
désaccord, 14 % fortement en désaccord et 
14 % fortement en accord.

Êtes-vous d’accord avec la façon dont la législation 
provinciale actuelle sur les bicyclettes assistées 
réglemente les vélos électriques?

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Neutral/No Opinion

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Oui

Non

Je ne sais pas

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Est-ce que votre collectivité 
ou votre territoire de 

compétence a actuellement 
des lois ou des lignes 

directrices municipales 
supplémentaires pour 

réglementer les vélos et 
trottinettes électriques?

Oui Non Incertain

Parmi ceux qui n’étaient pas d’accord, 
certains estimaient que la limite de 
vitesse était trop élevée ou que le 
règlement devrait établir une 
distinction entre les types de vélos 
électriques.

the differences between BSEB and 
SSEB models. 
For those who did have some municipal 
by-laws for BSEB or SSEB models, the 
majority indicated that SSEB models 
were prohibited from multi-use trails, 
whereas BSEB models were permitted.

5.1.4  Users and uses of 
e-bikes
The final section of the survey asked 
participants their opinions on the use 
and users of both e-bikes and 
e-scooters. We classified the potential 
users to be Children (<16), Students 
(16-22), Adults (23-54), and Older Adults 
(>55). For e-bikes, most participants felt 
they would be utilized by almost all of 
the demographics (older adults, adults 
and students), with a high focus on 
adults (90%) and students (90%). For 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
would be suitable for older adults (18%), 
and the majority once again saw the 
most potential for adults and students.
An interesting shift occurred when we 

Pour ceux qui étaient d’accord, ils étaient 
généralement d’avis que ce règlement 
constituait un bon point de départ et qu’il 
permettait aux administrations municipales 
de clarifier davantage les définitions. 

La nette majorité d’entre eux, soit 86 %, 
indiquait que leur ville n’avait pas de 
réglementation supplémentaire ou qu’ils ne le 
savaient pas. De nombreuses administrations 
n’ont pas non plus clarifié davantage les 
différences opérationnelles entre les vélos 
électriques de type scooter et ceux de type 
bicyclette.

La législation ou les lignes directrices municipales 
existantes ou prévues précisent-elles davantage les 
différences opérationnelles ou d’utilisation entre les vélos 
électriques de type bicyclette et ceux de type mobylette?

asked participants to comment on the 
types of trips they foresaw e-bike riders 
taking. Although there had previously 
been a divide between the perception of 
e-bikes and e-scooters, generally both 
modes were perceived as suitable for all 
types of trips - including getting to 
work/school, getting to transit stations, 
running errands, and recreational travel. 
A small deviation was that for 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
were suitable for getting to transit 
stations or running errands.
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received complaints regarding 
bicycle-style e-bikes and e-scooters 
(both 14%), most respondents 
experienced complaints regarding 
scooter-style e-bikes (60%).

Table 7 graphically displays the 
responses on a coloured scale47 to show 
the relationship of the responses to each 
mode - with red being disagree and 
green being agree.

5.1.2  Micromobility and 
shared mobility  
Understanding how micromobility 
interacts and overlaps with shared 
mobility was another objective of the 
survey. We found that 48% of the 
jurisdictions surveyed have either 
implemented or are planning to 
implement a bikeshare program. For the 
most part, the increased cycling culture 
was the greatest benefit. Also, both 
first-last mile travel and transit 
integration were nearly equally as 
important, along with tourism 
promotion, reduced car dependency, and 
affordability. In terms of challenges, the 
most commonly observed barrier was 
the lack of cycling culture or low demand 
for bikeshare. Other participants also 
indicated the implementation and 
maintenance costs as the other most 
common barriers. 

Bikeshare is implementable as either 
docked, dockless or hybrid. Docked 
bikeshare utilizes permanent stations, 
whereas dockless bikeshare accesses 

Given the current landscape of 
legislation and perceptions surrounding 
micromobility in Canada, we engaged 
with stakeholders and municipal 
representatives as part of this research 
to understand how this landscape is 
impacting key regulators and advocates 
in Ontario. The comprehensive survey 
contained over 50 questions regarding 
sustainable mobility, new mobility, 
e-bikes, e-scooters and existing e-bike 
and e-scooter legislation. The survey was 
primarily distributed via Share the Road 
Cycling Coalition to the Association of 
Municipal Administrators from February 
21st, 2019 to March 18th, 2019. We also 
shared the survey via WSP Canada’s 
LinkedIn profile and on Twitter by WSP 
employees. 

5.1  Results
In total, approximately 40 participants 
completed the survey; 58% identified as 
a municipal representative and 42% 
identified as a stakeholder - including 
business analysts, advocates, student 
researchers and citizens. Participants 
were from municipalities across Canada. 
Primarily, respondents were from 
jurisdictions within the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe (GGH). 

The purpose of this survey was to 
engage with practitioners  about how 
micromobility is changing in their 
communities, focusing on sustainable 
and new mobility perspectives. 
Approximately 71% of respondents 
indicated that they had observed a shift 
towards sustainable mobility in their 
community. However, we received a 
range of justifications as to why this 
shift is occurring.

Environmental awareness and different 
mobility options were the most common 
rationale, while others felt that the cost 
of car ownership, the preferences of the 
younger generation, traffic, better 
cycling infrastructure, and resident 
demand for sustainability were also key 
factors in affecting a larger shift to 
sustainable mobility. When discussing 
new mobility, we asked our participants 
if they were aware of any new mobility 
considerations in their transportation 
planning documents. Of the 77% that 
were aware of their current 
transportation policy, 50% had some 
form new mobility policy, and 50% did 
not. Moreover, only 31% of the policies 
considered e-bikes, and another 16% 
considered both e-bikes and e-scooters. 
In comparison, 47% considered 
bikeshare.

5.1.1  Comparing 
micromobility modes
To better understand the perception of 
different types of micromobility by 
policy makers and key stakeholders, we 
showed our participants three modes of 
micromobility and asked them if they 
perceived each mode as sustainable 
transportation or active travel, and the 
types of transportation infrastructure 
where they should be permitted.  A 
bicycle-style e-bike, scooter-style e-bike, 
and e-scooter were compared. Photos of 
each type were shown to ensure clarity 
between the types.
Questions that referred to the 

scooter-style e-bike used “moped-style 
e-bike” to reduce potential mix-up with 
the e-scooters (Table 7).

Sustainable Mobility: 96% of
respondents felt that a bicycle-style 
e-bike is a form of sustainable mobility. 
In comparison, 86% felt that a 
scooter-style e-bike is a form of 
sustainable mobility. As for e-scooters, 
75% felt they represent sustainable 
mobility. 

Active Travel: 92% of respondents 
indicated that a bicycle-style e-bike is a 
form of active travel. The scooter-style 
e-bike and e-scooter had mixed 
reactions when asked if they could be 
considered active modes of 
transportation, unlike sustainable 
mobility, where each mode was more 
likely to be perceived as sustainable than 
not. For the scooter-style e-bike, over 
78% of participants felt it was not a 
form of active travel. As for the 
e-scooter, reactions were split: 54% felt 
that an e-scooter is an active form of 
travel, whereas 46% did not. 

The next part of the questionnaire asked 
participants to rank the types of 
infrastructure where they felt e-bikes 
and e-scooters should be permitted. For 
each mode, participants could choose 
any of the following infrastructure 
types: multi-use paths on the boulevard 
of a roadway, sidewalks, bicycle lanes, 
the road in mixed traffic, and off-road 
trails in parks and green spaces. Just as 
each type had a mixed reaction to their 
sustainability and activity, each 
micromobility type also had a unique 
array of responses regarding where they 
should be permitted.

Overall, most of the participants 
supported permitting bicycle-style 
e-bikes on bicycle lanes (96%), multi-use 
paths on the boulevard of a roadway 
(82%), the road in mixed traffic (75%), 
and on off-road trails in parks and green 
spaces (68%). The only non-preferred 
infrastructure type was sidewalk (11%). 

For scooter-style e-bikes, most 
participants felt they were best suited 
on the road in mixed traffic (93%) or in 

bicycle lanes (66%). Fewer participants 
supported scooter-style e-bikes for 
multi-use paths on the boulevard of a 
roadway or on off-road trails in parks or 
green spaces (both at 15%). 
Interestingly, 0% of the participants felt 
they should be allowed on sidewalks. 

E-scooters were more likely to be 
preferred on off-road infrastructure or 
on-road bike lanes rather than in mixed 
traffic, with 81% of respondents seeing 
them as suitable for multi-use paths on 
the boulevard of a roadway, and 62% 
perceiving them as suitable for off-road 
trails in parks or green spaces. Also, 57% 
were in favour of bicycle lanes. Of all the 
types, e-scooters received the highest 
approval to be on the sidewalk, with 19% 
of respondents seeing them as suitable. 
Only 12% felt they should be allowed on 
the road in mixed traffic. 

We also asked participants if they had 
ever received speed-related complaints 
- a common concern with micromobility - 
for any of the types above. We found 
that although some participants 

the bikes via a mobile GPS, and hybrid 
systems are accessed via a mobile GPS 
but are picked up and returned to 
designated areas. According to our 
findings, docked are still the most 
common bikeshare model (24%), but 
dockless and hybrid are quickly 
becoming more common (both 16%). 
For e-bikeshare, participants noted 
external concerns that are not 
associated with traditional bikeshare. 
Since riders can travel further on 
e-bikes than traditional bicycles, many 
participants responded to the increased 

liability issues that could arise. Others 
commented on the public opposition to 
e-bikes. The most common barrier, 
however, was the additional cost and 
maintenance associated with charging 
the battery. 

Despite these additional challenges, no 
participant directly opposed e-bikeshare 
in their community. Specifically, 40% of 
participants somewhat supported 
e-bikeshare in their community, while 
another 28% strongly supported. The 
remaining 32% had no opinion. 

In comparison to e-bikeshare, e-scooter 
share had a predominantly neutral or 
negative reaction. Only 32% somewhat 
supported, 32% had no opinion and 24% 
did not support. Also, the participants 
noted that there were multiple unique 
challenges and opportunities associated 
with implementing an e-scooter share 
system. Firstly, practitioners perceived 
e-scooter share as more recreational 
than utilitarian, which reduces its 
effectiveness as a transportation mode. 
Others cited public opposition as a 
challenge, as well as “scooter-littering” 
- when scooters are discarded along 
the sidewalks and in the public realm. 
However, the largest barrier was the 
general lack of knowledge on how to 
regulate the new technology; many felt 
there wasn’t enough supportive 
infrastructure, while others felt that 
there was little regulation for e-scooter 
companies that operate the programs 
and the users.

5.1.3  Opinions on existing 
legislation 
The next portion of the survey asked 
participants to review select excerpts 
from the Ontario e-bike regulation and 
provide commentary. Opinions on the 
adequacy of existing regulation were 
difficult to identify, the slight majority 
either agreed or had no opinion (54%), 
while 18% disagreed, 14% strongly 
disagreed, and 14% strongly agreed. 
Of those who disagreed, some felt the 
speed limit was too high or that the 
regulation should distinguish between 
e-bike types. For those who agreed, they 
generally felt that this regulation was a 

5.2  Discussion
Les résultats de cette enquête portent sur 
plusieurs des tendances mentionnées 
précédemment concernant la micromobilité 
et les vélos électriques. Compte tenu des 
réactions mitigées aux multiples modes de 
micromobilité, il est évident que les 
perceptions actuelles des vélos électriques de 
type bicyclette, de type scooter et des 
trottinettes électriques varient 
considérablement. En particulier, la 
différence de perception entre les VETB et 
les VETS met en lumière la diversité de leur 
fonctionnalité et reflète les résultats 
d’études antérieures10,46 où les participants 
percevaient les VETB comme un mode de 
transport distinct des VETS. Malgré cela, 
très peu de municipalités interrogées dans le 
cadre de cette enquête ont choisi d’introduire 
d’autres règlements sur la vitesse ou les 
permissions pour distinguer les VETB des 
VETS. Cela signifie qu’en dépit des 
perceptions très polarisées de ces formes de 
mobilité, de nombreuses administrations de 
l’Ontario continuent de les réglementer de 
manière interchangeable, s’appuyant sur les 
lois fédérales et provinciales existantes sans 
offrir plus de clarté à l’échelle locale.

Un autre résultat important de cette 
enquête est la différence de soutien entre les 
vélos électriques et les trottinettes 
électriques. Bien que les vélos électriques ne 
fassent pas fait l’unanimité, ils reçoivent 
généralement plus de soutien que les 
trottinettes électriques et sont perçus 
comme étant moins difficiles à adopter, à la 
fois individuellement et en libre-service.

Comment prévoyez-vous que les gens utiliseront les vélos 
électriques ?

Pour se rendre au 
travail/à l’école

Pour se rendre aux stations 
de transport en commun

Pour des déplacements 
récréatifs

Pour faire des 
courses

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Comment prévoyez-vous que les gens utiliseront les 
trottinettes électriques ?

Pour se rendre au 
travail/à l’école

Pour se rendre aux stations de 
transport en commun

Pour des déplacements 
récréatifs

Pour faire des 
courses

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

good start and allowed municipal 
governments to clarify definitions 
further.  
However, only 14% of participants 
indicated that their jurisdiction had 

DÉMOGRAPHIE VÉLOS ÉLECTRIQUES TROTTINETTES ÉLECTRIQUES

Enfants (< 16 ans) s.o. – 16 ans minimum 45%

Étudiants (16 -22 ans) 90% 87%

Adultes (23-54 ans) 90% 87%

Adultes plus âgés (> 55 ans) 68% 18%

D’ACCORD EN DÉSACCORDPLUTÔT D’ACCORD

Parmi les 73 % des participants qui connaissaient 
leur réglementation sur les vélos électriques, 55 % 
ne croyaient pas que leur réglementation actuelle 
détaillait les différences entre les VETB et les 
VETS. 
Pour ceux qui avaient des règlements municipaux 
sur les VETB ou VETS, la majorité ont indiqué que 
les modèles VETS étaient interdits sur les 
sentiers polyvalents, tandis que les modèles VETB 
étaient permis.

5.1.4  Utilisation des vélos 
électriques
Dans la dernière partie du sondage, nous avons 
demandé aux participants leur opinion sur les 
utilisateurs de vélos électriques et de trottinettes 
électriques et sur l’utilisation qu’ils en font. Nous 
avons classé les utilisateurs potentiels dans la 
catégorie Enfants (< 16 ans), Étudiants (16-22 
ans), Adultes (23-54 ans) et adultes plus âgés (> 55 
ans). En ce qui concerne les vélos électriques, la 
plupart des participants estimaient que presque 
tous les groupes démographiques les utiliseraient 
(adultes plus âgés, adultes et étudiants), l’accent 
étant mis sur les adultes (90 %) et les étudiants 
(90 %). En ce qui concerne les trottinettes 
électriques, moins de participants estimaient 
qu’elles conviendraient aux personnes âgées (18 
%), et la majorité d’entre eux voyaient encore une 
fois le plus grand potentiel pour les adultes et les 
étudiants.

adopted a municipal regulation that 
further regulates e-bike operations. The 
clear majority, 86%, either did not have 
additional regulation or were unsure.
Many jurisdictions also did not further 
clarify any operational differences 
between the scooter-style e-bike and 
bicycle-style e-bikes. Of the 73% of 
participants that were aware of their 
e-bike regulation, 55% did not believe 
that their existing regulations clarified 

Un changement intéressant s’est produit 
lorsque nous avons demandé aux participants 
de commenter les types de déplacements 
qu’ils prévoyaient pour les cyclistes à vélo 
électrique. La perception que le public a des 
vélos électriques est très différente de celle 
des trottinettes électriques. Malgré tout, les 
deux modes de transport sont généralement 
perçus comme convenant à tous les types de 
déplacement. Cela inclut ceux pour se rendre 
au travail/à l’école ou aux arrêts de transport 
en commun, pour faire des courses et à des 
fins récréatives.Un petit écart observé 
concerne les trottinettes électriques, que 
moins de participants jugeaient adaptées 
pour se rendre aux arrêts de transport en 
commun ou pour faire des courses.

Overall, the view of e-bikes and 
micromobility by those who responded 
to the survey was positive, but more 
guidance is needed to ensure their 
implementation is thoughtful and 
functional. Many of the participants 
noted that the lack of understanding 
and knowledge regarding micromobility 
has led to difficulty in both regulation 
and operation. One of our survey 
questions asked participants to choose 
which barriers were preventing e-bike 
uptake. The barriers cited included lack 
of supporting infrastructure, lack of 
knowledge and lack of policy/legislation. 
This speaks to the complicated 
landscape of e-bikes and micromobility. 
Just as the background review and 
legislative landscape show, there is not 
one solution to integrating e-bikes and 
micromobility into our transportation 
networks because there is not one issue 
at play. When moving forward in the 
approach towards micromobility, we will 
need to identify and respond to each of 
the challenges and opportunities 
holistically.
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received complaints regarding 
bicycle-style e-bikes and e-scooters 
(both 14%), most respondents 
experienced complaints regarding 
scooter-style e-bikes (60%).

Table 7 graphically displays the 
responses on a coloured scale47 to show 
the relationship of the responses to each 
mode - with red being disagree and 
green being agree.

5.1.2  Micromobility and 
shared mobility  
Understanding how micromobility 
interacts and overlaps with shared 
mobility was another objective of the 
survey. We found that 48% of the 
jurisdictions surveyed have either 
implemented or are planning to 
implement a bikeshare program. For the 
most part, the increased cycling culture 
was the greatest benefit. Also, both 
first-last mile travel and transit 
integration were nearly equally as 
important, along with tourism 
promotion, reduced car dependency, and 
affordability. In terms of challenges, the 
most commonly observed barrier was 
the lack of cycling culture or low demand 
for bikeshare. Other participants also 
indicated the implementation and 
maintenance costs as the other most 
common barriers. 

Bikeshare is implementable as either 
docked, dockless or hybrid. Docked 
bikeshare utilizes permanent stations, 
whereas dockless bikeshare accesses 

Given the current landscape of 
legislation and perceptions surrounding 
micromobility in Canada, we engaged 
with stakeholders and municipal 
representatives as part of this research 
to understand how this landscape is 
impacting key regulators and advocates 
in Ontario. The comprehensive survey 
contained over 50 questions regarding 
sustainable mobility, new mobility, 
e-bikes, e-scooters and existing e-bike 
and e-scooter legislation. The survey was 
primarily distributed via Share the Road 
Cycling Coalition to the Association of 
Municipal Administrators from February 
21st, 2019 to March 18th, 2019. We also 
shared the survey via WSP Canada’s 
LinkedIn profile and on Twitter by WSP 
employees. 

5.1  Results
In total, approximately 40 participants 
completed the survey; 58% identified as 
a municipal representative and 42% 
identified as a stakeholder - including 
business analysts, advocates, student 
researchers and citizens. Participants 
were from municipalities across Canada. 
Primarily, respondents were from 
jurisdictions within the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe (GGH). 

The purpose of this survey was to 
engage with practitioners  about how 
micromobility is changing in their 
communities, focusing on sustainable 
and new mobility perspectives. 
Approximately 71% of respondents 
indicated that they had observed a shift 
towards sustainable mobility in their 
community. However, we received a 
range of justifications as to why this 
shift is occurring.

Environmental awareness and different 
mobility options were the most common 
rationale, while others felt that the cost 
of car ownership, the preferences of the 
younger generation, traffic, better 
cycling infrastructure, and resident 
demand for sustainability were also key 
factors in affecting a larger shift to 
sustainable mobility. When discussing 
new mobility, we asked our participants 
if they were aware of any new mobility 
considerations in their transportation 
planning documents. Of the 77% that 
were aware of their current 
transportation policy, 50% had some 
form new mobility policy, and 50% did 
not. Moreover, only 31% of the policies 
considered e-bikes, and another 16% 
considered both e-bikes and e-scooters. 
In comparison, 47% considered 
bikeshare.

5.1.1  Comparing 
micromobility modes
To better understand the perception of 
different types of micromobility by 
policy makers and key stakeholders, we 
showed our participants three modes of 
micromobility and asked them if they 
perceived each mode as sustainable 
transportation or active travel, and the 
types of transportation infrastructure 
where they should be permitted.  A 
bicycle-style e-bike, scooter-style e-bike, 
and e-scooter were compared. Photos of 
each type were shown to ensure clarity 
between the types.
Questions that referred to the 

scooter-style e-bike used “moped-style 
e-bike” to reduce potential mix-up with 
the e-scooters (Table 7).

Sustainable Mobility: 96% of
respondents felt that a bicycle-style 
e-bike is a form of sustainable mobility. 
In comparison, 86% felt that a 
scooter-style e-bike is a form of 
sustainable mobility. As for e-scooters, 
75% felt they represent sustainable 
mobility. 

Active Travel: 92% of respondents 
indicated that a bicycle-style e-bike is a 
form of active travel. The scooter-style 
e-bike and e-scooter had mixed 
reactions when asked if they could be 
considered active modes of 
transportation, unlike sustainable 
mobility, where each mode was more 
likely to be perceived as sustainable than 
not. For the scooter-style e-bike, over 
78% of participants felt it was not a 
form of active travel. As for the 
e-scooter, reactions were split: 54% felt 
that an e-scooter is an active form of 
travel, whereas 46% did not. 

The next part of the questionnaire asked 
participants to rank the types of 
infrastructure where they felt e-bikes 
and e-scooters should be permitted. For 
each mode, participants could choose 
any of the following infrastructure 
types: multi-use paths on the boulevard 
of a roadway, sidewalks, bicycle lanes, 
the road in mixed traffic, and off-road 
trails in parks and green spaces. Just as 
each type had a mixed reaction to their 
sustainability and activity, each 
micromobility type also had a unique 
array of responses regarding where they 
should be permitted.

Overall, most of the participants 
supported permitting bicycle-style 
e-bikes on bicycle lanes (96%), multi-use 
paths on the boulevard of a roadway 
(82%), the road in mixed traffic (75%), 
and on off-road trails in parks and green 
spaces (68%). The only non-preferred 
infrastructure type was sidewalk (11%). 

For scooter-style e-bikes, most 
participants felt they were best suited 
on the road in mixed traffic (93%) or in 

bicycle lanes (66%). Fewer participants 
supported scooter-style e-bikes for 
multi-use paths on the boulevard of a 
roadway or on off-road trails in parks or 
green spaces (both at 15%). 
Interestingly, 0% of the participants felt 
they should be allowed on sidewalks. 

E-scooters were more likely to be 
preferred on off-road infrastructure or 
on-road bike lanes rather than in mixed 
traffic, with 81% of respondents seeing 
them as suitable for multi-use paths on 
the boulevard of a roadway, and 62% 
perceiving them as suitable for off-road 
trails in parks or green spaces. Also, 57% 
were in favour of bicycle lanes. Of all the 
types, e-scooters received the highest 
approval to be on the sidewalk, with 19% 
of respondents seeing them as suitable. 
Only 12% felt they should be allowed on 
the road in mixed traffic. 

We also asked participants if they had 
ever received speed-related complaints 
- a common concern with micromobility - 
for any of the types above. We found 
that although some participants 

the bikes via a mobile GPS, and hybrid 
systems are accessed via a mobile GPS 
but are picked up and returned to 
designated areas. According to our 
findings, docked are still the most 
common bikeshare model (24%), but 
dockless and hybrid are quickly 
becoming more common (both 16%). 
For e-bikeshare, participants noted 
external concerns that are not 
associated with traditional bikeshare. 
Since riders can travel further on 
e-bikes than traditional bicycles, many 
participants responded to the increased 

liability issues that could arise. Others 
commented on the public opposition to 
e-bikes. The most common barrier, 
however, was the additional cost and 
maintenance associated with charging 
the battery. 

Despite these additional challenges, no 
participant directly opposed e-bikeshare 
in their community. Specifically, 40% of 
participants somewhat supported 
e-bikeshare in their community, while 
another 28% strongly supported. The 
remaining 32% had no opinion. 

In comparison to e-bikeshare, e-scooter 
share had a predominantly neutral or 
negative reaction. Only 32% somewhat 
supported, 32% had no opinion and 24% 
did not support. Also, the participants 
noted that there were multiple unique 
challenges and opportunities associated 
with implementing an e-scooter share 
system. Firstly, practitioners perceived 
e-scooter share as more recreational 
than utilitarian, which reduces its 
effectiveness as a transportation mode. 
Others cited public opposition as a 
challenge, as well as “scooter-littering” 
- when scooters are discarded along 
the sidewalks and in the public realm. 
However, the largest barrier was the 
general lack of knowledge on how to 
regulate the new technology; many felt 
there wasn’t enough supportive 
infrastructure, while others felt that 
there was little regulation for e-scooter 
companies that operate the programs 
and the users.

5.1.3  Opinions on existing 
legislation 
The next portion of the survey asked 
participants to review select excerpts 
from the Ontario e-bike regulation and 
provide commentary. Opinions on the 
adequacy of existing regulation were 
difficult to identify, the slight majority 
either agreed or had no opinion (54%), 
while 18% disagreed, 14% strongly 
disagreed, and 14% strongly agreed. 
Of those who disagreed, some felt the 
speed limit was too high or that the 
regulation should distinguish between 
e-bike types. For those who agreed, they 
generally felt that this regulation was a 

5.2  Discussion
The results of this survey speak to many 
of the previously mentioned trends 
regarding micromobility and e-bikes. 
Given the mixed reactions to the 
multiple micromobility modes, it is 
evident that the existing perceptions of 
bicycle-style e-bikes, scooter-style 
e-bikes and e-scooters vary greatly. 
Particularly, the difference in perception 
between SSEB and BSEB highlights 
their varied functionality and mirrors 
the results of previous studies10,46 where 
participants perceived BSEB as a 
separate mode than SSEB. Despite this, 
very few municipalities captured within 
this survey have opted to introduce 
further regulations on speed or 
permissions between BSEBs and SSEBs. 
This means that despite their polarizing 
perceptions, they are still regulated 
interchangeably in many Ontario 
jurisdictions, relying on existing federal 
and provincial laws without additional 
clarity at the local level.

Another key finding from this survey 
was the difference in support between 
e-bikes and e-scooters. Although e-bikes 
did not receive unanimous support, they 
were generally more supported than 
e-scooters, and were perceived to have 
less unique challenges to adoption -
both individually and through shared 
mobility.

good start and allowed municipal 
governments to clarify definitions 
further.  
However, only 14% of participants 
indicated that their jurisdiction had 

the differences between BSEB and 
SSEB models. 
For those who did have some municipal 
by-laws for BSEB or SSEB models, the 
majority indicated that SSEB models 
were prohibited from multi-use trails, 
whereas BSEB models were permitted.

5.1.4  Users and uses of 
e-bikes
The final section of the survey asked 
participants their opinions on the use 
and users of both e-bikes and 
e-scooters. We classified the potential 
users to be Children (<16), Students 
(16-22), Adults (23-54), and Older Adults 
(>55). For e-bikes, most participants felt 
they would be utilized by almost all of 
the demographics (older adults, adults 
and students), with a high focus on 
adults (90%) and students (90%). For 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
would be suitable for older adults (18%), 
and the majority once again saw the 
most potential for adults and students.
An interesting shift occurred when we 

adopted a municipal regulation that 
further regulates e-bike operations. The 
clear majority, 86%, either did not have 
additional regulation or were unsure.
Many jurisdictions also did not further 
clarify any operational differences 
between the scooter-style e-bike and 
bicycle-style e-bikes. Of the 73% of 
participants that were aware of their 
e-bike regulation, 55% did not believe 
that their existing regulations clarified 

asked participants to comment on the 
types of trips they foresaw e-bike riders 
taking. Although there had previously 
been a divide between the perception of 
e-bikes and e-scooters, generally both 
modes were perceived as suitable for all 
types of trips - including getting to 
work/school, getting to transit stations, 
running errands, and recreational travel. 
A small deviation was that for 
e-scooters, fewer participants felt they 
were suitable for getting to transit 
stations or running errands.

Dans l’ensemble, l’opinion des personnes qui 
ont répondu à l’enquête sur les vélos 
électriques et la micromobilité est positive. 
Cependant, davantage de directives sont 
nécessaires pour s’assurer que leur mise en 
œuvre est réfléchie et fonctionnelle. De 
nombreux participants ont fait remarquer 
que le manque de compréhension et de 
connaissance de la micromobilité entraine 
des difficultés tant au niveau de la 
réglementation que de l’utilisation. L’une 
des questions de notre sondage concernait 
les obstacles qui nuisent à l’adoption les 
vélos électriques. Les obstacles cités 
comprenaient le manque d’infrastructure de 
soutien, le manque de connaissances et le 
manque de politiques et de lois. Cela 
témoigne de la complexité de la question des 
vélos électriques et de la micromobilité. 
Comme le montre l’examen du contexte et 
du paysage législatif, il n’y a pas de solution 
unique pour intégrer le vélo électrique et la 
micromobilité dans nos réseaux de 
transport, car plusieurs enjeux se posent. En 
étudiant plus avant la micromobilité, nous 
devrons déterminer chacun des défis et 
occasions et y répondre de manière 
holistique.
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6

Comment la
micromobilité
peut-elle remédier au 
« chainon manquant »?

The findings of our engagement show 
that despite the current legislative 
landscape, the opportunity for unlocking 
the true potential of micromobility in our 
transportation network is evident. Over 
76% of participants felt that e-bikes will 
have a critical role in the future 
transportation network. However, the 
question remains: how can we foster the 
integration in an informed and 
responsible manner?  

We introduced the concept of the 
missing middle in the introductory 
chapter. As mentioned, the missing 
middle refers to underrepresented 
transportation needs and options within 
our existing transportation network. 
When we introduce micromobility under 
the lens of the missing middle, we can 
see the potential in addressing these 
gaps and contributing to a sustainable 
and inclusive transportation future. The 
following chapter outlines key 
perspectives for integrating 
micromobility to close the missing 
middle.

6.1  Micromobility and 
destination-bound trips 
In Canada, the average commute time 
for work journeys was 26.2 minutes by 
car, in 201648. This has been rising since 
the previous census in 2011. In Toronto, 
the average commute is 34 minutes. As 
such, auto-dependent commute 
patterns have become an expected 
reality. For many people, their errands, 
work, friends and community are outside 
of a walkable or bikeable distance. Even 
for those who do live within bikeable 
distance, barriers such as sweatiness, 
changing clothes, and difficulty carrying 
bags/cargo make biking for 
destination-bound trips seem 
infeasible14. One of the key findings of 
the background review was how e-bikes 
could mitigate some of these challenges. 

In a study from Waterloo, ON, it was 
found that e-biking can help introduce 
sustainable destination-bound travel to 
populations who would have otherwise 
not considered their commute to be 
bikeable14. However, to generate more 
utilitarian travel trends, there will need 
to be a behavioural shift in the current 
use-patterns of e-bikes. A survey 
completed in 2018 by the National 
Institute for Transportation and 
Communities asked American e-bike 
riders to explain how they utilize their 
e-bikes. Although the majority of avid or 
experienced cyclists utilized their 
e-bikes for destination-bound trips, 
timid/less-experienced cyclists tended 
to use them for leisure/recreation . The 
difference between avid and novice 
cyclists is an evident gap in the 
utilization of micromobility and e-bikes. 

Moving forward, there is an opportunity 
to leverage the potential of 
micromobility integration under a lens 
that supports its utilitarian travel 
potential. Although leisure and 
recreational trip-types are a subset of 
trip-type for e-bikes, we believe the 
larger opportunity for micromobility is 
within destination-bound trips to 
support a sustainable transportation 
future. 

6.2  Intersecting 
micromobility and 
shared mobility
The opportunity to intersect 
micromobility and shared mobility is 
already being realized globally. 
According to a Navigant Research 
Study, the global e-bikeshare market is 
estimated to be worth $24.4 billion by 
202550. These programs are contributing 
to a market of micromobility that is 
more readily accessible.  In the U.K., an 
e-bikeshare program with only 50 pilot 
e-bikes was ridden over 7,000 km in the 

first few months51. In 2018, Paris 
expanded a pilot of their e-bikeshare 
program to become the largest 
e-bikeshare fleet in Europe, with 20,000 
e-bikes52. North America introduced its 
first e-bikeshare in 201253, and as of now 
multiple cities across Canada and the 
United States have implemented an 
e-bike sharing system. At the time of 
publication, Calgary is believed to be the 
only Canadian city that has a full-time 
e-bikesharing system.

Madrid Case Study:
Madrid, Spain implemented their first 
e-bikeshare pilot in 2014, and in 2017 
announced an expansion that would 
allow for 42 new stations and 486 new 
e-bikes54. The program was a success, 
with a user-base that grew from 1,000 
to 50,00055. It is now one of the most 
popular e-bikeshare programs in Europe. 
In 2017, a paper that reviewed the survey 
distributed to Madrid residents about 
the pilot found that supportive 
infrastructure is not only the largest 
facilitator to e-bikeshare, but that 
cycling infrastructure also supports use 
by all demographics - including older 
adults, women, young adults and 
beginner cyclists56. This pilot also 
pre-emptively illustrated some of the 
main benefits of combining e-bikes with 
bikeshare. In Madrid, many residents 
were already willing to cycle, however, 
the hilly landscape was a key barrier. 
Furthermore, although almost 90% of 
residents had heard of an e-bike, only 1% 
owned or had tried an e-bike. By 
combining the two emerging 
technologies, e-bikes could become more 
accessible to the public, and bikeshare 
could become more feasible to a larger 
demographic.

E-bikeshare is not the only quickly 
popularizing micromobility sharing 

system. Possibly more well known is the 
e-scooter share phenomenon, with 
shared electrified kick scooter systems 
popping up across the globe. As 
previously noted, there are unique 
opportunities and challenges associated 
with integrating micromobility shared 
mobility as opposed to traditional 
bikeshare. More so, when comparing 
e-bikeshare and e-scooter share, 
e-scooter share faces a set of unique 
challenges. The popularity of e-scooters 
came in a rapid influx compared to 
e-bikes. Another key difference is safety. 
Where e-bikes are generally similar to 
bikes in terms of collision-rates, 
e-scooter riders have been observed to 
have higher rates of collision resulting in 
injury73. Moreover, “littering”, where 
scooters/bikes are left on the side of 
roads and sidewalks, is more common 
with e-scooters as they operate utilizing 
a dockless model.     

A key discussion for e-shared mobility is 
the need for and type of docking system 
and its corresponding opportunities and 
challenges. Docked bikeshares offer a 
structured approach to introducing 
e-bikeshare, but also come with an 
upfront investment cost for the 
municipality and offer less travel 
freedom for users. Dockless and Hybrid 
models offer more travel freedom, but 
have higher operational costs, as e-bike 
batteries need to be charged and are not 
returned to docks to charge. Also, there 
is an increased risk of bike loss or 
damage to dockless or hybrid models. As 
shown with our engagement, some of 
the biggest challenges with e-bikeshare 
implementation are cost and battery 
charging. In addition, some findings from 
our survey suggested that municipalities 
do not have ample regulatory tools to 
moderate privately operated bikeshare 
systems. 

Just as the markets of bikeshare, 
e-bikes and, e-scooters expand, so do 
the companies offering e-bike/e-scooter 

share. Some are pre-existing bikeshare 
companies that have expanded into the 
e-bikeshare, others have emerged 
specifically for the e-bikeshare/scooter 
share. While there are many e-bikeshare 
companies globally, the following section 
focuses on profiling e-bikeshare 
companies that target the North 
American market. 

Jump
Jump is a recent American start-up that 
operates e-bikeshare and traditional 
bikeshare, called SoBi. In Canada, SoBi 
operates in Hamilton and Ottawa, ON58. 
Notably, the company was sold to Uber 
in April 2018, for approximately $200 
million59. The purchase by Uber is one of 
the first steps in the popular rideshare 
service entering new modal markets. In 
June 2018, Uber launched its first 
e-bikeshare program in Germany. 

Lime
Lime Bike (now known as Lime) is an 
American e-bikeshare company that 
operates a dockless bike sharing system 
for e-bikes and e-scooters60. Currently, 
Lime operates the e-scooter share pilot 
in Waterloo, ON and the e-bikeshare 
pilot in Calgary, AB.  

Motivate
Motivate is an American bikeshare 
company that launched an e-bike pilot in 
San Francisco in April 201861. In 
December 2018, it was purchased by the 
rideshare company Lyft62.

6.3  Multimodal 
integration    
With the on-going objective for 
sustainable mobility, we commonly 
discuss transit as an attainable 
alternative that can discourage car 
travel. However, transit is a service of 

communal convenience, meaning that it 
generally serves most, yet rarely 
perfectly serves any. The distance 
between a traveller's origin or 
destination point and the transit station 
is known as the first and last mile, and 
can greatly impact travel choice. When 
we plan for micromobility in our future 
transportation networks, a key focus 
should be on how the different modes 
interact to increase their service 
potential.

6.4  Social equity  
The importance of inclusivity in 
transportation cannot be overstated. 
Mobility is a key indicator of health, and 
when transportation evolves inequitably, 
the consequences are unequally 
distributed throughout the population. 
When we look to close the missing 
middle, it is vitally important to consider 
how the gaps affect our most vulnerable 
populations, and how our policy and 
program responses will address their 
needs. There are opportunities for 
micromobility to help make mobility 
equitable. With our current use patterns 
of e-bikes in Canada, e-bikes are filling a 
key mobility gap for those multiple 
vulnerable populations14,24,63. Moving 
forward with e-bike integration in 
Canada, it will be important to consider 
how the new policies, programs and laws 
will impact the livelihoods of those who 
have have been relying on this mobility 
option, and further support equitable 
opportunity for adoption.

Key vulnerable populations can include, 
but are not limited to:

Recent Immigrants

Low-income residents

Physically disadvantaged 
populations 



Les résultats de notre engagement montrent 
qu’en dépit du paysage législatif actuel, il est 
possible de libérer le véritable potentiel de la 
micromobilité dans notre réseau de 
transport. Plus de 76 % des participants 
étaient d’avis que les vélos électriques 
joueront un rôle essentiel dans le futur. 
Cependant, la question demeure : comment 
pouvons-nous favoriser leur intégration d’une 
manière éclairée et responsable? 

Nous avons introduit le concept de chainon 
manquant dans le chapitre d’introduction. 
Celui-ci fait référence aux besoins et aux 
options de transport sous-représentés au 
sein de notre réseau de transport actuel. 
Lorsque nous examinons la micromobilité 
sous le prisme du chainon manquant, nous 
pouvons voir le potentiel qu’il y a à combler 
ces lacunes et à contribuer pour l’avenir à un 
transport durable et inclusif. Le chapitre 
suivant présente les principales perspectives 
d’intégration de la micromobilité afin de 
remédier au chainon manquant de la 
micromobilité.

6.1  Micromobilité et 
déplacements déterminés 
Au Canada, la durée moyenne des trajets 
domicile-travail était, en 2016, de 26,2 
minutes en voiture48. Ce chiffre est en 
hausse depuis le recensement précédent de 
2011. À Toronto, le trajet moyen est de 34 
minutes. C’est pourquoi les modes de 
déplacement dépendants de l’auto sont 
devenus une réalité attendue. Pour de 
nombreuses personnes, leurs courses, leur 
travail, leurs amis et leur communauté se 
trouvent à l’extérieur d’une distance 
praticable à pied ou à vélo. Même pour ceux 
qui vivent à une distance raisonnable à vélo, 
des obstacles comme la transpiration, le 
changement de vêtements et la difficulté de 
transporter des sacs ou des cargaisons 
rendent le vélo impraticable pour certains 
déplacements déterminés14. La façon dont 
les vélos électriques pourraient atténuer 
quelques-uns de ces défis est l’une des 
principales constatations que nous avons 
effectuées.

Une étude réalisée à Waterloo, en Ontario, a 
constaté que le vélo électrique peut aider à 
proposer des déplacements durables vers 
plusieurs destinations à des populations qui, 
autrement, n’auraient pas considéré leur 
trajet comme étant cyclable14. Toutefois, 
pour que des tendances plus utilitaires 
émergent en matière de déplacements, un 
changement de comportement est 
nécessaire dans les utilisations actuelles des 
vélos électriques. Un sondage réalisé en 2018 
par le National Institute for Transportation 
and Communities a demandé aux cyclistes 
américains utilisateurs de vélos électriques 
d’expliquer comment ils utilisent leur vélo 
électrique. Même si la majorité des cyclistes 
sondés sont des cyclistes expérimentés qui 
utilisent leur vélo électrique pour effectuer 
des déplacements déterminés, les cyclistes 
moins expérimentés ont plutôt tendance à 
l’utiliser à des fins récréatives. Cela 
représente une disparité évidente dans 
l’utilisation de la micromobilité et des vélos 
électriques.

À l’avenir, il devrait être possible de mieux 
intégrer la micromobilité en tirant parti de 
son potentiel pour les déplacements 
utilitaires. Même si les déplacements 
effectués à des fins de loisirs représentent 
une partie des déplacements effectués à vélo 
électrique, nous croyons que la micromobilité 
aux fins de déplacements déterminés est plus 
à même de soutenir le transport durable à 
l’avenir. 

6.2  Croisement entre la 
micromobilité et la 
mobilité en libre-service
À l’échelle mondiale, on assiste déjà à un 
croisement entre la micromobilité et la 
mobilité en libre-service. Selon une étude de 
Navigant Research, le marché mondial du 
vélo électrique en libre-service est estimé à 
24,4 milliards de dollars d’ici 202550. Ces 
programmes contribuent à un marché de la 
micromobilité plus accessible. Au Royaume-
Uni, un programme pilote de 50 vélos 
électriques en libre-service a vu ses vélos 
parcourir plus de 7 000 km au cours des 
premiers mois51.

first few months51. In 2018, Paris 
expanded a pilot of their e-bikeshare 
program to become the largest 
e-bikeshare fleet in Europe, with 20,000 
e-bikes52. North America introduced its 
first e-bikeshare in 201253, and as of now 
multiple cities across Canada and the 
United States have implemented an 
e-bike sharing system. At the time of 
publication, Calgary is believed to be the 
only Canadian city that has a full-time 
e-bikesharing system.

Madrid Case Study:
Madrid, Spain implemented their first 
e-bikeshare pilot in 2014, and in 2017 
announced an expansion that would 
allow for 42 new stations and 486 new 
e-bikes54. The program was a success, 
with a user-base that grew from 1,000 
to 50,00055. It is now one of the most 
popular e-bikeshare programs in Europe. 
In 2017, a paper that reviewed the survey 
distributed to Madrid residents about 
the pilot found that supportive 
infrastructure is not only the largest 
facilitator to e-bikeshare, but that 
cycling infrastructure also supports use 
by all demographics - including older 
adults, women, young adults and 
beginner cyclists56. This pilot also 
pre-emptively illustrated some of the 
main benefits of combining e-bikes with 
bikeshare. In Madrid, many residents 
were already willing to cycle, however, 
the hilly landscape was a key barrier. 
Furthermore, although almost 90% of 
residents had heard of an e-bike, only 1% 
owned or had tried an e-bike. By 
combining the two emerging 
technologies, e-bikes could become more 
accessible to the public, and bikeshare 
could become more feasible to a larger 
demographic.

E-bikeshare is not the only quickly 
popularizing micromobility sharing 

system. Possibly more well known is the 
e-scooter share phenomenon, with 
shared electrified kick scooter systems 
popping up across the globe. As 
previously noted, there are unique 
opportunities and challenges associated 
with integrating micromobility shared 
mobility as opposed to traditional 
bikeshare. More so, when comparing 
e-bikeshare and e-scooter share, 
e-scooter share faces a set of unique 
challenges. The popularity of e-scooters 
came in a rapid influx compared to 
e-bikes. Another key difference is safety. 
Where e-bikes are generally similar to 
bikes in terms of collision-rates, 
e-scooter riders have been observed to 
have higher rates of collision resulting in 
injury73. Moreover, “littering”, where 
scooters/bikes are left on the side of 
roads and sidewalks, is more common 
with e-scooters as they operate utilizing 
a dockless model.     

A key discussion for e-shared mobility is 
the need for and type of docking system 
and its corresponding opportunities and 
challenges. Docked bikeshares offer a 
structured approach to introducing 
e-bikeshare, but also come with an 
upfront investment cost for the 
municipality and offer less travel 
freedom for users. Dockless and Hybrid 
models offer more travel freedom, but 
have higher operational costs, as e-bike 
batteries need to be charged and are not 
returned to docks to charge. Also, there 
is an increased risk of bike loss or 
damage to dockless or hybrid models. As 
shown with our engagement, some of 
the biggest challenges with e-bikeshare 
implementation are cost and battery 
charging. In addition, some findings from 
our survey suggested that municipalities 
do not have ample regulatory tools to 
moderate privately operated bikeshare 
systems. 

Just as the markets of bikeshare, 
e-bikes and, e-scooters expand, so do 
the companies offering e-bike/e-scooter 

share. Some are pre-existing bikeshare 
companies that have expanded into the 
e-bikeshare, others have emerged 
specifically for the e-bikeshare/scooter 
share. While there are many e-bikeshare 
companies globally, the following section 
focuses on profiling e-bikeshare 
companies that target the North 
American market. 

Jump
Jump is a recent American start-up that 
operates e-bikeshare and traditional 
bikeshare, called SoBi. In Canada, SoBi 
operates in Hamilton and Ottawa, ON58. 
Notably, the company was sold to Uber 
in April 2018, for approximately $200 
million59. The purchase by Uber is one of 
the first steps in the popular rideshare 
service entering new modal markets. In 
June 2018, Uber launched its first 
e-bikeshare program in Germany. 

Lime
Lime Bike (now known as Lime) is an 
American e-bikeshare company that 
operates a dockless bike sharing system 
for e-bikes and e-scooters60. Currently, 
Lime operates the e-scooter share pilot 
in Waterloo, ON and the e-bikeshare 
pilot in Calgary, AB.  

Motivate
Motivate is an American bikeshare 
company that launched an e-bike pilot in 
San Francisco in April 201861. In 
December 2018, it was purchased by the 
rideshare company Lyft62.

6.3  Multimodal 
integration    
With the on-going objective for 
sustainable mobility, we commonly 
discuss transit as an attainable 
alternative that can discourage car 
travel. However, transit is a service of 

communal convenience, meaning that it 
generally serves most, yet rarely 
perfectly serves any. The distance 
between a traveller's origin or 
destination point and the transit station 
is known as the first and last mile, and 
can greatly impact travel choice. When 
we plan for micromobility in our future 
transportation networks, a key focus 
should be on how the different modes 
interact to increase their service 
potential.

6.4  Social equity  
The importance of inclusivity in 
transportation cannot be overstated. 
Mobility is a key indicator of health, and 
when transportation evolves inequitably, 
the consequences are unequally 
distributed throughout the population. 
When we look to close the missing 
middle, it is vitally important to consider 
how the gaps affect our most vulnerable 
populations, and how our policy and 
program responses will address their 
needs. There are opportunities for 
micromobility to help make mobility 
equitable. With our current use patterns 
of e-bikes in Canada, e-bikes are filling a 
key mobility gap for those multiple 
vulnerable populations14,24,63. Moving 
forward with e-bike integration in 
Canada, it will be important to consider 
how the new policies, programs and laws 
will impact the livelihoods of those who 
have have been relying on this mobility 
option, and further support equitable 
opportunity for adoption.

Key vulnerable populations can include, 
but are not limited to:

Recent Immigrants

Low-income residents

Physically disadvantaged 
populations 
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The findings of our engagement show 
that despite the current legislative 
landscape, the opportunity for unlocking 
the true potential of micromobility in our 
transportation network is evident. Over 
76% of participants felt that e-bikes will 
have a critical role in the future 
transportation network. However, the 
question remains: how can we foster the 
integration in an informed and 
responsible manner?  

We introduced the concept of the 
missing middle in the introductory 
chapter. As mentioned, the missing 
middle refers to underrepresented 
transportation needs and options within 
our existing transportation network. 
When we introduce micromobility under 
the lens of the missing middle, we can 
see the potential in addressing these 
gaps and contributing to a sustainable 
and inclusive transportation future. The 
following chapter outlines key 
perspectives for integrating 
micromobility to close the missing 
middle.

6.1  Micromobility and 
destination-bound trips 
In Canada, the average commute time 
for work journeys was 26.2 minutes by 
car, in 201648. This has been rising since 
the previous census in 2011. In Toronto, 
the average commute is 34 minutes. As 
such, auto-dependent commute 
patterns have become an expected 
reality. For many people, their errands, 
work, friends and community are outside 
of a walkable or bikeable distance. Even 
for those who do live within bikeable 
distance, barriers such as sweatiness, 
changing clothes, and difficulty carrying 
bags/cargo make biking for 
destination-bound trips seem 
infeasible14. One of the key findings of 
the background review was how e-bikes 
could mitigate some of these challenges. 

In a study from Waterloo, ON, it was 
found that e-biking can help introduce 
sustainable destination-bound travel to 
populations who would have otherwise 
not considered their commute to be 
bikeable14. However, to generate more 
utilitarian travel trends, there will need 
to be a behavioural shift in the current 
use-patterns of e-bikes. A survey 
completed in 2018 by the National 
Institute for Transportation and 
Communities asked American e-bike 
riders to explain how they utilize their 
e-bikes. Although the majority of avid or 
experienced cyclists utilized their 
e-bikes for destination-bound trips, 
timid/less-experienced cyclists tended 
to use them for leisure/recreation . The 
difference between avid and novice 
cyclists is an evident gap in the 
utilization of micromobility and e-bikes. 

Moving forward, there is an opportunity 
to leverage the potential of 
micromobility integration under a lens 
that supports its utilitarian travel 
potential. Although leisure and 
recreational trip-types are a subset of 
trip-type for e-bikes, we believe the 
larger opportunity for micromobility is 
within destination-bound trips to 
support a sustainable transportation 
future. 

6.2  Intersecting 
micromobility and 
shared mobility
The opportunity to intersect 
micromobility and shared mobility is 
already being realized globally. 
According to a Navigant Research 
Study, the global e-bikeshare market is 
estimated to be worth $24.4 billion by 
202550. These programs are contributing 
to a market of micromobility that is 
more readily accessible.  In the U.K., an 
e-bikeshare program with only 50 pilot 
e-bikes was ridden over 7,000 km in the 

En 2018, Paris a étendu, dans le cadre d’un 
projet pilote, son programme de vélos 
électriques en libre-service, qui est ainsi 
devenu la plus grande flotte de vélos 
électriques en libre-service d’Europe, avec 
20 000 vélos électriques52. L’Amérique du 
Nord a lancé son premier vélo électrique en 
libre-service électronique en 201253 et, à ce 
jour, plusieurs villes du Canada et des États-
Unis ont mis en œuvre un système de vélos 
électriques en libre-service. Au moment de 
la publication du présent rapport, Calgary 
est considérée comme la seule ville 
canadienne à avoir un système de vélos 
électriques en libre-service à temps plein.

Étude de cas : Madrid :
Madrid, en Espagne, a mis en œuvre son 
premier projet pilote de vélos électriques en 
libre-service en 2014 et a annoncé en 2017 une 
expansion qui permettrait d’accueillir 42 
nouvelles stations et 486 nouveaux vélos 
électriques54. Le programme a été un succès, 
avec une base d’utilisateurs qui est passée de 
1 000 à 50 000 personnes55. C’est aujourd’hui 
l’un des programmes de vélos électriques en 
libre-service les plus populaires en Europe. En 
2017, l’enquête effectuée auprès des 
résidents de Madrid sur le projet pilote a 
révélé que l’infrastructure de soutien était 
l’élément qui facilitait le plus l’utilisation du 
vélo électrique en libre-service. Mieux encore, 
l’infrastructure cyclable permet également 
son utilisation par toutes les catégories de la 
population, y compris les adultes plus âgés, les 
femmes, les jeunes adultes et les cyclistes 
débutants56. Ce projet pilote a également 
permis de montrer les principaux avantages 
qu’il y aurait à offrir des vélos électriques 
dans les programmes de vélos en libre-
service. À Madrid, de nombreux résidents 
étaient déjà enclins à faire du vélo, mais le 
paysage vallonné représentait un obstacle 
majeur. De plus, même si près de 90 % des 
résidents avaient entendu parler du vélo 
électrique, seulement 1 % en possédaient ou 
en avaient essayé un. En combinant vélos 
électriques et vélos en libre-service, on 
facilitait l’accessibilité du public aux premiers 
tout en offrant la possibilité à un plus grand 
nombre de personnes d’utiliser les seconds. 
Les vélos électriques en libre-service ne sont 
pas le seul système de micromobilité en libre-
service qui gagne rapidement en popularité.

Le phénomène des trottinettes électriques en 
libre-service est probablement plus connu, avec 
des programmes de trottinettes électriques en 
libre-service qui font leur apparition dans le 
monde entier. Comme nous l’avons déjà 
mentionné, l’intégration de la micromobilité en 
libre-service, par opposition au seul vélo 
traditionnel en libre-service, présente des 
possibilités et des défis uniques. En particulier, 
les trottinettes électriques en libre-service 
rencontrent un ensemble d’obstacles uniques. 
La popularité des trottinettes électriques a 
connu une croissance rapide par rapport aux 
vélos électriques. Elles posent également 
davantage de problèmes en termes de sécurité. 
Alors que les taux de collision observés pour les 
vélos électriques sont généralement similaires à 
ceux des vélos traditionnels, on a observé que 
les conducteurs de trottinettes électriques ont 
des taux plus élevés de collision entrainant des 
blessures73. De plus, les trottinettes électriques 
sont plus susceptibles d’être abandonnées sur le 
bord des routes et des trottoirs, car elles 
fonctionnent sans borne.

L’un des principaux enjeux de la mobilité en 
libre-service des appareils électriques réside 
dans la nécessité et le type de système 
d’amarrage. Les vélos électriques en libre-
service avec bornes proposent une approche 
structurée de l’introduction des vélos 
électriques en libre-service. Cependant, ils 
viennent aussi avec un coût d’investissement 
initial pour la municipalité et laissent aux 
utilisateurs moins de liberté de déplacement. 
Les modèles sans borne et hybrides offrent plus 
de liberté de déplacement, mais leurs coûts 
d’exploitation sont plus élevés, car il faut 
recharger les batteries des vélos électriques qui 
ne sont pas ramenés à une borne. La perte de 
vélos et les bris représentent en outre un risque 
accru dans le cas des modèles sans borne ou 
hybrides. Comme le montre notre engagement, 
certains des plus grands défis de la mise en 
œuvre des vélos électriques en libre-service sont 
le coût et la charge des batteries. De plus, 
certains résultats de notre enquête indiquent 
que les municipalités n’ont pas suffisamment 
d’outils de réglementation pour régir les 
systèmes de vélos en libre-service exploités par 
le secteur privé. 

Le développement des marchés du vélo en libre-
service, des vélos électriques et des trottinettes 
électriques encourage la croissance des 
entreprises de ce secteur.

share. Some are pre-existing bikeshare 
companies that have expanded into the 
e-bikeshare, others have emerged 
specifically for the e-bikeshare/scooter 
share. While there are many e-bikeshare 
companies globally, the following section 
focuses on profiling e-bikeshare 
companies that target the North 
American market. 

Jump
Jump is a recent American start-up that 
operates e-bikeshare and traditional 
bikeshare, called SoBi. In Canada, SoBi 
operates in Hamilton and Ottawa, ON58. 
Notably, the company was sold to Uber 
in April 2018, for approximately $200 
million59. The purchase by Uber is one of 
the first steps in the popular rideshare 
service entering new modal markets. In 
June 2018, Uber launched its first 
e-bikeshare program in Germany. 

Lime
Lime Bike (now known as Lime) is an 
American e-bikeshare company that 
operates a dockless bike sharing system 
for e-bikes and e-scooters60. Currently, 
Lime operates the e-scooter share pilot 
in Waterloo, ON and the e-bikeshare 
pilot in Calgary, AB.  

Motivate
Motivate is an American bikeshare 
company that launched an e-bike pilot in 
San Francisco in April 201861. In 
December 2018, it was purchased by the 
rideshare company Lyft62.

6.3  Multimodal 
integration    
With the on-going objective for 
sustainable mobility, we commonly 
discuss transit as an attainable 
alternative that can discourage car 
travel. However, transit is a service of 

communal convenience, meaning that it 
generally serves most, yet rarely 
perfectly serves any. The distance 
between a traveller's origin or 
destination point and the transit station 
is known as the first and last mile, and 
can greatly impact travel choice. When 
we plan for micromobility in our future 
transportation networks, a key focus 
should be on how the different modes 
interact to increase their service 
potential.

6.4  Social equity  
The importance of inclusivity in 
transportation cannot be overstated. 
Mobility is a key indicator of health, and 
when transportation evolves inequitably, 
the consequences are unequally 
distributed throughout the population. 
When we look to close the missing 
middle, it is vitally important to consider 
how the gaps affect our most vulnerable 
populations, and how our policy and 
program responses will address their 
needs. There are opportunities for 
micromobility to help make mobility 
equitable. With our current use patterns 
of e-bikes in Canada, e-bikes are filling a 
key mobility gap for those multiple 
vulnerable populations14,24,63. Moving 
forward with e-bike integration in 
Canada, it will be important to consider 
how the new policies, programs and laws 
will impact the livelihoods of those who 
have have been relying on this mobility 
option, and further support equitable 
opportunity for adoption.

Key vulnerable populations can include, 
but are not limited to:

Recent Immigrants

Low-income residents

Physically disadvantaged 
populations 
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The findings of our engagement show 
that despite the current legislative 
landscape, the opportunity for unlocking 
the true potential of micromobility in our 
transportation network is evident. Over 
76% of participants felt that e-bikes will 
have a critical role in the future 
transportation network. However, the 
question remains: how can we foster the 
integration in an informed and 
responsible manner?  

We introduced the concept of the 
missing middle in the introductory 
chapter. As mentioned, the missing 
middle refers to underrepresented 
transportation needs and options within 
our existing transportation network. 
When we introduce micromobility under 
the lens of the missing middle, we can 
see the potential in addressing these 
gaps and contributing to a sustainable 
and inclusive transportation future. The 
following chapter outlines key 
perspectives for integrating 
micromobility to close the missing 
middle.

6.1  Micromobility and 
destination-bound trips 
In Canada, the average commute time 
for work journeys was 26.2 minutes by 
car, in 201648. This has been rising since 
the previous census in 2011. In Toronto, 
the average commute is 34 minutes. As 
such, auto-dependent commute 
patterns have become an expected 
reality. For many people, their errands, 
work, friends and community are outside 
of a walkable or bikeable distance. Even 
for those who do live within bikeable 
distance, barriers such as sweatiness, 
changing clothes, and difficulty carrying 
bags/cargo make biking for 
destination-bound trips seem 
infeasible14. One of the key findings of 
the background review was how e-bikes 
could mitigate some of these challenges. 

In a study from Waterloo, ON, it was 
found that e-biking can help introduce 
sustainable destination-bound travel to 
populations who would have otherwise 
not considered their commute to be 
bikeable14. However, to generate more 
utilitarian travel trends, there will need 
to be a behavioural shift in the current 
use-patterns of e-bikes. A survey 
completed in 2018 by the National 
Institute for Transportation and 
Communities asked American e-bike 
riders to explain how they utilize their 
e-bikes. Although the majority of avid or 
experienced cyclists utilized their 
e-bikes for destination-bound trips, 
timid/less-experienced cyclists tended 
to use them for leisure/recreation . The 
difference between avid and novice 
cyclists is an evident gap in the 
utilization of micromobility and e-bikes. 

Moving forward, there is an opportunity 
to leverage the potential of 
micromobility integration under a lens 
that supports its utilitarian travel 
potential. Although leisure and 
recreational trip-types are a subset of 
trip-type for e-bikes, we believe the 
larger opportunity for micromobility is 
within destination-bound trips to 
support a sustainable transportation 
future. 

6.2  Intersecting 
micromobility and 
shared mobility
The opportunity to intersect 
micromobility and shared mobility is 
already being realized globally. 
According to a Navigant Research 
Study, the global e-bikeshare market is 
estimated to be worth $24.4 billion by 
202550. These programs are contributing 
to a market of micromobility that is 
more readily accessible.  In the U.K., an 
e-bikeshare program with only 50 pilot 
e-bikes was ridden over 7,000 km in the 

first few months51. In 2018, Paris 
expanded a pilot of their e-bikeshare 
program to become the largest 
e-bikeshare fleet in Europe, with 20,000 
e-bikes52. North America introduced its 
first e-bikeshare in 201253, and as of now 
multiple cities across Canada and the 
United States have implemented an 
e-bike sharing system. At the time of 
publication, Calgary is believed to be the 
only Canadian city that has a full-time 
e-bikesharing system.

Madrid Case Study:
Madrid, Spain implemented their first 
e-bikeshare pilot in 2014, and in 2017 
announced an expansion that would 
allow for 42 new stations and 486 new 
e-bikes54. The program was a success, 
with a user-base that grew from 1,000 
to 50,00055. It is now one of the most 
popular e-bikeshare programs in Europe. 
In 2017, a paper that reviewed the survey 
distributed to Madrid residents about 
the pilot found that supportive 
infrastructure is not only the largest 
facilitator to e-bikeshare, but that 
cycling infrastructure also supports use 
by all demographics - including older 
adults, women, young adults and 
beginner cyclists56. This pilot also 
pre-emptively illustrated some of the 
main benefits of combining e-bikes with 
bikeshare. In Madrid, many residents 
were already willing to cycle, however, 
the hilly landscape was a key barrier. 
Furthermore, although almost 90% of 
residents had heard of an e-bike, only 1% 
owned or had tried an e-bike. By 
combining the two emerging 
technologies, e-bikes could become more 
accessible to the public, and bikeshare 
could become more feasible to a larger 
demographic.

E-bikeshare is not the only quickly 
popularizing micromobility sharing 

system. Possibly more well known is the 
e-scooter share phenomenon, with 
shared electrified kick scooter systems 
popping up across the globe. As 
previously noted, there are unique 
opportunities and challenges associated 
with integrating micromobility shared 
mobility as opposed to traditional 
bikeshare. More so, when comparing 
e-bikeshare and e-scooter share, 
e-scooter share faces a set of unique 
challenges. The popularity of e-scooters 
came in a rapid influx compared to 
e-bikes. Another key difference is safety. 
Where e-bikes are generally similar to 
bikes in terms of collision-rates, 
e-scooter riders have been observed to 
have higher rates of collision resulting in 
injury73. Moreover, “littering”, where 
scooters/bikes are left on the side of 
roads and sidewalks, is more common 
with e-scooters as they operate utilizing 
a dockless model.     

A key discussion for e-shared mobility is 
the need for and type of docking system 
and its corresponding opportunities and 
challenges. Docked bikeshares offer a 
structured approach to introducing 
e-bikeshare, but also come with an 
upfront investment cost for the 
municipality and offer less travel 
freedom for users. Dockless and Hybrid 
models offer more travel freedom, but 
have higher operational costs, as e-bike 
batteries need to be charged and are not 
returned to docks to charge. Also, there 
is an increased risk of bike loss or 
damage to dockless or hybrid models. As 
shown with our engagement, some of 
the biggest challenges with e-bikeshare 
implementation are cost and battery 
charging. In addition, some findings from 
our survey suggested that municipalities 
do not have ample regulatory tools to 
moderate privately operated bikeshare 
systems. 

Just as the markets of bikeshare, 
e-bikes and, e-scooters expand, so do 
the companies offering e-bike/e-scooter 

Certaines sont d’anciennes entreprises de 
vélos en libre-service qui proposent 
également des vélos électriques en libre-
service, alors que d’autres ont été créées 
spécifiquement pour offrir des vélos et des 
trottinettes électriques en libre-service. 
Même s’il existe de nombreuses entreprises 
de ce type à l’échelle mondiale, la section 
suivante porte sur le profilage des 
entreprises de vélos électriques en libre-
service qui ciblent le marché nord-américain.

Jump
Jump est une jeune entreprise américaine qui 
exploite des vélos électriques en libre-service 
ainsi que des vélos traditionnels en libre-
service, appelés SoBi. Au Canada, SoBi exerce 
ses activités à Hamilton et à Ottawa, en 
Ontario58. L’entreprise a notamment été 
vendue à Uber en avril 2018, pour environ 200 
millions de dollars59. Ce rachat marque l’une 
des premières étapes de pénétration du 
populaire service de covoiturage dans de 
nouveaux marchés modaux. En juin 2018, Uber 
a lancé en Allemagne son tout premier 
programme de vélos électriques en libre-
service.

Lime
Lime Bike (maintenant connue sous le nom de 
Lime) est une société américaine qui exploite un 
programme de véhicules en libre-service sans 
borne, dont des vélos électriques et des 
trottinettes électriques60. Actuellement, Lime 
exploite un projet pilote de trottinettes 
électriques en libre-service à Waterloo, en 
Ontario, et un projet pilote de vélos électriques 
en libre-service à Calgary, en Alberta.  

Motivate
est une entreprise américaine qui a lancé un 
projet pilote de vélos électriques à San 
Francisco en avril 201861. En décembre 2018, 
elle a été rachetée par l’entreprise de 
covoiturage Lyft62.

6.3  Intégration 
multimodale    
Quand on parle de mobilité durable, le 
transport en commun apparait souvent 
comme une solution réalisable qui peut 
décourager les déplacements en voiture. 

Il s’agit cependant d’un service de 
commodité communautaire, ce qui signifie 
qu’il dessert la plupart des gens, mais qu’il 
les sert rarement parfaitement. La distance 
entre le point d’origine ou de destination 
d’un navetteur et l’arrêt de transport en 
commun est connue comme « le premier et le 
dernier kilomètre », et peut avoir une 
importance considérable dans le choix du 
navetteur. Lorsque nous planifions la 
micromobilité dans nos futurs réseaux de 
transport, nous devrions mettre l’accent sur 
la façon dont les différents modes de 
transport interagissent pour accroitre leur 
potentiel de service.

6.4  Social equity  
The importance of inclusivity in 
transportation cannot be overstated. 
Mobility is a key indicator of health, and 
when transportation evolves inequitably, 
the consequences are unequally 
distributed throughout the population. 
When we look to close the missing 
middle, it is vitally important to consider 
how the gaps affect our most vulnerable 
populations, and how our policy and 
program responses will address their 
needs. There are opportunities for 
micromobility to help make mobility 
equitable. With our current use patterns 
of e-bikes in Canada, e-bikes are filling a 
key mobility gap for those multiple 
vulnerable populations14,24,63. Moving 
forward with e-bike integration in 
Canada, it will be important to consider 
how the new policies, programs and laws 
will impact the livelihoods of those who 
have have been relying on this mobility 
option, and further support equitable 
opportunity for adoption.

Key vulnerable populations can include, 
but are not limited to:

Recent Immigrants

Low-income residents

Physically disadvantaged 
populations 
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The findings of our engagement show 
that despite the current legislative 
landscape, the opportunity for unlocking 
the true potential of micromobility in our 
transportation network is evident. Over 
76% of participants felt that e-bikes will 
have a critical role in the future 
transportation network. However, the 
question remains: how can we foster the 
integration in an informed and 
responsible manner?  

We introduced the concept of the 
missing middle in the introductory 
chapter. As mentioned, the missing 
middle refers to underrepresented 
transportation needs and options within 
our existing transportation network. 
When we introduce micromobility under 
the lens of the missing middle, we can 
see the potential in addressing these 
gaps and contributing to a sustainable 
and inclusive transportation future. The 
following chapter outlines key 
perspectives for integrating 
micromobility to close the missing 
middle.

6.1  Micromobility and 
destination-bound trips 
In Canada, the average commute time 
for work journeys was 26.2 minutes by 
car, in 201648. This has been rising since 
the previous census in 2011. In Toronto, 
the average commute is 34 minutes. As 
such, auto-dependent commute 
patterns have become an expected 
reality. For many people, their errands, 
work, friends and community are outside 
of a walkable or bikeable distance. Even 
for those who do live within bikeable 
distance, barriers such as sweatiness, 
changing clothes, and difficulty carrying 
bags/cargo make biking for 
destination-bound trips seem 
infeasible14. One of the key findings of 
the background review was how e-bikes 
could mitigate some of these challenges. 

In a study from Waterloo, ON, it was 
found that e-biking can help introduce 
sustainable destination-bound travel to 
populations who would have otherwise 
not considered their commute to be 
bikeable14. However, to generate more 
utilitarian travel trends, there will need 
to be a behavioural shift in the current 
use-patterns of e-bikes. A survey 
completed in 2018 by the National 
Institute for Transportation and 
Communities asked American e-bike 
riders to explain how they utilize their 
e-bikes. Although the majority of avid or 
experienced cyclists utilized their 
e-bikes for destination-bound trips, 
timid/less-experienced cyclists tended 
to use them for leisure/recreation . The 
difference between avid and novice 
cyclists is an evident gap in the 
utilization of micromobility and e-bikes. 

Moving forward, there is an opportunity 
to leverage the potential of 
micromobility integration under a lens 
that supports its utilitarian travel 
potential. Although leisure and 
recreational trip-types are a subset of 
trip-type for e-bikes, we believe the 
larger opportunity for micromobility is 
within destination-bound trips to 
support a sustainable transportation 
future. 

6.2  Intersecting 
micromobility and 
shared mobility
The opportunity to intersect 
micromobility and shared mobility is 
already being realized globally. 
According to a Navigant Research 
Study, the global e-bikeshare market is 
estimated to be worth $24.4 billion by 
202550. These programs are contributing 
to a market of micromobility that is 
more readily accessible.  In the U.K., an 
e-bikeshare program with only 50 pilot 
e-bikes was ridden over 7,000 km in the 

first few months51. In 2018, Paris 
expanded a pilot of their e-bikeshare 
program to become the largest 
e-bikeshare fleet in Europe, with 20,000 
e-bikes52. North America introduced its 
first e-bikeshare in 201253, and as of now 
multiple cities across Canada and the 
United States have implemented an 
e-bike sharing system. At the time of 
publication, Calgary is believed to be the 
only Canadian city that has a full-time 
e-bikesharing system.

Madrid Case Study:
Madrid, Spain implemented their first 
e-bikeshare pilot in 2014, and in 2017 
announced an expansion that would 
allow for 42 new stations and 486 new 
e-bikes54. The program was a success, 
with a user-base that grew from 1,000 
to 50,00055. It is now one of the most 
popular e-bikeshare programs in Europe. 
In 2017, a paper that reviewed the survey 
distributed to Madrid residents about 
the pilot found that supportive 
infrastructure is not only the largest 
facilitator to e-bikeshare, but that 
cycling infrastructure also supports use 
by all demographics - including older 
adults, women, young adults and 
beginner cyclists56. This pilot also 
pre-emptively illustrated some of the 
main benefits of combining e-bikes with 
bikeshare. In Madrid, many residents 
were already willing to cycle, however, 
the hilly landscape was a key barrier. 
Furthermore, although almost 90% of 
residents had heard of an e-bike, only 1% 
owned or had tried an e-bike. By 
combining the two emerging 
technologies, e-bikes could become more 
accessible to the public, and bikeshare 
could become more feasible to a larger 
demographic.

E-bikeshare is not the only quickly 
popularizing micromobility sharing 

system. Possibly more well known is the 
e-scooter share phenomenon, with 
shared electrified kick scooter systems 
popping up across the globe. As 
previously noted, there are unique 
opportunities and challenges associated 
with integrating micromobility shared 
mobility as opposed to traditional 
bikeshare. More so, when comparing 
e-bikeshare and e-scooter share, 
e-scooter share faces a set of unique 
challenges. The popularity of e-scooters 
came in a rapid influx compared to 
e-bikes. Another key difference is safety. 
Where e-bikes are generally similar to 
bikes in terms of collision-rates, 
e-scooter riders have been observed to 
have higher rates of collision resulting in 
injury73. Moreover, “littering”, where 
scooters/bikes are left on the side of 
roads and sidewalks, is more common 
with e-scooters as they operate utilizing 
a dockless model.     

A key discussion for e-shared mobility is 
the need for and type of docking system 
and its corresponding opportunities and 
challenges. Docked bikeshares offer a 
structured approach to introducing 
e-bikeshare, but also come with an 
upfront investment cost for the 
municipality and offer less travel 
freedom for users. Dockless and Hybrid 
models offer more travel freedom, but 
have higher operational costs, as e-bike 
batteries need to be charged and are not 
returned to docks to charge. Also, there 
is an increased risk of bike loss or 
damage to dockless or hybrid models. As 
shown with our engagement, some of 
the biggest challenges with e-bikeshare 
implementation are cost and battery 
charging. In addition, some findings from 
our survey suggested that municipalities 
do not have ample regulatory tools to 
moderate privately operated bikeshare 
systems. 

Just as the markets of bikeshare, 
e-bikes and, e-scooters expand, so do 
the companies offering e-bike/e-scooter 

share. Some are pre-existing bikeshare 
companies that have expanded into the 
e-bikeshare, others have emerged 
specifically for the e-bikeshare/scooter 
share. While there are many e-bikeshare 
companies globally, the following section 
focuses on profiling e-bikeshare 
companies that target the North 
American market. 

Jump
Jump is a recent American start-up that 
operates e-bikeshare and traditional 
bikeshare, called SoBi. In Canada, SoBi 
operates in Hamilton and Ottawa, ON58. 
Notably, the company was sold to Uber 
in April 2018, for approximately $200 
million59. The purchase by Uber is one of 
the first steps in the popular rideshare 
service entering new modal markets. In 
June 2018, Uber launched its first 
e-bikeshare program in Germany. 

Lime
Lime Bike (now known as Lime) is an 
American e-bikeshare company that 
operates a dockless bike sharing system 
for e-bikes and e-scooters60. Currently, 
Lime operates the e-scooter share pilot 
in Waterloo, ON and the e-bikeshare 
pilot in Calgary, AB.  

Motivate
Motivate is an American bikeshare 
company that launched an e-bike pilot in 
San Francisco in April 201861. In 
December 2018, it was purchased by the 
rideshare company Lyft62.

6.3  Multimodal 
integration    
With the on-going objective for 
sustainable mobility, we commonly 
discuss transit as an attainable 
alternative that can discourage car 
travel. However, transit is a service of 

communal convenience, meaning that it 
generally serves most, yet rarely 
perfectly serves any. The distance 
between a traveller's origin or 
destination point and the transit station 
is known as the first and last mile, and 
can greatly impact travel choice. When 
we plan for micromobility in our future 
transportation networks, a key focus 
should be on how the different modes 
interact to increase their service 
potential.

In the previous chapters, we established 
the existing context of e-bike 
integration, the current legislative 
landscape, and opinions of key 
micromobility stakeholders. Through the 
findings of each of these reviews, we 
have compiled a toolbox of six e-bike 
integration methods that could support 
accessible, inclusive and sustainable 
e-bike adoption in communities across 
Canada.

7.1  Legislation  
The ambiguity of e-bikes and, more 
largely, all micromobility modes in our 
transportation network is a key barrier 
to integration. As highlighted in our 
legislative review, there is no common 
delineation between the multiple types 
of e-bikes and how they should be 
regulated, or where they should be 
permitted.

In Canada, further evaluation should be 
conducted to determine whether a 
tiered approach to e-bike regulation (as 
shown in Europe and the United States 
through the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association definition) could assist in 
clarifying the role of e-bikes in our 
existing and future transportation 
network. Careful evaluation of the 
relationship between the 
throttle-assisted and pedelecs models, 
as well as the BSEB and SSEB models, 
should occur. As mentioned throughout 
this paper, there are operational 
differences between these models that 
affect how they interact with our 
infrastructure and other road-users. 
When planning for new regulation, we 
should give considerable attention to the 
legal classification of e-bikes as bicycles 
and to the regulators - speed, weight, 
throttle-power, wheel diameter, etc. -
that are used to dictate the operational 
capacities of e-bikes.

Suggested Actions
Based on the findings of this paper, we 
suggest the following legislative changes 
be explored at the provincial level to 
address some of the current barriers to 
e-bike adoption. Graphically shown in 
Figure 8. The implementation of these 
changes should be subject to 
stakeholder engagement to further 
analyze the implications and effects on 
the e-bike sector. 

Furthermore, depending on the outcome 
of the federal deregulation, these 
changes may be independent legislation 
for e-bikes or could act as further 
classification for power-assisted 
bicycles.

1. Regulate pedal-assisted 
e-bikes as bicycles in a two-tier 
model
Pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
pedal-assist bicycles are already 
regulated as bicycles, but are grouped 
together with Scooter Style E-Bikes 
(SSEBs). To maximize the potential of 
pedelecs/PABs as an integrated mobility 
option, they should be categorized 
separately from other e-bike models, 
and from each other. It is recommended 
that two tiers of pedal-assisted bicycles 
be classified, in that both pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted pedal-assist bicycles 
are categorized - as done with the 
American Bicycle Suppliers Product 
Association classification. By doing so, 
the slight capability differences between 
pedelecs and throttle-assisted bicycle 
style e-bikes are recognized without 
removing their permissions as bicycles. 

This would lead to a better 
understanding of pedelecs and PABs by 
the public, so that more riders could 
make educated choices about their 
preferred e-bike typology. We propose 
these e-bikes be classified as Type A, 
with full-pedal assist bicycles being Type 
A-1 and throttle-assisted pedal-assist 
bicycles being Type A-2. 

- Permit pedelecs and Permit Type A     
   e-bikes similar to conventional bicycles 
- Maintain the maximum speed of 
   32km/h 
- Maintain all other existing   
   requirements of power-assisted  
   bicycles 
- Require a speedometer on Type A   
   e-bikes 
- Require that the motor cease when 
   human propulsion ceases for pedelecs, 
   and that the motor ceases when 
   brakes are applied for Type A-2 
- Require a manufacturers label that   
   distinguish between Type A-1 and Type 
    A-2
- Monitor and evaluate e-bike usage to 
   understand how pedelecs and PABs are 
   being utilized
- Require helmets for Type A e-bikes
- Regulate that no person under the age  
   of sixteen shall operate a Type A e-bike 

2. Recognize s-pedelecs in the 
transportation network
Currently, s-pedelecs are not permitted 
within the power-assisted bicycle 
definition as they exceed the maximum 
32 km/h speed. The Bicycle Product 
Suppliers Association permits 
s-pedelecs as bicycles in their 
classification model given that the U.S. 
does not explicitly prohibit e-bikes that 
can travel at a speed higher than 32 
km/h. Currently, Canada does not have a 
definition for s-pedelecs. Based on the 
lessons learned from the EU, it is 
recommended that s-pedelecs be clearly 
defined in provincial legislation as a type 
of moped with required licensing that 
would recognize their pedal-assist 
nature, but also recognize their 
increased speed to reduce potential 
injuries and mode conflicts. We propose 
these s-pedelecs be classified as Type B 
e-bikes 
- Define Type B e-bikes as mopeds
- Indicate a unique definition for 
   Type B e-bikes within the existing 
   moped definition

- Distinguish between Type B e-bikes  
   and other less-active mopeds through 
   language about human-propulsion  
- Require a mandatory helmet for 
   Type-B use
- Require a speedometer on Type B 
   e-bikes

- Regulate that no person under the age 
   of sixteen shall operate a Type B e-bike

3. Finding a place for SSEBs
With the above recommendations, 
SSEBs would still exist within the e-bike 
classification, as they functionally 
match the legal description of 
power-assisted bicycles. However, 
provinces can look to regulate SSEB via 
weight or wheel diameter requirements. 
In the city of Toronto, SSEBs are 
distinguished as e-scooters and are not 
permitted on multi-use trails. Toronto 
distinguishes between pedal-assisted 
e-bikes and SSEBs by mandating that 
e-bikes have a maximum weight of 40 kg 
and that the e-bike rider “pedals for 
propulsion” - building upon the 
“functional pedals” requirement within 
the power-assisted bicycle definition. 
Creating a functional classification, 
however, only begins to unravel the 
future role of SSEBs on the 
transportation network.  There is 
minimal regulatory precedent for 
defining SSEB and as such, determining 
where, or if, SSEBs fit into our existing 
active transportation infrastructure 
requires a strong regulatory focus, 
especially when considering the 
conversations on safety and equity. It is 
recommended that stakeholder 
engagement be further conducted to 
determine the appropriate operating 
environment for SSEBs. We propose 
that scooter-style e-bikes be classified 
as Type C.
- Define a functional difference between  
   Type A-2 and Type C through 
    regulation requiring human-propulsion     
    and maximum weight 

- Require a speedometer on Type C 
   e-bikes 
- Prohibit Type C on multi-use trails and 
   other off-road facilities 
- Require Type C E-bikes to operate in 
   motor vehicle travel lanes, similar to 
   mopeds

4. Legalize e-scooters
Different modes of micromobility fill 
different transportation gaps. 
E-scooters can work with e-bikes to 
increase the efficiency and sustainability 
of our transportation network. However, 
specific attention should be given to how 
they are introduced. We propose the 
following considerations to e-scooter 
regulation64: 
- Introduce the legalization of 
   e-scooters through a pilot program 
- Limit the speed of e-scooters to 24 
   km/h, and consider requiring an 
    emergency power shut off switch
- Use in dedicated cycling infrastructure 
   e.g. bike lanes and multi-use paths but 
   not on sidewalks or in motor vehicle 
   travel lanes with posted speed limits 
   greater than 40 km/h 

- When part of an e-scooter share, 
   specifically prohibit the e-scooter    
   operator and riders from leaving 
   e-scooters lying around on sidewalks in 
   a way that impedes pedestrian traffic.

7.2  Planning documents  
Our survey found that only 31% of 
respondents are currently planning for 
micromobility as part of their future 
transportation planning process. Plans 
that can incorporate micromobility 
include, but are not limited to: 
- Official Plans 
- Secondary Plans 
- Transportation Master Plans 
- Active Transportation Master Plans
- Road Safety/Vision Zero Action Plans 
- Transportation Demand Management
   Plans 

The new policy directives of these 
sections should consider the multiple 
modes of micromobility and their unique 
mobility capabilities. This paper started 

to identify the differences between 
micromobility modes. However, further 
analysis should be done to understand 
the interactions of these modes. 
Furthermore, much of transportation 
planning is reliant on modelling. When 
looking towards a 
micromobility-supportive 
transportation network, data, software 
and processes will need to be updated to 
reflect how e-bikes and e-scooters 
travel through the network. 

When planning inclusively for new 
mobility trends, it is important to 
understand the inherent social and 
health impacts that could arise from a 
shift in the transportation status quo. 
The background review section and 
engagement showed that the 
demographics that could benefit from 
micromobility are broad, and ensuring 
that each demographic benefit equitably 
from the introduction of micromobility is 
essential to its overall success. As they 
become more normalized, a shift has 
occurred wherein e-bikes are now being 
adopted by those who may not have the 
same economic or social opportunities63. 
When we think about micromobility from 
a population and demographic 
perspective, it is important to 
incorporate e-bikes, e-scooters and 
other forms of micromobility into our 
social/health planning to guide equitable 
adoption. We can achieve this by 
integrating micromobility into different 
policy documents such as age-friendly 
community planning, social equity 
planning, Vision Zero, and more.

Suggested Actions
- Define micromobility and the different 
   micromobility modes within Official 
   Plans and appropriate functional 
   master plans 
- Integrate micromobility into “future 
   mobility” sections of Transportation 
   Master Plans

- Update modelling processes to reflect     
   the operational capabilities of micro-
   mobility

- Consider micromobility through an 
   equity lens and, whenever feasible, 
   adapt supportive micromobility policies 
   for all applicable planning documents 

- Acknowledge the unique benefit of 
   micromobility to increase mobility for 
   our ageing population, and appropri-
   ately plan for supportive micromobility 
   policies within age friendly plans, 
   transportation master plans, and 
   other relevant planning policies.

7.3  Bikeshare 
In the bikeshare sector, which is 
approximated to be in place in over 800 
municipalities across 56 countries65, 
e-bikeshare is still a comparably small 
subset. However, the opportunity is 
apparent; e-bikeshare could help make 
bikeshare a more viable alternative for 
“missing middle” trips in both urban and 
suburban landscapes.  In addition to 
increasing exposure of e-bikes, 
e-bikeshare also allows the municipality 
to control the types of e-bikes in their 
transportation network. For example, in 
New York City, throttle-assisted e-bikes 
remain illegal, but a legal pedelec 
e-bikeshare was introduced66.  

Nevertheless, many e-bikeshare 
implementation questions still need 
answers. The most notable for Canada 
is the climate. Is it feasible to operate 
e-bikeshare in the winter months? When 
e-bikes are stored outside do their 
batteries continue to operate in 
sub-zero temperatures? Are there 
technological solutions to cold climate 
challenges, such as having powered 
charging docks that keep the battery at 
a minimum optimum temperature when 
not being used? We will need to address 

these practical questions (highlighted 
through the engagement) as we 
introduce more e-bikeshares in Canada. 

There is also an internal micromobility 
competition occurring between 
e-scooter share services and 
e-bikeshare services that can cause 
implementation challenges.  In some 
cases, e-bikeshares are being 
discontinued in lieu of e-scooter shares, 
which are cheaper to operate67. In some 
areas, these two services are being 
implemented interchangeably despite 
offering differing functionalities. 
Moreover, the New York City precedent 
raises an important challenge in 
e-bikeshare. As e-bikeshare promotes 
e-bike use, a major challenge is 
balancing the increase in uptake in 
jurisdictions that do not intrinsically 
support e-bikes with their legislation. 
When implementing e-shared mobility, 
we should think not only of the system 
itself but also the interaction of the 
program with legislation and other 
modes.

Suggested Actions
- Support e-bikeshare in relevant
   planning documents
- Pilot e-bikeshares, and monitor and 
   evaluate their impact year-round to   
   better inform future program rollouts 
- Specifically prohibit e-bikeshare riders 
   from parking e-bikes in areas where 
   pedestrian traffic is impacted
- Engage with emerging academic 
   research on the benefits and out
   comes of e-bikeshares in comparable 
   municipalities

7.4  Cycling 
infrastructure  
In addition, the network of cycling 
infrastructure is a key motivator for 
e-bike adoption. Although some cyclists 
found that e-bikes allowed them to feel 
more confident in mixed-traffic 
conditions, having separated and 
comfortable cycling lanes encourages a 
broader range of cyclists and e-bike 
riders. When considering our ageing 
society, providing the technology solves 
only half the battle for inclusive cycling 
trips; the infrastructure must also be 
supportive of broad demographics. Also, 
route planning will influence the choice 
of trip type, between recreational and 
utilitarian. 

Maintenance also affects e-bike 
adoption, mirroring a key barrier to 
cycling adoption. The cycling network 
should have its condition maintained to a 
suitable degree, especially when 
considering Canadian seasonality. Bike 
lanes that are poorly maintained 
discourage both cyclists and e-bike 
riders from utilizing the provided routes. 
For some contexts, thinking about 
supportive cycling infrastructure may 
need to be creative to sufficiently 
accommodate e-bikes and other 
emerging micromobility options. 
Innovative pavement material and 
markings, route planning and specific 
permissions may be required to support 
diversified cycling capabilities on the 
transportation network. Comprehensive 
and denser cycling networks that allow 
for choice of alternative travel modes 
are always preferred, as they permit 
users to choose the route that most 
appropriately matches their level of 
comfort.

Suggested Actions
- Plan for and maintain a complete and   
    connected cycling network 
- Consider micromobility in the planning 
   of future cycling routes 
- Consider micromobility in the 
   functional design of future cycling 
   routes

7.5  Incentives and pilots  
As can be seen, e-bikeshare pilots are 
another option to introduce the 
technology on a trial basis. Several 
e-bikeshare pilots currently exist across 
the United States, and could be explored 
further in Canada to show the potential 
of e-bikes in addressing transportation 
gaps. To increase e-bike appeal and 
ownership, monetary incentives can also 
be used to make them more affordable 
to potential users. France is currently 
promoting pedelecs to the public 
through a $300 purchase rebate68. A 
similar program is also available in 
Norway, where residents are offered 
$1,200 in Oslo to buy an e-cargo bike69. 

Utilizing financial incentives to increase 
uptake is not unique to e-bike technology 
and has been considered within Canada 
with other emerging technologies. In 
Ontario, the Electric Vehicle and 
Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program 
(EHVIP) provided financial rebates 
($14,000) and High Occupancy Vehicle 
lane privileges to electric vehicle 
purchasers. During the program, sales 
increased by 120%. This EHVIP program 
is no longer offered in Ontario by the 
provincial government; however, as of 
May 2019, the Canadian government 
announced a rebate of $5,000 off 
electric vehicles that cost less than 
$45,00070. When promoting 
micromobility, incentives would be an 
worthwhile option that should be 
explored further within Canada.   

Piloting e-bikes as a 
solution to urban goods 
movement
E-bikes are not only an option for 
personal trips, they also offer new 
mobility options for cargo deliveries. In 
our current retail economy, how we 
order and receive goods is changing, and 

6.4  Équité sociale  
On ne saurait trop insister sur l’importance de 
l’inclusion dans les transports. La mobilité est 
un indicateur clé de la santé, et lorsque les 
transports évoluent de façon inéquitable, les 
conséquences sont inégalement réparties dans 
la population. Lorsque nous cherchons à 
combler le chainon manquant, il est d’une 
importance capitale d’examiner comment le 
manque d’options de transport affecte nos 
populations les plus vulnérables et comment 
nos politiques et nos programmes répondront 
à leurs besoins. La micromobilité peut 
contribuer à rendre la mobilité équitable. 
Compte tenu de nos habitudes actuelles 
d’utilisation des vélos électriques au Canada, 
ceux-ci comblent une importante lacune en 
matière de mobilité pour ces multiples 
populations vulnérables14,24,63. À mesure que les 
vélos électriques seront de plus en plus 
intégrés au Canada, il sera important 
d’examiner comment les nouvelles politiques, 
les nouveaux programmes et les nouvelles lois 
auront une incidence sur les conditions de vie 
de ceux qui comptent sur ce moyen de 
transport. Il sera également important 
d’appuyer davantage l’égalité des chances pour 
assurer l’adoption des vélos électriques.

Les principales populations vulnérables 
peuvent comprendre, sans toutefois s’y 
limiter :

Les immigrants récents

the sustainability of goods movement is 
an increasing environmental concern. 
Between 2005 and 2015, the number of 
parcels delivered globally grew by 128%71. 
Some companies are already integrating 
micromobility into their business plans -
UPS introduced the service in late 201872. 
A Seattle pilot introduces a specifically 
designed cargo e-bike to complete local 
delivery trips within the city, reducing 
the traffic congestion caused by delivery 
trucks and vehicles.

Suggested Actions
- Explore the opportunity for rebate 
   programs for e-bikes and other  
   provincial and/or federal micromobility 
   modes
- Whenever feasible, introduce e-bike
   pilot programs that can explore
   potential new markets for e-bikes    
   (such as urban goods movement)
- Approach the Canadian Government to   
   expand their current electric vehicle 
   incentive program to include  a similar  
   rebate for e-bikes. e.g. $275 off a 
   $250-500 e-bike. 

7.6  Education
The discussion surrounding 
micromobility is on going, and subject to 
change as new trends emerge. As such, 
practitioner and public education are 
vital to e-bike integration. We need to 
facilitate an open conversation around 
micromobility that supports 
knowledge-sharing across jurisdictions. 
Moreover, this knowledge should be 
communicated clearly and plainly to the 
public to encourage their support and 
opinions on micromobility.

Suggested Actions
- Clearly communicate the functionality   
   of e-bikes in online and in-print   
    educational materials 
- Mandate that e-bikeshare operators  
   provide educational videos for    
   new-riders 
- Update the Driver Training Manual to
   include information on e-bikes and 
   e-scooters
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The findings of our engagement show 
that despite the current legislative 
landscape, the opportunity for unlocking 
the true potential of micromobility in our 
transportation network is evident. Over 
76% of participants felt that e-bikes will 
have a critical role in the future 
transportation network. However, the 
question remains: how can we foster the 
integration in an informed and 
responsible manner?  

We introduced the concept of the 
missing middle in the introductory 
chapter. As mentioned, the missing 
middle refers to underrepresented 
transportation needs and options within 
our existing transportation network. 
When we introduce micromobility under 
the lens of the missing middle, we can 
see the potential in addressing these 
gaps and contributing to a sustainable 
and inclusive transportation future. The 
following chapter outlines key 
perspectives for integrating 
micromobility to close the missing 
middle.

6.1  Micromobility and 
destination-bound trips 
In Canada, the average commute time 
for work journeys was 26.2 minutes by 
car, in 201648. This has been rising since 
the previous census in 2011. In Toronto, 
the average commute is 34 minutes. As 
such, auto-dependent commute 
patterns have become an expected 
reality. For many people, their errands, 
work, friends and community are outside 
of a walkable or bikeable distance. Even 
for those who do live within bikeable 
distance, barriers such as sweatiness, 
changing clothes, and difficulty carrying 
bags/cargo make biking for 
destination-bound trips seem 
infeasible14. One of the key findings of 
the background review was how e-bikes 
could mitigate some of these challenges. 

In a study from Waterloo, ON, it was 
found that e-biking can help introduce 
sustainable destination-bound travel to 
populations who would have otherwise 
not considered their commute to be 
bikeable14. However, to generate more 
utilitarian travel trends, there will need 
to be a behavioural shift in the current 
use-patterns of e-bikes. A survey 
completed in 2018 by the National 
Institute for Transportation and 
Communities asked American e-bike 
riders to explain how they utilize their 
e-bikes. Although the majority of avid or 
experienced cyclists utilized their 
e-bikes for destination-bound trips, 
timid/less-experienced cyclists tended 
to use them for leisure/recreation . The 
difference between avid and novice 
cyclists is an evident gap in the 
utilization of micromobility and e-bikes. 

Moving forward, there is an opportunity 
to leverage the potential of 
micromobility integration under a lens 
that supports its utilitarian travel 
potential. Although leisure and 
recreational trip-types are a subset of 
trip-type for e-bikes, we believe the 
larger opportunity for micromobility is 
within destination-bound trips to 
support a sustainable transportation 
future. 

6.2  Intersecting 
micromobility and 
shared mobility
The opportunity to intersect 
micromobility and shared mobility is 
already being realized globally. 
According to a Navigant Research 
Study, the global e-bikeshare market is 
estimated to be worth $24.4 billion by 
202550. These programs are contributing 
to a market of micromobility that is 
more readily accessible.  In the U.K., an 
e-bikeshare program with only 50 pilot 
e-bikes was ridden over 7,000 km in the 

first few months51. In 2018, Paris 
expanded a pilot of their e-bikeshare 
program to become the largest 
e-bikeshare fleet in Europe, with 20,000 
e-bikes52. North America introduced its 
first e-bikeshare in 201253, and as of now 
multiple cities across Canada and the 
United States have implemented an 
e-bike sharing system. At the time of 
publication, Calgary is believed to be the 
only Canadian city that has a full-time 
e-bikesharing system.

Madrid Case Study:
Madrid, Spain implemented their first 
e-bikeshare pilot in 2014, and in 2017 
announced an expansion that would 
allow for 42 new stations and 486 new 
e-bikes54. The program was a success, 
with a user-base that grew from 1,000 
to 50,00055. It is now one of the most 
popular e-bikeshare programs in Europe. 
In 2017, a paper that reviewed the survey 
distributed to Madrid residents about 
the pilot found that supportive 
infrastructure is not only the largest 
facilitator to e-bikeshare, but that 
cycling infrastructure also supports use 
by all demographics - including older 
adults, women, young adults and 
beginner cyclists56. This pilot also 
pre-emptively illustrated some of the 
main benefits of combining e-bikes with 
bikeshare. In Madrid, many residents 
were already willing to cycle, however, 
the hilly landscape was a key barrier. 
Furthermore, although almost 90% of 
residents had heard of an e-bike, only 1% 
owned or had tried an e-bike. By 
combining the two emerging 
technologies, e-bikes could become more 
accessible to the public, and bikeshare 
could become more feasible to a larger 
demographic.

E-bikeshare is not the only quickly 
popularizing micromobility sharing 

system. Possibly more well known is the 
e-scooter share phenomenon, with 
shared electrified kick scooter systems 
popping up across the globe. As 
previously noted, there are unique 
opportunities and challenges associated 
with integrating micromobility shared 
mobility as opposed to traditional 
bikeshare. More so, when comparing 
e-bikeshare and e-scooter share, 
e-scooter share faces a set of unique 
challenges. The popularity of e-scooters 
came in a rapid influx compared to 
e-bikes. Another key difference is safety. 
Where e-bikes are generally similar to 
bikes in terms of collision-rates, 
e-scooter riders have been observed to 
have higher rates of collision resulting in 
injury73. Moreover, “littering”, where 
scooters/bikes are left on the side of 
roads and sidewalks, is more common 
with e-scooters as they operate utilizing 
a dockless model.     

A key discussion for e-shared mobility is 
the need for and type of docking system 
and its corresponding opportunities and 
challenges. Docked bikeshares offer a 
structured approach to introducing 
e-bikeshare, but also come with an 
upfront investment cost for the 
municipality and offer less travel 
freedom for users. Dockless and Hybrid 
models offer more travel freedom, but 
have higher operational costs, as e-bike 
batteries need to be charged and are not 
returned to docks to charge. Also, there 
is an increased risk of bike loss or 
damage to dockless or hybrid models. As 
shown with our engagement, some of 
the biggest challenges with e-bikeshare 
implementation are cost and battery 
charging. In addition, some findings from 
our survey suggested that municipalities 
do not have ample regulatory tools to 
moderate privately operated bikeshare 
systems. 

Just as the markets of bikeshare, 
e-bikes and, e-scooters expand, so do 
the companies offering e-bike/e-scooter 

share. Some are pre-existing bikeshare 
companies that have expanded into the 
e-bikeshare, others have emerged 
specifically for the e-bikeshare/scooter 
share. While there are many e-bikeshare 
companies globally, the following section 
focuses on profiling e-bikeshare 
companies that target the North 
American market. 

Jump
Jump is a recent American start-up that 
operates e-bikeshare and traditional 
bikeshare, called SoBi. In Canada, SoBi 
operates in Hamilton and Ottawa, ON58. 
Notably, the company was sold to Uber 
in April 2018, for approximately $200 
million59. The purchase by Uber is one of 
the first steps in the popular rideshare 
service entering new modal markets. In 
June 2018, Uber launched its first 
e-bikeshare program in Germany. 

Lime
Lime Bike (now known as Lime) is an 
American e-bikeshare company that 
operates a dockless bike sharing system 
for e-bikes and e-scooters60. Currently, 
Lime operates the e-scooter share pilot 
in Waterloo, ON and the e-bikeshare 
pilot in Calgary, AB.  

Motivate
Motivate is an American bikeshare 
company that launched an e-bike pilot in 
San Francisco in April 201861. In 
December 2018, it was purchased by the 
rideshare company Lyft62.

6.3  Multimodal 
integration    
With the on-going objective for 
sustainable mobility, we commonly 
discuss transit as an attainable 
alternative that can discourage car 
travel. However, transit is a service of 

communal convenience, meaning that it 
generally serves most, yet rarely 
perfectly serves any. The distance 
between a traveller's origin or 
destination point and the transit station 
is known as the first and last mile, and 
can greatly impact travel choice. When 
we plan for micromobility in our future 
transportation networks, a key focus 
should be on how the different modes 
interact to increase their service 
potential.

In the previous chapters, we established 
the existing context of e-bike 
integration, the current legislative 
landscape, and opinions of key 
micromobility stakeholders. Through the 
findings of each of these reviews, we 
have compiled a toolbox of six e-bike 
integration methods that could support 
accessible, inclusive and sustainable 
e-bike adoption in communities across 
Canada.

7.1  Legislation  
The ambiguity of e-bikes and, more 
largely, all micromobility modes in our 
transportation network is a key barrier 
to integration. As highlighted in our 
legislative review, there is no common 
delineation between the multiple types 
of e-bikes and how they should be 
regulated, or where they should be 
permitted.

In Canada, further evaluation should be 
conducted to determine whether a 
tiered approach to e-bike regulation (as 
shown in Europe and the United States 
through the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association definition) could assist in 
clarifying the role of e-bikes in our 
existing and future transportation 
network. Careful evaluation of the 
relationship between the 
throttle-assisted and pedelecs models, 
as well as the BSEB and SSEB models, 
should occur. As mentioned throughout 
this paper, there are operational 
differences between these models that 
affect how they interact with our 
infrastructure and other road-users. 
When planning for new regulation, we 
should give considerable attention to the 
legal classification of e-bikes as bicycles 
and to the regulators - speed, weight, 
throttle-power, wheel diameter, etc. -
that are used to dictate the operational 
capacities of e-bikes.

Suggested Actions
Based on the findings of this paper, we 
suggest the following legislative changes 
be explored at the provincial level to 
address some of the current barriers to 
e-bike adoption. Graphically shown in 
Figure 8. The implementation of these 
changes should be subject to 
stakeholder engagement to further 
analyze the implications and effects on 
the e-bike sector. 

Furthermore, depending on the outcome 
of the federal deregulation, these 
changes may be independent legislation 
for e-bikes or could act as further 
classification for power-assisted 
bicycles.

1. Regulate pedal-assisted 
e-bikes as bicycles in a two-tier 
model
Pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
pedal-assist bicycles are already 
regulated as bicycles, but are grouped 
together with Scooter Style E-Bikes 
(SSEBs). To maximize the potential of 
pedelecs/PABs as an integrated mobility 
option, they should be categorized 
separately from other e-bike models, 
and from each other. It is recommended 
that two tiers of pedal-assisted bicycles 
be classified, in that both pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted pedal-assist bicycles 
are categorized - as done with the 
American Bicycle Suppliers Product 
Association classification. By doing so, 
the slight capability differences between 
pedelecs and throttle-assisted bicycle 
style e-bikes are recognized without 
removing their permissions as bicycles. 

This would lead to a better 
understanding of pedelecs and PABs by 
the public, so that more riders could 
make educated choices about their 
preferred e-bike typology. We propose 
these e-bikes be classified as Type A, 
with full-pedal assist bicycles being Type 
A-1 and throttle-assisted pedal-assist 
bicycles being Type A-2. 

- Permit pedelecs and Permit Type A     
   e-bikes similar to conventional bicycles 
- Maintain the maximum speed of 
   32km/h 
- Maintain all other existing   
   requirements of power-assisted  
   bicycles 
- Require a speedometer on Type A   
   e-bikes 
- Require that the motor cease when 
   human propulsion ceases for pedelecs, 
   and that the motor ceases when 
   brakes are applied for Type A-2 
- Require a manufacturers label that   
   distinguish between Type A-1 and Type 
    A-2
- Monitor and evaluate e-bike usage to 
   understand how pedelecs and PABs are 
   being utilized
- Require helmets for Type A e-bikes
- Regulate that no person under the age  
   of sixteen shall operate a Type A e-bike 

2. Recognize s-pedelecs in the 
transportation network
Currently, s-pedelecs are not permitted 
within the power-assisted bicycle 
definition as they exceed the maximum 
32 km/h speed. The Bicycle Product 
Suppliers Association permits 
s-pedelecs as bicycles in their 
classification model given that the U.S. 
does not explicitly prohibit e-bikes that 
can travel at a speed higher than 32 
km/h. Currently, Canada does not have a 
definition for s-pedelecs. Based on the 
lessons learned from the EU, it is 
recommended that s-pedelecs be clearly 
defined in provincial legislation as a type 
of moped with required licensing that 
would recognize their pedal-assist 
nature, but also recognize their 
increased speed to reduce potential 
injuries and mode conflicts. We propose 
these s-pedelecs be classified as Type B 
e-bikes 
- Define Type B e-bikes as mopeds
- Indicate a unique definition for 
   Type B e-bikes within the existing 
   moped definition

- Distinguish between Type B e-bikes  
   and other less-active mopeds through 
   language about human-propulsion  
- Require a mandatory helmet for 
   Type-B use
- Require a speedometer on Type B 
   e-bikes

- Regulate that no person under the age 
   of sixteen shall operate a Type B e-bike

3. Finding a place for SSEBs
With the above recommendations, 
SSEBs would still exist within the e-bike 
classification, as they functionally 
match the legal description of 
power-assisted bicycles. However, 
provinces can look to regulate SSEB via 
weight or wheel diameter requirements. 
In the city of Toronto, SSEBs are 
distinguished as e-scooters and are not 
permitted on multi-use trails. Toronto 
distinguishes between pedal-assisted 
e-bikes and SSEBs by mandating that 
e-bikes have a maximum weight of 40 kg 
and that the e-bike rider “pedals for 
propulsion” - building upon the 
“functional pedals” requirement within 
the power-assisted bicycle definition. 
Creating a functional classification, 
however, only begins to unravel the 
future role of SSEBs on the 
transportation network.  There is 
minimal regulatory precedent for 
defining SSEB and as such, determining 
where, or if, SSEBs fit into our existing 
active transportation infrastructure 
requires a strong regulatory focus, 
especially when considering the 
conversations on safety and equity. It is 
recommended that stakeholder 
engagement be further conducted to 
determine the appropriate operating 
environment for SSEBs. We propose 
that scooter-style e-bikes be classified 
as Type C.
- Define a functional difference between  
   Type A-2 and Type C through 
    regulation requiring human-propulsion     
    and maximum weight 

- Require a speedometer on Type C 
   e-bikes 
- Prohibit Type C on multi-use trails and 
   other off-road facilities 
- Require Type C E-bikes to operate in 
   motor vehicle travel lanes, similar to 
   mopeds

4. Legalize e-scooters
Different modes of micromobility fill 
different transportation gaps. 
E-scooters can work with e-bikes to 
increase the efficiency and sustainability 
of our transportation network. However, 
specific attention should be given to how 
they are introduced. We propose the 
following considerations to e-scooter 
regulation64: 
- Introduce the legalization of 
   e-scooters through a pilot program 
- Limit the speed of e-scooters to 24 
   km/h, and consider requiring an 
    emergency power shut off switch
- Use in dedicated cycling infrastructure 
   e.g. bike lanes and multi-use paths but 
   not on sidewalks or in motor vehicle 
   travel lanes with posted speed limits 
   greater than 40 km/h 

- When part of an e-scooter share, 
   specifically prohibit the e-scooter    
   operator and riders from leaving 
   e-scooters lying around on sidewalks in 
   a way that impedes pedestrian traffic.

7.2  Planning documents  
Our survey found that only 31% of 
respondents are currently planning for 
micromobility as part of their future 
transportation planning process. Plans 
that can incorporate micromobility 
include, but are not limited to: 
- Official Plans 
- Secondary Plans 
- Transportation Master Plans 
- Active Transportation Master Plans
- Road Safety/Vision Zero Action Plans 
- Transportation Demand Management
   Plans 

The new policy directives of these 
sections should consider the multiple 
modes of micromobility and their unique 
mobility capabilities. This paper started 

to identify the differences between 
micromobility modes. However, further 
analysis should be done to understand 
the interactions of these modes. 
Furthermore, much of transportation 
planning is reliant on modelling. When 
looking towards a 
micromobility-supportive 
transportation network, data, software 
and processes will need to be updated to 
reflect how e-bikes and e-scooters 
travel through the network. 

When planning inclusively for new 
mobility trends, it is important to 
understand the inherent social and 
health impacts that could arise from a 
shift in the transportation status quo. 
The background review section and 
engagement showed that the 
demographics that could benefit from 
micromobility are broad, and ensuring 
that each demographic benefit equitably 
from the introduction of micromobility is 
essential to its overall success. As they 
become more normalized, a shift has 
occurred wherein e-bikes are now being 
adopted by those who may not have the 
same economic or social opportunities63. 
When we think about micromobility from 
a population and demographic 
perspective, it is important to 
incorporate e-bikes, e-scooters and 
other forms of micromobility into our 
social/health planning to guide equitable 
adoption. We can achieve this by 
integrating micromobility into different 
policy documents such as age-friendly 
community planning, social equity 
planning, Vision Zero, and more.

Suggested Actions
- Define micromobility and the different 
   micromobility modes within Official 
   Plans and appropriate functional 
   master plans 
- Integrate micromobility into “future 
   mobility” sections of Transportation 
   Master Plans

- Update modelling processes to reflect     
   the operational capabilities of micro-
   mobility

- Consider micromobility through an 
   equity lens and, whenever feasible, 
   adapt supportive micromobility policies 
   for all applicable planning documents 

- Acknowledge the unique benefit of 
   micromobility to increase mobility for 
   our ageing population, and appropri-
   ately plan for supportive micromobility 
   policies within age friendly plans, 
   transportation master plans, and 
   other relevant planning policies.

7.3  Bikeshare 
In the bikeshare sector, which is 
approximated to be in place in over 800 
municipalities across 56 countries65, 
e-bikeshare is still a comparably small 
subset. However, the opportunity is 
apparent; e-bikeshare could help make 
bikeshare a more viable alternative for 
“missing middle” trips in both urban and 
suburban landscapes.  In addition to 
increasing exposure of e-bikes, 
e-bikeshare also allows the municipality 
to control the types of e-bikes in their 
transportation network. For example, in 
New York City, throttle-assisted e-bikes 
remain illegal, but a legal pedelec 
e-bikeshare was introduced66.  

Nevertheless, many e-bikeshare 
implementation questions still need 
answers. The most notable for Canada 
is the climate. Is it feasible to operate 
e-bikeshare in the winter months? When 
e-bikes are stored outside do their 
batteries continue to operate in 
sub-zero temperatures? Are there 
technological solutions to cold climate 
challenges, such as having powered 
charging docks that keep the battery at 
a minimum optimum temperature when 
not being used? We will need to address 

these practical questions (highlighted 
through the engagement) as we 
introduce more e-bikeshares in Canada. 

There is also an internal micromobility 
competition occurring between 
e-scooter share services and 
e-bikeshare services that can cause 
implementation challenges.  In some 
cases, e-bikeshares are being 
discontinued in lieu of e-scooter shares, 
which are cheaper to operate67. In some 
areas, these two services are being 
implemented interchangeably despite 
offering differing functionalities. 
Moreover, the New York City precedent 
raises an important challenge in 
e-bikeshare. As e-bikeshare promotes 
e-bike use, a major challenge is 
balancing the increase in uptake in 
jurisdictions that do not intrinsically 
support e-bikes with their legislation. 
When implementing e-shared mobility, 
we should think not only of the system 
itself but also the interaction of the 
program with legislation and other 
modes.

Suggested Actions
- Support e-bikeshare in relevant
   planning documents
- Pilot e-bikeshares, and monitor and 
   evaluate their impact year-round to   
   better inform future program rollouts 
- Specifically prohibit e-bikeshare riders 
   from parking e-bikes in areas where 
   pedestrian traffic is impacted
- Engage with emerging academic 
   research on the benefits and out
   comes of e-bikeshares in comparable 
   municipalities

7.4  Cycling 
infrastructure  
In addition, the network of cycling 
infrastructure is a key motivator for 
e-bike adoption. Although some cyclists 
found that e-bikes allowed them to feel 
more confident in mixed-traffic 
conditions, having separated and 
comfortable cycling lanes encourages a 
broader range of cyclists and e-bike 
riders. When considering our ageing 
society, providing the technology solves 
only half the battle for inclusive cycling 
trips; the infrastructure must also be 
supportive of broad demographics. Also, 
route planning will influence the choice 
of trip type, between recreational and 
utilitarian. 

Maintenance also affects e-bike 
adoption, mirroring a key barrier to 
cycling adoption. The cycling network 
should have its condition maintained to a 
suitable degree, especially when 
considering Canadian seasonality. Bike 
lanes that are poorly maintained 
discourage both cyclists and e-bike 
riders from utilizing the provided routes. 
For some contexts, thinking about 
supportive cycling infrastructure may 
need to be creative to sufficiently 
accommodate e-bikes and other 
emerging micromobility options. 
Innovative pavement material and 
markings, route planning and specific 
permissions may be required to support 
diversified cycling capabilities on the 
transportation network. Comprehensive 
and denser cycling networks that allow 
for choice of alternative travel modes 
are always preferred, as they permit 
users to choose the route that most 
appropriately matches their level of 
comfort.

Suggested Actions
- Plan for and maintain a complete and   
    connected cycling network 
- Consider micromobility in the planning 
   of future cycling routes 
- Consider micromobility in the 
   functional design of future cycling 
   routes

7.5  Incentives and pilots  
As can be seen, e-bikeshare pilots are 
another option to introduce the 
technology on a trial basis. Several 
e-bikeshare pilots currently exist across 
the United States, and could be explored 
further in Canada to show the potential 
of e-bikes in addressing transportation 
gaps. To increase e-bike appeal and 
ownership, monetary incentives can also 
be used to make them more affordable 
to potential users. France is currently 
promoting pedelecs to the public 
through a $300 purchase rebate68. A 
similar program is also available in 
Norway, where residents are offered 
$1,200 in Oslo to buy an e-cargo bike69. 

Utilizing financial incentives to increase 
uptake is not unique to e-bike technology 
and has been considered within Canada 
with other emerging technologies. In 
Ontario, the Electric Vehicle and 
Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program 
(EHVIP) provided financial rebates 
($14,000) and High Occupancy Vehicle 
lane privileges to electric vehicle 
purchasers. During the program, sales 
increased by 120%. This EHVIP program 
is no longer offered in Ontario by the 
provincial government; however, as of 
May 2019, the Canadian government 
announced a rebate of $5,000 off 
electric vehicles that cost less than 
$45,00070. When promoting 
micromobility, incentives would be an 
worthwhile option that should be 
explored further within Canada.   

Piloting e-bikes as a 
solution to urban goods 
movement
E-bikes are not only an option for 
personal trips, they also offer new 
mobility options for cargo deliveries. In 
our current retail economy, how we 
order and receive goods is changing, and 

6.4  Social equity  
The importance of inclusivity in 
transportation cannot be overstated. 
Mobility is a key indicator of health, and 
when transportation evolves inequitably, 
the consequences are unequally 
distributed throughout the population. 
When we look to close the missing 
middle, it is vitally important to consider 
how the gaps affect our most vulnerable 
populations, and how our policy and 
program responses will address their 
needs. There are opportunities for 
micromobility to help make mobility 
equitable. With our current use patterns 
of e-bikes in Canada, e-bikes are filling a 
key mobility gap for those multiple 
vulnerable populations14,24,63. Moving 
forward with e-bike integration in 
Canada, it will be important to consider 
how the new policies, programs and laws 
will impact the livelihoods of those who 
have have been relying on this mobility 
option, and further support equitable 
opportunity for adoption.

Key vulnerable populations can include, 
but are not limited to:

Recent Immigrants

Low-income residents

Physically disadvantaged 
populations 

the sustainability of goods movement is 
an increasing environmental concern. 
Between 2005 and 2015, the number of 
parcels delivered globally grew by 128%71. 
Some companies are already integrating 
micromobility into their business plans -
UPS introduced the service in late 201872. 
A Seattle pilot introduces a specifically 
designed cargo e-bike to complete local 
delivery trips within the city, reducing 
the traffic congestion caused by delivery 
trucks and vehicles.

Suggested Actions
- Explore the opportunity for rebate 
   programs for e-bikes and other  
   provincial and/or federal micromobility 
   modes
- Whenever feasible, introduce e-bike
   pilot programs that can explore
   potential new markets for e-bikes    
   (such as urban goods movement)
- Approach the Canadian Government to   
   expand their current electric vehicle 
   incentive program to include  a similar  
   rebate for e-bikes. e.g. $275 off a 
   $250-500 e-bike. 

7.6  Education
The discussion surrounding 
micromobility is on going, and subject to 
change as new trends emerge. As such, 
practitioner and public education are 
vital to e-bike integration. We need to 
facilitate an open conversation around 
micromobility that supports 
knowledge-sharing across jurisdictions. 
Moreover, this knowledge should be 
communicated clearly and plainly to the 
public to encourage their support and 
opinions on micromobility.

Suggested Actions
- Clearly communicate the functionality   
   of e-bikes in online and in-print   
    educational materials 
- Mandate that e-bikeshare operators  
   provide educational videos for    
   new-riders 
- Update the Driver Training Manual to
   include information on e-bikes and 
   e-scooters
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Quels sont les meilleurs 
outils pour intégrer la 
micromobilité et les 
vélos électriques
dans le contexte canadien?

The findings of our engagement show 
that despite the current legislative 
landscape, the opportunity for unlocking 
the true potential of micromobility in our 
transportation network is evident. Over 
76% of participants felt that e-bikes will 
have a critical role in the future 
transportation network. However, the 
question remains: how can we foster the 
integration in an informed and 
responsible manner?  

We introduced the concept of the 
missing middle in the introductory 
chapter. As mentioned, the missing 
middle refers to underrepresented 
transportation needs and options within 
our existing transportation network. 
When we introduce micromobility under 
the lens of the missing middle, we can 
see the potential in addressing these 
gaps and contributing to a sustainable 
and inclusive transportation future. The 
following chapter outlines key 
perspectives for integrating 
micromobility to close the missing 
middle.

6.1  Micromobility and 
destination-bound trips 
In Canada, the average commute time 
for work journeys was 26.2 minutes by 
car, in 201648. This has been rising since 
the previous census in 2011. In Toronto, 
the average commute is 34 minutes. As 
such, auto-dependent commute 
patterns have become an expected 
reality. For many people, their errands, 
work, friends and community are outside 
of a walkable or bikeable distance. Even 
for those who do live within bikeable 
distance, barriers such as sweatiness, 
changing clothes, and difficulty carrying 
bags/cargo make biking for 
destination-bound trips seem 
infeasible14. One of the key findings of 
the background review was how e-bikes 
could mitigate some of these challenges. 

In a study from Waterloo, ON, it was 
found that e-biking can help introduce 
sustainable destination-bound travel to 
populations who would have otherwise 
not considered their commute to be 
bikeable14. However, to generate more 
utilitarian travel trends, there will need 
to be a behavioural shift in the current 
use-patterns of e-bikes. A survey 
completed in 2018 by the National 
Institute for Transportation and 
Communities asked American e-bike 
riders to explain how they utilize their 
e-bikes. Although the majority of avid or 
experienced cyclists utilized their 
e-bikes for destination-bound trips, 
timid/less-experienced cyclists tended 
to use them for leisure/recreation . The 
difference between avid and novice 
cyclists is an evident gap in the 
utilization of micromobility and e-bikes. 

Moving forward, there is an opportunity 
to leverage the potential of 
micromobility integration under a lens 
that supports its utilitarian travel 
potential. Although leisure and 
recreational trip-types are a subset of 
trip-type for e-bikes, we believe the 
larger opportunity for micromobility is 
within destination-bound trips to 
support a sustainable transportation 
future. 

6.2  Intersecting 
micromobility and 
shared mobility
The opportunity to intersect 
micromobility and shared mobility is 
already being realized globally. 
According to a Navigant Research 
Study, the global e-bikeshare market is 
estimated to be worth $24.4 billion by 
202550. These programs are contributing 
to a market of micromobility that is 
more readily accessible.  In the U.K., an 
e-bikeshare program with only 50 pilot 
e-bikes was ridden over 7,000 km in the 

first few months51. In 2018, Paris 
expanded a pilot of their e-bikeshare 
program to become the largest 
e-bikeshare fleet in Europe, with 20,000 
e-bikes52. North America introduced its 
first e-bikeshare in 201253, and as of now 
multiple cities across Canada and the 
United States have implemented an 
e-bike sharing system. At the time of 
publication, Calgary is believed to be the 
only Canadian city that has a full-time 
e-bikesharing system.

Madrid Case Study:
Madrid, Spain implemented their first 
e-bikeshare pilot in 2014, and in 2017 
announced an expansion that would 
allow for 42 new stations and 486 new 
e-bikes54. The program was a success, 
with a user-base that grew from 1,000 
to 50,00055. It is now one of the most 
popular e-bikeshare programs in Europe. 
In 2017, a paper that reviewed the survey 
distributed to Madrid residents about 
the pilot found that supportive 
infrastructure is not only the largest 
facilitator to e-bikeshare, but that 
cycling infrastructure also supports use 
by all demographics - including older 
adults, women, young adults and 
beginner cyclists56. This pilot also 
pre-emptively illustrated some of the 
main benefits of combining e-bikes with 
bikeshare. In Madrid, many residents 
were already willing to cycle, however, 
the hilly landscape was a key barrier. 
Furthermore, although almost 90% of 
residents had heard of an e-bike, only 1% 
owned or had tried an e-bike. By 
combining the two emerging 
technologies, e-bikes could become more 
accessible to the public, and bikeshare 
could become more feasible to a larger 
demographic.

E-bikeshare is not the only quickly 
popularizing micromobility sharing 

system. Possibly more well known is the 
e-scooter share phenomenon, with 
shared electrified kick scooter systems 
popping up across the globe. As 
previously noted, there are unique 
opportunities and challenges associated 
with integrating micromobility shared 
mobility as opposed to traditional 
bikeshare. More so, when comparing 
e-bikeshare and e-scooter share, 
e-scooter share faces a set of unique 
challenges. The popularity of e-scooters 
came in a rapid influx compared to 
e-bikes. Another key difference is safety. 
Where e-bikes are generally similar to 
bikes in terms of collision-rates, 
e-scooter riders have been observed to 
have higher rates of collision resulting in 
injury73. Moreover, “littering”, where 
scooters/bikes are left on the side of 
roads and sidewalks, is more common 
with e-scooters as they operate utilizing 
a dockless model.     

A key discussion for e-shared mobility is 
the need for and type of docking system 
and its corresponding opportunities and 
challenges. Docked bikeshares offer a 
structured approach to introducing 
e-bikeshare, but also come with an 
upfront investment cost for the 
municipality and offer less travel 
freedom for users. Dockless and Hybrid 
models offer more travel freedom, but 
have higher operational costs, as e-bike 
batteries need to be charged and are not 
returned to docks to charge. Also, there 
is an increased risk of bike loss or 
damage to dockless or hybrid models. As 
shown with our engagement, some of 
the biggest challenges with e-bikeshare 
implementation are cost and battery 
charging. In addition, some findings from 
our survey suggested that municipalities 
do not have ample regulatory tools to 
moderate privately operated bikeshare 
systems. 

Just as the markets of bikeshare, 
e-bikes and, e-scooters expand, so do 
the companies offering e-bike/e-scooter 

share. Some are pre-existing bikeshare 
companies that have expanded into the 
e-bikeshare, others have emerged 
specifically for the e-bikeshare/scooter 
share. While there are many e-bikeshare 
companies globally, the following section 
focuses on profiling e-bikeshare 
companies that target the North 
American market. 

Jump
Jump is a recent American start-up that 
operates e-bikeshare and traditional 
bikeshare, called SoBi. In Canada, SoBi 
operates in Hamilton and Ottawa, ON58. 
Notably, the company was sold to Uber 
in April 2018, for approximately $200 
million59. The purchase by Uber is one of 
the first steps in the popular rideshare 
service entering new modal markets. In 
June 2018, Uber launched its first 
e-bikeshare program in Germany. 

Lime
Lime Bike (now known as Lime) is an 
American e-bikeshare company that 
operates a dockless bike sharing system 
for e-bikes and e-scooters60. Currently, 
Lime operates the e-scooter share pilot 
in Waterloo, ON and the e-bikeshare 
pilot in Calgary, AB.  

Motivate
Motivate is an American bikeshare 
company that launched an e-bike pilot in 
San Francisco in April 201861. In 
December 2018, it was purchased by the 
rideshare company Lyft62.

6.3  Multimodal 
integration    
With the on-going objective for 
sustainable mobility, we commonly 
discuss transit as an attainable 
alternative that can discourage car 
travel. However, transit is a service of 

communal convenience, meaning that it 
generally serves most, yet rarely 
perfectly serves any. The distance 
between a traveller's origin or 
destination point and the transit station 
is known as the first and last mile, and 
can greatly impact travel choice. When 
we plan for micromobility in our future 
transportation networks, a key focus 
should be on how the different modes 
interact to increase their service 
potential.

In the previous chapters, we established 
the existing context of e-bike 
integration, the current legislative 
landscape, and opinions of key 
micromobility stakeholders. Through the 
findings of each of these reviews, we 
have compiled a toolbox of six e-bike 
integration methods that could support 
accessible, inclusive and sustainable 
e-bike adoption in communities across 
Canada.

7.1  Legislation  
The ambiguity of e-bikes and, more 
largely, all micromobility modes in our 
transportation network is a key barrier 
to integration. As highlighted in our 
legislative review, there is no common 
delineation between the multiple types 
of e-bikes and how they should be 
regulated, or where they should be 
permitted.

In Canada, further evaluation should be 
conducted to determine whether a 
tiered approach to e-bike regulation (as 
shown in Europe and the United States 
through the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association definition) could assist in 
clarifying the role of e-bikes in our 
existing and future transportation 
network. Careful evaluation of the 
relationship between the 
throttle-assisted and pedelecs models, 
as well as the BSEB and SSEB models, 
should occur. As mentioned throughout 
this paper, there are operational 
differences between these models that 
affect how they interact with our 
infrastructure and other road-users. 
When planning for new regulation, we 
should give considerable attention to the 
legal classification of e-bikes as bicycles 
and to the regulators - speed, weight, 
throttle-power, wheel diameter, etc. -
that are used to dictate the operational 
capacities of e-bikes.

Suggested Actions
Based on the findings of this paper, we 
suggest the following legislative changes 
be explored at the provincial level to 
address some of the current barriers to 
e-bike adoption. Graphically shown in 
Figure 8. The implementation of these 
changes should be subject to 
stakeholder engagement to further 
analyze the implications and effects on 
the e-bike sector. 

Furthermore, depending on the outcome 
of the federal deregulation, these 
changes may be independent legislation 
for e-bikes or could act as further 
classification for power-assisted 
bicycles.

1. Regulate pedal-assisted 
e-bikes as bicycles in a two-tier 
model
Pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
pedal-assist bicycles are already 
regulated as bicycles, but are grouped 
together with Scooter Style E-Bikes 
(SSEBs). To maximize the potential of 
pedelecs/PABs as an integrated mobility 
option, they should be categorized 
separately from other e-bike models, 
and from each other. It is recommended 
that two tiers of pedal-assisted bicycles 
be classified, in that both pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted pedal-assist bicycles 
are categorized - as done with the 
American Bicycle Suppliers Product 
Association classification. By doing so, 
the slight capability differences between 
pedelecs and throttle-assisted bicycle 
style e-bikes are recognized without 
removing their permissions as bicycles. 

This would lead to a better 
understanding of pedelecs and PABs by 
the public, so that more riders could 
make educated choices about their 
preferred e-bike typology. We propose 
these e-bikes be classified as Type A, 
with full-pedal assist bicycles being Type 
A-1 and throttle-assisted pedal-assist 
bicycles being Type A-2. 

- Permit pedelecs and Permit Type A     
   e-bikes similar to conventional bicycles 
- Maintain the maximum speed of 
   32km/h 
- Maintain all other existing   
   requirements of power-assisted  
   bicycles 
- Require a speedometer on Type A   
   e-bikes 
- Require that the motor cease when 
   human propulsion ceases for pedelecs, 
   and that the motor ceases when 
   brakes are applied for Type A-2 
- Require a manufacturers label that   
   distinguish between Type A-1 and Type 
    A-2
- Monitor and evaluate e-bike usage to 
   understand how pedelecs and PABs are 
   being utilized
- Require helmets for Type A e-bikes
- Regulate that no person under the age  
   of sixteen shall operate a Type A e-bike 

2. Recognize s-pedelecs in the 
transportation network
Currently, s-pedelecs are not permitted 
within the power-assisted bicycle 
definition as they exceed the maximum 
32 km/h speed. The Bicycle Product 
Suppliers Association permits 
s-pedelecs as bicycles in their 
classification model given that the U.S. 
does not explicitly prohibit e-bikes that 
can travel at a speed higher than 32 
km/h. Currently, Canada does not have a 
definition for s-pedelecs. Based on the 
lessons learned from the EU, it is 
recommended that s-pedelecs be clearly 
defined in provincial legislation as a type 
of moped with required licensing that 
would recognize their pedal-assist 
nature, but also recognize their 
increased speed to reduce potential 
injuries and mode conflicts. We propose 
these s-pedelecs be classified as Type B 
e-bikes 
- Define Type B e-bikes as mopeds
- Indicate a unique definition for 
   Type B e-bikes within the existing 
   moped definition

- Distinguish between Type B e-bikes  
   and other less-active mopeds through 
   language about human-propulsion  
- Require a mandatory helmet for 
   Type-B use
- Require a speedometer on Type B 
   e-bikes

- Regulate that no person under the age 
   of sixteen shall operate a Type B e-bike

3. Finding a place for SSEBs
With the above recommendations, 
SSEBs would still exist within the e-bike 
classification, as they functionally 
match the legal description of 
power-assisted bicycles. However, 
provinces can look to regulate SSEB via 
weight or wheel diameter requirements. 
In the city of Toronto, SSEBs are 
distinguished as e-scooters and are not 
permitted on multi-use trails. Toronto 
distinguishes between pedal-assisted 
e-bikes and SSEBs by mandating that 
e-bikes have a maximum weight of 40 kg 
and that the e-bike rider “pedals for 
propulsion” - building upon the 
“functional pedals” requirement within 
the power-assisted bicycle definition. 
Creating a functional classification, 
however, only begins to unravel the 
future role of SSEBs on the 
transportation network.  There is 
minimal regulatory precedent for 
defining SSEB and as such, determining 
where, or if, SSEBs fit into our existing 
active transportation infrastructure 
requires a strong regulatory focus, 
especially when considering the 
conversations on safety and equity. It is 
recommended that stakeholder 
engagement be further conducted to 
determine the appropriate operating 
environment for SSEBs. We propose 
that scooter-style e-bikes be classified 
as Type C.
- Define a functional difference between  
   Type A-2 and Type C through 
    regulation requiring human-propulsion     
    and maximum weight 

- Require a speedometer on Type C 
   e-bikes 
- Prohibit Type C on multi-use trails and 
   other off-road facilities 
- Require Type C E-bikes to operate in 
   motor vehicle travel lanes, similar to 
   mopeds

4. Legalize e-scooters
Different modes of micromobility fill 
different transportation gaps. 
E-scooters can work with e-bikes to 
increase the efficiency and sustainability 
of our transportation network. However, 
specific attention should be given to how 
they are introduced. We propose the 
following considerations to e-scooter 
regulation64: 
- Introduce the legalization of 
   e-scooters through a pilot program 
- Limit the speed of e-scooters to 24 
   km/h, and consider requiring an 
    emergency power shut off switch
- Use in dedicated cycling infrastructure 
   e.g. bike lanes and multi-use paths but 
   not on sidewalks or in motor vehicle 
   travel lanes with posted speed limits 
   greater than 40 km/h 

- When part of an e-scooter share, 
   specifically prohibit the e-scooter    
   operator and riders from leaving 
   e-scooters lying around on sidewalks in 
   a way that impedes pedestrian traffic.

7.2  Planning documents  
Our survey found that only 31% of 
respondents are currently planning for 
micromobility as part of their future 
transportation planning process. Plans 
that can incorporate micromobility 
include, but are not limited to: 
- Official Plans 
- Secondary Plans 
- Transportation Master Plans 
- Active Transportation Master Plans
- Road Safety/Vision Zero Action Plans 
- Transportation Demand Management
   Plans 

The new policy directives of these 
sections should consider the multiple 
modes of micromobility and their unique 
mobility capabilities. This paper started 

to identify the differences between 
micromobility modes. However, further 
analysis should be done to understand 
the interactions of these modes. 
Furthermore, much of transportation 
planning is reliant on modelling. When 
looking towards a 
micromobility-supportive 
transportation network, data, software 
and processes will need to be updated to 
reflect how e-bikes and e-scooters 
travel through the network. 

When planning inclusively for new 
mobility trends, it is important to 
understand the inherent social and 
health impacts that could arise from a 
shift in the transportation status quo. 
The background review section and 
engagement showed that the 
demographics that could benefit from 
micromobility are broad, and ensuring 
that each demographic benefit equitably 
from the introduction of micromobility is 
essential to its overall success. As they 
become more normalized, a shift has 
occurred wherein e-bikes are now being 
adopted by those who may not have the 
same economic or social opportunities63. 
When we think about micromobility from 
a population and demographic 
perspective, it is important to 
incorporate e-bikes, e-scooters and 
other forms of micromobility into our 
social/health planning to guide equitable 
adoption. We can achieve this by 
integrating micromobility into different 
policy documents such as age-friendly 
community planning, social equity 
planning, Vision Zero, and more.

Suggested Actions
- Define micromobility and the different 
   micromobility modes within Official 
   Plans and appropriate functional 
   master plans 
- Integrate micromobility into “future 
   mobility” sections of Transportation 
   Master Plans

- Update modelling processes to reflect     
   the operational capabilities of micro-
   mobility

- Consider micromobility through an 
   equity lens and, whenever feasible, 
   adapt supportive micromobility policies 
   for all applicable planning documents 

- Acknowledge the unique benefit of 
   micromobility to increase mobility for 
   our ageing population, and appropri-
   ately plan for supportive micromobility 
   policies within age friendly plans, 
   transportation master plans, and 
   other relevant planning policies.

7.3  Bikeshare 
In the bikeshare sector, which is 
approximated to be in place in over 800 
municipalities across 56 countries65, 
e-bikeshare is still a comparably small 
subset. However, the opportunity is 
apparent; e-bikeshare could help make 
bikeshare a more viable alternative for 
“missing middle” trips in both urban and 
suburban landscapes.  In addition to 
increasing exposure of e-bikes, 
e-bikeshare also allows the municipality 
to control the types of e-bikes in their 
transportation network. For example, in 
New York City, throttle-assisted e-bikes 
remain illegal, but a legal pedelec 
e-bikeshare was introduced66.  

Nevertheless, many e-bikeshare 
implementation questions still need 
answers. The most notable for Canada 
is the climate. Is it feasible to operate 
e-bikeshare in the winter months? When 
e-bikes are stored outside do their 
batteries continue to operate in 
sub-zero temperatures? Are there 
technological solutions to cold climate 
challenges, such as having powered 
charging docks that keep the battery at 
a minimum optimum temperature when 
not being used? We will need to address 

these practical questions (highlighted 
through the engagement) as we 
introduce more e-bikeshares in Canada. 

There is also an internal micromobility 
competition occurring between 
e-scooter share services and 
e-bikeshare services that can cause 
implementation challenges.  In some 
cases, e-bikeshares are being 
discontinued in lieu of e-scooter shares, 
which are cheaper to operate67. In some 
areas, these two services are being 
implemented interchangeably despite 
offering differing functionalities. 
Moreover, the New York City precedent 
raises an important challenge in 
e-bikeshare. As e-bikeshare promotes 
e-bike use, a major challenge is 
balancing the increase in uptake in 
jurisdictions that do not intrinsically 
support e-bikes with their legislation. 
When implementing e-shared mobility, 
we should think not only of the system 
itself but also the interaction of the 
program with legislation and other 
modes.

Suggested Actions
- Support e-bikeshare in relevant
   planning documents
- Pilot e-bikeshares, and monitor and 
   evaluate their impact year-round to   
   better inform future program rollouts 
- Specifically prohibit e-bikeshare riders 
   from parking e-bikes in areas where 
   pedestrian traffic is impacted
- Engage with emerging academic 
   research on the benefits and out
   comes of e-bikeshares in comparable 
   municipalities

7.4  Cycling 
infrastructure  
In addition, the network of cycling 
infrastructure is a key motivator for 
e-bike adoption. Although some cyclists 
found that e-bikes allowed them to feel 
more confident in mixed-traffic 
conditions, having separated and 
comfortable cycling lanes encourages a 
broader range of cyclists and e-bike 
riders. When considering our ageing 
society, providing the technology solves 
only half the battle for inclusive cycling 
trips; the infrastructure must also be 
supportive of broad demographics. Also, 
route planning will influence the choice 
of trip type, between recreational and 
utilitarian. 

Maintenance also affects e-bike 
adoption, mirroring a key barrier to 
cycling adoption. The cycling network 
should have its condition maintained to a 
suitable degree, especially when 
considering Canadian seasonality. Bike 
lanes that are poorly maintained 
discourage both cyclists and e-bike 
riders from utilizing the provided routes. 
For some contexts, thinking about 
supportive cycling infrastructure may 
need to be creative to sufficiently 
accommodate e-bikes and other 
emerging micromobility options. 
Innovative pavement material and 
markings, route planning and specific 
permissions may be required to support 
diversified cycling capabilities on the 
transportation network. Comprehensive 
and denser cycling networks that allow 
for choice of alternative travel modes 
are always preferred, as they permit 
users to choose the route that most 
appropriately matches their level of 
comfort.

Suggested Actions
- Plan for and maintain a complete and   
    connected cycling network 
- Consider micromobility in the planning 
   of future cycling routes 
- Consider micromobility in the 
   functional design of future cycling 
   routes

7.5  Incentives and pilots  
As can be seen, e-bikeshare pilots are 
another option to introduce the 
technology on a trial basis. Several 
e-bikeshare pilots currently exist across 
the United States, and could be explored 
further in Canada to show the potential 
of e-bikes in addressing transportation 
gaps. To increase e-bike appeal and 
ownership, monetary incentives can also 
be used to make them more affordable 
to potential users. France is currently 
promoting pedelecs to the public 
through a $300 purchase rebate68. A 
similar program is also available in 
Norway, where residents are offered 
$1,200 in Oslo to buy an e-cargo bike69. 

Utilizing financial incentives to increase 
uptake is not unique to e-bike technology 
and has been considered within Canada 
with other emerging technologies. In 
Ontario, the Electric Vehicle and 
Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program 
(EHVIP) provided financial rebates 
($14,000) and High Occupancy Vehicle 
lane privileges to electric vehicle 
purchasers. During the program, sales 
increased by 120%. This EHVIP program 
is no longer offered in Ontario by the 
provincial government; however, as of 
May 2019, the Canadian government 
announced a rebate of $5,000 off 
electric vehicles that cost less than 
$45,00070. When promoting 
micromobility, incentives would be an 
worthwhile option that should be 
explored further within Canada.   

Piloting e-bikes as a 
solution to urban goods 
movement
E-bikes are not only an option for 
personal trips, they also offer new 
mobility options for cargo deliveries. In 
our current retail economy, how we 
order and receive goods is changing, and 

6.4  Social equity  
The importance of inclusivity in 
transportation cannot be overstated. 
Mobility is a key indicator of health, and 
when transportation evolves inequitably, 
the consequences are unequally 
distributed throughout the population. 
When we look to close the missing 
middle, it is vitally important to consider 
how the gaps affect our most vulnerable 
populations, and how our policy and 
program responses will address their 
needs. There are opportunities for 
micromobility to help make mobility 
equitable. With our current use patterns 
of e-bikes in Canada, e-bikes are filling a 
key mobility gap for those multiple 
vulnerable populations14,24,63. Moving 
forward with e-bike integration in 
Canada, it will be important to consider 
how the new policies, programs and laws 
will impact the livelihoods of those who 
have have been relying on this mobility 
option, and further support equitable 
opportunity for adoption.

Key vulnerable populations can include, 
but are not limited to:

Recent Immigrants

Low-income residents

Physically disadvantaged 
populations 

the sustainability of goods movement is 
an increasing environmental concern. 
Between 2005 and 2015, the number of 
parcels delivered globally grew by 128%71. 
Some companies are already integrating 
micromobility into their business plans -
UPS introduced the service in late 201872. 
A Seattle pilot introduces a specifically 
designed cargo e-bike to complete local 
delivery trips within the city, reducing 
the traffic congestion caused by delivery 
trucks and vehicles.

Suggested Actions
- Explore the opportunity for rebate 
   programs for e-bikes and other  
   provincial and/or federal micromobility 
   modes
- Whenever feasible, introduce e-bike
   pilot programs that can explore
   potential new markets for e-bikes    
   (such as urban goods movement)
- Approach the Canadian Government to   
   expand their current electric vehicle 
   incentive program to include  a similar  
   rebate for e-bikes. e.g. $275 off a 
   $250-500 e-bike. 

7.6  Education
The discussion surrounding 
micromobility is on going, and subject to 
change as new trends emerge. As such, 
practitioner and public education are 
vital to e-bike integration. We need to 
facilitate an open conversation around 
micromobility that supports 
knowledge-sharing across jurisdictions. 
Moreover, this knowledge should be 
communicated clearly and plainly to the 
public to encourage their support and 
opinions on micromobility.

Suggested Actions
- Clearly communicate the functionality   
   of e-bikes in online and in-print   
    educational materials 
- Mandate that e-bikeshare operators  
   provide educational videos for    
   new-riders 
- Update the Driver Training Manual to
   include information on e-bikes and 
   e-scooters



The findings of our engagement show 
that despite the current legislative 
landscape, the opportunity for unlocking 
the true potential of micromobility in our 
transportation network is evident. Over 
76% of participants felt that e-bikes will 
have a critical role in the future 
transportation network. However, the 
question remains: how can we foster the 
integration in an informed and 
responsible manner?  

We introduced the concept of the 
missing middle in the introductory 
chapter. As mentioned, the missing 
middle refers to underrepresented 
transportation needs and options within 
our existing transportation network. 
When we introduce micromobility under 
the lens of the missing middle, we can 
see the potential in addressing these 
gaps and contributing to a sustainable 
and inclusive transportation future. The 
following chapter outlines key 
perspectives for integrating 
micromobility to close the missing 
middle.

6.1  Micromobility and 
destination-bound trips 
In Canada, the average commute time 
for work journeys was 26.2 minutes by 
car, in 201648. This has been rising since 
the previous census in 2011. In Toronto, 
the average commute is 34 minutes. As 
such, auto-dependent commute 
patterns have become an expected 
reality. For many people, their errands, 
work, friends and community are outside 
of a walkable or bikeable distance. Even 
for those who do live within bikeable 
distance, barriers such as sweatiness, 
changing clothes, and difficulty carrying 
bags/cargo make biking for 
destination-bound trips seem 
infeasible14. One of the key findings of 
the background review was how e-bikes 
could mitigate some of these challenges. 

In a study from Waterloo, ON, it was 
found that e-biking can help introduce 
sustainable destination-bound travel to 
populations who would have otherwise 
not considered their commute to be 
bikeable14. However, to generate more 
utilitarian travel trends, there will need 
to be a behavioural shift in the current 
use-patterns of e-bikes. A survey 
completed in 2018 by the National 
Institute for Transportation and 
Communities asked American e-bike 
riders to explain how they utilize their 
e-bikes. Although the majority of avid or 
experienced cyclists utilized their 
e-bikes for destination-bound trips, 
timid/less-experienced cyclists tended 
to use them for leisure/recreation . The 
difference between avid and novice 
cyclists is an evident gap in the 
utilization of micromobility and e-bikes. 

Moving forward, there is an opportunity 
to leverage the potential of 
micromobility integration under a lens 
that supports its utilitarian travel 
potential. Although leisure and 
recreational trip-types are a subset of 
trip-type for e-bikes, we believe the 
larger opportunity for micromobility is 
within destination-bound trips to 
support a sustainable transportation 
future. 

6.2  Intersecting 
micromobility and 
shared mobility
The opportunity to intersect 
micromobility and shared mobility is 
already being realized globally. 
According to a Navigant Research 
Study, the global e-bikeshare market is 
estimated to be worth $24.4 billion by 
202550. These programs are contributing 
to a market of micromobility that is 
more readily accessible.  In the U.K., an 
e-bikeshare program with only 50 pilot 
e-bikes was ridden over 7,000 km in the 

first few months51. In 2018, Paris 
expanded a pilot of their e-bikeshare 
program to become the largest 
e-bikeshare fleet in Europe, with 20,000 
e-bikes52. North America introduced its 
first e-bikeshare in 201253, and as of now 
multiple cities across Canada and the 
United States have implemented an 
e-bike sharing system. At the time of 
publication, Calgary is believed to be the 
only Canadian city that has a full-time 
e-bikesharing system.

Madrid Case Study:
Madrid, Spain implemented their first 
e-bikeshare pilot in 2014, and in 2017 
announced an expansion that would 
allow for 42 new stations and 486 new 
e-bikes54. The program was a success, 
with a user-base that grew from 1,000 
to 50,00055. It is now one of the most 
popular e-bikeshare programs in Europe. 
In 2017, a paper that reviewed the survey 
distributed to Madrid residents about 
the pilot found that supportive 
infrastructure is not only the largest 
facilitator to e-bikeshare, but that 
cycling infrastructure also supports use 
by all demographics - including older 
adults, women, young adults and 
beginner cyclists56. This pilot also 
pre-emptively illustrated some of the 
main benefits of combining e-bikes with 
bikeshare. In Madrid, many residents 
were already willing to cycle, however, 
the hilly landscape was a key barrier. 
Furthermore, although almost 90% of 
residents had heard of an e-bike, only 1% 
owned or had tried an e-bike. By 
combining the two emerging 
technologies, e-bikes could become more 
accessible to the public, and bikeshare 
could become more feasible to a larger 
demographic.

E-bikeshare is not the only quickly 
popularizing micromobility sharing 

system. Possibly more well known is the 
e-scooter share phenomenon, with 
shared electrified kick scooter systems 
popping up across the globe. As 
previously noted, there are unique 
opportunities and challenges associated 
with integrating micromobility shared 
mobility as opposed to traditional 
bikeshare. More so, when comparing 
e-bikeshare and e-scooter share, 
e-scooter share faces a set of unique 
challenges. The popularity of e-scooters 
came in a rapid influx compared to 
e-bikes. Another key difference is safety. 
Where e-bikes are generally similar to 
bikes in terms of collision-rates, 
e-scooter riders have been observed to 
have higher rates of collision resulting in 
injury73. Moreover, “littering”, where 
scooters/bikes are left on the side of 
roads and sidewalks, is more common 
with e-scooters as they operate utilizing 
a dockless model.     

A key discussion for e-shared mobility is 
the need for and type of docking system 
and its corresponding opportunities and 
challenges. Docked bikeshares offer a 
structured approach to introducing 
e-bikeshare, but also come with an 
upfront investment cost for the 
municipality and offer less travel 
freedom for users. Dockless and Hybrid 
models offer more travel freedom, but 
have higher operational costs, as e-bike 
batteries need to be charged and are not 
returned to docks to charge. Also, there 
is an increased risk of bike loss or 
damage to dockless or hybrid models. As 
shown with our engagement, some of 
the biggest challenges with e-bikeshare 
implementation are cost and battery 
charging. In addition, some findings from 
our survey suggested that municipalities 
do not have ample regulatory tools to 
moderate privately operated bikeshare 
systems. 

Just as the markets of bikeshare, 
e-bikes and, e-scooters expand, so do 
the companies offering e-bike/e-scooter 

share. Some are pre-existing bikeshare 
companies that have expanded into the 
e-bikeshare, others have emerged 
specifically for the e-bikeshare/scooter 
share. While there are many e-bikeshare 
companies globally, the following section 
focuses on profiling e-bikeshare 
companies that target the North 
American market. 

Jump
Jump is a recent American start-up that 
operates e-bikeshare and traditional 
bikeshare, called SoBi. In Canada, SoBi 
operates in Hamilton and Ottawa, ON58. 
Notably, the company was sold to Uber 
in April 2018, for approximately $200 
million59. The purchase by Uber is one of 
the first steps in the popular rideshare 
service entering new modal markets. In 
June 2018, Uber launched its first 
e-bikeshare program in Germany. 

Lime
Lime Bike (now known as Lime) is an 
American e-bikeshare company that 
operates a dockless bike sharing system 
for e-bikes and e-scooters60. Currently, 
Lime operates the e-scooter share pilot 
in Waterloo, ON and the e-bikeshare 
pilot in Calgary, AB.  

Motivate
Motivate is an American bikeshare 
company that launched an e-bike pilot in 
San Francisco in April 201861. In 
December 2018, it was purchased by the 
rideshare company Lyft62.

6.3  Multimodal 
integration    
With the on-going objective for 
sustainable mobility, we commonly 
discuss transit as an attainable 
alternative that can discourage car 
travel. However, transit is a service of 

communal convenience, meaning that it 
generally serves most, yet rarely 
perfectly serves any. The distance 
between a traveller's origin or 
destination point and the transit station 
is known as the first and last mile, and 
can greatly impact travel choice. When 
we plan for micromobility in our future 
transportation networks, a key focus 
should be on how the different modes 
interact to increase their service 
potential.

Dans les chapitres précédents, nous avons 
établi le contexte actuel de l’intégration des 
vélos électriques, le paysage législatif actuel 
et les avis des principaux acteurs de la 
micromobilité.  Grâce aux conclusions de 
chacun de ces examens, nous avons compilé 
une boite à outils composée de six méthodes 
d’intégration des vélos électriques qui 
pourraient favoriser leur adoption à la fois 
accessible, inclusive et durable dans les 
collectivités partout au Canada.

7.1  Législation  
L’ambiguïté entourant les vélos électriques 
et, plus largement, tous les modes de 
micromobilité de notre réseau de transport, 
est un obstacle majeur à leur intégration. 
Comme nous l’avons souligné dans notre 
examen de la législation, il n’y a pas de 
consensus sur la distinction à établir entre les 
différents types de vélos électriques ni sur la 
façon dont ils devraient être réglementés ni 
sur les endroits ils devraient être autorisés.

Au Canada, il faudrait procéder à une 
évaluation plus poussée pour déterminer si 
une approche progressive de la 
réglementation des vélos électriques (comme 
celle adoptée en Europe et celle proposée par 
la définition de la Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association) pourrait aider à mieux définir le 
rôle des vélos électriques dans notre réseau 
de transport actuel et futur. Une évaluation 
minutieuse de la relation entre les modèles à 
accélération assistée et à pédalage assisté, 
ainsi qu’entre les modèles VETB et VETS, 
devrait être effectuée. Comme nous l’avons 
mentionné tout au long de ce document, il 
existe des différences d’utilisation entre ces 
modèles qui influent sur la façon dont ils 
interagissent avec notre infrastructure et les 
autres usagers de la route. Lors de la 
planification d’une nouvelle réglementation, 
nous devrions accorder une attention 
particulière à la classification légale des vélos 
électriques en tant que bicyclettes ainsi 
qu’aux régulateurs (vitesse, poids, puissance 
de l’accélérateur, diamètre des roues, etc.) 
qui sont utilisés pour dicter les capacités 
opérationnelles des vélos électriques.

Mesures suggérées
En nous fondant sur les conclusions du présent 
document, nous suggérons que les modifications 
législatives suivantes soient examinées à l’échelle 
provinciale pour éliminer certains des obstacles 
actuels à l’adoption des vélos électriques. La 
Figure 8 est une représentation graphique de 
notre suggestion. La mise en œuvre de ces 
changements devrait faire l’objet d’un 
engagement de la part des intervenants afin 
d’analyser plus en détail les implications et les 
effets sur le secteur du vélo électrique.

En outre, en fonction des résultats de la 
déréglementation fédérale, ces modifications 
pourraient être des lois indépendantes pour les 
vélos électriques, ou elles pourraient servir de 
classification supplémentaire pour les bicyclettes 
assistées.

1. Réglementer les vélos électriques
à pédalage assisté comme des
bicyclettes dans un modèle à deux
niveaux.
Les vélos à assistance électrique (VAE), qu’ils 
soient à accélération assistée ou à pédalage 
assisté, sont déjà réglementés en tant que 
bicyclettes, mais la réglementation ne les 
distingue pas des vélos électriques de type 
scooter (VETS). Pour maximiser le potentiel des 
vélos à assistance électrique en tant qu’option de 
mobilité intégrée, ils devraient être classés 
séparément des autres modèles de vélos 
électriques, mais devraient également être 
subdivisés en plusieurs classes. Nous 
recommandons que les vélos à assistance 
électrique soient classés dans deux catégories, 
soit les vélos à pédalage assisté et les vélos à 
accélération assistée, comme le suggère 
l’American Bicycle Suppliers Product 
Association. Ce faisant, les légères différences 
de capacité entre les vélos à pédalage assisté et 
les vélos à accélération assistée seraient 
reconnues sans pour autant que leurs 
autorisations en tant que « bicyclettes », leur 
soient retirées. 

Cela permettrait au public de mieux comprendre 
les vélos à assistance électrique, de sorte qu’un 
plus grand nombre de cyclistes pourraient faire 
des choix éclairés sur le type de vélo électrique à 
choisir. Nous proposons que ces vélos électriques 
soient classés dans la catégorie A, les vélos à 
pédalage assisté étant classés dans la catégorie 
A-1, et les vélos à accélération assistée étant
classés dans la catégorie A-2.

- Permit pedelecs and Permit Type A     
   e-bikes similar to conventional bicycles 
- Maintain the maximum speed of 
   32km/h 
- Maintain all other existing   
   requirements of power-assisted  
   bicycles 
- Require a speedometer on Type A   
   e-bikes 
- Require that the motor cease when 
   human propulsion ceases for pedelecs, 
   and that the motor ceases when 
   brakes are applied for Type A-2 
- Require a manufacturers label that   
   distinguish between Type A-1 and Type 
    A-2
- Monitor and evaluate e-bike usage to 
   understand how pedelecs and PABs are 
   being utilized
- Require helmets for Type A e-bikes
- Regulate that no person under the age  
   of sixteen shall operate a Type A e-bike 

2. Recognize s-pedelecs in the 
transportation network
Currently, s-pedelecs are not permitted 
within the power-assisted bicycle 
definition as they exceed the maximum 
32 km/h speed. The Bicycle Product 
Suppliers Association permits 
s-pedelecs as bicycles in their 
classification model given that the U.S. 
does not explicitly prohibit e-bikes that 
can travel at a speed higher than 32 
km/h. Currently, Canada does not have a 
definition for s-pedelecs. Based on the 
lessons learned from the EU, it is 
recommended that s-pedelecs be clearly 
defined in provincial legislation as a type 
of moped with required licensing that 
would recognize their pedal-assist 
nature, but also recognize their 
increased speed to reduce potential 
injuries and mode conflicts. We propose 
these s-pedelecs be classified as Type B 
e-bikes 
- Define Type B e-bikes as mopeds
- Indicate a unique definition for 
   Type B e-bikes within the existing 
   moped definition

- Distinguish between Type B e-bikes  
   and other less-active mopeds through 
   language about human-propulsion  
- Require a mandatory helmet for 
   Type-B use
- Require a speedometer on Type B 
   e-bikes

- Regulate that no person under the age 
   of sixteen shall operate a Type B e-bike

3. Finding a place for SSEBs
With the above recommendations, 
SSEBs would still exist within the e-bike 
classification, as they functionally 
match the legal description of 
power-assisted bicycles. However, 
provinces can look to regulate SSEB via 
weight or wheel diameter requirements. 
In the city of Toronto, SSEBs are 
distinguished as e-scooters and are not 
permitted on multi-use trails. Toronto 
distinguishes between pedal-assisted 
e-bikes and SSEBs by mandating that 
e-bikes have a maximum weight of 40 kg 
and that the e-bike rider “pedals for 
propulsion” - building upon the 
“functional pedals” requirement within 
the power-assisted bicycle definition. 
Creating a functional classification, 
however, only begins to unravel the 
future role of SSEBs on the 
transportation network.  There is 
minimal regulatory precedent for 
defining SSEB and as such, determining 
where, or if, SSEBs fit into our existing 
active transportation infrastructure 
requires a strong regulatory focus, 
especially when considering the 
conversations on safety and equity. It is 
recommended that stakeholder 
engagement be further conducted to 
determine the appropriate operating 
environment for SSEBs. We propose 
that scooter-style e-bikes be classified 
as Type C.
- Define a functional difference between  
   Type A-2 and Type C through 
    regulation requiring human-propulsion     
    and maximum weight 

- Require a speedometer on Type C 
   e-bikes 
- Prohibit Type C on multi-use trails and 
   other off-road facilities 
- Require Type C E-bikes to operate in 
   motor vehicle travel lanes, similar to 
   mopeds

4. Legalize e-scooters
Different modes of micromobility fill 
different transportation gaps. 
E-scooters can work with e-bikes to 
increase the efficiency and sustainability 
of our transportation network. However, 
specific attention should be given to how 
they are introduced. We propose the 
following considerations to e-scooter 
regulation64: 
- Introduce the legalization of 
   e-scooters through a pilot program 
- Limit the speed of e-scooters to 24 
   km/h, and consider requiring an 
    emergency power shut off switch
- Use in dedicated cycling infrastructure 
   e.g. bike lanes and multi-use paths but 
   not on sidewalks or in motor vehicle 
   travel lanes with posted speed limits 
   greater than 40 km/h 

- When part of an e-scooter share, 
   specifically prohibit the e-scooter    
   operator and riders from leaving 
   e-scooters lying around on sidewalks in 
   a way that impedes pedestrian traffic.

7.2  Planning documents  
Our survey found that only 31% of 
respondents are currently planning for 
micromobility as part of their future 
transportation planning process. Plans 
that can incorporate micromobility 
include, but are not limited to: 
- Official Plans 
- Secondary Plans 
- Transportation Master Plans 
- Active Transportation Master Plans
- Road Safety/Vision Zero Action Plans 
- Transportation Demand Management
   Plans 

The new policy directives of these 
sections should consider the multiple 
modes of micromobility and their unique 
mobility capabilities. This paper started 

to identify the differences between 
micromobility modes. However, further 
analysis should be done to understand 
the interactions of these modes. 
Furthermore, much of transportation 
planning is reliant on modelling. When 
looking towards a 
micromobility-supportive 
transportation network, data, software 
and processes will need to be updated to 
reflect how e-bikes and e-scooters 
travel through the network. 

When planning inclusively for new 
mobility trends, it is important to 
understand the inherent social and 
health impacts that could arise from a 
shift in the transportation status quo. 
The background review section and 
engagement showed that the 
demographics that could benefit from 
micromobility are broad, and ensuring 
that each demographic benefit equitably 
from the introduction of micromobility is 
essential to its overall success. As they 
become more normalized, a shift has 
occurred wherein e-bikes are now being 
adopted by those who may not have the 
same economic or social opportunities63. 
When we think about micromobility from 
a population and demographic 
perspective, it is important to 
incorporate e-bikes, e-scooters and 
other forms of micromobility into our 
social/health planning to guide equitable 
adoption. We can achieve this by 
integrating micromobility into different 
policy documents such as age-friendly 
community planning, social equity 
planning, Vision Zero, and more.

Suggested Actions
- Define micromobility and the different 
   micromobility modes within Official 
   Plans and appropriate functional 
   master plans 
- Integrate micromobility into “future 
   mobility” sections of Transportation 
   Master Plans

- Update modelling processes to reflect     
   the operational capabilities of micro-
   mobility

- Consider micromobility through an 
   equity lens and, whenever feasible, 
   adapt supportive micromobility policies 
   for all applicable planning documents 

- Acknowledge the unique benefit of 
   micromobility to increase mobility for 
   our ageing population, and appropri-
   ately plan for supportive micromobility 
   policies within age friendly plans, 
   transportation master plans, and 
   other relevant planning policies.

7.3  Bikeshare 
In the bikeshare sector, which is 
approximated to be in place in over 800 
municipalities across 56 countries65, 
e-bikeshare is still a comparably small 
subset. However, the opportunity is 
apparent; e-bikeshare could help make 
bikeshare a more viable alternative for 
“missing middle” trips in both urban and 
suburban landscapes.  In addition to 
increasing exposure of e-bikes, 
e-bikeshare also allows the municipality 
to control the types of e-bikes in their 
transportation network. For example, in 
New York City, throttle-assisted e-bikes 
remain illegal, but a legal pedelec 
e-bikeshare was introduced66.  

Nevertheless, many e-bikeshare 
implementation questions still need 
answers. The most notable for Canada 
is the climate. Is it feasible to operate 
e-bikeshare in the winter months? When 
e-bikes are stored outside do their 
batteries continue to operate in 
sub-zero temperatures? Are there 
technological solutions to cold climate 
challenges, such as having powered 
charging docks that keep the battery at 
a minimum optimum temperature when 
not being used? We will need to address 

these practical questions (highlighted 
through the engagement) as we 
introduce more e-bikeshares in Canada. 

There is also an internal micromobility 
competition occurring between 
e-scooter share services and 
e-bikeshare services that can cause 
implementation challenges.  In some 
cases, e-bikeshares are being 
discontinued in lieu of e-scooter shares, 
which are cheaper to operate67. In some 
areas, these two services are being 
implemented interchangeably despite 
offering differing functionalities. 
Moreover, the New York City precedent 
raises an important challenge in 
e-bikeshare. As e-bikeshare promotes 
e-bike use, a major challenge is 
balancing the increase in uptake in 
jurisdictions that do not intrinsically 
support e-bikes with their legislation. 
When implementing e-shared mobility, 
we should think not only of the system 
itself but also the interaction of the 
program with legislation and other 
modes.

Suggested Actions
- Support e-bikeshare in relevant
   planning documents
- Pilot e-bikeshares, and monitor and 
   evaluate their impact year-round to   
   better inform future program rollouts 
- Specifically prohibit e-bikeshare riders 
   from parking e-bikes in areas where 
   pedestrian traffic is impacted
- Engage with emerging academic 
   research on the benefits and out
   comes of e-bikeshares in comparable 
   municipalities

7.4  Cycling 
infrastructure  
In addition, the network of cycling 
infrastructure is a key motivator for 
e-bike adoption. Although some cyclists 
found that e-bikes allowed them to feel 
more confident in mixed-traffic 
conditions, having separated and 
comfortable cycling lanes encourages a 
broader range of cyclists and e-bike 
riders. When considering our ageing 
society, providing the technology solves 
only half the battle for inclusive cycling 
trips; the infrastructure must also be 
supportive of broad demographics. Also, 
route planning will influence the choice 
of trip type, between recreational and 
utilitarian. 

Maintenance also affects e-bike 
adoption, mirroring a key barrier to 
cycling adoption. The cycling network 
should have its condition maintained to a 
suitable degree, especially when 
considering Canadian seasonality. Bike 
lanes that are poorly maintained 
discourage both cyclists and e-bike 
riders from utilizing the provided routes. 
For some contexts, thinking about 
supportive cycling infrastructure may 
need to be creative to sufficiently 
accommodate e-bikes and other 
emerging micromobility options. 
Innovative pavement material and 
markings, route planning and specific 
permissions may be required to support 
diversified cycling capabilities on the 
transportation network. Comprehensive 
and denser cycling networks that allow 
for choice of alternative travel modes 
are always preferred, as they permit 
users to choose the route that most 
appropriately matches their level of 
comfort.

Suggested Actions
- Plan for and maintain a complete and   
    connected cycling network 
- Consider micromobility in the planning 
   of future cycling routes 
- Consider micromobility in the 
   functional design of future cycling 
   routes

7.5  Incentives and pilots  
As can be seen, e-bikeshare pilots are 
another option to introduce the 
technology on a trial basis. Several 
e-bikeshare pilots currently exist across 
the United States, and could be explored 
further in Canada to show the potential 
of e-bikes in addressing transportation 
gaps. To increase e-bike appeal and 
ownership, monetary incentives can also 
be used to make them more affordable 
to potential users. France is currently 
promoting pedelecs to the public 
through a $300 purchase rebate68. A 
similar program is also available in 
Norway, where residents are offered 
$1,200 in Oslo to buy an e-cargo bike69. 

Utilizing financial incentives to increase 
uptake is not unique to e-bike technology 
and has been considered within Canada 
with other emerging technologies. In 
Ontario, the Electric Vehicle and 
Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program 
(EHVIP) provided financial rebates 
($14,000) and High Occupancy Vehicle 
lane privileges to electric vehicle 
purchasers. During the program, sales 
increased by 120%. This EHVIP program 
is no longer offered in Ontario by the 
provincial government; however, as of 
May 2019, the Canadian government 
announced a rebate of $5,000 off 
electric vehicles that cost less than 
$45,00070. When promoting 
micromobility, incentives would be an 
worthwhile option that should be 
explored further within Canada.   

Piloting e-bikes as a 
solution to urban goods 
movement
E-bikes are not only an option for 
personal trips, they also offer new 
mobility options for cargo deliveries. In 
our current retail economy, how we 
order and receive goods is changing, and 

6.4  Social equity  
The importance of inclusivity in 
transportation cannot be overstated. 
Mobility is a key indicator of health, and 
when transportation evolves inequitably, 
the consequences are unequally 
distributed throughout the population. 
When we look to close the missing 
middle, it is vitally important to consider 
how the gaps affect our most vulnerable 
populations, and how our policy and 
program responses will address their 
needs. There are opportunities for 
micromobility to help make mobility 
equitable. With our current use patterns 
of e-bikes in Canada, e-bikes are filling a 
key mobility gap for those multiple 
vulnerable populations14,24,63. Moving 
forward with e-bike integration in 
Canada, it will be important to consider 
how the new policies, programs and laws 
will impact the livelihoods of those who 
have have been relying on this mobility 
option, and further support equitable 
opportunity for adoption.

Key vulnerable populations can include, 
but are not limited to:
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Recent Immigrants

Low-income residents

Physically disadvantaged 
populations 

the sustainability of goods movement is 
an increasing environmental concern. 
Between 2005 and 2015, the number of 
parcels delivered globally grew by 128%71. 
Some companies are already integrating 
micromobility into their business plans -
UPS introduced the service in late 201872. 
A Seattle pilot introduces a specifically 
designed cargo e-bike to complete local 
delivery trips within the city, reducing 
the traffic congestion caused by delivery 
trucks and vehicles.

Suggested Actions
- Explore the opportunity for rebate 
   programs for e-bikes and other  
   provincial and/or federal micromobility 
   modes
- Whenever feasible, introduce e-bike
   pilot programs that can explore
   potential new markets for e-bikes    
   (such as urban goods movement)
- Approach the Canadian Government to   
   expand their current electric vehicle 
   incentive program to include  a similar  
   rebate for e-bikes. e.g. $275 off a 
   $250-500 e-bike. 

7.6  Education
The discussion surrounding 
micromobility is on going, and subject to 
change as new trends emerge. As such, 
practitioner and public education are 
vital to e-bike integration. We need to 
facilitate an open conversation around 
micromobility that supports 
knowledge-sharing across jurisdictions. 
Moreover, this knowledge should be 
communicated clearly and plainly to the 
public to encourage their support and 
opinions on micromobility.

Suggested Actions
- Clearly communicate the functionality   
   of e-bikes in online and in-print   
    educational materials 
- Mandate that e-bikeshare operators  
   provide educational videos for    
   new-riders 
- Update the Driver Training Manual to
   include information on e-bikes and 
   e-scooters



In the previous chapters, we established 
the existing context of e-bike 
integration, the current legislative 
landscape, and opinions of key 
micromobility stakeholders. Through the 
findings of each of these reviews, we 
have compiled a toolbox of six e-bike 
integration methods that could support 
accessible, inclusive and sustainable 
e-bike adoption in communities across 
Canada.

7.1  Legislation  
The ambiguity of e-bikes and, more 
largely, all micromobility modes in our 
transportation network is a key barrier 
to integration. As highlighted in our 
legislative review, there is no common 
delineation between the multiple types 
of e-bikes and how they should be 
regulated, or where they should be 
permitted.

In Canada, further evaluation should be 
conducted to determine whether a 
tiered approach to e-bike regulation (as 
shown in Europe and the United States 
through the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association definition) could assist in 
clarifying the role of e-bikes in our 
existing and future transportation 
network. Careful evaluation of the 
relationship between the 
throttle-assisted and pedelecs models, 
as well as the BSEB and SSEB models, 
should occur. As mentioned throughout 
this paper, there are operational 
differences between these models that 
affect how they interact with our 
infrastructure and other road-users. 
When planning for new regulation, we 
should give considerable attention to the 
legal classification of e-bikes as bicycles 
and to the regulators - speed, weight, 
throttle-power, wheel diameter, etc. -
that are used to dictate the operational 
capacities of e-bikes.

Suggested Actions
Based on the findings of this paper, we 
suggest the following legislative changes 
be explored at the provincial level to 
address some of the current barriers to 
e-bike adoption. Graphically shown in 
Figure 8. The implementation of these 
changes should be subject to 
stakeholder engagement to further 
analyze the implications and effects on 
the e-bike sector. 

Furthermore, depending on the outcome 
of the federal deregulation, these 
changes may be independent legislation 
for e-bikes or could act as further 
classification for power-assisted 
bicycles.

1. Regulate pedal-assisted 
e-bikes as bicycles in a two-tier 
model
Pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
pedal-assist bicycles are already 
regulated as bicycles, but are grouped 
together with Scooter Style E-Bikes 
(SSEBs). To maximize the potential of 
pedelecs/PABs as an integrated mobility 
option, they should be categorized 
separately from other e-bike models, 
and from each other. It is recommended 
that two tiers of pedal-assisted bicycles 
be classified, in that both pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted pedal-assist bicycles 
are categorized - as done with the 
American Bicycle Suppliers Product 
Association classification. By doing so, 
the slight capability differences between 
pedelecs and throttle-assisted bicycle 
style e-bikes are recognized without 
removing their permissions as bicycles. 

This would lead to a better 
understanding of pedelecs and PABs by 
the public, so that more riders could 
make educated choices about their 
preferred e-bike typology. We propose 
these e-bikes be classified as Type A, 
with full-pedal assist bicycles being Type 
A-1 and throttle-assisted pedal-assist 
bicycles being Type A-2. 

- Accorder les mêmes autorisations aux vélos à 
pédalage assisté et vélos électriques de la 
catégorie A qu’aux bicyclettes traditionnelles.

- Maintenir la vitesse maximale de 32 km/h
- Maintenir toutes les autres exigences existantes 

pour les bicyclettes à assistance électrique
- Exiger un indicateur de vitesse pour les vélos 

électriques de la catégorie A
- Exiger que le moteur s’arrête lorsque la propulsion 

humaine cesse pour les vélos à pédalage assisté et 
que le moteur s’arrête lorsque les freins sont 
serrés pour les vélos de la catégorie A-2

- Exiger une étiquette du fabricant faisant la 
distinction entre les catégories A-1 et A-2

- Exiger une étiquette du fabricant faisant la 
distinction entre les catégories A-1 et A-2

- Surveiller et évaluer l’utilisation des vélos 
électriques pour comprendre comment les vélos à 
assistance électrique sont utilisés

- Rendre le port du casque obligatoire pour les vélos 
électriques de la catégorie A 

- Réglementer de manière à ce qu’aucune personne 
âgée de moins de seize ans ne puisse conduire un 
vélo électrique de la catégorie A 

- Indiquer une définition unique pour les vélos 
électriques de type B dans le cadre de la 
définition actuelle des mobylettes

- Distinguer les vélos électriques de type B des 
autres mobylettes moins actives en donnant des 
précisions sur la propulsion humaine

- Rendre obligatoire le port du casque pour les 
vélos de la catégorie B

- Exiger la présence d’un indicateur de vitesse sur 
les vélos électriques de la catégorie B

- Réglementer de manière à ce qu’aucune 
personne âgée de moins de seize ans ne puisse 
conduire un vélo électrique de la catégorie B 

3. Trouver une place pour les VETS
Avec les recommandations ci-dessus, les VETS 
seraient toujours des vélos électriques, car ils 
correspondent fonctionnellement à la 
description légale des vélos à assistance 
électrique. Toutefois, les provinces peuvent 
envisager de réglementer spécifiquement les 
VETS par des exigences relatives au poids ou 
au diamètre des roues. Dans la ville de Toronto, 
les VETS sont considérés comme des 
trottinettes électriques et ne sont pas 
autorisés sur les sentiers polyvalents. Toronto 
établit une distinction entre les vélos 
électriques à pédalage assisté et les VETS en 
exigeant que les vélos électriques aient un poids 
maximum de 40 kg et que le cycliste à vélo 
électrique « pédale pour se propulser ». La ville 
se fonde ainsi sur l’exigence relative aux « 
pédales fonctionnelles » de la définition des 
vélos à assistance électrique. Toutefois, la 
création d’une classification fonctionnelle n’est 
qu’une première étape pour préciser le rôle 
futur des VETS dans le réseau de transport. Il 
existe peu de précédents réglementaires pour 
définir les VETS. À ce titre, déterminer où et si 
les VETS s’intègrent à notre infrastructure de 
transport actif existante exige qu’on se 
concentre fortement sur l’aspect 
réglementaire, d’autant plus si l’on prend en 
compte les questions de sécurité et d’équité. Il 
est recommandé de poursuivre l’engagement 
des intervenants afin de déterminer 
l’environnement d’utilisation le plus approprié 
pour les VETS. Nous suggérons que les vélos 
électriques de type scooter soient classés dans 
la catégorie C.

- Définir une différence d’utilisation entre la 
catégorie A-2 et la catégorie C par le biais d’un 
règlement exigeant la propulsion humaine et 
déterminant un poids maximum

- Require a speedometer on Type C 
   e-bikes 
- Prohibit Type C on multi-use trails and 
   other off-road facilities 
- Require Type C E-bikes to operate in 
   motor vehicle travel lanes, similar to 
   mopeds

4. Legalize e-scooters
Different modes of micromobility fill 
different transportation gaps. 
E-scooters can work with e-bikes to 
increase the efficiency and sustainability 
of our transportation network. However, 
specific attention should be given to how 
they are introduced. We propose the 
following considerations to e-scooter 
regulation64: 
- Introduce the legalization of 
   e-scooters through a pilot program 
- Limit the speed of e-scooters to 24 
   km/h, and consider requiring an 
    emergency power shut off switch
- Use in dedicated cycling infrastructure 
   e.g. bike lanes and multi-use paths but 
   not on sidewalks or in motor vehicle 
   travel lanes with posted speed limits 
   greater than 40 km/h 

- When part of an e-scooter share, 
   specifically prohibit the e-scooter    
   operator and riders from leaving 
   e-scooters lying around on sidewalks in 
   a way that impedes pedestrian traffic.

7.2  Planning documents  
Our survey found that only 31% of 
respondents are currently planning for 
micromobility as part of their future 
transportation planning process. Plans 
that can incorporate micromobility 
include, but are not limited to: 
- Official Plans 
- Secondary Plans 
- Transportation Master Plans 
- Active Transportation Master Plans
- Road Safety/Vision Zero Action Plans 
- Transportation Demand Management
   Plans 

The new policy directives of these 
sections should consider the multiple 
modes of micromobility and their unique 
mobility capabilities. This paper started 

to identify the differences between 
micromobility modes. However, further 
analysis should be done to understand 
the interactions of these modes. 
Furthermore, much of transportation 
planning is reliant on modelling. When 
looking towards a 
micromobility-supportive 
transportation network, data, software 
and processes will need to be updated to 
reflect how e-bikes and e-scooters 
travel through the network. 

When planning inclusively for new 
mobility trends, it is important to 
understand the inherent social and 
health impacts that could arise from a 
shift in the transportation status quo. 
The background review section and 
engagement showed that the 
demographics that could benefit from 
micromobility are broad, and ensuring 
that each demographic benefit equitably 
from the introduction of micromobility is 
essential to its overall success. As they 
become more normalized, a shift has 
occurred wherein e-bikes are now being 
adopted by those who may not have the 
same economic or social opportunities63. 
When we think about micromobility from 
a population and demographic 
perspective, it is important to 
incorporate e-bikes, e-scooters and 
other forms of micromobility into our 
social/health planning to guide equitable 
adoption. We can achieve this by 
integrating micromobility into different 
policy documents such as age-friendly 
community planning, social equity 
planning, Vision Zero, and more.

Suggested Actions
- Define micromobility and the different 
   micromobility modes within Official 
   Plans and appropriate functional 
   master plans 
- Integrate micromobility into “future 
   mobility” sections of Transportation 
   Master Plans

- Update modelling processes to reflect     
   the operational capabilities of micro-
   mobility

- Consider micromobility through an 
   equity lens and, whenever feasible, 
   adapt supportive micromobility policies 
   for all applicable planning documents 

- Acknowledge the unique benefit of 
   micromobility to increase mobility for 
   our ageing population, and appropri-
   ately plan for supportive micromobility 
   policies within age friendly plans, 
   transportation master plans, and 
   other relevant planning policies.

7.3  Bikeshare 
In the bikeshare sector, which is 
approximated to be in place in over 800 
municipalities across 56 countries65, 
e-bikeshare is still a comparably small 
subset. However, the opportunity is 
apparent; e-bikeshare could help make 
bikeshare a more viable alternative for 
“missing middle” trips in both urban and 
suburban landscapes.  In addition to 
increasing exposure of e-bikes, 
e-bikeshare also allows the municipality 
to control the types of e-bikes in their 
transportation network. For example, in 
New York City, throttle-assisted e-bikes 
remain illegal, but a legal pedelec 
e-bikeshare was introduced66.  

Nevertheless, many e-bikeshare 
implementation questions still need 
answers. The most notable for Canada 
is the climate. Is it feasible to operate 
e-bikeshare in the winter months? When 
e-bikes are stored outside do their 
batteries continue to operate in 
sub-zero temperatures? Are there 
technological solutions to cold climate 
challenges, such as having powered 
charging docks that keep the battery at 
a minimum optimum temperature when 
not being used? We will need to address 

these practical questions (highlighted 
through the engagement) as we 
introduce more e-bikeshares in Canada. 

There is also an internal micromobility 
competition occurring between 
e-scooter share services and 
e-bikeshare services that can cause 
implementation challenges.  In some 
cases, e-bikeshares are being 
discontinued in lieu of e-scooter shares, 
which are cheaper to operate67. In some 
areas, these two services are being 
implemented interchangeably despite 
offering differing functionalities. 
Moreover, the New York City precedent 
raises an important challenge in 
e-bikeshare. As e-bikeshare promotes 
e-bike use, a major challenge is 
balancing the increase in uptake in 
jurisdictions that do not intrinsically 
support e-bikes with their legislation. 
When implementing e-shared mobility, 
we should think not only of the system 
itself but also the interaction of the 
program with legislation and other 
modes.

Suggested Actions
- Support e-bikeshare in relevant
   planning documents
- Pilot e-bikeshares, and monitor and 
   evaluate their impact year-round to   
   better inform future program rollouts 
- Specifically prohibit e-bikeshare riders 
   from parking e-bikes in areas where 
   pedestrian traffic is impacted
- Engage with emerging academic 
   research on the benefits and out
   comes of e-bikeshares in comparable 
   municipalities

7.4  Cycling 
infrastructure  
In addition, the network of cycling 
infrastructure is a key motivator for 
e-bike adoption. Although some cyclists 
found that e-bikes allowed them to feel 
more confident in mixed-traffic 
conditions, having separated and 
comfortable cycling lanes encourages a 
broader range of cyclists and e-bike 
riders. When considering our ageing 
society, providing the technology solves 
only half the battle for inclusive cycling 
trips; the infrastructure must also be 
supportive of broad demographics. Also, 
route planning will influence the choice 
of trip type, between recreational and 
utilitarian. 

Maintenance also affects e-bike 
adoption, mirroring a key barrier to 
cycling adoption. The cycling network 
should have its condition maintained to a 
suitable degree, especially when 
considering Canadian seasonality. Bike 
lanes that are poorly maintained 
discourage both cyclists and e-bike 
riders from utilizing the provided routes. 
For some contexts, thinking about 
supportive cycling infrastructure may 
need to be creative to sufficiently 
accommodate e-bikes and other 
emerging micromobility options. 
Innovative pavement material and 
markings, route planning and specific 
permissions may be required to support 
diversified cycling capabilities on the 
transportation network. Comprehensive 
and denser cycling networks that allow 
for choice of alternative travel modes 
are always preferred, as they permit 
users to choose the route that most 
appropriately matches their level of 
comfort.

Suggested Actions
- Plan for and maintain a complete and   
    connected cycling network 
- Consider micromobility in the planning 
   of future cycling routes 
- Consider micromobility in the 
   functional design of future cycling 
   routes

7.5  Incentives and pilots  
As can be seen, e-bikeshare pilots are 
another option to introduce the 
technology on a trial basis. Several 
e-bikeshare pilots currently exist across 
the United States, and could be explored 
further in Canada to show the potential 
of e-bikes in addressing transportation 
gaps. To increase e-bike appeal and 
ownership, monetary incentives can also 
be used to make them more affordable 
to potential users. France is currently 
promoting pedelecs to the public 
through a $300 purchase rebate68. A 
similar program is also available in 
Norway, where residents are offered 
$1,200 in Oslo to buy an e-cargo bike69. 

Utilizing financial incentives to increase 
uptake is not unique to e-bike technology 
and has been considered within Canada 
with other emerging technologies. In 
Ontario, the Electric Vehicle and 
Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program 
(EHVIP) provided financial rebates 
($14,000) and High Occupancy Vehicle 
lane privileges to electric vehicle 
purchasers. During the program, sales 
increased by 120%. This EHVIP program 
is no longer offered in Ontario by the 
provincial government; however, as of 
May 2019, the Canadian government 
announced a rebate of $5,000 off 
electric vehicles that cost less than 
$45,00070. When promoting 
micromobility, incentives would be an 
worthwhile option that should be 
explored further within Canada.   

Piloting e-bikes as a 
solution to urban goods 
movement
E-bikes are not only an option for 
personal trips, they also offer new 
mobility options for cargo deliveries. In 
our current retail economy, how we 
order and receive goods is changing, and 

the sustainability of goods movement is 
an increasing environmental concern. 
Between 2005 and 2015, the number of 
parcels delivered globally grew by 128%71. 
Some companies are already integrating 
micromobility into their business plans -
UPS introduced the service in late 201872. 
A Seattle pilot introduces a specifically 
designed cargo e-bike to complete local 
delivery trips within the city, reducing 
the traffic congestion caused by delivery 
trucks and vehicles.

Suggested Actions
- Explore the opportunity for rebate 
   programs for e-bikes and other  
   provincial and/or federal micromobility 
   modes
- Whenever feasible, introduce e-bike
   pilot programs that can explore
   potential new markets for e-bikes    
   (such as urban goods movement)
- Approach the Canadian Government to   
   expand their current electric vehicle 
   incentive program to include  a similar  
   rebate for e-bikes. e.g. $275 off a 
   $250-500 e-bike. 

7.6  Education
The discussion surrounding 
micromobility is on going, and subject to 
change as new trends emerge. As such, 
practitioner and public education are 
vital to e-bike integration. We need to 
facilitate an open conversation around 
micromobility that supports 
knowledge-sharing across jurisdictions. 
Moreover, this knowledge should be 
communicated clearly and plainly to the 
public to encourage their support and 
opinions on micromobility.

Suggested Actions
- Clearly communicate the functionality   
   of e-bikes in online and in-print   
    educational materials 
- Mandate that e-bikeshare operators  
   provide educational videos for    
   new-riders 
- Update the Driver Training Manual to
   include information on e-bikes and 
   e-scooters
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2. Reconnaitre les vélos à assistance 
électrique rapides (s-pedelecs) dans 
le réseau de transport
À l’heure actuelle, les vélos à assistance électrique 
rapides ne sont pas autorisés en vertu de la 
définition des bicyclettes assistées, car ils 
dépassent la vitesse maximale de 32 km/h. Dans 
son modèle de classification, la Bicycle Product 
Suppliers Association autorise les vélos à 
assistance électrique rapides en tant que 
bicyclettes, dans la mesure où les États-Unis 
n’interdisent pas de manière explicite les vélos 
électriques pouvant dépasser la vitesse de 32 km/h. 
À l’heure actuelle, le Canada ne suggère pas de 
définition des vélos à assistance électrique rapides. 
À la lumière des leçons tirées de l’expérience de 
l’UE, nous recommandons que la législation 
provinciale définisse clairement les vélos à 
assistance électrique rapides comme un type de 
mobylette pour lequel un permis est requis. Ainsi, on 
reconnaitrait leur nature de vélo « à pédalage 
assisté », mais aussi leur vitesse accrue, et ce, dans 
le but de réduire les blessures potentielles et les 
conflits liés aux modes de transport.  Nous 
proposons que ces vélos à assistance électrique 
rapides soient classés comme des vélos électriques 
de catégorie B. 

- Définir les vélos électriques de catégorie B comme 
des mobylettes



In the previous chapters, we established 
the existing context of e-bike 
integration, the current legislative 
landscape, and opinions of key 
micromobility stakeholders. Through the 
findings of each of these reviews, we 
have compiled a toolbox of six e-bike 
integration methods that could support 
accessible, inclusive and sustainable 
e-bike adoption in communities across 
Canada.

7.1  Legislation  
The ambiguity of e-bikes and, more 
largely, all micromobility modes in our 
transportation network is a key barrier 
to integration. As highlighted in our 
legislative review, there is no common 
delineation between the multiple types 
of e-bikes and how they should be 
regulated, or where they should be 
permitted.

In Canada, further evaluation should be 
conducted to determine whether a 
tiered approach to e-bike regulation (as 
shown in Europe and the United States 
through the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association definition) could assist in 
clarifying the role of e-bikes in our 
existing and future transportation 
network. Careful evaluation of the 
relationship between the 
throttle-assisted and pedelecs models, 
as well as the BSEB and SSEB models, 
should occur. As mentioned throughout 
this paper, there are operational 
differences between these models that 
affect how they interact with our 
infrastructure and other road-users. 
When planning for new regulation, we 
should give considerable attention to the 
legal classification of e-bikes as bicycles 
and to the regulators - speed, weight, 
throttle-power, wheel diameter, etc. -
that are used to dictate the operational 
capacities of e-bikes.

Suggested Actions
Based on the findings of this paper, we 
suggest the following legislative changes 
be explored at the provincial level to 
address some of the current barriers to 
e-bike adoption. Graphically shown in 
Figure 8. The implementation of these 
changes should be subject to 
stakeholder engagement to further 
analyze the implications and effects on 
the e-bike sector. 

Furthermore, depending on the outcome 
of the federal deregulation, these 
changes may be independent legislation 
for e-bikes or could act as further 
classification for power-assisted 
bicycles.

1. Regulate pedal-assisted 
e-bikes as bicycles in a two-tier 
model
Pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
pedal-assist bicycles are already 
regulated as bicycles, but are grouped 
together with Scooter Style E-Bikes 
(SSEBs). To maximize the potential of 
pedelecs/PABs as an integrated mobility 
option, they should be categorized 
separately from other e-bike models, 
and from each other. It is recommended 
that two tiers of pedal-assisted bicycles 
be classified, in that both pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted pedal-assist bicycles 
are categorized - as done with the 
American Bicycle Suppliers Product 
Association classification. By doing so, 
the slight capability differences between 
pedelecs and throttle-assisted bicycle 
style e-bikes are recognized without 
removing their permissions as bicycles. 

This would lead to a better 
understanding of pedelecs and PABs by 
the public, so that more riders could 
make educated choices about their 
preferred e-bike typology. We propose 
these e-bikes be classified as Type A, 
with full-pedal assist bicycles being Type 
A-1 and throttle-assisted pedal-assist 
bicycles being Type A-2. 

- Permit pedelecs and Permit Type A     
   e-bikes similar to conventional bicycles 
- Maintain the maximum speed of 
   32km/h 
- Maintain all other existing   
   requirements of power-assisted  
   bicycles 
- Require a speedometer on Type A   
   e-bikes 
- Require that the motor cease when 
   human propulsion ceases for pedelecs, 
   and that the motor ceases when 
   brakes are applied for Type A-2 
- Require a manufacturers label that   
   distinguish between Type A-1 and Type 
    A-2
- Monitor and evaluate e-bike usage to 
   understand how pedelecs and PABs are 
   being utilized
- Require helmets for Type A e-bikes
- Regulate that no person under the age  
   of sixteen shall operate a Type A e-bike 

2. Recognize s-pedelecs in the 
transportation network
Currently, s-pedelecs are not permitted 
within the power-assisted bicycle 
definition as they exceed the maximum 
32 km/h speed. The Bicycle Product 
Suppliers Association permits 
s-pedelecs as bicycles in their 
classification model given that the U.S. 
does not explicitly prohibit e-bikes that 
can travel at a speed higher than 32 
km/h. Currently, Canada does not have a 
definition for s-pedelecs. Based on the 
lessons learned from the EU, it is 
recommended that s-pedelecs be clearly 
defined in provincial legislation as a type 
of moped with required licensing that 
would recognize their pedal-assist 
nature, but also recognize their 
increased speed to reduce potential 
injuries and mode conflicts. We propose 
these s-pedelecs be classified as Type B 
e-bikes 
- Define Type B e-bikes as mopeds
- Indicate a unique definition for 
   Type B e-bikes within the existing 
   moped definition

- Distinguish between Type B e-bikes  
   and other less-active mopeds through 
   language about human-propulsion  
- Require a mandatory helmet for 
   Type-B use
- Require a speedometer on Type B 
   e-bikes

- Regulate that no person under the age 
   of sixteen shall operate a Type B e-bike

3. Finding a place for SSEBs
With the above recommendations, 
SSEBs would still exist within the e-bike 
classification, as they functionally 
match the legal description of 
power-assisted bicycles. However, 
provinces can look to regulate SSEB via 
weight or wheel diameter requirements. 
In the city of Toronto, SSEBs are 
distinguished as e-scooters and are not 
permitted on multi-use trails. Toronto 
distinguishes between pedal-assisted 
e-bikes and SSEBs by mandating that 
e-bikes have a maximum weight of 40 kg 
and that the e-bike rider “pedals for 
propulsion” - building upon the 
“functional pedals” requirement within 
the power-assisted bicycle definition. 
Creating a functional classification, 
however, only begins to unravel the 
future role of SSEBs on the 
transportation network.  There is 
minimal regulatory precedent for 
defining SSEB and as such, determining 
where, or if, SSEBs fit into our existing 
active transportation infrastructure 
requires a strong regulatory focus, 
especially when considering the 
conversations on safety and equity. It is 
recommended that stakeholder 
engagement be further conducted to 
determine the appropriate operating 
environment for SSEBs. We propose 
that scooter-style e-bikes be classified 
as Type C.
- Define a functional difference between  
   Type A-2 and Type C through 
    regulation requiring human-propulsion     
    and maximum weight 

- Exiger la présence d’un indicateur de vitesse sur 
les vélos électriques de la catégorie C

- Interdire la présence de vélos de la catégorie C 
sur les sentiers polyvalents et autres sentiers 
hors route

- Exiger que les vélos électriques de la catégorie C 
circulent dans les voies de circulation des 
véhicules automobiles, comme les mobylettes 

4. Légaliser les trottinettes 
électriques
Différents modes de micromobilité comblent 
différentes lacunes en matière de transport.
Il est possible d’utiliser les trottinettes électriques 
en parallèle des vélos électriques et d’accroitre 
ainsi l’efficacité et la durabilité de notre réseau de 
transport. Toutefois, une attention particulière 
devrait être accordée à la manière dont elles sont 
introduites. Nous proposons les considérations 
suivantes pour la réglementation entourant les 
trottinettes électriques64:

- Introduire la légalisation des trottinettes 
électriques au moyen d’un programme pilote

- Limiter la vitesse des trottinettes électriques à 
24 km/h et envisager d’exiger un interrupteur 
d’arrêt d’urgence

- Utiliser les trottinettes électriques dans les 
infrastructures cyclables réservées aux 
cyclistes, p. ex. les pistes cyclables et les sentiers 
polyvalents, mais pas sur les trottoirs ni dans les 
voies réservées aux véhicules à moteur dont la 
vitesse maximale est supérieure à 40 km/h 

- Lorsqu’elles sont offertes par le biais d’un 
système en libre-service, interdire 
expressément à l’opérateur et aux conducteurs 
de trottinettes électriques de les laisser trainer 
sur les trottoirs d’une manière qui gêne la 
circulation piétonne. 

7.2  Documents de 
planification  
Notre enquête a révélé que seulement 31 % des 
répondants planifient actuellement la 
micromobilité dans le cadre de leur futur 
processus de planification des transports.
Les plans qui peuvent intégrer la micromobilité 
comprennent, entre autres :

- Les plans officiels
- Les plans secondaires
- Les plans directeurs en transport
- Les plans directeurs en transport actif
- La sécurité routière/les plans d’action Vision 

Zéro
- Les plans de gestion de la demande de 

transport 

Les nouvelles directives politiques de ces sections 
devraient tenir compte des multiples modes de 
micromobilité et de leurs capacités de mobilité 
uniques.

to identify the differences between 
micromobility modes. However, further 
analysis should be done to understand 
the interactions of these modes. 
Furthermore, much of transportation 
planning is reliant on modelling. When 
looking towards a 
micromobility-supportive 
transportation network, data, software 
and processes will need to be updated to 
reflect how e-bikes and e-scooters 
travel through the network. 

When planning inclusively for new 
mobility trends, it is important to 
understand the inherent social and 
health impacts that could arise from a 
shift in the transportation status quo. 
The background review section and 
engagement showed that the 
demographics that could benefit from 
micromobility are broad, and ensuring 
that each demographic benefit equitably 
from the introduction of micromobility is 
essential to its overall success. As they 
become more normalized, a shift has 
occurred wherein e-bikes are now being 
adopted by those who may not have the 
same economic or social opportunities63. 
When we think about micromobility from 
a population and demographic 
perspective, it is important to 
incorporate e-bikes, e-scooters and 
other forms of micromobility into our 
social/health planning to guide equitable 
adoption. We can achieve this by 
integrating micromobility into different 
policy documents such as age-friendly 
community planning, social equity 
planning, Vision Zero, and more.

Suggested Actions
- Define micromobility and the different 
   micromobility modes within Official 
   Plans and appropriate functional 
   master plans 
- Integrate micromobility into “future 
   mobility” sections of Transportation 
   Master Plans

- Update modelling processes to reflect     
   the operational capabilities of micro-
   mobility

- Consider micromobility through an 
   equity lens and, whenever feasible, 
   adapt supportive micromobility policies 
   for all applicable planning documents 

- Acknowledge the unique benefit of 
   micromobility to increase mobility for 
   our ageing population, and appropri-
   ately plan for supportive micromobility 
   policies within age friendly plans, 
   transportation master plans, and 
   other relevant planning policies.

7.3  Bikeshare 
In the bikeshare sector, which is 
approximated to be in place in over 800 
municipalities across 56 countries65, 
e-bikeshare is still a comparably small 
subset. However, the opportunity is 
apparent; e-bikeshare could help make 
bikeshare a more viable alternative for 
“missing middle” trips in both urban and 
suburban landscapes.  In addition to 
increasing exposure of e-bikes, 
e-bikeshare also allows the municipality 
to control the types of e-bikes in their 
transportation network. For example, in 
New York City, throttle-assisted e-bikes 
remain illegal, but a legal pedelec 
e-bikeshare was introduced66.  

Nevertheless, many e-bikeshare 
implementation questions still need 
answers. The most notable for Canada 
is the climate. Is it feasible to operate 
e-bikeshare in the winter months? When 
e-bikes are stored outside do their 
batteries continue to operate in 
sub-zero temperatures? Are there 
technological solutions to cold climate 
challenges, such as having powered 
charging docks that keep the battery at 
a minimum optimum temperature when 
not being used? We will need to address 

these practical questions (highlighted 
through the engagement) as we 
introduce more e-bikeshares in Canada. 

There is also an internal micromobility 
competition occurring between 
e-scooter share services and 
e-bikeshare services that can cause 
implementation challenges.  In some 
cases, e-bikeshares are being 
discontinued in lieu of e-scooter shares, 
which are cheaper to operate67. In some 
areas, these two services are being 
implemented interchangeably despite 
offering differing functionalities. 
Moreover, the New York City precedent 
raises an important challenge in 
e-bikeshare. As e-bikeshare promotes 
e-bike use, a major challenge is 
balancing the increase in uptake in 
jurisdictions that do not intrinsically 
support e-bikes with their legislation. 
When implementing e-shared mobility, 
we should think not only of the system 
itself but also the interaction of the 
program with legislation and other 
modes.

Suggested Actions
- Support e-bikeshare in relevant
   planning documents
- Pilot e-bikeshares, and monitor and 
   evaluate their impact year-round to   
   better inform future program rollouts 
- Specifically prohibit e-bikeshare riders 
   from parking e-bikes in areas where 
   pedestrian traffic is impacted
- Engage with emerging academic 
   research on the benefits and out
   comes of e-bikeshares in comparable 
   municipalities

7.4  Cycling 
infrastructure  
In addition, the network of cycling 
infrastructure is a key motivator for 
e-bike adoption. Although some cyclists 
found that e-bikes allowed them to feel 
more confident in mixed-traffic 
conditions, having separated and 
comfortable cycling lanes encourages a 
broader range of cyclists and e-bike 
riders. When considering our ageing 
society, providing the technology solves 
only half the battle for inclusive cycling 
trips; the infrastructure must also be 
supportive of broad demographics. Also, 
route planning will influence the choice 
of trip type, between recreational and 
utilitarian. 

Maintenance also affects e-bike 
adoption, mirroring a key barrier to 
cycling adoption. The cycling network 
should have its condition maintained to a 
suitable degree, especially when 
considering Canadian seasonality. Bike 
lanes that are poorly maintained 
discourage both cyclists and e-bike 
riders from utilizing the provided routes. 
For some contexts, thinking about 
supportive cycling infrastructure may 
need to be creative to sufficiently 
accommodate e-bikes and other 
emerging micromobility options. 
Innovative pavement material and 
markings, route planning and specific 
permissions may be required to support 
diversified cycling capabilities on the 
transportation network. Comprehensive 
and denser cycling networks that allow 
for choice of alternative travel modes 
are always preferred, as they permit 
users to choose the route that most 
appropriately matches their level of 
comfort.

Suggested Actions
- Plan for and maintain a complete and   
    connected cycling network 
- Consider micromobility in the planning 
   of future cycling routes 
- Consider micromobility in the 
   functional design of future cycling 
   routes

7.5  Incentives and pilots  
As can be seen, e-bikeshare pilots are 
another option to introduce the 
technology on a trial basis. Several 
e-bikeshare pilots currently exist across 
the United States, and could be explored 
further in Canada to show the potential 
of e-bikes in addressing transportation 
gaps. To increase e-bike appeal and 
ownership, monetary incentives can also 
be used to make them more affordable 
to potential users. France is currently 
promoting pedelecs to the public 
through a $300 purchase rebate68. A 
similar program is also available in 
Norway, where residents are offered 
$1,200 in Oslo to buy an e-cargo bike69. 

Utilizing financial incentives to increase 
uptake is not unique to e-bike technology 
and has been considered within Canada 
with other emerging technologies. In 
Ontario, the Electric Vehicle and 
Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program 
(EHVIP) provided financial rebates 
($14,000) and High Occupancy Vehicle 
lane privileges to electric vehicle 
purchasers. During the program, sales 
increased by 120%. This EHVIP program 
is no longer offered in Ontario by the 
provincial government; however, as of 
May 2019, the Canadian government 
announced a rebate of $5,000 off 
electric vehicles that cost less than 
$45,00070. When promoting 
micromobility, incentives would be an 
worthwhile option that should be 
explored further within Canada.   

Piloting e-bikes as a 
solution to urban goods 
movement
E-bikes are not only an option for 
personal trips, they also offer new 
mobility options for cargo deliveries. In 
our current retail economy, how we 
order and receive goods is changing, and 
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the sustainability of goods movement is 
an increasing environmental concern. 
Between 2005 and 2015, the number of 
parcels delivered globally grew by 128%71. 
Some companies are already integrating 
micromobility into their business plans -
UPS introduced the service in late 201872. 
A Seattle pilot introduces a specifically 
designed cargo e-bike to complete local 
delivery trips within the city, reducing 
the traffic congestion caused by delivery 
trucks and vehicles.

Suggested Actions
- Explore the opportunity for rebate 
   programs for e-bikes and other  
   provincial and/or federal micromobility 
   modes
- Whenever feasible, introduce e-bike
   pilot programs that can explore
   potential new markets for e-bikes    
   (such as urban goods movement)
- Approach the Canadian Government to   
   expand their current electric vehicle 
   incentive program to include  a similar  
   rebate for e-bikes. e.g. $275 off a 
   $250-500 e-bike. 

Pédalage assisté complet
Moteur de pédalage assisté
Vitesse maximale : 32km/h ; 
Âge min : 16 ans 
Port du casque obligatoire 

Pédalage assisté et accélération assistée
Moteur de pédalage assisté et accélérateur 
pour remplacer le pédalage
Vitesse maximale : 32km/h ; 
Âge min : 16 ans  Port du casque obligatoire
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Figure 8 : Types de vélos électriques et classifications proposées

7.6  Education
The discussion surrounding 
micromobility is on going, and subject to 
change as new trends emerge. As such, 
practitioner and public education are 
vital to e-bike integration. We need to 
facilitate an open conversation around 
micromobility that supports 
knowledge-sharing across jurisdictions. 
Moreover, this knowledge should be 
communicated clearly and plainly to the 
public to encourage their support and 
opinions on micromobility.

Suggested Actions
- Clearly communicate the functionality   
   of e-bikes in online and in-print   
    educational materials 
- Mandate that e-bikeshare operators  
   provide educational videos for    
   new-riders 
- Update the Driver Training Manual to
   include information on e-bikes and 
   e-scooters



In the previous chapters, we established 
the existing context of e-bike 
integration, the current legislative 
landscape, and opinions of key 
micromobility stakeholders. Through the 
findings of each of these reviews, we 
have compiled a toolbox of six e-bike 
integration methods that could support 
accessible, inclusive and sustainable 
e-bike adoption in communities across 
Canada.

7.1  Legislation  
The ambiguity of e-bikes and, more 
largely, all micromobility modes in our 
transportation network is a key barrier 
to integration. As highlighted in our 
legislative review, there is no common 
delineation between the multiple types 
of e-bikes and how they should be 
regulated, or where they should be 
permitted.

In Canada, further evaluation should be 
conducted to determine whether a 
tiered approach to e-bike regulation (as 
shown in Europe and the United States 
through the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association definition) could assist in 
clarifying the role of e-bikes in our 
existing and future transportation 
network. Careful evaluation of the 
relationship between the 
throttle-assisted and pedelecs models, 
as well as the BSEB and SSEB models, 
should occur. As mentioned throughout 
this paper, there are operational 
differences between these models that 
affect how they interact with our 
infrastructure and other road-users. 
When planning for new regulation, we 
should give considerable attention to the 
legal classification of e-bikes as bicycles 
and to the regulators - speed, weight, 
throttle-power, wheel diameter, etc. -
that are used to dictate the operational 
capacities of e-bikes.

Suggested Actions
Based on the findings of this paper, we 
suggest the following legislative changes 
be explored at the provincial level to 
address some of the current barriers to 
e-bike adoption. Graphically shown in 
Figure 8. The implementation of these 
changes should be subject to 
stakeholder engagement to further 
analyze the implications and effects on 
the e-bike sector. 

Furthermore, depending on the outcome 
of the federal deregulation, these 
changes may be independent legislation 
for e-bikes or could act as further 
classification for power-assisted 
bicycles.

1. Regulate pedal-assisted 
e-bikes as bicycles in a two-tier 
model
Pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
pedal-assist bicycles are already 
regulated as bicycles, but are grouped 
together with Scooter Style E-Bikes 
(SSEBs). To maximize the potential of 
pedelecs/PABs as an integrated mobility 
option, they should be categorized 
separately from other e-bike models, 
and from each other. It is recommended 
that two tiers of pedal-assisted bicycles 
be classified, in that both pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted pedal-assist bicycles 
are categorized - as done with the 
American Bicycle Suppliers Product 
Association classification. By doing so, 
the slight capability differences between 
pedelecs and throttle-assisted bicycle 
style e-bikes are recognized without 
removing their permissions as bicycles. 

This would lead to a better 
understanding of pedelecs and PABs by 
the public, so that more riders could 
make educated choices about their 
preferred e-bike typology. We propose 
these e-bikes be classified as Type A, 
with full-pedal assist bicycles being Type 
A-1 and throttle-assisted pedal-assist 
bicycles being Type A-2. 

- Permit pedelecs and Permit Type A     
   e-bikes similar to conventional bicycles 
- Maintain the maximum speed of 
   32km/h 
- Maintain all other existing   
   requirements of power-assisted  
   bicycles 
- Require a speedometer on Type A   
   e-bikes 
- Require that the motor cease when 
   human propulsion ceases for pedelecs, 
   and that the motor ceases when 
   brakes are applied for Type A-2 
- Require a manufacturers label that   
   distinguish between Type A-1 and Type 
    A-2
- Monitor and evaluate e-bike usage to 
   understand how pedelecs and PABs are 
   being utilized
- Require helmets for Type A e-bikes
- Regulate that no person under the age  
   of sixteen shall operate a Type A e-bike 

2. Recognize s-pedelecs in the 
transportation network
Currently, s-pedelecs are not permitted 
within the power-assisted bicycle 
definition as they exceed the maximum 
32 km/h speed. The Bicycle Product 
Suppliers Association permits 
s-pedelecs as bicycles in their 
classification model given that the U.S. 
does not explicitly prohibit e-bikes that 
can travel at a speed higher than 32 
km/h. Currently, Canada does not have a 
definition for s-pedelecs. Based on the 
lessons learned from the EU, it is 
recommended that s-pedelecs be clearly 
defined in provincial legislation as a type 
of moped with required licensing that 
would recognize their pedal-assist 
nature, but also recognize their 
increased speed to reduce potential 
injuries and mode conflicts. We propose 
these s-pedelecs be classified as Type B 
e-bikes 
- Define Type B e-bikes as mopeds
- Indicate a unique definition for 
   Type B e-bikes within the existing 
   moped definition

- Distinguish between Type B e-bikes  
   and other less-active mopeds through 
   language about human-propulsion  
- Require a mandatory helmet for 
   Type-B use
- Require a speedometer on Type B 
   e-bikes

- Regulate that no person under the age 
   of sixteen shall operate a Type B e-bike

3. Finding a place for SSEBs
With the above recommendations, 
SSEBs would still exist within the e-bike 
classification, as they functionally 
match the legal description of 
power-assisted bicycles. However, 
provinces can look to regulate SSEB via 
weight or wheel diameter requirements. 
In the city of Toronto, SSEBs are 
distinguished as e-scooters and are not 
permitted on multi-use trails. Toronto 
distinguishes between pedal-assisted 
e-bikes and SSEBs by mandating that 
e-bikes have a maximum weight of 40 kg 
and that the e-bike rider “pedals for 
propulsion” - building upon the 
“functional pedals” requirement within 
the power-assisted bicycle definition. 
Creating a functional classification, 
however, only begins to unravel the 
future role of SSEBs on the 
transportation network.  There is 
minimal regulatory precedent for 
defining SSEB and as such, determining 
where, or if, SSEBs fit into our existing 
active transportation infrastructure 
requires a strong regulatory focus, 
especially when considering the 
conversations on safety and equity. It is 
recommended that stakeholder 
engagement be further conducted to 
determine the appropriate operating 
environment for SSEBs. We propose 
that scooter-style e-bikes be classified 
as Type C.
- Define a functional difference between  
   Type A-2 and Type C through 
    regulation requiring human-propulsion     
    and maximum weight 

- Require a speedometer on Type C 
   e-bikes 
- Prohibit Type C on multi-use trails and 
   other off-road facilities 
- Require Type C E-bikes to operate in 
   motor vehicle travel lanes, similar to 
   mopeds

4. Legalize e-scooters
Different modes of micromobility fill 
different transportation gaps. 
E-scooters can work with e-bikes to 
increase the efficiency and sustainability 
of our transportation network. However, 
specific attention should be given to how 
they are introduced. We propose the 
following considerations to e-scooter 
regulation64: 
- Introduce the legalization of 
   e-scooters through a pilot program 
- Limit the speed of e-scooters to 24 
   km/h, and consider requiring an 
    emergency power shut off switch
- Use in dedicated cycling infrastructure 
   e.g. bike lanes and multi-use paths but 
   not on sidewalks or in motor vehicle 
   travel lanes with posted speed limits 
   greater than 40 km/h 

- When part of an e-scooter share, 
   specifically prohibit the e-scooter    
   operator and riders from leaving 
   e-scooters lying around on sidewalks in 
   a way that impedes pedestrian traffic.

7.2  Planning documents  
Our survey found that only 31% of 
respondents are currently planning for 
micromobility as part of their future 
transportation planning process. Plans 
that can incorporate micromobility 
include, but are not limited to: 
- Official Plans 
- Secondary Plans 
- Transportation Master Plans 
- Active Transportation Master Plans
- Road Safety/Vision Zero Action Plans 
- Transportation Demand Management
   Plans 

The new policy directives of these 
sections should consider the multiple 
modes of micromobility and their unique 
mobility capabilities. This paper started 

Cet article jette les bases de la 
détermination des différences entre les 
modes de micromobilité. Toutefois, une 
analyse plus approfondie doit être effectuée 
pour comprendre les interactions entre ces 
modes. De plus, une grande partie de la 
planification des transports repose sur la 
modélisation. Si l’on veut envisager un réseau 
de transport favorisant la micromobilité, les 
données, les logiciels et les processus doivent 
être mis à jour pour refléter la façon dont les 
vélos et les trottinettes électriques circulent 
sur le réseau.

Lorsqu’on planifie de façon inclusive les 
nouvelles tendances en matière de mobilité, il 
est important de comprendre les 
répercussions sociales et sanitaires 
inhérentes qui pourraient découler d’un 
changement de la situation en matière de 
transport. L’examen des antécédents et 
l’engagement ont montré que les groupes 
démographiques qui pourraient bénéficier de 
la micromobilité sont vastes et qu’il est 
essentiel, pour assurer son succès global, de 
veiller à ce que chacun bénéficie 
équitablement de l’introduction de la 
micromobilité. Au fur et à mesure que ces 
modes de transport se normalisent, un 
changement s’opère : ceux qui n’ont peut-
être pas accès aux mêmes opportunités 
économiques ou sociales commencent à 
adopter les vélos électriques63. Lorsque nous 
envisageons la micromobilité du point de vue 
de la population et de la démographie, il est 
donc important d’intégrer les vélos 
électriques, les trottinettes électriques et 
d’autres formes de micromobilité dans notre 
planification sociale et sanitaire pour 
permettre une adoption équitable. Nous 
pouvons y parvenir en intégrant la 
micromobilité dans différentes politiques 
telles que la planification communautaire 
adaptée à l’âge, la planification de l’équité 
sociale, la Vision Zéro, et plus encore.

Mesures suggérées
- Définir la micromobilité et les différents 

modes de micromobilité dans les plans 
officiels et les plans directeurs 
fonctionnels appropriés

- Intégrer la micromobilité dans les volets « 
mobilité future » des plans directeurs des 
transports 

- Mettre à jour les processus de 
modélisation afin de refléter les capacités 
opérationnelles de la micromobilité

- Tenir compte de la micromobilité sous 
l’angle de l’équité et, dans la mesure du 
possible, adapter les politiques en faveur de 
la micromobilité pour tous les documents de 
planification applicable

- Reconnaitre l’avantage unique de la 
micromobilité pour accroitre la mobilité de 
notre population vieillissante, et planifier de 
manière appropriée des politiques en sa 
faveur dans le cadre de plans adaptés à 
l’âge, de plans directeurs de transport et 
d’autres politiques de planification 
pertinentes 

7.3  Vélos en libre-service
Dans le secteur du vélo en libre-service, adopté 
par plus de 800 municipalités dans 56 pays65, 
les vélos électriques demeurent un sous-
ensemble relativement petit. Cependant, ils 
offrent des avantages évidents. Ils pourraient 
contribuer à faire des vélos en libre-service une 
solution de rechange plus viable pour les 
déplacements du « chainon manquant » dans 
les paysages urbains et suburbains. En plus 
d’augmenter l’exposition aux vélos électriques, 
les vélos électriques en libre-service 
permettent également aux municipalités de 
contrôler les types de vélos électriques intégrés 
dans leur réseau de transport. À New York, par 
exemple, les vélos à accélération assistée 
restent illégaux, mais un programme de vélos à 
pédalage assisté en libre-service a été mis en 
place66.

Néanmoins, de nombreuses questions relatives 
à la mise en œuvre de vélos électriques en libre-
service demeurent sans réponse. La question la 
plus remarquable pour le Canada concerne le 
climat. -il possible d’exploiter les vélos 
électriques en libre-service pendant les mois 
d’hiver? Lorsque les vélos électriques sont 
entreposés à l’extérieur, leurs batteries 
continuent-elles de fonctionner à des 
températures inférieures à zéro? Existe-t-il 
des solutions technologiques aux défis que 
représente le froid, par exemple des stations 
de chargement alimentées qui maintiennent la 
batterie à une température minimale optimale 
lorsqu’elle n’est pas utilisée?  

these practical questions (highlighted 
through the engagement) as we 
introduce more e-bikeshares in Canada. 

There is also an internal micromobility 
competition occurring between 
e-scooter share services and 
e-bikeshare services that can cause 
implementation challenges.  In some 
cases, e-bikeshares are being 
discontinued in lieu of e-scooter shares, 
which are cheaper to operate67. In some 
areas, these two services are being 
implemented interchangeably despite 
offering differing functionalities. 
Moreover, the New York City precedent 
raises an important challenge in 
e-bikeshare. As e-bikeshare promotes 
e-bike use, a major challenge is 
balancing the increase in uptake in 
jurisdictions that do not intrinsically 
support e-bikes with their legislation. 
When implementing e-shared mobility, 
we should think not only of the system 
itself but also the interaction of the 
program with legislation and other 
modes.

Suggested Actions
- Support e-bikeshare in relevant
   planning documents
- Pilot e-bikeshares, and monitor and 
   evaluate their impact year-round to   
   better inform future program rollouts 
- Specifically prohibit e-bikeshare riders 
   from parking e-bikes in areas where 
   pedestrian traffic is impacted
- Engage with emerging academic 
   research on the benefits and out
   comes of e-bikeshares in comparable 
   municipalities

7.4  Cycling 
infrastructure  
In addition, the network of cycling 
infrastructure is a key motivator for 
e-bike adoption. Although some cyclists 
found that e-bikes allowed them to feel 
more confident in mixed-traffic 
conditions, having separated and 
comfortable cycling lanes encourages a 
broader range of cyclists and e-bike 
riders. When considering our ageing 
society, providing the technology solves 
only half the battle for inclusive cycling 
trips; the infrastructure must also be 
supportive of broad demographics. Also, 
route planning will influence the choice 
of trip type, between recreational and 
utilitarian. 

Maintenance also affects e-bike 
adoption, mirroring a key barrier to 
cycling adoption. The cycling network 
should have its condition maintained to a 
suitable degree, especially when 
considering Canadian seasonality. Bike 
lanes that are poorly maintained 
discourage both cyclists and e-bike 
riders from utilizing the provided routes. 
For some contexts, thinking about 
supportive cycling infrastructure may 
need to be creative to sufficiently 
accommodate e-bikes and other 
emerging micromobility options. 
Innovative pavement material and 
markings, route planning and specific 
permissions may be required to support 
diversified cycling capabilities on the 
transportation network. Comprehensive 
and denser cycling networks that allow 
for choice of alternative travel modes 
are always preferred, as they permit 
users to choose the route that most 
appropriately matches their level of 
comfort.

Suggested Actions
- Plan for and maintain a complete and   
    connected cycling network 
- Consider micromobility in the planning 
   of future cycling routes 
- Consider micromobility in the 
   functional design of future cycling 
   routes

7.5  Incentives and pilots  
As can be seen, e-bikeshare pilots are 
another option to introduce the 
technology on a trial basis. Several 
e-bikeshare pilots currently exist across 
the United States, and could be explored 
further in Canada to show the potential 
of e-bikes in addressing transportation 
gaps. To increase e-bike appeal and 
ownership, monetary incentives can also 
be used to make them more affordable 
to potential users. France is currently 
promoting pedelecs to the public 
through a $300 purchase rebate68. A 
similar program is also available in 
Norway, where residents are offered 
$1,200 in Oslo to buy an e-cargo bike69. 

Utilizing financial incentives to increase 
uptake is not unique to e-bike technology 
and has been considered within Canada 
with other emerging technologies. In 
Ontario, the Electric Vehicle and 
Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program 
(EHVIP) provided financial rebates 
($14,000) and High Occupancy Vehicle 
lane privileges to electric vehicle 
purchasers. During the program, sales 
increased by 120%. This EHVIP program 
is no longer offered in Ontario by the 
provincial government; however, as of 
May 2019, the Canadian government 
announced a rebate of $5,000 off 
electric vehicles that cost less than 
$45,00070. When promoting 
micromobility, incentives would be an 
worthwhile option that should be 
explored further within Canada.   

Piloting e-bikes as a 
solution to urban goods 
movement
E-bikes are not only an option for 
personal trips, they also offer new 
mobility options for cargo deliveries. In 
our current retail economy, how we 
order and receive goods is changing, and 

the sustainability of goods movement is 
an increasing environmental concern. 
Between 2005 and 2015, the number of 
parcels delivered globally grew by 128%71. 
Some companies are already integrating 
micromobility into their business plans -
UPS introduced the service in late 201872. 
A Seattle pilot introduces a specifically 
designed cargo e-bike to complete local 
delivery trips within the city, reducing 
the traffic congestion caused by delivery 
trucks and vehicles.

Suggested Actions
- Explore the opportunity for rebate 
   programs for e-bikes and other  
   provincial and/or federal micromobility 
   modes
- Whenever feasible, introduce e-bike
   pilot programs that can explore
   potential new markets for e-bikes    
   (such as urban goods movement)
- Approach the Canadian Government to   
   expand their current electric vehicle 
   incentive program to include  a similar  
   rebate for e-bikes. e.g. $275 off a 
   $250-500 e-bike. 

7.6  Education
The discussion surrounding 
micromobility is on going, and subject to 
change as new trends emerge. As such, 
practitioner and public education are 
vital to e-bike integration. We need to 
facilitate an open conversation around 
micromobility that supports 
knowledge-sharing across jurisdictions. 
Moreover, this knowledge should be 
communicated clearly and plainly to the 
public to encourage their support and 
opinions on micromobility.

Suggested Actions
- Clearly communicate the functionality   
   of e-bikes in online and in-print   
    educational materials 
- Mandate that e-bikeshare operators  
   provide educational videos for    
   new-riders 
- Update the Driver Training Manual to
   include information on e-bikes and 
   e-scooters
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In the previous chapters, we established 
the existing context of e-bike 
integration, the current legislative 
landscape, and opinions of key 
micromobility stakeholders. Through the 
findings of each of these reviews, we 
have compiled a toolbox of six e-bike 
integration methods that could support 
accessible, inclusive and sustainable 
e-bike adoption in communities across 
Canada.

7.1  Legislation  
The ambiguity of e-bikes and, more 
largely, all micromobility modes in our 
transportation network is a key barrier 
to integration. As highlighted in our 
legislative review, there is no common 
delineation between the multiple types 
of e-bikes and how they should be 
regulated, or where they should be 
permitted.

In Canada, further evaluation should be 
conducted to determine whether a 
tiered approach to e-bike regulation (as 
shown in Europe and the United States 
through the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association definition) could assist in 
clarifying the role of e-bikes in our 
existing and future transportation 
network. Careful evaluation of the 
relationship between the 
throttle-assisted and pedelecs models, 
as well as the BSEB and SSEB models, 
should occur. As mentioned throughout 
this paper, there are operational 
differences between these models that 
affect how they interact with our 
infrastructure and other road-users. 
When planning for new regulation, we 
should give considerable attention to the 
legal classification of e-bikes as bicycles 
and to the regulators - speed, weight, 
throttle-power, wheel diameter, etc. -
that are used to dictate the operational 
capacities of e-bikes.

Suggested Actions
Based on the findings of this paper, we 
suggest the following legislative changes 
be explored at the provincial level to 
address some of the current barriers to 
e-bike adoption. Graphically shown in 
Figure 8. The implementation of these 
changes should be subject to 
stakeholder engagement to further 
analyze the implications and effects on 
the e-bike sector. 

Furthermore, depending on the outcome 
of the federal deregulation, these 
changes may be independent legislation 
for e-bikes or could act as further 
classification for power-assisted 
bicycles.

1. Regulate pedal-assisted 
e-bikes as bicycles in a two-tier 
model
Pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
pedal-assist bicycles are already 
regulated as bicycles, but are grouped 
together with Scooter Style E-Bikes 
(SSEBs). To maximize the potential of 
pedelecs/PABs as an integrated mobility 
option, they should be categorized 
separately from other e-bike models, 
and from each other. It is recommended 
that two tiers of pedal-assisted bicycles 
be classified, in that both pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted pedal-assist bicycles 
are categorized - as done with the 
American Bicycle Suppliers Product 
Association classification. By doing so, 
the slight capability differences between 
pedelecs and throttle-assisted bicycle 
style e-bikes are recognized without 
removing their permissions as bicycles. 

This would lead to a better 
understanding of pedelecs and PABs by 
the public, so that more riders could 
make educated choices about their 
preferred e-bike typology. We propose 
these e-bikes be classified as Type A, 
with full-pedal assist bicycles being Type 
A-1 and throttle-assisted pedal-assist 
bicycles being Type A-2. 

- Permit pedelecs and Permit Type A     
   e-bikes similar to conventional bicycles 
- Maintain the maximum speed of 
   32km/h 
- Maintain all other existing   
   requirements of power-assisted  
   bicycles 
- Require a speedometer on Type A   
   e-bikes 
- Require that the motor cease when 
   human propulsion ceases for pedelecs, 
   and that the motor ceases when 
   brakes are applied for Type A-2 
- Require a manufacturers label that   
   distinguish between Type A-1 and Type 
    A-2
- Monitor and evaluate e-bike usage to 
   understand how pedelecs and PABs are 
   being utilized
- Require helmets for Type A e-bikes
- Regulate that no person under the age  
   of sixteen shall operate a Type A e-bike 

2. Recognize s-pedelecs in the 
transportation network
Currently, s-pedelecs are not permitted 
within the power-assisted bicycle 
definition as they exceed the maximum 
32 km/h speed. The Bicycle Product 
Suppliers Association permits 
s-pedelecs as bicycles in their 
classification model given that the U.S. 
does not explicitly prohibit e-bikes that 
can travel at a speed higher than 32 
km/h. Currently, Canada does not have a 
definition for s-pedelecs. Based on the 
lessons learned from the EU, it is 
recommended that s-pedelecs be clearly 
defined in provincial legislation as a type 
of moped with required licensing that 
would recognize their pedal-assist 
nature, but also recognize their 
increased speed to reduce potential 
injuries and mode conflicts. We propose 
these s-pedelecs be classified as Type B 
e-bikes 
- Define Type B e-bikes as mopeds
- Indicate a unique definition for 
   Type B e-bikes within the existing 
   moped definition

- Distinguish between Type B e-bikes  
   and other less-active mopeds through 
   language about human-propulsion  
- Require a mandatory helmet for 
   Type-B use
- Require a speedometer on Type B 
   e-bikes

- Regulate that no person under the age 
   of sixteen shall operate a Type B e-bike

3. Finding a place for SSEBs
With the above recommendations, 
SSEBs would still exist within the e-bike 
classification, as they functionally 
match the legal description of 
power-assisted bicycles. However, 
provinces can look to regulate SSEB via 
weight or wheel diameter requirements. 
In the city of Toronto, SSEBs are 
distinguished as e-scooters and are not 
permitted on multi-use trails. Toronto 
distinguishes between pedal-assisted 
e-bikes and SSEBs by mandating that 
e-bikes have a maximum weight of 40 kg 
and that the e-bike rider “pedals for 
propulsion” - building upon the 
“functional pedals” requirement within 
the power-assisted bicycle definition. 
Creating a functional classification, 
however, only begins to unravel the 
future role of SSEBs on the 
transportation network.  There is 
minimal regulatory precedent for 
defining SSEB and as such, determining 
where, or if, SSEBs fit into our existing 
active transportation infrastructure 
requires a strong regulatory focus, 
especially when considering the 
conversations on safety and equity. It is 
recommended that stakeholder 
engagement be further conducted to 
determine the appropriate operating 
environment for SSEBs. We propose 
that scooter-style e-bikes be classified 
as Type C.
- Define a functional difference between  
   Type A-2 and Type C through 
    regulation requiring human-propulsion     
    and maximum weight 

- Require a speedometer on Type C 
   e-bikes 
- Prohibit Type C on multi-use trails and 
   other off-road facilities 
- Require Type C E-bikes to operate in 
   motor vehicle travel lanes, similar to 
   mopeds

4. Legalize e-scooters
Different modes of micromobility fill 
different transportation gaps. 
E-scooters can work with e-bikes to 
increase the efficiency and sustainability 
of our transportation network. However, 
specific attention should be given to how 
they are introduced. We propose the 
following considerations to e-scooter 
regulation64: 
- Introduce the legalization of 
   e-scooters through a pilot program 
- Limit the speed of e-scooters to 24 
   km/h, and consider requiring an 
    emergency power shut off switch
- Use in dedicated cycling infrastructure 
   e.g. bike lanes and multi-use paths but 
   not on sidewalks or in motor vehicle 
   travel lanes with posted speed limits 
   greater than 40 km/h 

- When part of an e-scooter share, 
   specifically prohibit the e-scooter    
   operator and riders from leaving 
   e-scooters lying around on sidewalks in 
   a way that impedes pedestrian traffic.

7.2  Planning documents  
Our survey found that only 31% of 
respondents are currently planning for 
micromobility as part of their future 
transportation planning process. Plans 
that can incorporate micromobility 
include, but are not limited to: 
- Official Plans 
- Secondary Plans 
- Transportation Master Plans 
- Active Transportation Master Plans
- Road Safety/Vision Zero Action Plans 
- Transportation Demand Management
   Plans 

The new policy directives of these 
sections should consider the multiple 
modes of micromobility and their unique 
mobility capabilities. This paper started 

to identify the differences between 
micromobility modes. However, further 
analysis should be done to understand 
the interactions of these modes. 
Furthermore, much of transportation 
planning is reliant on modelling. When 
looking towards a 
micromobility-supportive 
transportation network, data, software 
and processes will need to be updated to 
reflect how e-bikes and e-scooters 
travel through the network. 

When planning inclusively for new 
mobility trends, it is important to 
understand the inherent social and 
health impacts that could arise from a 
shift in the transportation status quo. 
The background review section and 
engagement showed that the 
demographics that could benefit from 
micromobility are broad, and ensuring 
that each demographic benefit equitably 
from the introduction of micromobility is 
essential to its overall success. As they 
become more normalized, a shift has 
occurred wherein e-bikes are now being 
adopted by those who may not have the 
same economic or social opportunities63. 
When we think about micromobility from 
a population and demographic 
perspective, it is important to 
incorporate e-bikes, e-scooters and 
other forms of micromobility into our 
social/health planning to guide equitable 
adoption. We can achieve this by 
integrating micromobility into different 
policy documents such as age-friendly 
community planning, social equity 
planning, Vision Zero, and more.

Suggested Actions
- Define micromobility and the different 
   micromobility modes within Official 
   Plans and appropriate functional 
   master plans 
- Integrate micromobility into “future 
   mobility” sections of Transportation 
   Master Plans

- Update modelling processes to reflect     
   the operational capabilities of micro-
   mobility

- Consider micromobility through an 
   equity lens and, whenever feasible, 
   adapt supportive micromobility policies 
   for all applicable planning documents 

- Acknowledge the unique benefit of 
   micromobility to increase mobility for 
   our ageing population, and appropri-
   ately plan for supportive micromobility 
   policies within age friendly plans, 
   transportation master plans, and 
   other relevant planning policies.

7.3  Bikeshare 
In the bikeshare sector, which is 
approximated to be in place in over 800 
municipalities across 56 countries65, 
e-bikeshare is still a comparably small 
subset. However, the opportunity is 
apparent; e-bikeshare could help make 
bikeshare a more viable alternative for 
“missing middle” trips in both urban and 
suburban landscapes.  In addition to 
increasing exposure of e-bikes, 
e-bikeshare also allows the municipality 
to control the types of e-bikes in their 
transportation network. For example, in 
New York City, throttle-assisted e-bikes 
remain illegal, but a legal pedelec 
e-bikeshare was introduced66.  

Nevertheless, many e-bikeshare 
implementation questions still need 
answers. The most notable for Canada 
is the climate. Is it feasible to operate 
e-bikeshare in the winter months? When 
e-bikes are stored outside do their 
batteries continue to operate in 
sub-zero temperatures? Are there 
technological solutions to cold climate 
challenges, such as having powered 
charging docks that keep the battery at 
a minimum optimum temperature when 
not being used? We will need to address 

Nous devrons nous pencher sur ces questions 
pratiques (mises en évidence dans le cadre de 
l’engagement) à mesure que nous introduisons 
davantage de vélos électriques au Canada. 

Il existe également une concurrence interne en 
matière de micromobilité entre les services de 
trottinettes électriques en libre-service et les 
services de vélos électriques en libre-service qui 
peuvent poser des problèmes de mise en œuvre. 
Dans certains cas, les programmes de véhicules 
électriques en libre-service abandonnent les vélos 
au profit des trottinettes, qui sont moins chères à 
exploiter67. Dans certains domaines, ces deux 
services sont mis en œuvre de manière 
interchangeable malgré leurs fonctionnalités 
différentes. De plus, le précédent créé par la ville 
de New York soulève un défi important en 
matière de vélos électriques en libre-service. 
Comme les vélos électriques en libre-service 
favorisent l’utilisation des vélos électriques, l’un 
des principaux défis consiste à équilibrer 
l’augmentation de l’utilisation du vélo électrique 
dans les régions dont la législation ne soutient pas 
intrinsèquement le vélo électrique. Lors de la mise 
en œuvre de services de mobilité électrique en 
libre-service, nous devrions penser non seulement 
au système lui-même, mais aussi à l’interaction 
du programme avec la législation et les autres 
modes de transport.

Mesures suggérées

- Soutenir les vélos électriques en libre-service 
dans les documents de planification 
pertinents

- Mettre à l’essai des vélos électriques en libre-
service, puis surveiller et évaluer leur 
incidence tout au long de l’année afin de 
mieux éclairer les projets de déploiement à 
venir

- Interdire spécifiquement aux utilisateurs de 
vélos électriques en libre-service de 
stationner des vélos dans les zones où il 
pourrait y avoir des répercussions sur la 
circulation piétonnière

- Participer à la recherche universitaire 
émergente afin de mieux comprendre les 
avantages et les résultats de l’utilisation de 
vélos électriques en libre-service dans des 
municipalités comparables 

7.4  L’infrastructure 
cyclable  
En outre, le réseau d’infrastructures 
cyclables est un facteur clé de motivation 
pour l’adoption du vélo électrique. Même si 
certains cyclistes ont constaté que les vélos 
électriques leur permettaient de se sentir 
plus confiants dans des conditions de 
circulation mixte, le fait de bénéficier de voies 
cyclables séparées et confortables favorise 
l’augmentation du nombre de cyclistes et 
d’utilisateurs de vélos électriques. Si l’on 
considère notre société vieillissante, le fait de 
fournir la technologie ne permet pas à lui seul 
de rendre les déplacements à vélo inclusifs. 
L’infrastructure doit en effet également être 
adaptée à une grande partie de la population. 
De plus, la planification de l’itinéraire 
influence le choix du type de déplacement, 
qu’il soit récréatif ou utilitaire.

L’entretien a également une incidence sur 
l’adoption des vélos électriques, et constitue 
un obstacle majeur. L’état du réseau cyclable 
devrait être maintenu à un niveau 
convenable, surtout si l’on tient compte de la 
saisonnalité canadienne. Les pistes cyclables 
mal entretenues découragent les cyclistes et 
les utilisateurs de vélos électriques 
d’emprunter les itinéraires prévus. Dans 
certains contextes, la réflexion sur les 
infrastructures cyclables de soutien peut 
nécessiter de la créativité afin de les adapter 
aux vélos électriques et à d’autres types de 
micromobilité émergents. Des matériaux 
novateurs pour la réalisation de la chaussée 
et des marquages, une planification des 
itinéraires et des permissions spécifiques 
peuvent être nécessaires pour permettre la 
circulation de tous les types de vélos dans le 
réseau de transport. Il faut toujours 
privilégier des réseaux cyclables complets et 
denses qui permettent de choisir des modes 
de transport alternatifs. Les usagers peuvent 
alors choisir l’itinéraire qui correspond le 
mieux à leur niveau de confort.

Mesures suggérées

- Planifier et entretenir un réseau cyclable 
complet et interconnecté

- Tenir compte de la micromobilité dans la 
planification des futurs itinéraires 
cyclables

- Tenir compte de la micromobilité dans la 
conception fonctionnelle des futurs 
itinéraires cyclables 

7.5  Incentives and pilots  
As can be seen, e-bikeshare pilots are 
another option to introduce the 
technology on a trial basis. Several 
e-bikeshare pilots currently exist across 
the United States, and could be explored 
further in Canada to show the potential 
of e-bikes in addressing transportation 
gaps. To increase e-bike appeal and 
ownership, monetary incentives can also 
be used to make them more affordable 
to potential users. France is currently 
promoting pedelecs to the public 
through a $300 purchase rebate68. A 
similar program is also available in 
Norway, where residents are offered 
$1,200 in Oslo to buy an e-cargo bike69. 

Utilizing financial incentives to increase 
uptake is not unique to e-bike technology 
and has been considered within Canada 
with other emerging technologies. In 
Ontario, the Electric Vehicle and 
Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program 
(EHVIP) provided financial rebates 
($14,000) and High Occupancy Vehicle 
lane privileges to electric vehicle 
purchasers. During the program, sales 
increased by 120%. This EHVIP program 
is no longer offered in Ontario by the 
provincial government; however, as of 
May 2019, the Canadian government 
announced a rebate of $5,000 off 
electric vehicles that cost less than 
$45,00070. When promoting 
micromobility, incentives would be an 
worthwhile option that should be 
explored further within Canada.   

Piloting e-bikes as a 
solution to urban goods 
movement
E-bikes are not only an option for 
personal trips, they also offer new 
mobility options for cargo deliveries. In 
our current retail economy, how we 
order and receive goods is changing, and 
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the sustainability of goods movement is 
an increasing environmental concern. 
Between 2005 and 2015, the number of 
parcels delivered globally grew by 128%71. 
Some companies are already integrating 
micromobility into their business plans -
UPS introduced the service in late 201872. 
A Seattle pilot introduces a specifically 
designed cargo e-bike to complete local 
delivery trips within the city, reducing 
the traffic congestion caused by delivery 
trucks and vehicles.

Suggested Actions
- Explore the opportunity for rebate 
   programs for e-bikes and other  
   provincial and/or federal micromobility 
   modes
- Whenever feasible, introduce e-bike
   pilot programs that can explore
   potential new markets for e-bikes    
   (such as urban goods movement)
- Approach the Canadian Government to   
   expand their current electric vehicle 
   incentive program to include  a similar  
   rebate for e-bikes. e.g. $275 off a 
   $250-500 e-bike. 

7.6  Education
The discussion surrounding 
micromobility is on going, and subject to 
change as new trends emerge. As such, 
practitioner and public education are 
vital to e-bike integration. We need to 
facilitate an open conversation around 
micromobility that supports 
knowledge-sharing across jurisdictions. 
Moreover, this knowledge should be 
communicated clearly and plainly to the 
public to encourage their support and 
opinions on micromobility.

Suggested Actions
- Clearly communicate the functionality   
   of e-bikes in online and in-print   
    educational materials 
- Mandate that e-bikeshare operators  
   provide educational videos for    
   new-riders 
- Update the Driver Training Manual to
   include information on e-bikes and 
   e-scooters



In the previous chapters, we established 
the existing context of e-bike 
integration, the current legislative 
landscape, and opinions of key 
micromobility stakeholders. Through the 
findings of each of these reviews, we 
have compiled a toolbox of six e-bike 
integration methods that could support 
accessible, inclusive and sustainable 
e-bike adoption in communities across 
Canada.

7.1  Legislation  
The ambiguity of e-bikes and, more 
largely, all micromobility modes in our 
transportation network is a key barrier 
to integration. As highlighted in our 
legislative review, there is no common 
delineation between the multiple types 
of e-bikes and how they should be 
regulated, or where they should be 
permitted.

In Canada, further evaluation should be 
conducted to determine whether a 
tiered approach to e-bike regulation (as 
shown in Europe and the United States 
through the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association definition) could assist in 
clarifying the role of e-bikes in our 
existing and future transportation 
network. Careful evaluation of the 
relationship between the 
throttle-assisted and pedelecs models, 
as well as the BSEB and SSEB models, 
should occur. As mentioned throughout 
this paper, there are operational 
differences between these models that 
affect how they interact with our 
infrastructure and other road-users. 
When planning for new regulation, we 
should give considerable attention to the 
legal classification of e-bikes as bicycles 
and to the regulators - speed, weight, 
throttle-power, wheel diameter, etc. -
that are used to dictate the operational 
capacities of e-bikes.

Suggested Actions
Based on the findings of this paper, we 
suggest the following legislative changes 
be explored at the provincial level to 
address some of the current barriers to 
e-bike adoption. Graphically shown in 
Figure 8. The implementation of these 
changes should be subject to 
stakeholder engagement to further 
analyze the implications and effects on 
the e-bike sector. 

Furthermore, depending on the outcome 
of the federal deregulation, these 
changes may be independent legislation 
for e-bikes or could act as further 
classification for power-assisted 
bicycles.

1. Regulate pedal-assisted 
e-bikes as bicycles in a two-tier 
model
Pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
pedal-assist bicycles are already 
regulated as bicycles, but are grouped 
together with Scooter Style E-Bikes 
(SSEBs). To maximize the potential of 
pedelecs/PABs as an integrated mobility 
option, they should be categorized 
separately from other e-bike models, 
and from each other. It is recommended 
that two tiers of pedal-assisted bicycles 
be classified, in that both pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted pedal-assist bicycles 
are categorized - as done with the 
American Bicycle Suppliers Product 
Association classification. By doing so, 
the slight capability differences between 
pedelecs and throttle-assisted bicycle 
style e-bikes are recognized without 
removing their permissions as bicycles. 

This would lead to a better 
understanding of pedelecs and PABs by 
the public, so that more riders could 
make educated choices about their 
preferred e-bike typology. We propose 
these e-bikes be classified as Type A, 
with full-pedal assist bicycles being Type 
A-1 and throttle-assisted pedal-assist 
bicycles being Type A-2. 

- Permit pedelecs and Permit Type A     
   e-bikes similar to conventional bicycles 
- Maintain the maximum speed of 
   32km/h 
- Maintain all other existing   
   requirements of power-assisted  
   bicycles 
- Require a speedometer on Type A   
   e-bikes 
- Require that the motor cease when 
   human propulsion ceases for pedelecs, 
   and that the motor ceases when 
   brakes are applied for Type A-2 
- Require a manufacturers label that   
   distinguish between Type A-1 and Type 
    A-2
- Monitor and evaluate e-bike usage to 
   understand how pedelecs and PABs are 
   being utilized
- Require helmets for Type A e-bikes
- Regulate that no person under the age  
   of sixteen shall operate a Type A e-bike 

2. Recognize s-pedelecs in the 
transportation network
Currently, s-pedelecs are not permitted 
within the power-assisted bicycle 
definition as they exceed the maximum 
32 km/h speed. The Bicycle Product 
Suppliers Association permits 
s-pedelecs as bicycles in their 
classification model given that the U.S. 
does not explicitly prohibit e-bikes that 
can travel at a speed higher than 32 
km/h. Currently, Canada does not have a 
definition for s-pedelecs. Based on the 
lessons learned from the EU, it is 
recommended that s-pedelecs be clearly 
defined in provincial legislation as a type 
of moped with required licensing that 
would recognize their pedal-assist 
nature, but also recognize their 
increased speed to reduce potential 
injuries and mode conflicts. We propose 
these s-pedelecs be classified as Type B 
e-bikes 
- Define Type B e-bikes as mopeds
- Indicate a unique definition for 
   Type B e-bikes within the existing 
   moped definition

- Distinguish between Type B e-bikes  
   and other less-active mopeds through 
   language about human-propulsion  
- Require a mandatory helmet for 
   Type-B use
- Require a speedometer on Type B 
   e-bikes

- Regulate that no person under the age 
   of sixteen shall operate a Type B e-bike

3. Finding a place for SSEBs
With the above recommendations, 
SSEBs would still exist within the e-bike 
classification, as they functionally 
match the legal description of 
power-assisted bicycles. However, 
provinces can look to regulate SSEB via 
weight or wheel diameter requirements. 
In the city of Toronto, SSEBs are 
distinguished as e-scooters and are not 
permitted on multi-use trails. Toronto 
distinguishes between pedal-assisted 
e-bikes and SSEBs by mandating that 
e-bikes have a maximum weight of 40 kg 
and that the e-bike rider “pedals for 
propulsion” - building upon the 
“functional pedals” requirement within 
the power-assisted bicycle definition. 
Creating a functional classification, 
however, only begins to unravel the 
future role of SSEBs on the 
transportation network.  There is 
minimal regulatory precedent for 
defining SSEB and as such, determining 
where, or if, SSEBs fit into our existing 
active transportation infrastructure 
requires a strong regulatory focus, 
especially when considering the 
conversations on safety and equity. It is 
recommended that stakeholder 
engagement be further conducted to 
determine the appropriate operating 
environment for SSEBs. We propose 
that scooter-style e-bikes be classified 
as Type C.
- Define a functional difference between  
   Type A-2 and Type C through 
    regulation requiring human-propulsion     
    and maximum weight 

- Require a speedometer on Type C 
   e-bikes 
- Prohibit Type C on multi-use trails and 
   other off-road facilities 
- Require Type C E-bikes to operate in 
   motor vehicle travel lanes, similar to 
   mopeds

4. Legalize e-scooters
Different modes of micromobility fill 
different transportation gaps. 
E-scooters can work with e-bikes to 
increase the efficiency and sustainability 
of our transportation network. However, 
specific attention should be given to how 
they are introduced. We propose the 
following considerations to e-scooter 
regulation64: 
- Introduce the legalization of 
   e-scooters through a pilot program 
- Limit the speed of e-scooters to 24 
   km/h, and consider requiring an 
    emergency power shut off switch
- Use in dedicated cycling infrastructure 
   e.g. bike lanes and multi-use paths but 
   not on sidewalks or in motor vehicle 
   travel lanes with posted speed limits 
   greater than 40 km/h 

- When part of an e-scooter share, 
   specifically prohibit the e-scooter    
   operator and riders from leaving 
   e-scooters lying around on sidewalks in 
   a way that impedes pedestrian traffic.

7.2  Planning documents  
Our survey found that only 31% of 
respondents are currently planning for 
micromobility as part of their future 
transportation planning process. Plans 
that can incorporate micromobility 
include, but are not limited to: 
- Official Plans 
- Secondary Plans 
- Transportation Master Plans 
- Active Transportation Master Plans
- Road Safety/Vision Zero Action Plans 
- Transportation Demand Management
   Plans 

The new policy directives of these 
sections should consider the multiple 
modes of micromobility and their unique 
mobility capabilities. This paper started 

to identify the differences between 
micromobility modes. However, further 
analysis should be done to understand 
the interactions of these modes. 
Furthermore, much of transportation 
planning is reliant on modelling. When 
looking towards a 
micromobility-supportive 
transportation network, data, software 
and processes will need to be updated to 
reflect how e-bikes and e-scooters 
travel through the network. 

When planning inclusively for new 
mobility trends, it is important to 
understand the inherent social and 
health impacts that could arise from a 
shift in the transportation status quo. 
The background review section and 
engagement showed that the 
demographics that could benefit from 
micromobility are broad, and ensuring 
that each demographic benefit equitably 
from the introduction of micromobility is 
essential to its overall success. As they 
become more normalized, a shift has 
occurred wherein e-bikes are now being 
adopted by those who may not have the 
same economic or social opportunities63. 
When we think about micromobility from 
a population and demographic 
perspective, it is important to 
incorporate e-bikes, e-scooters and 
other forms of micromobility into our 
social/health planning to guide equitable 
adoption. We can achieve this by 
integrating micromobility into different 
policy documents such as age-friendly 
community planning, social equity 
planning, Vision Zero, and more.

Suggested Actions
- Define micromobility and the different 
   micromobility modes within Official 
   Plans and appropriate functional 
   master plans 
- Integrate micromobility into “future 
   mobility” sections of Transportation 
   Master Plans

- Update modelling processes to reflect     
   the operational capabilities of micro-
   mobility

- Consider micromobility through an 
   equity lens and, whenever feasible, 
   adapt supportive micromobility policies 
   for all applicable planning documents 

- Acknowledge the unique benefit of 
   micromobility to increase mobility for 
   our ageing population, and appropri-
   ately plan for supportive micromobility 
   policies within age friendly plans, 
   transportation master plans, and 
   other relevant planning policies.

7.3  Bikeshare 
In the bikeshare sector, which is 
approximated to be in place in over 800 
municipalities across 56 countries65, 
e-bikeshare is still a comparably small 
subset. However, the opportunity is 
apparent; e-bikeshare could help make 
bikeshare a more viable alternative for 
“missing middle” trips in both urban and 
suburban landscapes.  In addition to 
increasing exposure of e-bikes, 
e-bikeshare also allows the municipality 
to control the types of e-bikes in their 
transportation network. For example, in 
New York City, throttle-assisted e-bikes 
remain illegal, but a legal pedelec 
e-bikeshare was introduced66.  

Nevertheless, many e-bikeshare 
implementation questions still need 
answers. The most notable for Canada 
is the climate. Is it feasible to operate 
e-bikeshare in the winter months? When 
e-bikes are stored outside do their 
batteries continue to operate in 
sub-zero temperatures? Are there 
technological solutions to cold climate 
challenges, such as having powered 
charging docks that keep the battery at 
a minimum optimum temperature when 
not being used? We will need to address 

these practical questions (highlighted 
through the engagement) as we 
introduce more e-bikeshares in Canada. 

There is also an internal micromobility 
competition occurring between 
e-scooter share services and 
e-bikeshare services that can cause 
implementation challenges.  In some 
cases, e-bikeshares are being 
discontinued in lieu of e-scooter shares, 
which are cheaper to operate67. In some 
areas, these two services are being 
implemented interchangeably despite 
offering differing functionalities. 
Moreover, the New York City precedent 
raises an important challenge in 
e-bikeshare. As e-bikeshare promotes 
e-bike use, a major challenge is 
balancing the increase in uptake in 
jurisdictions that do not intrinsically 
support e-bikes with their legislation. 
When implementing e-shared mobility, 
we should think not only of the system 
itself but also the interaction of the 
program with legislation and other 
modes.

Suggested Actions
- Support e-bikeshare in relevant
   planning documents
- Pilot e-bikeshares, and monitor and 
   evaluate their impact year-round to   
   better inform future program rollouts 
- Specifically prohibit e-bikeshare riders 
   from parking e-bikes in areas where 
   pedestrian traffic is impacted
- Engage with emerging academic 
   research on the benefits and out
   comes of e-bikeshares in comparable 
   municipalities

7.4  Cycling 
infrastructure  
In addition, the network of cycling 
infrastructure is a key motivator for 
e-bike adoption. Although some cyclists 
found that e-bikes allowed them to feel 
more confident in mixed-traffic 
conditions, having separated and 
comfortable cycling lanes encourages a 
broader range of cyclists and e-bike 
riders. When considering our ageing 
society, providing the technology solves 
only half the battle for inclusive cycling 
trips; the infrastructure must also be 
supportive of broad demographics. Also, 
route planning will influence the choice 
of trip type, between recreational and 
utilitarian. 

Maintenance also affects e-bike 
adoption, mirroring a key barrier to 
cycling adoption. The cycling network 
should have its condition maintained to a 
suitable degree, especially when 
considering Canadian seasonality. Bike 
lanes that are poorly maintained 
discourage both cyclists and e-bike 
riders from utilizing the provided routes. 
For some contexts, thinking about 
supportive cycling infrastructure may 
need to be creative to sufficiently 
accommodate e-bikes and other 
emerging micromobility options. 
Innovative pavement material and 
markings, route planning and specific 
permissions may be required to support 
diversified cycling capabilities on the 
transportation network. Comprehensive 
and denser cycling networks that allow 
for choice of alternative travel modes 
are always preferred, as they permit 
users to choose the route that most 
appropriately matches their level of 
comfort.

Suggested Actions
- Plan for and maintain a complete and   
    connected cycling network 
- Consider micromobility in the planning 
   of future cycling routes 
- Consider micromobility in the 
   functional design of future cycling 
   routes

7.5  Mesures incitatives 
et projets pilotes  
Comme on peut le constater, les projets 
pilotes de vélos électriques en libre-service 
sont une autre option pour introduire la 
technologie à titre d’essai. Plusieurs projets 
pilotes de vélos électriques en libre-service 
existent actuellement aux États-Unis. Le 
Canada aurait certainement avantage à 
explorer cette voie pour démontrer le 
potentiel des vélos électriques à combler les 
lacunes en matière de transport. Pour 
accroitre l’attrait et l’appropriation des vélos 
électriques, des mesures incitatives 
financières peuvent également être utilisées 
afin de les rendre plus abordables pour les 
utilisateurs potentiels. La France fait 
actuellement la promotion des vélos à 
assistance électrique auprès du public grâce 
à un rabais à l’achat de 300 $68. programme 
semblable est également offert en Norvège, 
où les résidents se voient offrir 1 200 $ à Oslo 
pour acheter un vélo électrique pour le 
transport de marchandises69.

L’utilisation de mesures incitatives 
financières pour augmenter l’adoption des 
vélos électriques n’est pas unique à cette 
technologie. Elle a également été envisagée 
au Canada pour d’autres technologies 
émergentes. En Ontario, le Programme de 
mesures incitatives pour les véhicules 
électriques et les véhicules à hydrogène 
Electric Vehicle and Hydrogen Vehicle 
Incentive Program (EHVIP) a accordé des 
remises financières (14 000 $) et des 
privilèges sur les voies réservées aux 
véhicules à plusieurs passagers aux 
acheteurs de véhicules électriques. Pendant 
la durée de vie de ce programme, les ventes 
ont augmenté de 120 %. Pendant la durée de 
vie de ce programme, les ventes ont 
augmenté de 120 %. Le gouvernement 
ontarien n’offre plus le programme EHVIP. 
Toutefois, à compter de mai 2019, le 
gouvernement canadien a annoncé une 
remise de 5 000 $ sur les véhicules électriques 
dont le coût est inférieur à 45 000 $70. Des 
mesures incitatives qui feraient la promotion 
de la micromobilité seraient une option 
intéressante qui devrait être davantage 
explorée au Canada.
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Expérimenter les vélos 
électriques comme 
solution à la circulation 
urbaine des marchandises 
Les vélos électriques ne sont pas seulement 
une option pour les déplacements personnels. 
Ils offrent également de nouvelles possibilités 
de mobilité pour la livraison de marchandises. 
Dans notre économie de détail actuelle, la 
façon dont nous commandons et recevons 
des marchandises change, et la durabilité de 
la circulation des marchandises est une 
préoccupation environnementale croissante. 
Entre 2005 et 2015, le nombre de colis livrés à 
l’international a augmenté de 128 %71. 
Certaines entreprises intègrent déjà la 
micromobilité dans leurs plans d’affaires. 
UPS, par exemple, a introduit ce service à la 
fin de 201872. Un projet pilote de Seattle 
introduit un vélo électrique spécialement 
conçu pour le transport de marchandises afin 
d’effectuer des trajets de livraison locaux 
dans la ville, réduisant ainsi les 
embouteillages causés par les camions et les 
véhicules de livraison. 

Mesures suggérées
- Explorer la possibilité d’offrir des 

programmes de réduction pour l’achat de 
vélos électriques et d’autres modes de 
micromobilité à l’échelle provinciale ou 
fédérale

-  Dans la mesure du possible, lancer des 
programmes pilotes de vélos électriques qui 
peuvent explorer de nouveaux marchés 
potentiels (comme le transport urbain de 
marchandises)

- Demander au gouvernement canadien 
d’élargir son programme actuel de mesures 
incitatives pour les véhicules électriques 
afin d’inclure un rabais similaire pour les 
vélos électriques, p. ex. 275 $ de réduction 
sur un vélo électrique de 250 $ à 500 $. 

7.6  Education
The discussion surrounding 
micromobility is on going, and subject to 
change as new trends emerge. As such, 
practitioner and public education are 
vital to e-bike integration. We need to 
facilitate an open conversation around 
micromobility that supports 
knowledge-sharing across jurisdictions. 
Moreover, this knowledge should be 
communicated clearly and plainly to the 
public to encourage their support and 
opinions on micromobility.

Suggested Actions
- Clearly communicate the functionality   
   of e-bikes in online and in-print   
    educational materials 
- Mandate that e-bikeshare operators  
   provide educational videos for    
   new-riders 
- Update the Driver Training Manual to
   include information on e-bikes and 
   e-scooters



In the previous chapters, we established 
the existing context of e-bike 
integration, the current legislative 
landscape, and opinions of key 
micromobility stakeholders. Through the 
findings of each of these reviews, we 
have compiled a toolbox of six e-bike 
integration methods that could support 
accessible, inclusive and sustainable 
e-bike adoption in communities across 
Canada.

7.1  Legislation  
The ambiguity of e-bikes and, more 
largely, all micromobility modes in our 
transportation network is a key barrier 
to integration. As highlighted in our 
legislative review, there is no common 
delineation between the multiple types 
of e-bikes and how they should be 
regulated, or where they should be 
permitted.

In Canada, further evaluation should be 
conducted to determine whether a 
tiered approach to e-bike regulation (as 
shown in Europe and the United States 
through the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association definition) could assist in 
clarifying the role of e-bikes in our 
existing and future transportation 
network. Careful evaluation of the 
relationship between the 
throttle-assisted and pedelecs models, 
as well as the BSEB and SSEB models, 
should occur. As mentioned throughout 
this paper, there are operational 
differences between these models that 
affect how they interact with our 
infrastructure and other road-users. 
When planning for new regulation, we 
should give considerable attention to the 
legal classification of e-bikes as bicycles 
and to the regulators - speed, weight, 
throttle-power, wheel diameter, etc. -
that are used to dictate the operational 
capacities of e-bikes.

Suggested Actions
Based on the findings of this paper, we 
suggest the following legislative changes 
be explored at the provincial level to 
address some of the current barriers to 
e-bike adoption. Graphically shown in 
Figure 8. The implementation of these 
changes should be subject to 
stakeholder engagement to further 
analyze the implications and effects on 
the e-bike sector. 

Furthermore, depending on the outcome 
of the federal deregulation, these 
changes may be independent legislation 
for e-bikes or could act as further 
classification for power-assisted 
bicycles.

1. Regulate pedal-assisted 
e-bikes as bicycles in a two-tier 
model
Pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
pedal-assist bicycles are already 
regulated as bicycles, but are grouped 
together with Scooter Style E-Bikes 
(SSEBs). To maximize the potential of 
pedelecs/PABs as an integrated mobility 
option, they should be categorized 
separately from other e-bike models, 
and from each other. It is recommended 
that two tiers of pedal-assisted bicycles 
be classified, in that both pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted pedal-assist bicycles 
are categorized - as done with the 
American Bicycle Suppliers Product 
Association classification. By doing so, 
the slight capability differences between 
pedelecs and throttle-assisted bicycle 
style e-bikes are recognized without 
removing their permissions as bicycles. 

This would lead to a better 
understanding of pedelecs and PABs by 
the public, so that more riders could 
make educated choices about their 
preferred e-bike typology. We propose 
these e-bikes be classified as Type A, 
with full-pedal assist bicycles being Type 
A-1 and throttle-assisted pedal-assist 
bicycles being Type A-2. 

- Permit pedelecs and Permit Type A     
   e-bikes similar to conventional bicycles 
- Maintain the maximum speed of 
   32km/h 
- Maintain all other existing   
   requirements of power-assisted  
   bicycles 
- Require a speedometer on Type A   
   e-bikes 
- Require that the motor cease when 
   human propulsion ceases for pedelecs, 
   and that the motor ceases when 
   brakes are applied for Type A-2 
- Require a manufacturers label that   
   distinguish between Type A-1 and Type 
    A-2
- Monitor and evaluate e-bike usage to 
   understand how pedelecs and PABs are 
   being utilized
- Require helmets for Type A e-bikes
- Regulate that no person under the age  
   of sixteen shall operate a Type A e-bike 

2. Recognize s-pedelecs in the 
transportation network
Currently, s-pedelecs are not permitted 
within the power-assisted bicycle 
definition as they exceed the maximum 
32 km/h speed. The Bicycle Product 
Suppliers Association permits 
s-pedelecs as bicycles in their 
classification model given that the U.S. 
does not explicitly prohibit e-bikes that 
can travel at a speed higher than 32 
km/h. Currently, Canada does not have a 
definition for s-pedelecs. Based on the 
lessons learned from the EU, it is 
recommended that s-pedelecs be clearly 
defined in provincial legislation as a type 
of moped with required licensing that 
would recognize their pedal-assist 
nature, but also recognize their 
increased speed to reduce potential 
injuries and mode conflicts. We propose 
these s-pedelecs be classified as Type B 
e-bikes 
- Define Type B e-bikes as mopeds
- Indicate a unique definition for 
   Type B e-bikes within the existing 
   moped definition

- Distinguish between Type B e-bikes  
   and other less-active mopeds through 
   language about human-propulsion  
- Require a mandatory helmet for 
   Type-B use
- Require a speedometer on Type B 
   e-bikes

- Regulate that no person under the age 
   of sixteen shall operate a Type B e-bike

3. Finding a place for SSEBs
With the above recommendations, 
SSEBs would still exist within the e-bike 
classification, as they functionally 
match the legal description of 
power-assisted bicycles. However, 
provinces can look to regulate SSEB via 
weight or wheel diameter requirements. 
In the city of Toronto, SSEBs are 
distinguished as e-scooters and are not 
permitted on multi-use trails. Toronto 
distinguishes between pedal-assisted 
e-bikes and SSEBs by mandating that 
e-bikes have a maximum weight of 40 kg 
and that the e-bike rider “pedals for 
propulsion” - building upon the 
“functional pedals” requirement within 
the power-assisted bicycle definition. 
Creating a functional classification, 
however, only begins to unravel the 
future role of SSEBs on the 
transportation network.  There is 
minimal regulatory precedent for 
defining SSEB and as such, determining 
where, or if, SSEBs fit into our existing 
active transportation infrastructure 
requires a strong regulatory focus, 
especially when considering the 
conversations on safety and equity. It is 
recommended that stakeholder 
engagement be further conducted to 
determine the appropriate operating 
environment for SSEBs. We propose 
that scooter-style e-bikes be classified 
as Type C.
- Define a functional difference between  
   Type A-2 and Type C through 
    regulation requiring human-propulsion     
    and maximum weight 

- Require a speedometer on Type C 
   e-bikes 
- Prohibit Type C on multi-use trails and 
   other off-road facilities 
- Require Type C E-bikes to operate in 
   motor vehicle travel lanes, similar to 
   mopeds

4. Legalize e-scooters
Different modes of micromobility fill 
different transportation gaps. 
E-scooters can work with e-bikes to 
increase the efficiency and sustainability 
of our transportation network. However, 
specific attention should be given to how 
they are introduced. We propose the 
following considerations to e-scooter 
regulation64: 
- Introduce the legalization of 
   e-scooters through a pilot program 
- Limit the speed of e-scooters to 24 
   km/h, and consider requiring an 
    emergency power shut off switch
- Use in dedicated cycling infrastructure 
   e.g. bike lanes and multi-use paths but 
   not on sidewalks or in motor vehicle 
   travel lanes with posted speed limits 
   greater than 40 km/h 

- When part of an e-scooter share, 
   specifically prohibit the e-scooter    
   operator and riders from leaving 
   e-scooters lying around on sidewalks in 
   a way that impedes pedestrian traffic.

7.2  Planning documents  
Our survey found that only 31% of 
respondents are currently planning for 
micromobility as part of their future 
transportation planning process. Plans 
that can incorporate micromobility 
include, but are not limited to: 
- Official Plans 
- Secondary Plans 
- Transportation Master Plans 
- Active Transportation Master Plans
- Road Safety/Vision Zero Action Plans 
- Transportation Demand Management
   Plans 

The new policy directives of these 
sections should consider the multiple 
modes of micromobility and their unique 
mobility capabilities. This paper started 

to identify the differences between 
micromobility modes. However, further 
analysis should be done to understand 
the interactions of these modes. 
Furthermore, much of transportation 
planning is reliant on modelling. When 
looking towards a 
micromobility-supportive 
transportation network, data, software 
and processes will need to be updated to 
reflect how e-bikes and e-scooters 
travel through the network. 

When planning inclusively for new 
mobility trends, it is important to 
understand the inherent social and 
health impacts that could arise from a 
shift in the transportation status quo. 
The background review section and 
engagement showed that the 
demographics that could benefit from 
micromobility are broad, and ensuring 
that each demographic benefit equitably 
from the introduction of micromobility is 
essential to its overall success. As they 
become more normalized, a shift has 
occurred wherein e-bikes are now being 
adopted by those who may not have the 
same economic or social opportunities63. 
When we think about micromobility from 
a population and demographic 
perspective, it is important to 
incorporate e-bikes, e-scooters and 
other forms of micromobility into our 
social/health planning to guide equitable 
adoption. We can achieve this by 
integrating micromobility into different 
policy documents such as age-friendly 
community planning, social equity 
planning, Vision Zero, and more.

Suggested Actions
- Define micromobility and the different 
   micromobility modes within Official 
   Plans and appropriate functional 
   master plans 
- Integrate micromobility into “future 
   mobility” sections of Transportation 
   Master Plans

- Update modelling processes to reflect     
   the operational capabilities of micro-
   mobility

- Consider micromobility through an 
   equity lens and, whenever feasible, 
   adapt supportive micromobility policies 
   for all applicable planning documents 

- Acknowledge the unique benefit of 
   micromobility to increase mobility for 
   our ageing population, and appropri-
   ately plan for supportive micromobility 
   policies within age friendly plans, 
   transportation master plans, and 
   other relevant planning policies.

7.3  Bikeshare 
In the bikeshare sector, which is 
approximated to be in place in over 800 
municipalities across 56 countries65, 
e-bikeshare is still a comparably small 
subset. However, the opportunity is 
apparent; e-bikeshare could help make 
bikeshare a more viable alternative for 
“missing middle” trips in both urban and 
suburban landscapes.  In addition to 
increasing exposure of e-bikes, 
e-bikeshare also allows the municipality 
to control the types of e-bikes in their 
transportation network. For example, in 
New York City, throttle-assisted e-bikes 
remain illegal, but a legal pedelec 
e-bikeshare was introduced66.  

Nevertheless, many e-bikeshare 
implementation questions still need 
answers. The most notable for Canada 
is the climate. Is it feasible to operate 
e-bikeshare in the winter months? When 
e-bikes are stored outside do their 
batteries continue to operate in 
sub-zero temperatures? Are there 
technological solutions to cold climate 
challenges, such as having powered 
charging docks that keep the battery at 
a minimum optimum temperature when 
not being used? We will need to address 

these practical questions (highlighted 
through the engagement) as we 
introduce more e-bikeshares in Canada. 

There is also an internal micromobility 
competition occurring between 
e-scooter share services and 
e-bikeshare services that can cause 
implementation challenges.  In some 
cases, e-bikeshares are being 
discontinued in lieu of e-scooter shares, 
which are cheaper to operate67. In some 
areas, these two services are being 
implemented interchangeably despite 
offering differing functionalities. 
Moreover, the New York City precedent 
raises an important challenge in 
e-bikeshare. As e-bikeshare promotes 
e-bike use, a major challenge is 
balancing the increase in uptake in 
jurisdictions that do not intrinsically 
support e-bikes with their legislation. 
When implementing e-shared mobility, 
we should think not only of the system 
itself but also the interaction of the 
program with legislation and other 
modes.

Suggested Actions
- Support e-bikeshare in relevant
   planning documents
- Pilot e-bikeshares, and monitor and 
   evaluate their impact year-round to   
   better inform future program rollouts 
- Specifically prohibit e-bikeshare riders 
   from parking e-bikes in areas where 
   pedestrian traffic is impacted
- Engage with emerging academic 
   research on the benefits and out
   comes of e-bikeshares in comparable 
   municipalities

7.4  Cycling 
infrastructure  
In addition, the network of cycling 
infrastructure is a key motivator for 
e-bike adoption. Although some cyclists 
found that e-bikes allowed them to feel 
more confident in mixed-traffic 
conditions, having separated and 
comfortable cycling lanes encourages a 
broader range of cyclists and e-bike 
riders. When considering our ageing 
society, providing the technology solves 
only half the battle for inclusive cycling 
trips; the infrastructure must also be 
supportive of broad demographics. Also, 
route planning will influence the choice 
of trip type, between recreational and 
utilitarian. 

Maintenance also affects e-bike 
adoption, mirroring a key barrier to 
cycling adoption. The cycling network 
should have its condition maintained to a 
suitable degree, especially when 
considering Canadian seasonality. Bike 
lanes that are poorly maintained 
discourage both cyclists and e-bike 
riders from utilizing the provided routes. 
For some contexts, thinking about 
supportive cycling infrastructure may 
need to be creative to sufficiently 
accommodate e-bikes and other 
emerging micromobility options. 
Innovative pavement material and 
markings, route planning and specific 
permissions may be required to support 
diversified cycling capabilities on the 
transportation network. Comprehensive 
and denser cycling networks that allow 
for choice of alternative travel modes 
are always preferred, as they permit 
users to choose the route that most 
appropriately matches their level of 
comfort.

Suggested Actions
- Plan for and maintain a complete and   
    connected cycling network 
- Consider micromobility in the planning 
   of future cycling routes 
- Consider micromobility in the 
   functional design of future cycling 
   routes

7.5  Incentives and pilots  
As can be seen, e-bikeshare pilots are 
another option to introduce the 
technology on a trial basis. Several 
e-bikeshare pilots currently exist across 
the United States, and could be explored 
further in Canada to show the potential 
of e-bikes in addressing transportation 
gaps. To increase e-bike appeal and 
ownership, monetary incentives can also 
be used to make them more affordable 
to potential users. France is currently 
promoting pedelecs to the public 
through a $300 purchase rebate68. A 
similar program is also available in 
Norway, where residents are offered 
$1,200 in Oslo to buy an e-cargo bike69. 

Utilizing financial incentives to increase 
uptake is not unique to e-bike technology 
and has been considered within Canada 
with other emerging technologies. In 
Ontario, the Electric Vehicle and 
Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program 
(EHVIP) provided financial rebates 
($14,000) and High Occupancy Vehicle 
lane privileges to electric vehicle 
purchasers. During the program, sales 
increased by 120%. This EHVIP program 
is no longer offered in Ontario by the 
provincial government; however, as of 
May 2019, the Canadian government 
announced a rebate of $5,000 off 
electric vehicles that cost less than 
$45,00070. When promoting 
micromobility, incentives would be an 
worthwhile option that should be 
explored further within Canada.   

Piloting e-bikes as a 
solution to urban goods 
movement
E-bikes are not only an option for 
personal trips, they also offer new 
mobility options for cargo deliveries. In 
our current retail economy, how we 
order and receive goods is changing, and 

the sustainability of goods movement is 
an increasing environmental concern. 
Between 2005 and 2015, the number of 
parcels delivered globally grew by 128%71. 
Some companies are already integrating 
micromobility into their business plans -
UPS introduced the service in late 201872. 
A Seattle pilot introduces a specifically 
designed cargo e-bike to complete local 
delivery trips within the city, reducing 
the traffic congestion caused by delivery 
trucks and vehicles.

Suggested Actions
- Explore the opportunity for rebate 
   programs for e-bikes and other  
   provincial and/or federal micromobility 
   modes
- Whenever feasible, introduce e-bike
   pilot programs that can explore
   potential new markets for e-bikes    
   (such as urban goods movement)
- Approach the Canadian Government to   
   expand their current electric vehicle 
   incentive program to include  a similar  
   rebate for e-bikes. e.g. $275 off a 
   $250-500 e-bike. 

7.6  Sensibilisation
La discussion sur la micromobilité est en 
cours et pourrait changer à mesure que de 
nouvelles tendances émergent. C’est 
pourquoi la sensibilisation des spécialistes 
et du public est essentielle à l’intégration 
des vélos électriques. Nous devons faciliter 
une conversation ouverte sur la 
micromobilité qui favorise le partage des 
connaissances entre les administrations. De 
plus, ces connaissances devraient être 
communiquées clairement et simplement au 
public afin de l’encourager à soutenir et à 
émettre ses opinions sur la micromobilité.

Mesures suggérées
- Communiquer clairement au sujet de la 

fonctionnalité des vélos électriques dans 
les documents de sensibilisation en ligne et 
imprimés

- Exiger que les exploitants de vélos 
électriques en libre-service fournissent des 
vidéos éducatives aux nouveaux cyclistes

- Mettre à jour le manuel de formation des 
conducteurs pour y inclure des 
informations sur les vélos électriques et les 
trottinettes électriques 
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Conclusions
et prochaines étapes

In the previous chapters, we established 
the existing context of e-bike 
integration, the current legislative 
landscape, and opinions of key 
micromobility stakeholders. Through the 
findings of each of these reviews, we 
have compiled a toolbox of six e-bike 
integration methods that could support 
accessible, inclusive and sustainable 
e-bike adoption in communities across 
Canada.

7.1  Legislation  
The ambiguity of e-bikes and, more 
largely, all micromobility modes in our 
transportation network is a key barrier 
to integration. As highlighted in our 
legislative review, there is no common 
delineation between the multiple types 
of e-bikes and how they should be 
regulated, or where they should be 
permitted.

In Canada, further evaluation should be 
conducted to determine whether a 
tiered approach to e-bike regulation (as 
shown in Europe and the United States 
through the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association definition) could assist in 
clarifying the role of e-bikes in our 
existing and future transportation 
network. Careful evaluation of the 
relationship between the 
throttle-assisted and pedelecs models, 
as well as the BSEB and SSEB models, 
should occur. As mentioned throughout 
this paper, there are operational 
differences between these models that 
affect how they interact with our 
infrastructure and other road-users. 
When planning for new regulation, we 
should give considerable attention to the 
legal classification of e-bikes as bicycles 
and to the regulators - speed, weight, 
throttle-power, wheel diameter, etc. -
that are used to dictate the operational 
capacities of e-bikes.

Suggested Actions
Based on the findings of this paper, we 
suggest the following legislative changes 
be explored at the provincial level to 
address some of the current barriers to 
e-bike adoption. Graphically shown in 
Figure 8. The implementation of these 
changes should be subject to 
stakeholder engagement to further 
analyze the implications and effects on 
the e-bike sector. 

Furthermore, depending on the outcome 
of the federal deregulation, these 
changes may be independent legislation 
for e-bikes or could act as further 
classification for power-assisted 
bicycles.

1. Regulate pedal-assisted 
e-bikes as bicycles in a two-tier 
model
Pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
pedal-assist bicycles are already 
regulated as bicycles, but are grouped 
together with Scooter Style E-Bikes 
(SSEBs). To maximize the potential of 
pedelecs/PABs as an integrated mobility 
option, they should be categorized 
separately from other e-bike models, 
and from each other. It is recommended 
that two tiers of pedal-assisted bicycles 
be classified, in that both pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted pedal-assist bicycles 
are categorized - as done with the 
American Bicycle Suppliers Product 
Association classification. By doing so, 
the slight capability differences between 
pedelecs and throttle-assisted bicycle 
style e-bikes are recognized without 
removing their permissions as bicycles. 

This would lead to a better 
understanding of pedelecs and PABs by 
the public, so that more riders could 
make educated choices about their 
preferred e-bike typology. We propose 
these e-bikes be classified as Type A, 
with full-pedal assist bicycles being Type 
A-1 and throttle-assisted pedal-assist 
bicycles being Type A-2. 

- Permit pedelecs and Permit Type A     
   e-bikes similar to conventional bicycles 
- Maintain the maximum speed of 
   32km/h 
- Maintain all other existing   
   requirements of power-assisted  
   bicycles 
- Require a speedometer on Type A   
   e-bikes 
- Require that the motor cease when 
   human propulsion ceases for pedelecs, 
   and that the motor ceases when 
   brakes are applied for Type A-2 
- Require a manufacturers label that   
   distinguish between Type A-1 and Type 
    A-2
- Monitor and evaluate e-bike usage to 
   understand how pedelecs and PABs are 
   being utilized
- Require helmets for Type A e-bikes
- Regulate that no person under the age  
   of sixteen shall operate a Type A e-bike 

2. Recognize s-pedelecs in the 
transportation network
Currently, s-pedelecs are not permitted 
within the power-assisted bicycle 
definition as they exceed the maximum 
32 km/h speed. The Bicycle Product 
Suppliers Association permits 
s-pedelecs as bicycles in their 
classification model given that the U.S. 
does not explicitly prohibit e-bikes that 
can travel at a speed higher than 32 
km/h. Currently, Canada does not have a 
definition for s-pedelecs. Based on the 
lessons learned from the EU, it is 
recommended that s-pedelecs be clearly 
defined in provincial legislation as a type 
of moped with required licensing that 
would recognize their pedal-assist 
nature, but also recognize their 
increased speed to reduce potential 
injuries and mode conflicts. We propose 
these s-pedelecs be classified as Type B 
e-bikes 
- Define Type B e-bikes as mopeds
- Indicate a unique definition for 
   Type B e-bikes within the existing 
   moped definition

- Distinguish between Type B e-bikes  
   and other less-active mopeds through 
   language about human-propulsion  
- Require a mandatory helmet for 
   Type-B use
- Require a speedometer on Type B 
   e-bikes

- Regulate that no person under the age 
   of sixteen shall operate a Type B e-bike

3. Finding a place for SSEBs
With the above recommendations, 
SSEBs would still exist within the e-bike 
classification, as they functionally 
match the legal description of 
power-assisted bicycles. However, 
provinces can look to regulate SSEB via 
weight or wheel diameter requirements. 
In the city of Toronto, SSEBs are 
distinguished as e-scooters and are not 
permitted on multi-use trails. Toronto 
distinguishes between pedal-assisted 
e-bikes and SSEBs by mandating that 
e-bikes have a maximum weight of 40 kg 
and that the e-bike rider “pedals for 
propulsion” - building upon the 
“functional pedals” requirement within 
the power-assisted bicycle definition. 
Creating a functional classification, 
however, only begins to unravel the 
future role of SSEBs on the 
transportation network.  There is 
minimal regulatory precedent for 
defining SSEB and as such, determining 
where, or if, SSEBs fit into our existing 
active transportation infrastructure 
requires a strong regulatory focus, 
especially when considering the 
conversations on safety and equity. It is 
recommended that stakeholder 
engagement be further conducted to 
determine the appropriate operating 
environment for SSEBs. We propose 
that scooter-style e-bikes be classified 
as Type C.
- Define a functional difference between  
   Type A-2 and Type C through 
    regulation requiring human-propulsion     
    and maximum weight 

- Require a speedometer on Type C 
   e-bikes 
- Prohibit Type C on multi-use trails and 
   other off-road facilities 
- Require Type C E-bikes to operate in 
   motor vehicle travel lanes, similar to 
   mopeds

4. Legalize e-scooters
Different modes of micromobility fill 
different transportation gaps. 
E-scooters can work with e-bikes to 
increase the efficiency and sustainability 
of our transportation network. However, 
specific attention should be given to how 
they are introduced. We propose the 
following considerations to e-scooter 
regulation64: 
- Introduce the legalization of 
   e-scooters through a pilot program 
- Limit the speed of e-scooters to 24 
   km/h, and consider requiring an 
    emergency power shut off switch
- Use in dedicated cycling infrastructure 
   e.g. bike lanes and multi-use paths but 
   not on sidewalks or in motor vehicle 
   travel lanes with posted speed limits 
   greater than 40 km/h 

- When part of an e-scooter share, 
   specifically prohibit the e-scooter    
   operator and riders from leaving 
   e-scooters lying around on sidewalks in 
   a way that impedes pedestrian traffic.

7.2  Planning documents  
Our survey found that only 31% of 
respondents are currently planning for 
micromobility as part of their future 
transportation planning process. Plans 
that can incorporate micromobility 
include, but are not limited to: 
- Official Plans 
- Secondary Plans 
- Transportation Master Plans 
- Active Transportation Master Plans
- Road Safety/Vision Zero Action Plans 
- Transportation Demand Management
   Plans 

The new policy directives of these 
sections should consider the multiple 
modes of micromobility and their unique 
mobility capabilities. This paper started 

to identify the differences between 
micromobility modes. However, further 
analysis should be done to understand 
the interactions of these modes. 
Furthermore, much of transportation 
planning is reliant on modelling. When 
looking towards a 
micromobility-supportive 
transportation network, data, software 
and processes will need to be updated to 
reflect how e-bikes and e-scooters 
travel through the network. 

When planning inclusively for new 
mobility trends, it is important to 
understand the inherent social and 
health impacts that could arise from a 
shift in the transportation status quo. 
The background review section and 
engagement showed that the 
demographics that could benefit from 
micromobility are broad, and ensuring 
that each demographic benefit equitably 
from the introduction of micromobility is 
essential to its overall success. As they 
become more normalized, a shift has 
occurred wherein e-bikes are now being 
adopted by those who may not have the 
same economic or social opportunities63. 
When we think about micromobility from 
a population and demographic 
perspective, it is important to 
incorporate e-bikes, e-scooters and 
other forms of micromobility into our 
social/health planning to guide equitable 
adoption. We can achieve this by 
integrating micromobility into different 
policy documents such as age-friendly 
community planning, social equity 
planning, Vision Zero, and more.

Suggested Actions
- Define micromobility and the different 
   micromobility modes within Official 
   Plans and appropriate functional 
   master plans 
- Integrate micromobility into “future 
   mobility” sections of Transportation 
   Master Plans

- Update modelling processes to reflect     
   the operational capabilities of micro-
   mobility

- Consider micromobility through an 
   equity lens and, whenever feasible, 
   adapt supportive micromobility policies 
   for all applicable planning documents 

- Acknowledge the unique benefit of 
   micromobility to increase mobility for 
   our ageing population, and appropri-
   ately plan for supportive micromobility 
   policies within age friendly plans, 
   transportation master plans, and 
   other relevant planning policies.

7.3  Bikeshare 
In the bikeshare sector, which is 
approximated to be in place in over 800 
municipalities across 56 countries65, 
e-bikeshare is still a comparably small 
subset. However, the opportunity is 
apparent; e-bikeshare could help make 
bikeshare a more viable alternative for 
“missing middle” trips in both urban and 
suburban landscapes.  In addition to 
increasing exposure of e-bikes, 
e-bikeshare also allows the municipality 
to control the types of e-bikes in their 
transportation network. For example, in 
New York City, throttle-assisted e-bikes 
remain illegal, but a legal pedelec 
e-bikeshare was introduced66.  

Nevertheless, many e-bikeshare 
implementation questions still need 
answers. The most notable for Canada 
is the climate. Is it feasible to operate 
e-bikeshare in the winter months? When 
e-bikes are stored outside do their 
batteries continue to operate in 
sub-zero temperatures? Are there 
technological solutions to cold climate 
challenges, such as having powered 
charging docks that keep the battery at 
a minimum optimum temperature when 
not being used? We will need to address 

these practical questions (highlighted 
through the engagement) as we 
introduce more e-bikeshares in Canada. 

There is also an internal micromobility 
competition occurring between 
e-scooter share services and 
e-bikeshare services that can cause 
implementation challenges.  In some 
cases, e-bikeshares are being 
discontinued in lieu of e-scooter shares, 
which are cheaper to operate67. In some 
areas, these two services are being 
implemented interchangeably despite 
offering differing functionalities. 
Moreover, the New York City precedent 
raises an important challenge in 
e-bikeshare. As e-bikeshare promotes 
e-bike use, a major challenge is 
balancing the increase in uptake in 
jurisdictions that do not intrinsically 
support e-bikes with their legislation. 
When implementing e-shared mobility, 
we should think not only of the system 
itself but also the interaction of the 
program with legislation and other 
modes.

Suggested Actions
- Support e-bikeshare in relevant
   planning documents
- Pilot e-bikeshares, and monitor and 
   evaluate their impact year-round to   
   better inform future program rollouts 
- Specifically prohibit e-bikeshare riders 
   from parking e-bikes in areas where 
   pedestrian traffic is impacted
- Engage with emerging academic 
   research on the benefits and out
   comes of e-bikeshares in comparable 
   municipalities

7.4  Cycling 
infrastructure  
In addition, the network of cycling 
infrastructure is a key motivator for 
e-bike adoption. Although some cyclists 
found that e-bikes allowed them to feel 
more confident in mixed-traffic 
conditions, having separated and 
comfortable cycling lanes encourages a 
broader range of cyclists and e-bike 
riders. When considering our ageing 
society, providing the technology solves 
only half the battle for inclusive cycling 
trips; the infrastructure must also be 
supportive of broad demographics. Also, 
route planning will influence the choice 
of trip type, between recreational and 
utilitarian. 

Maintenance also affects e-bike 
adoption, mirroring a key barrier to 
cycling adoption. The cycling network 
should have its condition maintained to a 
suitable degree, especially when 
considering Canadian seasonality. Bike 
lanes that are poorly maintained 
discourage both cyclists and e-bike 
riders from utilizing the provided routes. 
For some contexts, thinking about 
supportive cycling infrastructure may 
need to be creative to sufficiently 
accommodate e-bikes and other 
emerging micromobility options. 
Innovative pavement material and 
markings, route planning and specific 
permissions may be required to support 
diversified cycling capabilities on the 
transportation network. Comprehensive 
and denser cycling networks that allow 
for choice of alternative travel modes 
are always preferred, as they permit 
users to choose the route that most 
appropriately matches their level of 
comfort.

Suggested Actions
- Plan for and maintain a complete and   
    connected cycling network 
- Consider micromobility in the planning 
   of future cycling routes 
- Consider micromobility in the 
   functional design of future cycling 
   routes

7.5  Incentives and pilots  
As can be seen, e-bikeshare pilots are 
another option to introduce the 
technology on a trial basis. Several 
e-bikeshare pilots currently exist across 
the United States, and could be explored 
further in Canada to show the potential 
of e-bikes in addressing transportation 
gaps. To increase e-bike appeal and 
ownership, monetary incentives can also 
be used to make them more affordable 
to potential users. France is currently 
promoting pedelecs to the public 
through a $300 purchase rebate68. A 
similar program is also available in 
Norway, where residents are offered 
$1,200 in Oslo to buy an e-cargo bike69. 

Utilizing financial incentives to increase 
uptake is not unique to e-bike technology 
and has been considered within Canada 
with other emerging technologies. In 
Ontario, the Electric Vehicle and 
Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program 
(EHVIP) provided financial rebates 
($14,000) and High Occupancy Vehicle 
lane privileges to electric vehicle 
purchasers. During the program, sales 
increased by 120%. This EHVIP program 
is no longer offered in Ontario by the 
provincial government; however, as of 
May 2019, the Canadian government 
announced a rebate of $5,000 off 
electric vehicles that cost less than 
$45,00070. When promoting 
micromobility, incentives would be an 
worthwhile option that should be 
explored further within Canada.   

Piloting e-bikes as a 
solution to urban goods 
movement
E-bikes are not only an option for 
personal trips, they also offer new 
mobility options for cargo deliveries. In 
our current retail economy, how we 
order and receive goods is changing, and 

Dans une société qui évolue rapidement, nous 
devrions repenser à la façon dont les modes de 
déplacement peuvent s’adapter aux nouvelles 
tendances au sein de notre société. Le but de ce 
document était de soulever des questions clés 
et d’amorcer une discussion sur la façon dont 
les vélos électriques, et, par la suite, l’ensemble 
des formes de micromobilité peuvent s’intégrer 
dans le réseau de transport nord-américain 
existant. Nous avons regroupé cette discussion 
autour de sept questions clés : 

Nous nous sommes ensuite tournés vers la 
législation et les spécialistes pour 
comprendre comment nous autorisons ou 
interdisons actuellement les vélos 
électriques sur notre réseau de transport. À 
la lumière de cet examen, nous avons cerné 
des possibilités de mieux intégrer les vélos 
et trottinettes électriques au Canada. La 
législation, les spécialistes, les tendances 
actuelles et futures, la perception du public 
et l’infrastructure disponible sont tous des 
éléments qui influent sur la croissance du 
marché de la micromobilité. Une base 
d’utilisateurs diversifiée adopte ces modes 
de transport pour combler une lacune dans 
le système actuel.

Nous voyons l’opportunité pour les vélos et 
trottinettes électriques d’encourager le 
transport durable, la mobilité partagée, 
l’intégration multimodale et l’amélioration 
de l’équité des transports. Cependant, cela 
ne peut se faire sans quelques changements 
cruciaux dans la manière dont la 
micromobilité est actuellement introduite. Il 
y a amplement de place pour appuyer la 
redéfinition des vélos et trottinettes 
électriques afin de mieux délimiter leur rôle 
dans notre réseau de transport. Plus 
particulièrement, les différences 
d’utilisation apparentes entre les VETB et 
les VETS devraient se refléter dans la 
réglementation.

e-bikeshare programs, infrastructure 
permissions, and future incentives and 
pilots. We provide preliminary legislation 
recommendations as part of this paper; 
however, the redefinition of e-bikes 
should be carefully considered and 
phased with stakeholder engagement to 
better understand the opportunities and 
associated challenges.

The onset of e-bikes and micromobility is 
already occurring and the response to 
this transportation change should be 
swift to best guide their future role 
within the transportation network. We 
have the opportunity now to redefine 
micromobility in Canada. Leveraging the 
potential of e-bikes and e-scooters 

Que sont les vélos électriques et 
comment les définissons-nous?

Quel est le rôle actuel des vélos 
électriques et comment cela pourrait-
il changer?

Comment la législation influence-t-elle 
l’intégration des vélos électriques?

Quelles leçons peut-on tirer de la 
réglementation actuelle sur les vélos 
électriques?

Comment les spécialistes perçoivent-
ils la micromobilité?

Comment la micromobilité peut-elle 
remédier au « chainon manquant »?

Quels sont les meilleurs outils pour 
intégrer la micromobilité et les vélos 
électriques dans le contexte canadien?

1
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Chacune de ces questions a alimenté la 
discussion. En nous basant sur le rôle actuel 
des vélos électriques, nous avons comparé 
les tendances qui émergent afin d’explorer 
comment celles qui concernent les vélos 
électriques pourraient changer.

the sustainability of goods movement is 
an increasing environmental concern. 
Between 2005 and 2015, the number of 
parcels delivered globally grew by 128%71. 
Some companies are already integrating 
micromobility into their business plans -
UPS introduced the service in late 201872. 
A Seattle pilot introduces a specifically 
designed cargo e-bike to complete local 
delivery trips within the city, reducing 
the traffic congestion caused by delivery 
trucks and vehicles.

Suggested Actions
- Explore the opportunity for rebate 
   programs for e-bikes and other  
   provincial and/or federal micromobility 
   modes
- Whenever feasible, introduce e-bike
   pilot programs that can explore
   potential new markets for e-bikes    
   (such as urban goods movement)
- Approach the Canadian Government to   
   expand their current electric vehicle 
   incentive program to include  a similar  
   rebate for e-bikes. e.g. $275 off a 
   $250-500 e-bike. 

should be paramount, as their unique 
capability to address the missing middle 
of our transportation network is 
opportune, and could fundamentally 
shift how we perceive mobility in our 
communities.

Through further exploration of the 
above recommendations, alongside 
continued research and engagement, we 
could introduce micromobility as a 
practical travel mode choice for many 
that, along with public transit, can allow 
us to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
while improving our quality of life.

7.6  Education
The discussion surrounding 
micromobility is on going, and subject to 
change as new trends emerge. As such, 
practitioner and public education are 
vital to e-bike integration. We need to 
facilitate an open conversation around 
micromobility that supports 
knowledge-sharing across jurisdictions. 
Moreover, this knowledge should be 
communicated clearly and plainly to the 
public to encourage their support and 
opinions on micromobility.

Suggested Actions
- Clearly communicate the functionality   
   of e-bikes in online and in-print   
    educational materials 
- Mandate that e-bikeshare operators  
   provide educational videos for    
   new-riders 
- Update the Driver Training Manual to
   include information on e-bikes and 
   e-scooters
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In the previous chapters, we established 
the existing context of e-bike 
integration, the current legislative 
landscape, and opinions of key 
micromobility stakeholders. Through the 
findings of each of these reviews, we 
have compiled a toolbox of six e-bike 
integration methods that could support 
accessible, inclusive and sustainable 
e-bike adoption in communities across 
Canada.

7.1  Legislation  
The ambiguity of e-bikes and, more 
largely, all micromobility modes in our 
transportation network is a key barrier 
to integration. As highlighted in our 
legislative review, there is no common 
delineation between the multiple types 
of e-bikes and how they should be 
regulated, or where they should be 
permitted.

In Canada, further evaluation should be 
conducted to determine whether a 
tiered approach to e-bike regulation (as 
shown in Europe and the United States 
through the Bicycle Product Suppliers 
Association definition) could assist in 
clarifying the role of e-bikes in our 
existing and future transportation 
network. Careful evaluation of the 
relationship between the 
throttle-assisted and pedelecs models, 
as well as the BSEB and SSEB models, 
should occur. As mentioned throughout 
this paper, there are operational 
differences between these models that 
affect how they interact with our 
infrastructure and other road-users. 
When planning for new regulation, we 
should give considerable attention to the 
legal classification of e-bikes as bicycles 
and to the regulators - speed, weight, 
throttle-power, wheel diameter, etc. -
that are used to dictate the operational 
capacities of e-bikes.

Suggested Actions
Based on the findings of this paper, we 
suggest the following legislative changes 
be explored at the provincial level to 
address some of the current barriers to 
e-bike adoption. Graphically shown in 
Figure 8. The implementation of these 
changes should be subject to 
stakeholder engagement to further 
analyze the implications and effects on 
the e-bike sector. 

Furthermore, depending on the outcome 
of the federal deregulation, these 
changes may be independent legislation 
for e-bikes or could act as further 
classification for power-assisted 
bicycles.

1. Regulate pedal-assisted 
e-bikes as bicycles in a two-tier 
model
Pedelecs and throttle-assisted 
pedal-assist bicycles are already 
regulated as bicycles, but are grouped 
together with Scooter Style E-Bikes 
(SSEBs). To maximize the potential of 
pedelecs/PABs as an integrated mobility 
option, they should be categorized 
separately from other e-bike models, 
and from each other. It is recommended 
that two tiers of pedal-assisted bicycles 
be classified, in that both pedelecs and 
throttle-assisted pedal-assist bicycles 
are categorized - as done with the 
American Bicycle Suppliers Product 
Association classification. By doing so, 
the slight capability differences between 
pedelecs and throttle-assisted bicycle 
style e-bikes are recognized without 
removing their permissions as bicycles. 

This would lead to a better 
understanding of pedelecs and PABs by 
the public, so that more riders could 
make educated choices about their 
preferred e-bike typology. We propose 
these e-bikes be classified as Type A, 
with full-pedal assist bicycles being Type 
A-1 and throttle-assisted pedal-assist 
bicycles being Type A-2. 

- Permit pedelecs and Permit Type A     
   e-bikes similar to conventional bicycles 
- Maintain the maximum speed of 
   32km/h 
- Maintain all other existing   
   requirements of power-assisted  
   bicycles 
- Require a speedometer on Type A   
   e-bikes 
- Require that the motor cease when 
   human propulsion ceases for pedelecs, 
   and that the motor ceases when 
   brakes are applied for Type A-2 
- Require a manufacturers label that   
   distinguish between Type A-1 and Type 
    A-2
- Monitor and evaluate e-bike usage to 
   understand how pedelecs and PABs are 
   being utilized
- Require helmets for Type A e-bikes
- Regulate that no person under the age  
   of sixteen shall operate a Type A e-bike 

2. Recognize s-pedelecs in the 
transportation network
Currently, s-pedelecs are not permitted 
within the power-assisted bicycle 
definition as they exceed the maximum 
32 km/h speed. The Bicycle Product 
Suppliers Association permits 
s-pedelecs as bicycles in their 
classification model given that the U.S. 
does not explicitly prohibit e-bikes that 
can travel at a speed higher than 32 
km/h. Currently, Canada does not have a 
definition for s-pedelecs. Based on the 
lessons learned from the EU, it is 
recommended that s-pedelecs be clearly 
defined in provincial legislation as a type 
of moped with required licensing that 
would recognize their pedal-assist 
nature, but also recognize their 
increased speed to reduce potential 
injuries and mode conflicts. We propose 
these s-pedelecs be classified as Type B 
e-bikes 
- Define Type B e-bikes as mopeds
- Indicate a unique definition for 
   Type B e-bikes within the existing 
   moped definition

- Distinguish between Type B e-bikes  
   and other less-active mopeds through 
   language about human-propulsion  
- Require a mandatory helmet for 
   Type-B use
- Require a speedometer on Type B 
   e-bikes

- Regulate that no person under the age 
   of sixteen shall operate a Type B e-bike

3. Finding a place for SSEBs
With the above recommendations, 
SSEBs would still exist within the e-bike 
classification, as they functionally 
match the legal description of 
power-assisted bicycles. However, 
provinces can look to regulate SSEB via 
weight or wheel diameter requirements. 
In the city of Toronto, SSEBs are 
distinguished as e-scooters and are not 
permitted on multi-use trails. Toronto 
distinguishes between pedal-assisted 
e-bikes and SSEBs by mandating that 
e-bikes have a maximum weight of 40 kg 
and that the e-bike rider “pedals for 
propulsion” - building upon the 
“functional pedals” requirement within 
the power-assisted bicycle definition. 
Creating a functional classification, 
however, only begins to unravel the 
future role of SSEBs on the 
transportation network.  There is 
minimal regulatory precedent for 
defining SSEB and as such, determining 
where, or if, SSEBs fit into our existing 
active transportation infrastructure 
requires a strong regulatory focus, 
especially when considering the 
conversations on safety and equity. It is 
recommended that stakeholder 
engagement be further conducted to 
determine the appropriate operating 
environment for SSEBs. We propose 
that scooter-style e-bikes be classified 
as Type C.
- Define a functional difference between  
   Type A-2 and Type C through 
    regulation requiring human-propulsion     
    and maximum weight 

- Require a speedometer on Type C 
   e-bikes 
- Prohibit Type C on multi-use trails and 
   other off-road facilities 
- Require Type C E-bikes to operate in 
   motor vehicle travel lanes, similar to 
   mopeds

4. Legalize e-scooters
Different modes of micromobility fill 
different transportation gaps. 
E-scooters can work with e-bikes to 
increase the efficiency and sustainability 
of our transportation network. However, 
specific attention should be given to how 
they are introduced. We propose the 
following considerations to e-scooter 
regulation64: 
- Introduce the legalization of 
   e-scooters through a pilot program 
- Limit the speed of e-scooters to 24 
   km/h, and consider requiring an 
    emergency power shut off switch
- Use in dedicated cycling infrastructure 
   e.g. bike lanes and multi-use paths but 
   not on sidewalks or in motor vehicle 
   travel lanes with posted speed limits 
   greater than 40 km/h 

- When part of an e-scooter share, 
   specifically prohibit the e-scooter    
   operator and riders from leaving 
   e-scooters lying around on sidewalks in 
   a way that impedes pedestrian traffic.

7.2  Planning documents  
Our survey found that only 31% of 
respondents are currently planning for 
micromobility as part of their future 
transportation planning process. Plans 
that can incorporate micromobility 
include, but are not limited to: 
- Official Plans 
- Secondary Plans 
- Transportation Master Plans 
- Active Transportation Master Plans
- Road Safety/Vision Zero Action Plans 
- Transportation Demand Management
   Plans 

The new policy directives of these 
sections should consider the multiple 
modes of micromobility and their unique 
mobility capabilities. This paper started 

to identify the differences between 
micromobility modes. However, further 
analysis should be done to understand 
the interactions of these modes. 
Furthermore, much of transportation 
planning is reliant on modelling. When 
looking towards a 
micromobility-supportive 
transportation network, data, software 
and processes will need to be updated to 
reflect how e-bikes and e-scooters 
travel through the network. 

When planning inclusively for new 
mobility trends, it is important to 
understand the inherent social and 
health impacts that could arise from a 
shift in the transportation status quo. 
The background review section and 
engagement showed that the 
demographics that could benefit from 
micromobility are broad, and ensuring 
that each demographic benefit equitably 
from the introduction of micromobility is 
essential to its overall success. As they 
become more normalized, a shift has 
occurred wherein e-bikes are now being 
adopted by those who may not have the 
same economic or social opportunities63. 
When we think about micromobility from 
a population and demographic 
perspective, it is important to 
incorporate e-bikes, e-scooters and 
other forms of micromobility into our 
social/health planning to guide equitable 
adoption. We can achieve this by 
integrating micromobility into different 
policy documents such as age-friendly 
community planning, social equity 
planning, Vision Zero, and more.

Suggested Actions
- Define micromobility and the different 
   micromobility modes within Official 
   Plans and appropriate functional 
   master plans 
- Integrate micromobility into “future 
   mobility” sections of Transportation 
   Master Plans

- Update modelling processes to reflect     
   the operational capabilities of micro-
   mobility

- Consider micromobility through an 
   equity lens and, whenever feasible, 
   adapt supportive micromobility policies 
   for all applicable planning documents 

- Acknowledge the unique benefit of 
   micromobility to increase mobility for 
   our ageing population, and appropri-
   ately plan for supportive micromobility 
   policies within age friendly plans, 
   transportation master plans, and 
   other relevant planning policies.

7.3  Bikeshare 
In the bikeshare sector, which is 
approximated to be in place in over 800 
municipalities across 56 countries65, 
e-bikeshare is still a comparably small 
subset. However, the opportunity is 
apparent; e-bikeshare could help make 
bikeshare a more viable alternative for 
“missing middle” trips in both urban and 
suburban landscapes.  In addition to 
increasing exposure of e-bikes, 
e-bikeshare also allows the municipality 
to control the types of e-bikes in their 
transportation network. For example, in 
New York City, throttle-assisted e-bikes 
remain illegal, but a legal pedelec 
e-bikeshare was introduced66.  

Nevertheless, many e-bikeshare 
implementation questions still need 
answers. The most notable for Canada 
is the climate. Is it feasible to operate 
e-bikeshare in the winter months? When 
e-bikes are stored outside do their 
batteries continue to operate in 
sub-zero temperatures? Are there 
technological solutions to cold climate 
challenges, such as having powered 
charging docks that keep the battery at 
a minimum optimum temperature when 
not being used? We will need to address 

these practical questions (highlighted 
through the engagement) as we 
introduce more e-bikeshares in Canada. 

There is also an internal micromobility 
competition occurring between 
e-scooter share services and 
e-bikeshare services that can cause 
implementation challenges.  In some 
cases, e-bikeshares are being 
discontinued in lieu of e-scooter shares, 
which are cheaper to operate67. In some 
areas, these two services are being 
implemented interchangeably despite 
offering differing functionalities. 
Moreover, the New York City precedent 
raises an important challenge in 
e-bikeshare. As e-bikeshare promotes 
e-bike use, a major challenge is 
balancing the increase in uptake in 
jurisdictions that do not intrinsically 
support e-bikes with their legislation. 
When implementing e-shared mobility, 
we should think not only of the system 
itself but also the interaction of the 
program with legislation and other 
modes.

Suggested Actions
- Support e-bikeshare in relevant
   planning documents
- Pilot e-bikeshares, and monitor and 
   evaluate their impact year-round to   
   better inform future program rollouts 
- Specifically prohibit e-bikeshare riders 
   from parking e-bikes in areas where 
   pedestrian traffic is impacted
- Engage with emerging academic 
   research on the benefits and out
   comes of e-bikeshares in comparable 
   municipalities

7.4  Cycling 
infrastructure  
In addition, the network of cycling 
infrastructure is a key motivator for 
e-bike adoption. Although some cyclists 
found that e-bikes allowed them to feel 
more confident in mixed-traffic 
conditions, having separated and 
comfortable cycling lanes encourages a 
broader range of cyclists and e-bike 
riders. When considering our ageing 
society, providing the technology solves 
only half the battle for inclusive cycling 
trips; the infrastructure must also be 
supportive of broad demographics. Also, 
route planning will influence the choice 
of trip type, between recreational and 
utilitarian. 

Maintenance also affects e-bike 
adoption, mirroring a key barrier to 
cycling adoption. The cycling network 
should have its condition maintained to a 
suitable degree, especially when 
considering Canadian seasonality. Bike 
lanes that are poorly maintained 
discourage both cyclists and e-bike 
riders from utilizing the provided routes. 
For some contexts, thinking about 
supportive cycling infrastructure may 
need to be creative to sufficiently 
accommodate e-bikes and other 
emerging micromobility options. 
Innovative pavement material and 
markings, route planning and specific 
permissions may be required to support 
diversified cycling capabilities on the 
transportation network. Comprehensive 
and denser cycling networks that allow 
for choice of alternative travel modes 
are always preferred, as they permit 
users to choose the route that most 
appropriately matches their level of 
comfort.

Suggested Actions
- Plan for and maintain a complete and   
    connected cycling network 
- Consider micromobility in the planning 
   of future cycling routes 
- Consider micromobility in the 
   functional design of future cycling 
   routes

7.5  Incentives and pilots  
As can be seen, e-bikeshare pilots are 
another option to introduce the 
technology on a trial basis. Several 
e-bikeshare pilots currently exist across 
the United States, and could be explored 
further in Canada to show the potential 
of e-bikes in addressing transportation 
gaps. To increase e-bike appeal and 
ownership, monetary incentives can also 
be used to make them more affordable 
to potential users. France is currently 
promoting pedelecs to the public 
through a $300 purchase rebate68. A 
similar program is also available in 
Norway, where residents are offered 
$1,200 in Oslo to buy an e-cargo bike69. 

Utilizing financial incentives to increase 
uptake is not unique to e-bike technology 
and has been considered within Canada 
with other emerging technologies. In 
Ontario, the Electric Vehicle and 
Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program 
(EHVIP) provided financial rebates 
($14,000) and High Occupancy Vehicle 
lane privileges to electric vehicle 
purchasers. During the program, sales 
increased by 120%. This EHVIP program 
is no longer offered in Ontario by the 
provincial government; however, as of 
May 2019, the Canadian government 
announced a rebate of $5,000 off 
electric vehicles that cost less than 
$45,00070. When promoting 
micromobility, incentives would be an 
worthwhile option that should be 
explored further within Canada.   

Piloting e-bikes as a 
solution to urban goods 
movement
E-bikes are not only an option for 
personal trips, they also offer new 
mobility options for cargo deliveries. In 
our current retail economy, how we 
order and receive goods is changing, and 

In a rapidly evolving society, we should be 
rethinking how travel patterns can 
adapt to our societal trends. The 
purpose of this paper was to raise key 
questions and initiate a discussion 
regarding how e-bikes, and subsequently 
all micromobility, can fit into the existing 
North American transportation 
network. We framed this discussion 
under seven key questions: 

looked to the legislation and 
practitioners to understand how we are 
currently permitting or prohibiting 
e-bikes on our transportation network. 
Based on these reviews, we identified 
opportunities in the Canadian e-bike 
context to better integrate e-bikes and 
e-scooters. The legislation, 
practitioners, existing and future 
trends, public perception, and available 
infrastructure are all elements that are 
impacting the growth of the 
micromobility market. The modes are 
being adopted by a diverse user-base to 
fill a missing middle in transportation. 

We see the opportunity for e-bikes and 
kick-style e-scooters to promote 
sustainable commuting, further shared 
mobility, support multi-modal 
integration, and improve equity of 
transportation. However, this cannot be 
done without a few crucial changes to 
how micromobility is currently being 
introduced. There is ample scope within 
the Canadian transportation context to 
support redefining e-bikes and 
e-scooters to better inform their role in 
our transportation network. Most 
notably, the apparent operational 
differences between BSEB and SSEB 
should be reflected in regulation.  The 
legislation is vital to how the public 
perceives e-bikes and e-scooters, and 
currently, the lack of definition between 
SSEB, BSEB, pedal-assist and 
throttle-assist models is contributing to 
perceived ambiguity surrounding 
e-bikes. Refined legislation could better 
inform new mobility planning, 

Celle-ci est essentielle à la façon dont le public 
perçoit les vélos et trottinettes électriques. 
Actuellement, l’absence de définition qui 
permettrait de distinguer les VETB, les VETS, 
les modèles à pédalage assisté et les modèles à 
accélération assistée contribue à l’ambiguïté qui 
entoure les vélos électriques. Une législation 
affinée pourrait mieux éclairer la nouvelle 
planification de la mobilité, les programmes de 
vélos électriques en libre-service, les 
autorisations concernant les infrastructures, 
les mesures incitatives et les projets pilotes à 
venir. Nous formulons des recommandations 
législatives préliminaires dans le cadre du 
présent document. Toutefois, la redéfinition des 
vélos électriques devrait être soigneusement 
examinée et mise en œuvre progressivement 
avec la participation des intervenants pour 
mieux comprendre les possibilités et les défis 
connexes. 

Les vélos électriques et la micromobilité sont 
une réalité émergeante et la réponse à ce 
changement dans les modes de transport 
devrait être rapide afin d’orienter au mieux leur 
rôle futur au sein du réseau de transport.  

Each of these questions informed the 
discussion. Based on the existing role of 
e-bikes, we cross-compared our 
future-ready trends to explore how 
e-bike trends could change. We then 

the sustainability of goods movement is 
an increasing environmental concern. 
Between 2005 and 2015, the number of 
parcels delivered globally grew by 128%71. 
Some companies are already integrating 
micromobility into their business plans -
UPS introduced the service in late 201872. 
A Seattle pilot introduces a specifically 
designed cargo e-bike to complete local 
delivery trips within the city, reducing 
the traffic congestion caused by delivery 
trucks and vehicles.

Suggested Actions
- Explore the opportunity for rebate 
   programs for e-bikes and other  
   provincial and/or federal micromobility 
   modes
- Whenever feasible, introduce e-bike
   pilot programs that can explore
   potential new markets for e-bikes    
   (such as urban goods movement)
- Approach the Canadian Government to   
   expand their current electric vehicle 
   incentive program to include  a similar  
   rebate for e-bikes. e.g. $275 off a 
   $250-500 e-bike. 

Nous avons maintenant l’occasion de redéfinir 
la micromobilité au Canada. L’exploitation du 
potentiel des vélos et des trottinettes 
électriques devrait être primordiale, car leur 
capacité unique à remédier au « chainon 
manquant » de notre réseau de transport est 
opportune et pourrait modifier 
fondamentalement notre perception de la 
mobilité au sein de nos collectivités. 

En approfondissant l’étude des 
recommandations ci-dessus et en poursuivant 
nos recherches et notre engagement, nous 
pourrions faire de la micromobilité un mode de 
transport pratique pour bon nombre de 
personnes. En la jumelant au transport en 
commun, elle pourrait nous permettre de 
réduire les émissions de gaz à effet de serre 
tout en améliorant notre qualité de vie.

7.6  Education
The discussion surrounding 
micromobility is on going, and subject to 
change as new trends emerge. As such, 
practitioner and public education are 
vital to e-bike integration. We need to 
facilitate an open conversation around 
micromobility that supports 
knowledge-sharing across jurisdictions. 
Moreover, this knowledge should be 
communicated clearly and plainly to the 
public to encourage their support and 
opinions on micromobility.

Suggested Actions
- Clearly communicate the functionality   
   of e-bikes in online and in-print   
    educational materials 
- Mandate that e-bikeshare operators  
   provide educational videos for    
   new-riders 
- Update the Driver Training Manual to
   include information on e-bikes and 
   e-scooters
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Images
FIGURE 1 ET 8 : 
Vélo électrique de type bicyclette : Benno Boost E: https://
www.benno-bikes.com/e-bikes/ 
Vélos à assistance électrique rapides : Turbo Vado 4.0 
spécialisé https://electricbik-ereview.com/specialized/
turbo-vado-4-0/ 
Vélo électrique de type scooter : GigaByke Groove- 750W 
Electric Vélo motorisé : https://www.giga-
byke.com/groove-750w-electric-motor-
ized-bike-black.html 

FIGURE 2 : 
Modèle de base : Vélo électrique B’Twin Elops 940 Classic : 
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/elops-940-e-classic-elec-
tric-bike-shimano-steps-id_8379382.html
Modèle pour navetteur : Coboc SEVEN Vesterbro: https://
ww-w.coboc.biz/en/product/seven-vesterbro/ 
E-Mountain Bike: Trek Powerfly LT 7 Plus: https://ww-
w.trekbikes.com/gb/en_GB/bikes/mountain-bikes/elec-
tric-mountain-bikes/powerfly/powerfly-long-travel/power

fly-lt-7-plus/p/23260/ 
Vélo électrique pliant : Tern Vektron S10: https://
www.ternbicy-cles.com/bikes/472/vektron-s10 
Vélo à pneus surdimensionnés : Bulls Monster E FS: 
https://www.bullse-bikes.com/product/monster-e-fs-3/  

TABLEAU 4 : 
Vélo à pédalage assisté : 2019 KTM Macina Fun XL 10 CX5: 
http://www.flid-istribution.co.uk/2019-ktm-macina-fun-
xl-10-cx5 
Vélomoteurs : Revolution X: http://hi-powercy-
cles.com/revolution-x/ 
Mobylette à trois roues : Yahama Tricity 125: https://
www.yama-ha-motor.eu/kv/kv/products/scooters/urban-
mobility/tricity-125/ 
Quadricycle léger : Renault Twizy: https://www.renault.-
co.uk/vehicles/new-vehicles/twizy.html 

FIGURE 5 : 
Loi californienne sur les vélos électriques :  
peopleforbikes.org 
IMAGES DE L’ÉTUDE : 
Vélo électrique de type bicyclette : Benno Boost E: https://
www.benno-bikes.com/e-bikes/ 
Vélo électrique de type scooter : GigaByke Groove- 750W 
Vélo motorisé : https://www.giga-
byke.com/groove-750w-electric-motor-
ized-bike-black.html 
Trottinette électrique : CityBug 2: https://
www.citybug.com/ 

FIGURE 7 ET TABLEAU 7
Vélo électrique de type bicyclette : Benno Boost E: https://
www.benno-bikes.com/e-bikes/ 
Bicyclette motorisée : https://www.giga-
byke.com/groove-750w-electric-motor-
ized-bike-black.html 
Trottinette électrique :  https://www.skates.co.uk/city-
bug-2-elec-tric-scooter-white.html
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